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Association fran~aise d'etude pour !'Union europeenne 
(AFEUR) 

R. TOULEMON 
Paris, le 7 juin 1995 

Message pour les Conferences TEPSA de Madrid et de Bruges 

Une grande responsahilite pour la Presidence espagnole 

La pnlsidence espagnole se situe a un moment ctecisif pour }'evolution de l'Union 
europeenne. C'est en effet au cours du 2eme semestre de 1995 que se dessineront les 
orientations de la Conference de 1996 au sein du groupe preparatoire de representants des 
chefs d'Etat et de gouvemement. 11 n'est pas exclu, par ailleurs, que la Presidence espagnole ait 
a faire face a de graves difficultes resultant des perturbations causees au fonctionnement du 
marche unique, notamment mais pas seulement agricole, par les discordes monetaires et plus 
particulierement par la perte de valeur de la lire italienne et dans une moindre mesure de la 
peseta. 

L'objet de ce papier sera d'une part de donner quelques indications, necessairement 
provisoires, sur ce que pourrait etre la politique europeenne de l'equipe CHIRAC-JUPPE.
CHARETTE-MILLON-BARNIER, ct'autre part de presenter quelques suggestions 
concernant la rcforrne institutionnelle en particulier sur le probleme de l'equilibre entre 
"grands" et "petits" Etats et sur celui de l'Executif. 

I- LA NOUVELLE POLITIOUE EUROPEENNE DE LA FRANCE 

11 est evidemment premature de forrnuler une appreciation sur les positions que 
defendra la nouvelle equipe au pouvoir en France. On observera tout d'abord .q11e le 
gouvernement JUPPE a une assez forte coloration "europeenne", non seulement du fait du 
Premier Ministre lui-meme mais aussi et surtout parce que le nouveau ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres, Herve de CHARETIE, et celui de la Dcfense, Charles MILLON sont des 
Europeens affirrnes qui n'hesitent pas a se reclamer du fecteralisme, ce qui, en France, est 
devenu exceptionnel. Le nouveau president de la Republique a un passe europeen contraste : 
au negatif l'appel de Cochin (1976), redige sous !'influence de l'equipc JUILLET -GARAUD, 
au positif le soutien ctecisif apporte a l'Acte unique et au traite de Maastricht. Si CHIRAC le 
veut, il est sans doute le President le mieux place pour faire accepter a la partie la plus reticente 
de I' opinion fran~aise un pas decisif vers !'Europe federale. 

Mais le voudra-t-il ? Les doutes subsistent non pas tellement a cause de la repudiation 
du federalisme dans le discours dominant au RPR et dans de larges franges de l'UDF, mais a 
cause de l'illusion entretenue dans les milieux dirigeants de la diplomatic, de la haute 
administration et de l'economie, suivant laquelle il serait possible de concilier elargissement et 
approfondissement en constituant un ou plusieurs cercles d'integration renforcee mais, pour 
J'essentiel intergouvemementale, au sein d'une Union large mais limitee a la gestion du marche 
unique. Telle etait la conception de !'ancien Premier Ministre BALLADUR. Telle est aussi 
celle de }'ancien President GISCARD d'ESTAING qui, dans un article du Figaro publie avant 



!'election presidentielle, plaidait pour un noyau dur conforme aux propositions de la CDU, 
mais apparemment en dehors de !'Union et sans armature institutionnelle bien definie. Quant a 
BALIADUR, il revait de plusieurs cercles, l'un militaire avec le Royaume-Uni, !'autre 
monetaire avec l'AIIemagne, donnan! a la France une position centrale ... 

Aussi faut-il attendre que la diplomatic fran~aise constate l'irrealisme de telles 
conceptions, pour que soient creees les conditions d'un reel progres de !'integration ne creant 
aucune autre differenciation entre Etats que celles, provisoires, qui resultent de leur niveau de 
developpement et qui situe les cercles d'integration avancee a l'interieur d'une Union aux 
institutions renforcees. 

Un autre sujet d'inquietude resulte de !'ambition exprimee par CHIRAC de jouer un rOle 
de mediateur entre les positions allemandes et britanniques. Le risque est grand que sur les 
questions institutionnelles, Paris continue d'etre plus pres de Londres que de Bonn. 

Ce sont bien entendu, non les questions institutionnelles mais les questions 
economiques et plus particulierement celle de l'emploi qui dominent les preoccupations du 
gouvemement et de !'opinion. JUPPE a fait de la reduction du ch6mage !'axe essentiel de sa 
politique et a formule dans sa declaration gouvernementale l'espoir que !'Union pourrait y 
contribuer, en particulier par la mise en oeuvre des chantiers du Livre blanc. Il a aussi fait part 
de son inquietude quant aux consequences des ctesordres monetaires, mais n'a pas mentionne 
l'ecotaxe pourtant inscrite au Livre blanc mais generalement ignoree malgre des debats recents 
et une nouvelle proposition, tres decevante, de la Commission qui envisage de laisser les Etats 
faire ce qu'ils veulent dans ce domaine. 

Enfin, au cours des derniers jours, le theme des menaces sur "le Service public if la 
fran<;aise" a mobilise les syndicats et !'opinion. L'ouverture des services publics a la 
concurrence serait mieux comprise si les obligations de service universe! et la creation, dans 
certains domaines (surveillance de la frontiere, controle aerien, definition de certaines normes) 
de services publics europeens etaient rappelees ou proposees. 

Si elles le voulaient, I'Allemagne, I'Italie et I'Espagne auraient sans doute la possibilite 
d'obtenir un assouplissement des positions institutionnelles de la France en contrepartie ·de 
concessions aux preoccupations economiques, monetaires et agricoles du gouvemement 
fran<;ais. 

Enfin, !'aggravation de la situation dans l'ex-Yougoslavie est un facteur appele a 
prendre de !'importance dans les semaines qui viennent. Contribuera-t-il a rapprocher les 
points de vue sur l'avenir de I'UEO, la reforme de I'OTAN, la creation en principe souhaitee 
par la France d'un "ministere europeen des Affaires etrangeres" (formule qu'utilisait !'ancien 
ministre Alain IAMASSOURE, en ajoutant que le ministere devrait se situer sous l'autorite 
directe des gouvernements), c'est difficile a dire. 11 est douteux que l'on sorte de la situation 
actuelle marquee par un bilateralisme franco-britannique dans le cadre ONU-OTAN, tant que 
les autres partenaires ne seront pas disposes a prendre plus de risques et a consentir un plus 
grand effort. L'essentiel sera dans les mois qui viennent de maintenir un front diplomatique 
commun face a Washington et a Moscou. 
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II- OUELOUES SUGGESTIONS POUR LA REFORME INSTITUTIONNELLE 

L'AFEUR et le Centre d'etudes europeennes de Paris I ont constitue sous l'egide du 
professeur Philippe MANIN et en liaison avec TEPSA un groupe de reflexion sur la 
Conference de 1996 dont les conclusions ne seront pas disponibles avant l'automne. 

Les suggestions qui suivent concernant l'equilibre entre grands et petits Etats et au sujet 
de la creation d'un Executif politique commun doivent etre considerees comme des 
contributions a la reflexion commune. Elle n'engagent pas le groupe MANIN et ne prejugent 
pas ses conclusions. 

L L'eguilibre entre .. grands" et 11 petits" 

Les propositions multiples concemant !'Europe a plusieurs vitesses ou a noyau dur de 
meme que certaines propositions de reforme institutionnelle aboutissant a creer deux 
categories d'Etats memhres (pour la Prcsidence, la Commission, voire le droit de veto) ont 
suscite une legitime inquietude de la part des Etats les moins peuplcs. Leurs parte-parole ont 
multiplie les declarations hostiles a de tels projets (notamment a la reunion de Sesimbra) ou 
affirmant leur volonte de figurer dans le noyau dur (Autriche). Ces inquietudes se soot 
exprimees au Parlement europeen qui est alle jusqu'a rejeter un compromis apparemment 
raisonnable sur le mode de vote au Conseil. Le refus du Parlement de prendre en consideration 
les populations des Etats membres dans le mode de votation au scin du Conseil s'est fonde 
apparemment sur !'argument selon lequel c'etait le Parlement qui etait representatif des 
populations. Cette logique conduirait a donner chaque Etat la meme voix au Conseil et un 
nombre de deputes au Parlement exactement proportionnel a la population, suivant le modele 
americain du Senat et de la Chambre. A mon avis, ce decalque du systeme americain serail 
une erreur. 11 est plus sage et plus conforme a la tradition communautaire de conserver des 
votes ponderes au Conseil et une certainc sur representation des petits Etats au Parlement. 
Mais il est douteux que les Etats les plus peuples puissent accepter que des decisions soient 
adoptees au Conseil par des majorites d'Etats representant mains de la moitie de la population 
de !'Union. Or, tousles candidats potcntiels, sauf la Pologne, soot des Etats comptant mains de 
10 millions d'habitants. 

Le role de TEPSA et celui de la presidence espagnole peut etre decisif en vue de la 
recherche de solutions qui dcvraient etre acceptables pour taus et qui soot assez faciles a 
definir: 

- acceptation d'une rCforme du vote au Conseil suivant le principe de la double majorite 
(des Etats reunissant la moitie ou les deux tiers de la population), 

-pas de discrimination entre categories d'Etats, 

- maintien de la rotation des pn!sidences mais avec possibilite de repartition entre 
plusieurs Etats, suivant les suggestions du Comite NOEL du Mouvement europeen, · 

- mainticn d'au moins un rcssortissant par pays dans la Commission, 

- creation d'un Executif politique commun, a partir de la Presidence du Conseil 
europeen. 
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Cette demiere suggestion est de beaucoup la plus ambitieuse et la plus originale. Elle 
appelle une presentation et une justification particulieres. 

2. Presidence ou Autorite politigue 

Au cours de la campagne pour !'election presidentielle, Jacques CHIRAC, s'est 
prononce en faveur de la creation d'une Pnlsidence du Conseil europeen d'une duree de trois 
ans. Cette proposition n'a ete prise au serieux ni en France ni ailleurs. Elle a ete consideree 
comme un geste en faveur de Valery GISCARD d'ESTAING a qui on prete generalement 
!'ambition d'etre candida! a une telle fonction. La principale critique qu'appelle cette 
proposition et qu'elle n'a apparemment fait l'objet d'aucune consultation prealable avec les 
partenaires de la France. 

Cependant taus ceux qui sont sincerement attaches au renforcement des institutions 
europeennes et a un renforcement des institutions europeennes et a une adaptation de ces 
institutions a l'elargissement auraient interet a ne pas ecarter sans examen cette proposition. 
C'est en effet la premiere fois qu'une voix franc;aise autorisee reconnait la necessite de placer a 
la tete de !'Union europeenne une personnalite n'exerc;ant pas ou n'exerc;ant plus de fonction 
nationale. 

11 serail done judicieux de reconnaitre les aspects positifs de cette proposition tout en lui 
apportant des amendements qui pourraient aboutir a un compromis acceptable entre des 
positions jusqu'a present inconciliables. 

11 faut en effet etre conscient de ce que la creation d'une Europe politique a secretariat 
intergouvememental totalement exterieur a la Commission est aujourd'hui la ligne de la plus 
grande pente. 

C'est pourquoi la creation d'une Presidence de !'Union est interessante dans ·la mesure 
ou elle confierait un role eminent, non a un secretariat intergouvememental mais a une 
Autorite disposant d'une legitimite politique propre. Cela supposerait 

- que la Presidence soit investie par le Parlement et responsable devant lui, 

- que cette Presidence ne soil pas solitaire mais coll<lgiale (un President entoure de 
quatre a six vice-presidents, de maniere a assurer a ce niveau un certain equilibre 
geographique et entre Etats plus ou mains peuples). 

Si ces deux conditions etaient remplies, rien ne s'opposerait a ce que ce cbllege 
presidentiel joue le role d'un Cabinet restreint qui d'une part, gererait la PESC avec l'appui de 
la Commission et de ses services, d'autre part dirigerait les travaux de la Commission. 
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L'independance de la Commission, y compris pour le vote, subsisterait mais seulement 
dans les domaines ou la Commission exerce le role d'une autorite d'arbitrage (concurrence, 
controle des infractions). Dans ces conditions, une Commission nombreuse, ou taus les Etats 
auraient au mains un ressortissant serail acceptable. 

Bien entendu lescMma ci-dessus se prete a de nombreuses variantes. L'essentiel est de 
constituer un Executif politique assez proche du Conseil europeen pour beneficier de la 
confiance des Etats, qui dispose en meme temps de la confiance du Parlement et soit soumis a 
son controle, qui assure sous son autorite !'unite de !'administration de !'Union. Le schema se 
prete aussi a une evolution avec une lere etape au cours de laquelle coexisteraient une 
Presidence du Conseil europeen et une Presidence de la Commission travaillant en liaison tres 
etroite, en vue d'une fusion ulterieure. 

• 

* * 

Je sais que ces idees surprendront car elles ne correspondent ni au schema traditionnel 
des federalistes, ni a celui des ·defenseurs de l'intergouvernementalisme. No us n'avons pas eu 
le temps d'en discuter de maniere approfondie au sein de I'AFEUR ou elles souleveront 
certainement des objections. Mon souhait est que les lnstituts TEPSA acceptent de les 
examiner de maniere approfondie et sans prejuges. 
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L'AVENIR DE LA CONSTITUTION ElJROI'EENNE 

COMMISSION i: FINALITES ET STRATEGIRS 

PAR : Philippc MANIN, profc~s~ur ~ l'univcrsitc PARIS! PANTHEON- SORBONNE 

Le champ d'etudc de la Commission I, si l'on se repone sculcmcnt A son inthulc, est 
cxutmcmcmlargc. 
Jl n etc neanmoins precise, par UllC indication qui figurnit Slll' ]'avlllli·Jll'Ojct de 
programme du colloquc, qui prccisait que la question dite de la "geometric variable" de 
!'Union curopecnnc dcvait occupcr unc place cc1Hralc t. 
Par aillcurs, il est demnndc aux Comrn1ssions du colloquc de trailer dlll'npplication dn 
traitc de Mnastricht et d'ctablir Utlll sortc de "hilan" dll cclui-ci avnnt. de poser ks 
proh!~mcs provoqucs pm· Ill futur elargisscmcnt. de l'Union2. 
C'cst sur ccs hascs C)UC le present mppon a ctc ctahli, ctant cntcndu qu'illlllllll'tcnd pn.~ 
etre cxhaustif et qu'1l doit avnnttout scrvir de supp0111lla discussion. 

·1. ESSAI D'APPREC!ATION DES APPORTS DU TRAITE DE MAASTRICHT 

Dans le cadre du travail de cctu: commission, il ne pcut etre question que d'une 
appreciation de caracttrc global. Jl s'ngit en d6finitive de se demander si k traitc dll 
Manstricht, qui a formellcmcnt crcc "!'Union curopccnnc'', n n1odific les carnc:crcs 
csscntiels des "Communnutcs ouropecnncs" tcls que ccux-ci avaiem 6tc fixr.~ ill'origine 
et modifies par les revisions successive.~ d~.s trniiCs~. 

Le traitc de Mnastricht J\1prcscnte ccrtainement 1'6vcncmcntlc plus imponmn nffllC:ant 
In construction curopecnne depuis.la creation des Communautcs. 
ll semble etre ~ l'originc de trois cffets doni In portcc·doit i':IJ'c npprceiec : 

• l'clargisscment du champ d'action 
· le rcfus d'a.ppliqucr lcs techniques de !'integration nux domninllS de In 

politiquc c:rang~1c et de s6curit6 et de la justice et des affairC".~ intericunls 
-!'introduction, i\ un nivenu important, des techniques de l'integrntion 
diffcrcnciec ("geometric variable:") 

·1.1. L'ELARGISSEMENT DU CHAMP D'ACTION 

A priori, l'clargisscmcnt du champ d'action dll !'Union curopcennc par rnpportil cclui 
lJU'avait les Conununnutcs curopt.<.enncs parait considerable. 
11 n ccpcndant bcsoin d'etrc precise et rclativise. 

-1.1. I. Le champ d'action de !'Union curopCl\mlll s'ctcnd hicn nu dcli:\ du champ d'action 
des Cllll111lunnutcs en cc qu'il clluvre unc "politique ct.rangcrc et lk sl<.curitc commune'' 
(ditc "dcuxi~mc pilicr", titre V du traite, an. J a J.ll) et unc "cooperation dnns lcs 
domaincs de la justice et des nffaircs intcricurcs" (ditc "troisicnH: pilic.r", titre VI du 
traitc, art. K ~ K9). 

-1.1.1.1. En cc lJUi Clll\Cl\l'lll\ le dcuxi~mc pililll', j] doiL etrc rappdc qu'il partir de I 97 I. 
les Etnts mcmbrcs des Conununautcs ont etahli entre l\IIX unc "cooperation politiqlll~". 



1.~ champ d'action de ccuc cooperation u conccrnc ~n fait, de~ l'origint), la politiquc 
ctmnr;cn~ dans lcs domnincs non couvert.~ par le~ traitcs comnH:nautMil\~~ 4 . 
Ccl!c ctHlpcration politique;. abouti asscz vitc ~!'adoption de positions ct>Jl'llll\llll~~ et, 
plus mremcnt, ~!'engagement d'actions wmmu.nes, sur le fondcmcnt de d(:cisions prise~ 
n l'ununimitc 1\U nivcau de Ill reunion des ministrcs des affairt~S ctrangtn~s nu lkS chefs 
d'Etat 011 de gouvcrncmcnt dans le uadrc des '\:onfjrcnccs nu .~wnmct", pui.~ du Comcil 
europecn. 
Ln Commission, d'ahord tenue ~ l'cuurt, u ctc pt~u 11 pcu associcc nux dclihcrn~.ions de In 
cooperation politi<tur .. Le Pnrlcmcnt curopccn 11 ohtcnu d'lllm tenu informc tk cellt~s·ci, 
de pouvoir poser des yucstions t~t de voter des tcsolutions. En revanchc., In Cour de 
justice n' n jnmnis ~u competence pour intcrvenir dnns cc domaine. 
Reposant. d'Hhnnl sut· um~ hnse JUridiquc quHsi·informclk (des rapports cl dr.s 
dcclnrntions appmuvcs ou adoptcs par lcs conferences au sommct des chefs d'Etnt ou de 
gouv~rncmcnt dr,s Etats mcmhrcs transfonncr.~ ~ partir de l1J75 en "Cl>nsdlt~urnpcen"), 
la conp6ratinn politiquc a n~l(u un fondcm~nt. juridique hcnu~.:oup piu~ form cl ~ purt.ir dr. 
I'Acte Unique curop6en qui a institutionnalisc la pratique cxi~lantc tlans son titre Ill : 
"dispositions sur la cooperation ~~urop~cnnc en mati~n~ de polit.iiJUC ctrangtrc". 
])on pourrait. conclurc de cc rappcl que l'clargisscmcnt du chHmp d'ncthln d1~ I'Union 
curopccnnc tlla politique 1\trang~rc cl de securite commune ne constituc um~ nouwautc 
qu'cn apparcncc ctqu'il s'agil en fait d'une confirmation de uc IJUi cxistnit dCjh. 
Ccttc int.crprcl.alion serail. ccpcndant, il Iwtre nvis, rcductricc. 
Jln dcfinitlvc, il nous semble : 

• qu'il est exact que lcs dispositions du tiu·c V hcm\ficicnt. d'tmc ''m:qui~·· fondc 
sur unc pratique ancien ne qui a considcrahlcmcnt facilitc lcur ncct'Jltntion. 11 y n d(mc 
une bonnc part de confirmation de l'cxistant, 

· que ccs tncmcs dispositions donncnt ~ l'intCJ'\'\~IItion de !'Union d!lllS ccs 
domaincs tmc plus grande ampleur, 111~ scrnit cc que parce qu'clk!; ~nnt. dirr..t'lt~mcnt 
imputecs 11 l'cnti!C nouvelle qu'est I'Union, 

· que la nouveautc esscntiellc est eonstitucc par !'inclusion dans le champ till 
cctlc politique de In d6(ensc qui avait etc, jus<JUC !11, soigncuscmcnt tr.nuc tll'ccnrt des 
compctcnccs cmnmunnutnircs pour prc~crvcr le monopolc dt~ I'OT AN et de !'Union d') 
1'11uropc Occidcntalc5. 11 csi vrai que ccuc extension rclt:vc d'unr. dcmnrch1~ trt:s 
prudcntc puistJUC l'artiulc J.4 prcvoit, au t.itrc des questions de sccuritc, "la definition rl 
te.rmc< d'unc poli(iquc de dcfcnsc commune, qui pourrnil conduirc, le mcm/M.I vr.nu. l\ 
unc d6fcnse commune" (mots soulign6s par l'autcur). I! s'agit. I~ ncnnmoins du point de 
depart d'un mouvcmr.nt <JUC !'Union ne pourrn pns placer en pn~ition St~cnndairr.. C't~st 
l'un des appons ftlndnmt~ntnux du traite dt~ Maastricht1'. 

·1.1.1.2. La cooperation dans ks domaincs de In justice et de~ nffnin~s intericurcs 
constiluc, plus que le dcuxi~me "pilier", unc nouvcautc rclmive. Unc tcllc cnnpt\rntion 
e1.istail en cffct, cmre lcs Etnts m:::mhrcs, sur unc hnsc infonnclk tlont. le point de 
depart, dans le l1~mps, a ctc variahlc suivaml1~s domaincs. Et il n'y 11 pns, cnmmc pour In 
clcfcnsc duns le entire du dcuxi~mc pilier, d'adjonclinn d'unc mnticre d'impnrln!lCC 
fondnmentalr. A cclks qui ctaiem deja t.rait6cs ~ur ccuc hnsc. 
L'nppon du trnitc est done plus striutemcnt d'ordrc institut.ionn~l. En r.ffr..t., ccttc 
coop~rMion rr.ynit, pour !n pn~micrc fois, un fondement juridique funnel. 1\llc h~.nCficie 
aussi d'un~ systematisation ~ la fois dans son contcnu (liste des "questions d'intt~n.~l 
commun" donnec par l'artide K.l) cl dans scs mccanismcs institutionnels. 

-1.1.2. Dans le .:adrr. communautnirc, le champ d'autinn est cgalcmt~nt clargi de fnynn 
impm1ftntc. 
Mnis l'on nr. peut m cure sur le mcmc plan tous les appons du tmitc. 
11 va de soi en cffct que l'npport fondamcntal • sans commun1~ mcsurc avec les nut res · 
est constituc par lcs dis/1ositions sur In politiquc cconnmique r.t tnont~t:tirc (titre VI du 
truitc CE) vi~nnt i1 ctnb ir, entre lcs Etats mcmhr~s. !'Union t'cnnollli(JUe t~l mnnctairc, 
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ob_icctif trcs ancic.n de lu Communautc dont ia realisation av:>it •nalil<~<tr~••scment d(\ 
ctrc rcpousscc ~ plusicurs t·cpriscs 7 Ccs dispnsitions c'largisscn! lcs compctt~ll<'l~s 
communautairr~s dans un domainc csscnticl et Cl~. ;;ur I~ base - dans k d\lmainc 
mmH~lairc - d'unt' prise ~n charge par la Communautc de tous lcs mny·~ns d'u<:tion 
impmtantsB, 
A ct\tc de ccla, lcs clnrgisscments de competence resultant du truit~- tinns dt~s domaines 
varies apparaisscnt de portce limitcc9, Jls sont en cfkt totH; trcs strktenll'lll n~gis pnr le 
principc de Sttbsidiaritc cumpris comme signifinnt que l'csscntkl des compctr.ncr.s 
continue d'appartcnir nux Etats, la Communnutc n'inlt'I'Vcnunt. qu'h titre Ctlmplt~mcntuin•. 
et, la ll]upart du temps, a l'intcricur de limi!CS Ctroill\S lO, 

De p us, souvr.m, ccs nouvcaux champs d'intcrvention conHnunautaim ne f1111t qn<'· 
confinncr unc compctr.ncll que la Communautc avait dcjil cxcrccc en adoptant 1ks 
dispositions sur le fondement de l':111iclc 235 du traitc CEEt I. il ne s'agit done, dnns ccs 
cas, que de nr.uvcautcs relatives. 

-1.2. LA PLACE DE LA COOPERATION JNTERGOUVERNEMENTALE 

·1.2. l. 11 convicnt, lll encore, de rclativiscr !'affirmation, sou vent pn~Sl\ll(cc, suivan( 
lnqu,\llc le tmit6 de MHastricht a sys!Cmatil)uemem favorisc le rccom·s liUX t.echnilJliCS 
de pure coopcrat.ion intcrgouvemcmcntale aux Mpc.ns des techniques ditc~ de 
!'integration que lcs lraitcs instituant lcs Communaute.~ avaicnt crt~ccs et. pcrfr.ctionnccs. 

11 est exact que le dcuxicmc cl le U\1isicme "pilicrs" rcpnscnt sur lcs mccani~mos 
fondnmcntaux de la cooperation intcrgouverncmcntalc lcg~rcmcnt. am61iorcs pur 
!'utilisation d'un Cl1drc instilutionncl commun aux Commm1au1cs12. Duns l1\ cadre du 
(I'OiSiCOl\\ "pilicr", !'011 a prcfci'C priVilcgicr le I"Cl:OUI'S fl Ja (CChllilJUC trnditioll!\CIJC dc l:t 
convention intcrnationalc pluU'It que d'ntiliscr lcs moycns du droii conl!mmnutairc 
derive. 
ll y a done bicn cu, dans ces deux domaincs trcs importnnts, tm :dus <k rccouril' nux 
prmcipcs institutiolliH\IS qui avaicnt ccp\\ndnnt fait !curs prcuvr-~ da•1.~ Jr. cmh't~ 
communautairc. 
Mais, a !'oppose, !'on constate que !'union cconomique et monctairc repose, 
csscnticllcmcnt, sur des ml'.cnnismcs integrationnistcs pousscs. 
Ccrtcs la politique economiquc (an. I 02A a 1()4) continue de reposer sur le principt~ • 
comme eel a ctait dcjillr. cas· d'unc "coordinnt.ion" entre Etats mcmhrcs. Mnis lu plupart 
des decisions son! prises, en cc domainc, 11 l:i maj(Jritc quHlifietl. L'on constntc. 
cgnlcment lJUC ln Commission a un rOle trcs important a joucr 13 elqm\ !'intervention dn 
Parlemcnt n'cst pus cxclue. 

En cc qui conccrnc: la politiquc mon,<tairc en tout cas (art. I ()5 ~ 1 09M), les Etats 
mcmbrcs qui participcnt Ilia troisicmc. phase trnnsfcrcnt lr.urs L'Ompttcnc\\S mon,<.tninls, 
0 COillJl!Cr dr. J\\Jlti'CC Cll vigucur dt~ CC\lC phase, l\UX organcs CllllllllUnautaircs ljlli SCJ!ll, 
d'unc favon hahituelk, k Systcmc curopecn de ()HmJUt\S ccntralcs (S.E.B.C.) cl In 
Banquc ct,nlralc curopccnne (B.C.P..) et, pour certaint)S decisions, le Conscil <k l'llnilln 
curopcennc 14• En regie gcncraltl, tous ccs orgnnes prcnncnt knrs dceisinns ~ In 
majorite. 
Comptt\ tcnu des pouvoirs donn,~s. drms le 1:adnl mone.tairr., ll dt\S organcs composes dtl 
pcrsonncs indcpendnntcs des gouvcrncmcnL~ (S.E.B.C. et B.C.E.), l't)!l n'hcsilllrn pas 11 
nllcr jusqu'll dire qu'il y " lllunc reprise du principc ulilisc pour la CECA dans luqudlr. 
l'organc mdcpcndant tics gouverncments - la "Hautc Autoritc" · dispnsnit de.~ pnuvoirs 
n«.ccssnircs pour "gcrcr" le domaine commun. 

·1.2.2. En Jll'<~scncc d'un !cl contrastc, il est cvidcmmcnl intcrcssnnt de se tlcmnndr.r 
comment il se pcutquc le. trni!c de Maastricht itit pu ~ la fois s'(mgag,~r toUdcnH)Ilt dnns 
la vnk dl\ l'int6gration dans un domainc aussi cssenticl que I~ politiq11e nwm\tnire (ci 



mc:nc economiquc) et rcjctcr cc mcme ~ystcmc pour I~ polithJuc 6trangcre et pour ht 
justice et. le.~ affaircs intcrlcurcs .. 
SHns pr~tcm1re donncr unc explication complctr,, !'on mcttra en nvnnt lcs fn.;tcurs 
suivant~ : 

- le fonctionncmcnt dt\ !'union cconomitJUC cl mnnct11irr. <.lxigc l'cfficnch6. La 
prcssion des milieux cconomiqur,s s'cst fait scmir notamment pnrcc que !'union 
~conMliquc ctmonct11irc est considcn~c commc le complement n6ccssnin\ dtt "grnml 
marche" qui a conRtiluc justrn'i\ pr~scnt le moteur cssent.icl de la wnstructinn 
communaut11ire, · 

- le schCm11 adoptc pour I~ Communnutc c.~t. pour \(totes scs clln\ctcriMiqm\s 
fondHme>ntllles, imitc du systcme allcmnnd d11us k(JUCI la gcstiiH'• de In pnlitiqur. 
monctnirc est eonCice A unc tnsthution lnd6pcndQntc de l'cxccUlif et du lcgislnl.if, 

- les ~ouvernemcnts continuent de ~ r6ferer i\ un ~ehCmu trndltinnnel ~(}Ion 
lcqucl la polttiquc etrang~re est de nature Q 1\mehcr. plus 4ue lcs nutrcs domnill<~s. tl 
lcurs "ililcrets vitaux" et, de cc fait, ne pcu1. que reposer Sllr des mceanisme~ qui 
respcctcnt Is "suuverainetc" de I'Utat. Cc scMma est vraisemhlnhlcmcnt dc~nct car l'un 
pcut observer que, dans le mondc netucl, la politiquc economiquc touche prohnhlcmcnt 
plus uux "intcrl!ts vitnux" d'un litH.t lJUC bieu des questions rclcvunt do In politi(rue 
6tmng~re. 11 continue ntc.11nmoins d'etre r.doptc par la plupnrt. des n'spnnsahlcs 
pulitiqucs, 

- le deuxi~mc et lt~ troisl~me "pilicrs" de !'Union reposent sm de~ hnhitudcs dll 
cooperation intcrgouvcmemcntalo dont lcs mcc:u1ismes ont. ctc utilises M.~ l'originc et 
clout. il est diffici!c de se defairc. Cc factcur est prubnblemcnt ptu·t.iculiMr.nlllllt 
imponant pour le u·oisi~mc "pilicr" pour lcquclJ\)n n malntcs fuis rclcvc qu'il nurnit 6tc 
nsse1. fncilc et peu risque puur lr,s Btnts - moycnnant le maintien dn vote~ l'nnnnimitc 
pour un certain nombrc de questions - de l'lnelure ctnns lcs cumpetcnccs dtl In 
Communaut6 europecnnc. 

-1.3. L'INTRODUCTION, A UN NIVEAU B!.BVE D'IMI'ORTANCE, ))fi LA 
"OEOMETRIB VARIABLE" 

-J.:U. L'in!CgrHtitm diff~rcncicc ou "geometric varinble" signifie qu'i\ l'int6rieu;· de 
!'Union ou des Communllutcs, un Etnt ou plusicurs F..tnts snnt ou peuvctll ctre regis p;n· 
des rtgles diff6rcntcs des r~gles ditcs "generales", e'csL A dire ccnsecs s'upplitluer i\ wu~. 

-1.3.2. 11 a c!C sou vent rclcvc que dans les traitcs eommunnmair..,s, uvHnt Mnnstricht, il 
l\Xls!ait dcj~ des recours nux tcchniquc.q de !'integration dlffcrenciet\ ts. 
M11is iJ est ccrtnin que la geometric variable n'oceupsait qu'unc plucc t.ro~ marginulc cl\r 
cllc Cl<'lil consider6e Clllnmc eontmiro A l'un des principes fondumcntnux dC\ lu 
Cummunrtu!C- urre!C lm'll du prl."mier clnrgissemelll (1973) - A suvoir le principe dlt dr. 
"l'acquis communnutairc" qui pustule que le druil. communautHin: ctoit s':tppih;u,·.r 
globnlcment ~ taus les BtaLS m~mlnc.~. 
Ccs clauses de g6omctrfe variahlc' n'nvaient, en tout6tnl de c~tusc, aucunc incidence sur 
lcs conditions de fonetionnement des institutions. 

·I.J.3. 13icn que le principe de l'ncquis communautail-c lW soit pa.~ !lhllfl!tonn6 et hi~ Clt~ 
en plll'ticulicr t"Cnffirmc ;\ l'uccasion du dcmier clargiswncnt (l/01/95), le trnitc de 
Mat~stricht 11 HCct:ptc la "gcomc~rit~ variable" qui {lccupc muintcnttnt unc plncc 
impot1nnte dans l'~conumi~\ de.~ traitcs. 
Ccue "geometric votiahlc" pt·cnd dr,ux· nspccl~ fondilmelllnlcmc-.nt difful\~lll~ '1'. 

-I .3.3.1. La geometric variHhlc impersonncllc dHns le cadre dr. !'Union cl:nnumiqur. et 
tnon&nire. . 
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Ne partidpcront A la trnisit~lllt~ phase de !'union (cl done A la llltlnnniG comnnme) qm~ 
lcs Etats mcmhrcs qui rcpondcnt nux "critcrcs de wnvt~rgcnc~.". Lcs ~utrcs st~ront "en 
derogation". lis ne participcront done pas nux organcs de "gt'.stion" dt~ la politiqtll'· 
monctnirc, de mCmcqu'aux VOtl~S du Conscil port ant .sur ccs questions (saur Cl~UX idhtifs 
1\ !'entree en vigucur de In troisicmc phnr.c et A J'indusion d'un Etat justJUC li' t'.n 
dcroglltion). Tout Etnt en derogation qui vicnt ~ n.l!<pcctcr lcs critcn~s dt~ convc:rgcncc 
doit etrc admis clkns J'unitlll. Ln participation a la troisit~mc phase est. dCfinitiVt) et il 
n'cst prcvuni rctrRil, ni exclusion. 
Cc mt'.cnnismc, dont on vient de rappclcr ics principul<\s caractcri.~tiques, n<\ doit ricn A 
!'improvisation des dcrnicrt\S phases de la negociation. Ellc fait partk. d'un syst~mc 
soi~ncuscmentmis au point. et. qui repose sur In prise en consideration non de la vololl16 
mats des "capncilcs" des Etrtts. Cc .~yst~mc est ccnse dcfcndrc lcs intcrl\ts de la 
Communnute • dontla politiquc cconomiquc et monctairc a h~soin de s'appuycr sur des 
nuus dont la situation est suffisnmmcnt "sainc" • et non lcs intt~rets nu lcs dcsirs d'unm1 
de plusicurs Eta!.~ en particulicr. 

·I .3J.2 La geometric variable au profit d'un ou plusicurs Htnts dcsigncs. 
Pour fnit·c en sonc que, dans la phase finale de la ncgociatbn, le trnitc de Maastrkhl 
soil 1\Ccr.ptc pnr tous, il n 6te n~cr-~sairc d'nutoriscr dettX regimes tlcrog~tnirr.s (chtust~s 
ditcs "d'opting out"). Un u·oisicmc s'y est njoutc aprcs la signature. 
Dans le cadre de !'union economique etmon6tairc, le Royaumc· Uni Cl le Dancmark on! 
ete autoriscs line pattkipr.r ilia U\liSi~mc phase que s'ils en manifcstcnt l:t volontt\ (et il 
la condition, dnns cc ens, de respecter les cril~rcs de convcrgenct\) 1'. Cr.th~ cxlllusion r .. ~t 
rcvcr~iblc car il suffit d'une mnnifcslntion de volontc de !cur pan pour qur. ces Etats 
cntrcnt ·cl ~titre definitif- clans le sys~mc de droit commun. 
Dans le c11drc dt\ la politiquc soeialt), !'extension du champ d'applicntion de relie-d, 
voulue par 11 Etat~. etaitrcpouss6t\ par le Royaume-Uni. Ccllc extension ne s'cst. cion~.: 
appliqu6e qu'aux 11 (aujourd'hui 14) pnr le moyen d'un nccord annL)XC 1111 trait~ de 
Maastricht, ctnnt precise que ccue action des Etats participunts utilist)r:t lcs orgnncs 
communauUtircs don tics rcgles de fonetionncmcnt sont adaptecs (protocolr. social). Cc 
regime dcrogatoirl) ne pou1n ccsstw, le cas cehcant, que moycnnnantl'milisntion clc In 
proc6durc de revision du trnitc. 
Dans le cadre des dispositions relatives l\ In dCfcnsc· (aniclc J.4), le. Dnnr.mark n tl'ores 
et dcjh bencficic du pat·agraphe 4 qui prcvoit. que !'on pcut prendre en considt'.rntion "k 
cnrac.:tbrc spccifiquc de la Jlolitiquc de sccuritc et de d6fcn~c de cr.rlllins Etats 
mcmbrcs". En cffct, le Conscil cumpccn n pris ncte dt. cc qml cct Etal, seU)\lmcnt 
"obscrvatcur" l\ l'U.E.O., ne pnrticipcrait pas i\ l'clahorntion et i\ In mise en oeuvrc de.~ 
dr.cisions c.t des actions de !'Union aynm des implications en mati~rc de defcnsc. Ct\ 
regime dcrogatoirc pcut cesser sur simple manift\Slation de volontc du Dancmnrk. C:e 
regime dcrogntoirc n'a )laS, pour k 1\llltuCnl, In memc porlr"~ (]Ut) lcs deux pr6cMt~nls car 
la poliliqut\ de dcfcnsc commune:: dl\ )'Union n'cxistc pns encore. La portcc: pratiqm1 tk 
la derogation devnlil done ctrc lirnitec. 

-1.3.4. 11 nous pnral'l imporlatll de noter que l'applicntion de toutcs ks clauses tk 
geometric l'ariahlt~ susvis6t~s ont des irnplitlations institutiotllll~lll~s. En c:ffct, lt\S Etats 
qui tw pnrth;ipcnl au cerclc d'intcgration plus pous~\~C som cxclu~ des OI'J:.\IIItcs 
specialises ainsi tJUt~ des votes au Conseil tk !'Union curopt<.cnnc lJni 1\ll~vt~nl des 
dnmaincs conccmcs. Ccci, c1ui nurnit prohahlemcnl Cl~ considcn' comm:- .t~ne 
monstruositc dans le cadre du traitC CEE il y a qucl<JUCS anncc.1, a 616 t~n Mfmtlll't\ 
nssc:t. facilcmcm acccp!C. 

-2. LES 013JECTlFS 



-2.1. LES EVOLUTIONS A EVlTER 

-2.1.1. L11 reduction de I'Unil>n ~ un "grand c.~pacc cconomilJUl~". 

Cc duuger est. souvc111 prcscntc commc In transformation de !'Union t~t de~ 
Commuuautc~ en unc. "r.onc de lihrc-cchangc"IX. 

Ccuc transformation supposcrait la realisation de~ conditions suivantes : 

• marginalisation de tout cc lJUi ne concernc pas In realisation llt 1t1 maintir.n dn 
"grand marchC". 
11 ne fait pas de doute que, dcpuis l'cntrcc- en vigueur du t.raitc CEE, l~et l>hjc.ctif 
constitue le cimclll le plus fort. de la con~truct.ion europccnnc. Bkn des nspccts des 
politiqucs communes existantes (prix communs Kgricolcs, aspects essent.icls de la 
politilJUC des transports, r~gk.s de concurrence) et A vcnir (nwnnnic unique) peuvent 
d'aillcurs ctrc justifies par !cur Can\Ct~re indispllnSnhlc t\Ja rcKJisation d\111 Vfritahlc 
mnrc!lc unific. line peut done ctrc cxclu lJUc, pcu A pcu, tout cc qui nt~ rclcvc pns lk 
l'objectif du gr11nd marche soil considcrc cmnme tout A fait suhsidiuire cl sculcnn~nl 
dig ne de rclcvcr d'unc cooperation cpisodiquc et particuli~rcment soup le cnmmc c'c~t le 
CI\S en mati~nl de Jllllitiquc ctrang~rc. Quant il IH polit.ique de dCfense CllllHllUne, qui 
n'cxistc pns encore, il pourTHit p11mit.rc plus simple de cont.inUl\1' ~ consid6rer llU'l\lk 
lncomhc avamtout ~ I'OTAN, 

• affaihlissement. dr.s politiqucs tcndanl ~ rcnforccr In "cohdsion" de !'Union. 
Ccs pulitilJuCs som fondecs sur des "transferts" des Etat.~ lcs plus riches vers les Eutts 
lcs moins richc.~. Ellcs sont. un des cimcnts de !'Union. Mnis 1'61nrgisscmcnt. de !'Union a 
un nombre· important d'Etats, qui scrnnt. pendnnt longtcmps des "d6hitcurs nets", vu 
about.ir A lcur alourdissement en tcrn1es de coat.~. Le risque l~Xistr. de voir IllS Et~1t.~ 
choisir l'opt.ion de l'affaiblisscmcnt. de l'CS politiqtics pour 6vitl\f d'en suppin't.lW IllS 
cons~qucnces financi?:rcs 19, quittc h privildgicr !'aide hi1Hltrulll20, 

- dilution de la politique comrr .. ~rcialc comrmuie. 
Le risque de voir la Communaute decider de mcllrc fin i\ l'cxistl\ncc d'un Utrif llXt~rieur 
commun cl d'unc politiquc commercial,~ ct>mmullc est prohahlcment tr?:s faihle. Mnis, 
dans un conlt\Xlc de lihre-cch;lllgc se gtn6ralisnnt. dans le nHltHlc21 , le tarif ext6rir.ur 
commun et. IK polit.iqur. commcrcialc commune peuvcnt pcrdrc 1\~sscntiel de lcut' 
signification ct de !cur portec 

L'on pcut considr.rcr que la conjonction de tout.t\S ccs cireonstHnccs rd?:ve de 
l'improhnblc. Malgr~ t.out, comme on 11 essayc de le montrer, ill\Xi.~t<~ une ou plusieurs 
c11uscs i\ la r6nlisation de chncunc des conditions. 

-2.1.2. La multiplicntion des coopcrations pmticulicrcs ~ l'intcricur lk !'Union. 

La coherence de !'Union n\1st pas affcctce park fnit que certains Etnts puissent. ctnhlir 
t\lllrc eux unc cooperation spccifiquc dnn~ de~ domaines lJUi ne rclt~v,~nt pns du noy«u 
fondamcntnl des compctencl'.S communautnircs22. 
En rcvnnchc, s'il arrivnit.qu'A lH suite dll dcsnccords imponnnts sur cr.rlllins ohj('.ctifs, Sl\ 
formcnt A l'int6ricur de l'Union des "ccn:lcs" f11isnnt participcr des Etnts diffcrents il c~t 
probable que In coh~rencc de !'Union et sa perception pnr les tiers scruicnt. fortcmcnt 
affr.ctccs. !:Union finirnil par rcsscmhlcr A unr. 11ddition d'alliant:es entn\ Etats sr.lon un 
mod~lc dont l'llistoire fuurnit. de nomhrcux cxcmp!r.s t~l dont a pu voir toutl\S lcs 
limites. 
Cc danger ne doit pHs non plus c!rc .;onsidcrc commc thl'oriquc. L'on c\~UlJlll~ l\n cffct 
qudqucfoi.~ ln formatim:, A cot~ du ccrcle "mon6tairc'', d'un "cerde" dtl d<~fcnsc. 



-2.2. LES ACTIONS POSITIVES 

-2.2.1. La mise en ocuvrc des compctcnccs nouvellcs 

Commc on a pu le voir, les compctcnccs nouvelles esscnLic!lcs rcsult!ull dll trnitt< de 
Mnnstricht conccmcnt la politiquc cconomiquc et nH>n~.wire cl la dMenst~. Elks ne. 
pcuvcnt t\trc miscs sur le mt\mc plan. 

-2.2.1.1. L'union 6conomiquc et monctaire. 
Ccuc union fait l'ohjct dt~ dispositions prccises et completes du trait<' .. Ln mise en 
ocuvn! signific done !'application con·cctc du traitc. Dcpuis !'entree en vigucur du trnitc, 
les signes scmhlcnl. tout h fait positifs. L'on peut constatcr en JlHiticulic.r en France tjn'uu 
consensus s'instaurc peu i\ pt\U sur In ncccssitc de la monnaic unit]ue, qui ur. laisse ~ 
l'ecan que lcs fractions cxutmes de !'opinion politiquc. 
L'on peut aussi constatcr !'action vigourcuse des organcs communnutaires - lnstitut 
monctairc curopccn et Commission - pour rcndre totnlemt\nt crc.dihlc le pnssag,~ a 111 
monnaic unique. 
Mais il est vrai que si, au moment. dt\ constmer le pass11gc ~ la troisicme phasn, ~~~~qui, 
en pratique conduit au premier scmestrc de 1998 2:1, il fallnilnussi constatcr qu'un Etul 
importam ne rcpond pas aux t~ondit.ions, 1:~ situation lisqucrnil 1nu·c. politit]ucmont 
difficilc. Ellc le serail 6galcment si le respect dos crilcrcs de convergence par tel ou ltll 
nppnraissait douteusc. 

-2.2.1.2. La dcfcnsc. 
La mise r.n ocuvrc des dispositions sur In dcfi;:nsc cnnstillle untl operation henuctl\l]l 
plus complcxc. l1!le exige en cffct l'emploi de la proecdur~ de revision thl u·ni\6 tk 
fnl(on b inclurt~ dans celui-ci les disptlSitions qui erc.cnt effcctivcmcnt 111 pnlitiquL~ ck 
dcfensc commune. Jl nppanicndra ~ la conference intcrgouvernomen.tale de 1996 tk 
commencer~ examiner ccuc qur.si.ion (art. J.4, par.6), 
Or llt definition d'une politiquc de dCfense commune, qui n'a jf11111ds ctc s6ricuS\l11lent 
ctudicc dcpuis l'cchcc du tr:~itc crcall\ la Conuuunuut6 curopccnnc tk dMcnsc, pos\ltks 
probl~mcs d'unl.\ cnmplcxitc rr.dt>utable, tom du pnim de vue de.~ ohjectifs (]UL~ du point 
de vue des mecanismcs. 
Ellc est de plus de nature A provoquer l'intcrventionlll lcs prcssinns, i\ ia fois dtls Etats
Unis et de la Russie. 
En d6pil de sa diffieultc, ;;enc. !fiche. doit ctrc cntrepriSl~. La non tllilisution d~ l'hV!IIlCt~e 
constitu6e par l'nrtick .1.4 du traitc de Maastricht constituerait un grave c~chet:. t]lli aurail 
des r6pcrcussions sur l'enscmhle de !'Union. 

-2.2.2. L'amclioration du cadre institutionncl. 

Cc point rclcvc des travaux dt! la Commission ll 

-2.2.3. La place tt donner a la "gcomt~tric variable" 

11 ne fait pas de doule (]Ut\ k d6bat S\lt' cc point occupcra une plm:e ccntmlc duns ks 
prochainr.s annecs. 
Ay11n1 &:artc !'option d'une lnrgc acccptation de la geometric vHrinblc. au moyllll ck.s 
"ccrclcs diffcrcncics" (cf supra 2.1.2), ilrcstc i\ envi!:uger deux scenarios. 

7 



-2.2.3. I. Le sccn~rio de~ la "refondi\tion" de I'Uniun par un nombrt: limit<' dT·:tuts. 

Ccttc these a ctc pn~~Cil\CC en tcrmcs pnrticulicrcmcnl vigomcux par l'andcn pre'sidl'.ll\ 
de la Rcpubliqur. frnn~aiSl\ Yalcry GISCARD D'ESTAING24. 

Cdui-ci 11 fnit un constat pRrtiL:ulicrcmcnl pcssimistc de !'evolution de la con~tntctiun 
curopccnnc le conduisant "~ conclurc, avec regret, que le prnjc:t. d'intcgrntion 
europccnne, nudacieu.~cmcnt illllC<~ nu lcndcmain de In clc.rnicrc gur.rrc par ks "p,~rc.s 
fondatcurs" de !'Europe, ne pomra ()!le rcnlisc ct,~ la municre dont scs prnmntcun; 
l'avoicnt concu" 25, 
Cons111tam alors que "la grandc Europe n'esl pas '.lll cadn: appropric puur I~ pomsuitl: 
du projet d'intcgration curopccnne", il a propose lJUl\ tout en lnis~ant .•uhsistcr In grandc 
Eumpc - ditc. "Europc-cspace" - sous une forme qui serail ncccss~ircmcnt nun 
fcdcrativc, un ccrwin nomhre d'EtaL~- ccux panicipanl ~ IHmonnnic nniltuc t:t cmmcncs 
par la f.rancc et I'Allcmagne • cr6cnl entre cux unr. nulrc structure, cocxistatll avcc la 
preccdcntc, "!'Europe- puissttncc", qui constitucrait tull: veritable "union pnlititjuc"2C•, 
Qucls que sokntlcs mcritcs de cc prujct., I'on pcul dnutr.r lJu'il cotTcspl•ndt\ aux rtnlitcs 
politiqucs du moment. L'u~casion de s'opposer h ce11aines evolution~ dnmmagcnhlcs a 
prohablcmcnt ctc manqucc lms de lancgociation du u·nit6 dt\ MaastrichttH) la Fralll:lll\1 
l'AIIcmagnc nurnicm pO, ~condition d'agir en uniot• ctwitc, rduscr le projt\1 Id tJU'il se 
prcscntait et en pmposcr un nutrc fondt sur une union hcaucoup plus 6troitc. 11 aumit 
alors nppnncnu nux autrcs uiats de s1: determiner. 
De toutc evidence, Cl\ qui n'a pu f.trc fait. h cc moment. lh pcut t:ncon\ mnins l'f\tn1 
m ni ntcnnn t. 

-2.2.3.2. Le sccnRrio de la limitation de la gcom6trill variable dans su place et. sn p011ce 

L'nn consid~rc que !'Union ne pourrn pas cvit11r, pour unc durcc indctcnnincl\, unc 
ccrtninc "dose" de gcumcu·i11 variable. Ccllc-ci n'cst acceptable qu'h to condit.ion lk 
n'ttppal'lli\rc que Ill oil cllc ne pcut. 8tre 6vitcc cl pour sc1vir l'llniont~t non k1s inl<~rf\ts de 
ccrutins mcmbi'(".S. 

-2.2.3.2.1. Lcs compctcnccs tradi.tionncllcs de In CEE (CE). 
I .• n geometric variable n'a jnmnis cxistc en ces matiC\rc..~ sauf pnr le mccanisnH\ dt\s 
"pcrimles lransiwircs" (et. de "!'opting out." social dom it sera (jUll$tion plus loin). Iln'y a 
RUCUne rniSOn JlllUr que Jc futur cJnrgisscmcntlllOdific lCS habitudes sur Cl: poinl. ).'on 
pcut sculcment cnvisagcr, tors de ccs clnrgissemcnls, le rr.cours paniculicn1men1 pouss6 
AU syst~mc de la p6riodc transiloirc. 

-2.2.:\.2.2. !.'union cconomiquc et nwnctni1c. 
Ln geometric variable est. dcstincc h occupcr, dr. toutc fn~on, unr. piac~·- impl•rtuntl: dans 
!'Union puisqu'cl!c est prcvuc, p~r le trnitc, pour la tn•isi~mc phase. L\~largissr.mcnt, 
dans de grandcs propt>rtions, de !'Union alwutirn, ~>cion tt•utr. vrnisemhlnnce, h 
pmlongcr pour longtcmps, la period.~ Jll:lldllllt !aqm1lk il ~~xistr.ra ,1,~s Etals "t~n 
dtrogalion". 
L'intcgrntion monctairc diffcrcnci~c est done dc!>!incr. ~ devcnir unr. rcnlil<~ 
fond!lmcntalc de !'Union curopccnnc <Inns son dcvcnir. 
Con<;uc commc <Ievant sr.rvir lcs intcrcts dr. !'Union dans son ensemble r.t nnn ks 
iatcrcts ou lcs preoccupations ;le tcl ou tcl Elnl, et~ nwct~Ic ct'int6grntinn diff6n~nci6l'., 
CJl!i. mcn11gc. au llcmcuranl .!outcs lcs possihilitt~S d'cv~llution, ne n_ous pnr~lt pns 
cnucahlc. Se poscrn nconmoms laiJUCStllln du dcgrt del llhcrtc mon6wtr1: dt~s btnts ne 
porticipanl pas A la truisicmc phase. Unc utilisation agrcssive~ dr. Cl~tlt: lihr.rtc JlliSl\rnit <\ll 
effct de graves prohl~mcs. 

-2.2.3.2.3. Ln politiquc de dr.fensc. 



Dans 1'6tat actucl des cho.,cs, J'ncccptation dr. h\ geometric vnrinblc pnra!t inhi1ubk 
dRns le dom~inr. de la dcfcnsc c.n r:1ison de la div,~rsitc d'auitudcs tks Etats nlcmbres t\ 
1'6gnrd de ce problcmc. 11 famnotanuncnl donncr aux Etul$ guise pt\~tcndcnl "m\utrcs" 
uc se pr6pHt'Cr • cl de prcpnt\~r lcm opini,m • A un cugag,~mcn! plus determine. dons 
!'Union dans cc domainc. En tout et~\ de cause, il vaut ccnaincmcnt mic~ux m.:cL~Jll~r lu 
g6omttrie variable et rcaliser unc politiquc de d6fcnsc plutot.qm\ de l'cxt.:lurc c1 IlL'· pas 
r6nliscr ceuc politiquc. A !a diffcrcm.:c de l'union cconomiqur. l~t nHHl~iairc pour 
Jaqucllc !'entree dans le ccrt.:le restrcint dtpcnd de fat.:tcurs objl~Ciifs, 1\~ntrcc dnm le 
ccrcle rcstrcim de la d6fcnsc commune d6pcndrait de la vi,)ont,~ de l'Etat considc'r6. l.a 
contrcpunic de cellc souplc~sc scrait la definition prt'.cisc des ohjcctif~ de lu politique 
commune cl J'cxistcnl'C de mccanismcs institutionncls contmignnnts. l.'cnir6c duns le 
cercle J\\su·cinl devrait ~Ire definitive. 

·2.2J.2.4. La politiquc eu·ang~1-c. 
Ln dchat en cc domainc est parliculi~rcmcm dclicat. L'un pcut en d'fet se fnirc l'nvucat 
d'une diffcrcnciation qui pennr.urail de rend re la pnlitiquc ctrang~J'C plus ,,fficn~'r .. Ainsi 
!'introduction du vole A ln majorilc nurait pour contrcpnrlic la pu~sihilitc donJll\l: oux 
EtRts de la minorile de ne pns .~c considcrcr •.:on1mc cngHges. Le risque d'unr. tello 
cvolulion est, de toutc evidence, de diminucr gravcmcnt In coherence Cl In Jisihilit6 de 
!'Union. L'on riSllucrait d'en arrivcr au danger de nonce plus hnul, ~ snvoir l'Hmolisation 
de creer, au sein de !'Union, des coalitions vnriahlcs. L'inlrot!uclion de l'intcgrnlion 
diffcrencit'.c necc~sit.c done unc etude upprofondic prenanl. t\n considernlion k~s nspects 
politiques et institutionncls. 

-2.2.3.2.5. Lcs clauses "d'opting out". 
Ll~S clause.~ qui pcrmeuem ~ un Et.at de decider, de fa9011 1mrcment dis..:rclinnnnin~. de 
pHrl_i~ipcr ou non, 11 un. domainc d'nclion comm_unc de I Uni_nn n'Oill pns cu d'aulrc 
JUStJfJcauonlJUC d oh1cmr qu'un Etat.acccple le ll'HJ\6 de Manstncht. 
Ellcs sont tll'6videncc l'ant.ith~sc de la notion d'union. Ellcs crccnl de plus de g.ravl:.~ 
risqucs d<' distorsion en pcrmcuant h l'Etnt gui hencficic de !'opting out d'appliquN· dr.~ 
r~glcs moins rigourcuscs que ccllcs qni s'~ppliqucnt nux lllltn:s (cct.:i t:.~t u·~·' t\vident 
dRns le domainc soclnl). · 
"L'excmple" donne par Mnastrieht.t:e dcvrait. pas l\(re sui vi. 11 dcvrait. nu contrnirc etrl\ 
cunsidere comme le conii'C·cxcmplc qui d\tit. sc•vir ~ hunnir pour l'nvcnir le rc:cours fl de 
tcllcs clauses. 
11 n'csl pas ccrt.nin • et peut.·ctrc mcmc improbable- que Jr. futur 6largis~emcnt. soil 
l'occnsion de c::rt'.cr de nouvcllcs clauses d'oplin~,;·oul car lcs principtulx Et11ts cundidnt., 
- ks "PECO"- sont. plus demltndeurs d'inl6gration ~ur. dl~ differcm:.ntion. 
Le prohlcme c.~t done plut(\1 cclui des .:In uses d'opung out dcjll acc;mlces. 
11 scrnit tout~ fnit tlllOJ'IllHiquc de tcllcs clauses, que J'on pcut HCCl~ptcr JlO\tr unc dun~c 
Jimit(\c, dcviennent Ulll: COillpOSlllliC permancntc de !'Uniun. A Cl'.t. cgnrd, J'id1~C, Jnnc6c 
par Rubcrt TOULEMON, de ''rcndc~.-vous" periodiqucs qui pcrmwrnicm dr. 
rcexamincr ccs clauses et de mclt.rc Jcs Elats concem,<s devant. lt~ choix ,k Jes 
ultand<mncr ou dz sm1ir de !'Union doit rclcnir J'nttemion. 

------
1 In JlrCscmc ~onuniKslon ne doit Jl~~ ;'lln6rcsscr nux "rcrnnncs instilutlouncttcs" h .1pportt:r, le CHK 
6ch6au(, A I'Uuton cuwptcnnc car ccct rcltvc de la Commission 11 comp~.:cn1<: jl(llll' "le t'atln: 
ll~&lltullouuct" 



---·-····----- ---- -----. ···-- ---. 
2 !'on prcud COilUllC llyp~){l\~sc que, dans !'cspace d'un <lClai qui lW }ll'i!\ C!ICOre etrc th.(\ J'Uni011 
curopccnnc A voca1ion ~ adu•~-tlrc: MaliC cl Cliyprc. !a l'nlogJw, la Jiong:ic, la rcpuhliq11c lcil(,quc. lu 
rCpuhliquc slovuqnc, la Roumanie, la Tlulg~ric, la SlnvCnlc, l'EsiiH>nic, la Lcuoni1· cl lr, LilhUHni<'. C'~.ri 
n'cxclu! pas. VluiscmhlaolciHCn! A plus lung 1crmc, !'admission ,1c la C'roa!IC. ctc la Scrhic·M<•nt<·nCgn•. O\' 
la llosnic, de la Ma,:6\lolnc ainsi que de l'Aib;nic. voirc de la 1\Jrqnil'·. P;u- ail! curs,~~'" Sulssc., l'lslnnctl' 
cl la Norvegc (rcvcn:ul! sur son rl!ccnl r\\fus) manifcstnicn; le: d~sir d'cn1rcr dans i'llniun. 1<)11: pori<: n 
crulrc qu'cllc~ y scraicu! admiscs. Ccpe.ndanl scul le premier groupc, doni <•n sail qu'il c.s( compos(: 
d'B!als qui, dnns l'c!a! aclucl des choscs. souhailcnl fortcmenl enircr dan' !'Union - n <1<•111 ccrtains on1 
dcj~ pose lcur canilii1aturc · h6n6ticic d6ja d'uuc sortc de <!Onseusus "" le plincipe tl'' l'Bc1mi.slnn. A""" 
cc scul groupc, !'Union eur011~n1w passe de 15 11 27 Etats mcmhres. 

3 l'un sail que l'on doil eoullnucr ~ parlcr "des" Communau!Cs europtcnncs lHlisqu'il en exl~tr. trois 
(CECA, CEB. CllEA). Muis la CEE ctail dcvcnue !n Communanl6 de rc!hcncc, In phwc des deux mllrc.l 
6(~111 suhsidlalrc. C'csl done pnr rapport h la CEE - qui, deja, rCJlO:;nll S<H un cholx lnstiimi<•uucl 
profond6mcnt different de cclui qui fondah la CECA ·que !'analyse doH ~Ire 1'<)\lrsuivlc. 

4 aiusi t<Ju! cc qui relcvc de la notion M "politique commcrelalc", c1nus "'' n<l""'s illll'rM.s 1\l cx1crnl\,, 
dcpeu! cnllercmcnt des disposition~ di traitc CFlE (aujourd'llul CE). 

5 l'arllck 30, par 6 de l'Ac1c unique parlai! u6aumoius de la COOJ16notiou "s1u· lcs <JUCSI.ions do In ~~-CUI il~ 
curopct'nnc''. Mais lln'a>signait pus au~ parties coll!mctantcs la mission de mcllfc wr pi\\d unc p(liltlquc 
commum' de d6fcnsc mats, de fn1:on plus Jlmitl!c. de "coordo11ncr <lnvant:\~C !curs l"'$lllons sur l<:s 
Mpccts pollllquc.s ctl!conomiqucs de la s&uril6". 

6 jurldillUcmcm, l'lnstrumcni di' la crcaUon ctc la poliliquc commuiiC de dMcusc cs1 l'ndopti(!ll, !W 111 
proc6dure de r6vislo11 du tralt6, de dispositions ,:omplcmclltaircs. 

1 l'ctahlisscmcm d'unc U .RM. avail di!.jh &6 cnvisagce en 1969 cl 1 970. Ellc 11 don ne lien 11u ''rapport 
WHRNBR" (ocwhrc 1970) qui con1cnaituu sdJtma pr6cis d'union. Lors M !11 n6goclatlou de I'Acli:. 
unique cur~pcen. la France t\( I'Ailcmagnc ~ouhailuicm l'clargisscmclll de la comp61tm,,c commun11utairc. 
au domainc monctalw. l.'opposl!ion du Rilyaumc·tlni n' pi•s pcrmis d'alli\r '"' dc.Jn d'unc slmplt' 
d!Sposillon de pure forme (an. J 02A) tiC donnan! liUt'llnC \la~C rt.cllu ~ la rCalisalion d'unc tcllc 11111Un. 

R cc poinlu<' sera pa~ develop pc comt>lc .ICIIU cte cc qu'ilrcl~vc del~ comp~km:c cl<: la commlssluu Ill 

9 lcs uouvcaux ~omalncs de competence snnt : J'cdncatlon cl In jcmwssc !la founalion profcs.immcllc 
relc.va[( d6j~ de In compc!Cncc de la CUB), la culture, la saute puhliquc. la p1 orccrion des consomm~tll\urs. 
lcs r6scaux transcuropcens. l'lndustric, la coopcrnllon au d6vcloppc111Clll, l'cnl!t"' et la circulation d<" 
pcrsonucs daus le UlllfCht lntcricur. 11 csl rmsol 111Cll(ionu6, mais scu!enwlll "pour m<'muin,-· 11111\ 
competence "dan.~ lcs domalncs de l'cnergic, de In pnHCc(lon civile cl du wurismc" qu'll apparticndra. le 
cas ccMRnl. h la conf6rencc de 1996 de mcllrc cu ocuvrc. 11 fnu! ""s'l rappclcr 'i'l'' Jr. c!uunp 
d'applicalion de. la polliiqne socialt' a 616 ~largi de fa9ou signlOca1ivc sm le fon<lemcnl d'un "'"'ont <Jlll 
Ogurc en •nncxc au !railc et auqucl le R<•yaumc-Uui n'cs! pnspanlc. 

10 alusl en paniculicr lur>qut' le <rail!!. impose t, la CommumnH~. de ne JHlllrsulvl\1 aunme 11\~llon 
d'hannonl~alion des dlsposlllou~ na;ion&Ic.s (sant6. rorm~lion prof,•sslonncllo, cullurc). 

11 par cxemple dan~ Jcs domalncs de in prolct:lion <le• consommat~urs, de la "''"p6rnlion au 
d6vcloppemcnl Cl, plus 1·arcmcnt. dans I<\S domainc.~ de 1'6dm,allcn, de la cu~llll'\1, de la hlllll(:. 

12J'on ne d~vcloppc pas cc point que i'on considcre conunc rclcvnnl 1lc iR conunisslonll. 

I~ le~ decisions !lu Couscll soul prisc.s sur rr.comman~alion (HI ~ur proposition de la Co::1mlssion. l.c 
Con~cllnc d1•it prendre ~e.s Mcisions h J'unanlnu:6 que pour l'applle~liNJ de I' article I OJA <JUI ne dcvrr.ll 
nonnnlc.mcl\1 joucr qu·~ 1i1rc exccplionnel alnsl que, le cas tchcalll, pom rcmplaccr Jus <lt~posl!ion• till 
prowcole snr la procedure applic.nhlc en cas de dMicit cxccs~if. L'mlid<' 104C n c.r6~ un lh)UVI\1111 

ml!canlsmc de d6ciston oans lcqncllc Conscll slatuc sur rcconHuan<1Blion tk In Commissiun h In majuril(, 
des den~ 1lcrs des volx pond~rl!cs. 
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---- ---· ·--- -----

1~ ainsi le Conscil csl coJnp6:cut Cll IHhdl:.rc cte rc!:1\1'."lll.~ tn()JlC.awc,o:; l~AtCric~u{~S (al'\. !09). \"est 
~galctmml KU Conscil qu'il lw;(llllhr. d'ut:C(Jrdcr le "r_· .. ,ncours mutuc.:l" ~ 1111 Eta\ qui cnmHt7t ctcs diffil:ult6~ 
de halanw <!CS palcmcnts (an. I 0911' 

'-1 dan~ le !raitc CuE, la geometric variahlc se traduit Jl"' uuc clause. nuwil~ant unc ,·oop6notion 
spcclflquc entre lcs !l!His mcmhrzs de l'nnlon DENEl.UX et de !'union Dcl~lquc-Luxcmhours (art. 211). 
Bile se trudult aufi.li par des clause_, de '\terogation" lJUi son! cl!cs·memcs dt' phtsieurs types : dftnscs 
temporatrcs dans le cutlrc des pcrimlcs transitoircs ht:cordccs ~ tous \cs nouvcanx tncn<hrcs, clausc.s dllcs 
<k sauvcgan!c pcnncltnnt cgalcmcnt. des dcrogali<'IIS temp<rntlrcs, prisc ton ,:onsi<ICI';nlon dt' fKetcur• 
opoclflqucs h des Etnts non uommcmcnt dc1igncs (11rtklc RC <1cvcnu anicl" 7C dans l'rll:tue! trnitc), prise 
en consideration de factcurs spc<:ifiques ~ des fitats design(» (alnsi ks rcglcs du proll)eo\e sur le 
"cntHmcrcc int~ricur allctnaud", dcvcnu co,luc ctcpuis la rct•nificAtiouj, l.c mct:unlsme ilnnndcr 
cornpensatcur ctahli au l>roflt du Roymrltle-tlui - ''t qui ne rcpos1: pas sur des dispositions du trr.it6 • 
constltuc aussi unc derogation. 

I C. en se liml!ant h CC qui nons para!t etrc le.' deux cxprcssi<>tts dominanttl> dr. la g~"liiiCtric vnurlnhlr. dum 
le u·altc de Mn•stricht, Otl lnissl1 de d\tc lcs clnu•os de "cooperation particu!lerc" qui Jlgurc.Ja ditus l'ftr t icle 
l.4 pill· 5 et daus !'article K7. 11 o'agit ncanmoins cgalcmcm <1c datrses de "gcomcu·ic varlah!e". 
L'analysc des tllffcrcnts aspects que pc\lljlrcudrc la geometric val'iahlc n tl<'_IA fail l'ohjct de nomhrcuscs 
etudes; cf IIO\HllllllCJII: J.L. QUERMONNE, la diffcrcncistion dans I'Union curnpccnnc : I'Europ<: I 
"gcomMric variable", iu "la dlffcrenciatiou dans !'union curopCcnnc", instltul <I'Nudc~ mrropOcnrws, 
tJ .L.Il., groupc d'ciudcs puli!iques curopecnncs, jounec d'ctudtlS du l 0 decmnhrc 1994. 

17 protocolc ll 0 11 pour le Roynumc·Uni, protocolc n°l2 pour le Dancmark. }.,: Dallelllnrk a, ,1all~ l'~tnt 
actucl des cho•cs, not106 sa volonl(\ de ne pa~ partlclpcr, cc tl(lnl le Const•il curopc'''' a pris actc ~ 
l!dlmbourg. Le gouvcrncmcll! britanniquc n'k pas encore llllt part de scs intentim:s; le si!cucc de .~a pnr! 
•lg•llOcralt la non]w!lcipation (an. 1, ali.2 du protocole) 

18 dans sa d60nltlon habilucllc, la zone de lihrc-Cchangc liS! constilucc par ctcs Elats qui, pnr vole dll 
trHitC, decldcnt de supprimc' lcs lronti~n's iloilanitres cxistam clllw cux, l.a l.lli>C de llhrc·6chang1' 
n'impllquc done pa• d11tariC extcricur <:ommun et de politiquc commcrcialc .:omruunc. (il s'nl(irait Hlors 
d'ullc "union douanl~rc"). 11 fortiori, cllc n'ltnpiique pas <le "politlqucs communes". Mal~ cllc pent 
Cllillponcr des rbglcs consid~rccs comme 6tant le liOmplcment.dcla librc-cirt:ulat!on, wile~ qttt\ •lcs r~Aics 
de com:urrcncc. L'cxemplc le I> Ius complet ~~ le piu~ pc; fcctiNin~ de lrait6 insti~uant 1111c ~OIIC de llhn'· 
echangc est. actuellcmcnt, l'ac<:ord de lihrc ~dlongc nord·amcril'-aln (ALFNA) slgnt. k 17 d(~:cmhrc !IJY2 
cnhe le Canada, lcs Etats·Uni• et. le Mc.xique. 

i9 il c.~t •ignlficaur a cct 6gard- c'l inquictant de rcil•vcr la multiplication de.~ Mclrtratlons kllcmandes •m 
l'tmpossihilitc pour cct Etat • le plus gros contrihtiWur net· de voi: sans cesse In eiHtrgc communau!aiw 
s'alourdlr. 

20 ccltc tcmhmcc llftrait dl:\iA >cnsiblc pou.- l'<tldc a\IX Etat~ A,C.P. """"uc !1' Uliw:fcSic le n:!iiS 
d'augmcntativn (et meme de mulntlcn) des cr~.dlts dui1.E.D. 

Zl cf aiusi les propositions de . .:rcation d'unc zone 1k lihrc cchangc "transatlnmittuc". 

22 par cxcmp!c I' article l:lOL pr6voit que des programmes de rcdrerchc pliUI'CHt ~in·. prh en ciHir~c p~r 
certain& Et at~ mcmbrcs qui as•urcnt lcur lluanccmcnt. 

2J lu trolsltmc phase Jli!Ut c:rtrcr en \oguenr en 1997 si le Ccut~cil nrn>trttC, ~vnnt le 31 Mt:cmbrc 19W., 
qu'une mnjorltt\ d'lllats r~poml at:x crit~res de convergence. Si cc n'cst pas le "'"· cllc <ilrit cntrer en 
vlgueur le I er jauvicr 199~1 sans ~ondition t1c majorit6, le C!)nseil ay ant ~eulcmcll\ A <'.onstnlcr, nvunt k 
ler julllct 1998, quel~ soul le~ Etat~ qui rcmplisseut ills conditions et quds sont cenx <)Ill Ill! lcs 
rcmpli~scnt pas. 11 est aujounl'hul ndmis que la prcmitre hypothCs~ est lkl't:nuc th6oriquc. 

24 deux Rt1iclcs pnrus dans "Le Pignrll" de> 10 et 11 janvicr 199.~, public> cnsu:tc M>ll> 1\>rnw de hrodrme 
:"pour une nnuvcllc P..uropc''. 
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25 brochure, p. 21. 

2(1 Cll d6pi( de !H. r(:.f6rL'IH;(•, <'\ UIIC. "auioll mdCnttiVC", !'Oil \.:(11\~liltC Q\JC, ditll:i ~i1 dcsc:ipliOJl de J't::.1h!ll 
poiHlqu~ tlroitc., M. Giscnrd d'Estttiug :.\ dl'nnt (:11 d~fiuilivt~ unc large plac~~ il ~1cs l:ll:C'!illi:-iild:~ \jlle l'ou 
jH.!llt consldCrcr commc "·intcrgouvcmemcn:m!x" p11isquc fonctts S!lr d~s ~·pn:>•;.i!~; dl· miJlist:·l~s des 
gouvcmcmcrHS des Etflls memhrcs et unc conulliSSh)n pnr!c.mc.ntiii!-c cnmpn~~(l~ dr mcJnbrC'.$> de;; 
parlcmcllls natlonaux (cf brochure p. 44 et 45). 
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Perspectives on the Implementation and Revision of Maastricht 
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THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MAASTRICHT: 
THE NEW (MAASTRICHT -l EUROPE AND OLD INSTITUTIONAL TRENDS. 

AN INTERIM BALANCE 

Discussion Paper by 

Wolfgang Wessels, Jean Monnet Professor, Universitiit zu Koln, 
College of Europe, T.E.P.S.A. 

This paper presents the conclusions relating to the Report "An Appraisal of the 
Implementation of the Treaty of Maastricht: Poiicies, Institutions and Procedures" and is 
associated with the paper "Aperru de deux problimatiques : la hiirarchie des normes et 
les listes de compitences en vue de la CIG 96" 



Note to Readers 

This paper is just one of three which have been prepared for the "Institutional 

Framework" Committee of the Conference on the "Future of the European 

Constitution" to be held at the College of Europe, Bruges, June 1995. In order that 

readers may have a full overview of the issues, we have listed below the three papers 

prepared for this Committee. 

• An Appraisal of the Implementation of the Treaty ofMaastricht: Policies, Institutions 

and Procedures", prepared by a research team at the College of Europe, Bruges. 

"Apen;u de deux problematiques: La hierarchie des normes et les listes des 

competences en vue de la CIG '96", prepared by E.Bribosia, Institut d'Etudes 

Europeennes, ULB, Brussels. 

"The Implementation ofMaastricht: the new (Maastricht-)Europe and old institutional 

trends - an interim balance •, prepared by Prof. Dr. W. Wessels, Jean MonnetProfessor, 

Universitiit zu Koln, College of Europe, Bruges, TEPSA. 



The Implementation of Maastricht: : The new (Maastricht-) Europe and old 
institutional trends. An interim balance . 

I. On the relevance: The reform debate - distorted or empirically valid? 

l. Beyond a cold reading: a look at empirical bases 

The debate on the IGC' 96 quite often starts from perceptions of the Maastricht Treaty as it 
was discussed and worded between 1990-92 without taking into account of how the new 
provisions have been put into practice and how they are used. The purpose of this paper is 
to bring the "new EU realities" back into the debate. Distorted perceptions about the (after 
Maastricht) EU based simply on a "cold reading" of the Treaty are risky as they might lead 
to unhelpful political steps in the wrong directions. 

The crucial puzzle thus is: Is the Maastricht Europe of 1995 different from that of how the 
fathers and mothers of the Maastricht Treaty formulated the provisions in 1991-92; whatever 
the answer to the puzzle is, we need to analyse the consequences for the debates on the IGC 
96. Do we discuss reforms of the realities as they have developed since 1993 or do we stay 
on an abstract, meaningless level of a political discourse which is far away from the real life; 
perhaps even more important: do we take into account the positive and negative points of the 
Maastricht Treaty in an analytically valid way or do we just reconfrrm our prejudices? Do 
we really concentrate really on the major key issues (e.g. hierarchy of norms) or do we stick 
to ideological battles? 

2. The use of quantitative methods: towards educated guesses 

By presenting mainly quantitative data we would like to bring your attention to the partly 
perhaps surprising, and partly perhaps "reconfirming" evolution of the EU realities; we hope 
to identify or grasp some overall trends, which of course- as we all agree- need some longer 
periods of observation and more qualitative interpretations; our first results should serve to 
establish "educated guesses" about the performance of the Maastricht Treaty and thus serve 
to make proposals for the IGC more reasonable. 

11. Major findings 

I. Constitutional implementation 

a) Overall picture 

In spite of the controversies surronding the Maastricht Treaty during the ratification process, 
the institutional and procedural innovations of the Maastricht Treaty have nearly all been 
implemented in formal terms, by the middle of 1995 and without major new renegotiation 
battles (see table 1). At least in this respect the package deal of Maastricht had enough weight 



to be carried through. Whatever higher expectations were and are, the institutional and 
procedural map of the EC has changed with the EU - for better or for worse. 

b) At the same time table 1 highlights several and diverging developments among policy 
fields and pillars. There is no uniform "single" interpretation possible. 

2. Institutional performances 

The evolution of the institutional roles are uneven among institutions, sectors and pillars 
alike: 

a) for the EP a clear increase in the legislative function (eo-decision, assent procedures) and 
in a pre-elective function (nomination of the Commission) can be observed. However, no 
progress in increasing its influence can be observed for the Second and Third pillar. Though 
newly elected, the EP was able to organise itself rather efficiently. Lessons from failed 
mediations with the Council are to be looked more closely. 

b) National Parliaments have considerably enlarged their role in national (EU-)procedures, 
but not used the new EU provisions as offered in Declaration No.l4. 

c) The European Council has - as before - continued to play its dominant role as 
constitutional architect, promoter (setter) of principle guidelines and as a de facto decision
making body for nearly all sectors and for each pillar. It adopted several strategy papers 
which concern several policy fields and pillars. 

d) The Council - as the cornerstone in the single institutional framework - has the most 
uneven record 

- a decline in the output in normal EC busi11ess; 
- a quite modest output in the newer policy sectors of the EC (see table 1); 
- a large output in the CFSP pillar using new procedures (common position J2 to a 
restricted degree, joint actions J3 to a larger degree) (see table 1); the real impact of 
these activities are open to large and controversial debate. 
- an output feature in the Third Pillar. 

The need to look for a more rational way of structuring legal acts, e.g. by a hierarchy of 
norms, is evident. 

Majority voting took place in about 10% of the legislative cases in the First pillar. In the 
Second and Third pillars the major feature seems to be a reinforced "institutionalised 
intergovernmentalism" leading to a frustrating blocking of many dossiers. 

Some internal adaptations seem still to be the victim of bureaucratic infighting amongst 
several groups of national civil servants. 

e) The interpretation of the Commision's role also shows a mixed record 
- a decline of initiatives in the classical EC areas; 
- a moderate output of initiatives in new policy areas of the EC; 



- a yet to be clarified input of initiatives in the Second pillar (normally linked with 
those for external relations of the First pillar); 
- one proposal for the Third pillar. 

The internal organisation of the Commission has been extended and adapted. Again within 
this body not all the consequences of the Maastricht Treaty have been fully digested. 

f) The working method of the Court has been streamlined; given the short period of time no 
major impact of Court rulings on applying the new provisions can yet be discerned, though 
cases on new articles, including subsidiarity, are pending. 

g) The Committee of the Regions has started to work. It has issued 42 opinions, including 
11 on its own initiative (see table 1). The internal organisation and working methods are 
being established. 

3. Procedural implementation 

New procedures are becoming dominant features of the EU decision-making, thus replacing 
or at least subordinating traditional procedures. 

Above all the eo-decision procedure has become a major vehicle for the EC to take binding 
decisions. In spite of its procedural complexity and various consensus-shaping requirements 
in both bodies, the efficiency in the use of this procedure is rather high. 

Some new procedures in the Second and Third Pillars (common postions and joint actions) 
must seriously be reconsidered as their overall usefulness seems limited and the efficiency of 
achieving a decision is clearly suboptimal. 

4. Organizational implementation 

Administrative adaptation in each body follows institutional and procedural changes, though 
sometimes with quite considerable delays and intra-administrative power struggles. 

Ill. Conclusions: A strong trend towards a newer stage of fusing actors and policies 

1. The implementation record of the institutional framework offers some useful overall 
lessons for the reform debate. 

2. An even closer move towards Brussels 

The institutional growth, the intensive use of some new procedures and administrative 
differentiation are indicators of more interactions among equal actors from several public 
policy levels. The EP is moving "more into Brussels" as are new national actors (e.g. 
regions) 

3. "Expansion tous azimuts" 



The scope of policies dealt with in the EU has grown so as to cover new or revised policy 
sector (expansion in "tous azimuts"), but there is apparently no overall, cross-sectoral 
dynamic at work. Actors use the new areas of competence but to variable degrees. Some new 
provisions (e.g. 13) are extensively used, others, such as health policy, to a very limited 
degree. Indeed these findings belong to the most surprising results, which certainly need more 
reflection. An impact of the application of the subsidiarity principle is not clearly observable. 

4. Towards a new institutional equilibrium? 

Contrary to most other periods in the EC's history, relations among the EU institutions have 
not been settled down with a range of what some call an "institutional equilibrium". The 
range and variety of relationships has been considerably enlarged over the sectors, procedures 
and pillars. Given the new procedural dynamics, the "battle for power" is continuing more 
intensively. 

This leads to an even stronger and more complex fusion in both directions: in a horizontal 
way among the EU institutions and in a vertical way among several governmental levels. 

The implementation record of the Maastricht Treaty so far has thus been a further 
extrapolation of fundamental integration trends of the post-war history of Western Europe. 
The strong move towards creating a "common", broadly based and widely accepted 
institutional framework with a high degree of participation of many different actors has been 
reinforced. 

5. Basic shortcomings of this institutional framework - as have been criticized widely - such 
as the lack of transparency and accountability - have not been overcome, but the impact of 
several procedures have made the complexity even larger in spite of some rather marginal 
efforts (such as opening some parts of Council sessions). 

6. The post-Maastricht experience shows also that the basic dilemma between the urge for 
a broad and intensive participation, on the one hand, and efficiency, transparency and 
accountability on the other, have not been solved by the implementation of the Maastricht 
Treaty. If the constitutional piece-meal-engineering approach continues in the IGC' 96, as it 
seems will be the case in summer 1995, we must be aware that the basic shortcomings to 
which the criticisms refer will not be overcome. 
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The Implementation of Maastricht: : The new (Maastricht-) Europe and old 
institutional trends. An interim balance _ 

L On the relevance: The reform debate - distorted or empirically valid? 

l. Beyond a cold reading: a look at empirical bases 

The debate on the IGC' 96 quite often starts from perceptions of the Maastricht Treaty as it 
was discussed and worded between 1990-92 without taking into account of how the new 
provisions have been put into practice and how they are used. The purpose of this paper is 
to bring the "new EU realities" back into the debate. Distorted perceptions about the (after 
Maastricht) EU based simply on a "cold reading" of the Treaty are risky as they might lead 
to unhelpful political steps in the wrong directions. 

The crucial puzzle thus is: Is the Maastricht Europe of 1995 different from that of how the 
fathers and mothers of the Maastricht Treaty formulated the provisions in 1991-92; whatever 
the answer to the puzzle is, we need to analyse the consequences for the debates on the IGC 
96. Do we discuss reforms of the realities as they have developed since 1993 or do we stay 
on an abstract, meaningless level of a political discourse which is far away from the real life; 
perhaps even more important: do we take into account the positive and negative points of the 
Maastricht Treaty in an analytically valid way or do we just reconfirm our prejudices? Do 
we really concentrate really on the major key issues (e.g. hierarchy of norms) or do we stick 
to ideological battles? 

2. The use of quantitative methods: towards educated guesses 

By presenting mainly quantitative data we would like to bring your attention to the partly 
perhaps surprising, and partly perhaps "reconfirming" evolution of the EU realities; we hope 
to identify or grasp some overall trends, which of course- as we all agree -need some longer 
periods of observation and more qualitative interpretations; our first results should serve to 
establish "educated guesses" about the performance of the Maastricht Treaty and thus serve 
to make proposals for the IGC more reasonable. 

IL Major findings 

1. Constitutional implementation 

a) Overall picture 

In spite of the controversies surronding the Maastricht Treaty during the ratification process, 
the institutional and procedural innovations of the Maastricht Treaty have nearly all been 
implemented in formal terms, by the middle of 1995 and without major new renegotiation 
battles (see table 1). At least in this respect the package deal of Maastricht had enough weight 



to be carried through. Whatever higher expectations were and are, tbe institutional and 
procedural map of tbe EC has changed witb tbe EU - for better or for worse. 

b) At tbe same time table 1 highlights several and diverging developments among policy 
fields and pillars. There is no uniform "single" interpretation possible. 

2. Institutional performances 

The evolution of tbe institutional roles are uneven among institutions, sectors and pillars 
alike: 

a) for tbe EP a clear increase in tbe legislative function (eo-decision, assent procedures) and 
in a pre-elective function (nomination of tbe Commission) can be observed. However, no 
progress in increasing its influence can be observed for tbe Second and Third pillar. Though 
newly elected, tbe EP was able to organise itself rather efficiently. Lessons from failed 
mediations witb tbe Council are to be looked more closely. 

b) National Parliaments have considerably enlarged their role in national (EU-)procedures, 
but not used tbe new EU provisions as offered in Declaration No.l4. 

c) The European Council has - as before - continued to play its dominant role as 
constitutional architect, promoter (setter) of principle guidelines and as a de facto decision
making body for nearly all sectors and for each pillar. It adopted several strategy papers 
which concern several policy fields and pillars. 

d) The Council - as the cornerstone in tbe single institutional framework - has the most 
uneven record 

- a decline in tbe output in normal EC business; 
- a quite modest output in tbe newer policy sectors of tbe EC (see table 1); 
- a large output in tbe CFSP pillar using new procedures (common position J2 to a 
restricted degree, joint actions J3 to a larger degree) (see table 1); the real impact of 
tbese activities are open to large and controversial debate. 
- an output feature in tbe Third Pillar. 

The need to look for a more rational way of structuring legal acts, e.g. by a hierarchy of 
norms, is evident. 

Majority voting took place in about 10% of tbe legislative cases in tbe First pillar. In tbe 
Second and Third pillars tbe major feature seems to be a reinforced "institutionalised 
intergovemmentalism" leading to a frustrating blocking of many dossiers. 

Some internal adaptations seem still to be tbe victim of bureaucratic infighting amongst 
several groups of national civil servants. 

e) The interpretation of tbe Commision's role also shows a mixed record 
- a decline of initiatives in tbe classical EC areas; 
- a moderate output of initiatives in new policy areas of tbe EC; 



- a yet to be clarified input of initiatives in the Second pillar (normally linked with 
those for external relations of the First pillar); 
- one proposal for the Third pillar. 

The internal organisation of the Commission has been extended and adapted. Again within 
this body not all the consequences of the Maastricht Treaty have been fully digested. 

f) The working method of the Court has been streamlined; given the short period of time no 
major impact of Court rulings on applying the new provisions can yet be discerned, though 
cases on new articles, including subsidiarity, are pending. 

g) The Committee of the Regions has started to work. It has issued 42 opinions, including 
11 on its own initiative (see table 1). The internal organisation and working methods are 
being established. 

3. Procedural implementation 

New procedures are becoming dominant features of the EU decision-making, thus replacing 
or at least subordinating traditional procedures. 

Above all the eo-decision procedure has become a major vehicle for the EC to take binding 
decisions. In spite of its procedural complexity and various consensus-shaping requirements 
in both bodies, the efficiency in the use of this procedure is rather high. 

Some new procedures in the Second and Third Pillars (common postions and joint actions) 
must seriously be reconsidered as their overall usefulness seems limited and the efficiency of 
achieving a decision is clearly suboptimal. 

4. Organizational implementation 

Administrative adaptation in each body follows institutional and procedural changes, though 
sometimes with quite considerable delays and intra-administrative power struggles. 

IlL Conclusions: A strong trend towards a newer stage of fusing actors and policies 

1. The implementation record of the institutional framework offers some useful overall 
lessons for the reform debate. 

2. An even closer move towards Brussels 

The institutional growth, the intensive use of some new procedures and administrative 
differentiation are indicators of more interactions among equal actors from several public 
policy levels. The EP is moving "more into Brussels" as are new national actors (e.g. 
regions) 

3. "Expansion tous azimuts" 



The scope of policies dealt with in the EU has grown so as to cover new or revised policy 
sector (expansion in "tous azimuts"), but there is apparently no overall, cross-sectoral 
dynamic at work. Actors use the new areas of competence but to variable degrees. Some new 
provisions (e.g. J3) are extensively used, others, such as health policy, to a very limited 
degree. Indeed these findings belong to the most surprising results, which certainly need more 
reflection. An impact of the application of the subsidiarity principle is not clearly observable. 

4. Towards a new institutional equilibrium? 

Contrary to most other periods in the EC's history, relations among the EU institutions have 
not been settled down with a range of what some call an "institutional equilibrium". The 
range and variety of relationships has been considerably enlarged over the sectors, procedures 
and pillars. Given the new procedural dynamics, the "battle for power" is continuing more 
intensively. 

This leads to an even stronger and more complex fusion in both directions: in a horizontal 
way among the EU institutions and in a vertical way among several governmental levels. 

The implementation record of the Maastricht Treaty so far has thus been a further 
extrapolation of fundamental integration trends of the post-war history of Western Europe. 
The strong move towards creating a "common", broadly based and widely accepted 
institutional framework with a high degree of participation of many different actors has been 
reinforced. 

5. Basic shortcomings of this institutional framework - as have been criticized widely - such 
as the lack of transparency and accountability - have not been overcome, but the impact of 
several procedures have made the complexity even larger in spite of some rather marginal 
efforts (such as opening some parts of Council sessions). 

6. The post-Maastricht experience shows also that the basic dilemma between the urge for 
a broad and intensive participation, on the one hand, and efficiency, transparency and 
accountability on the other, have not been solved by the implementation of the Maastricht 
Treaty. If the constitutional piece-meal-engineering approach continues in the IGC' 96, as it 
seems will be the case in summer 1995, we must be aware that the basic shortcomings to 
which the criticisms refer will not be overcome. 



Overall Implementation of the Treaty on European Union' 

The chart below details all those articles which were modified or introduced by the Treaty 
on European Union and which could then be implemented in some measurable way, i.e. an 
article provided for some kind of legislation or the establishment of a new institution. The 
chart includes the article number, a short description of its contents and an indication of 
whether or not the article has been used and, if applicable and available, how many times. 

First Pillar (EC Treaty)- Provisions relating to Policy Sectors 

Anicle 
Subject Used/ No. of times used 

Number 

Sa Free movement of Union citizens No 

Right to vote in municipal elections for 
Yes (not yet incorporated 

EU citizens 
into national law in all 

Sb Member States) 

Right to vote in EP elections for EU 
Yes 

citizens 

Se Diplomatic and consular protection No 

Commission report on citizensship Yes 
Se 

Strengthen citizens' rights No 

51§2 Free movement of professionals Yes 

75§1 Measures to improve transport safety 1 

lOOa Approximation of laws (codecision) 11 

lOOc Common visa list Proposed 

lOOd Uniform visa format Yes 

Council adoption of recommendation on 
103§3 guidelines for Member States' economic Yes 

policies 

104a 
Prohibition of privileged access by public 

Yes 
bodies to financial institutions 

1This chart is drawn from "An appraisal of the implementation of the Treaty of Maastricht: 
policies, institutions and procedures", contribution for the College of Europe, TEPSA conference . 'The 
future of the European Constitution: Perspectives on the implementation and revision ofMaastricht", June 
1995. 



104b§2 Definition of Article 104 prohibitions Yes 

104c Excessive government debt procedure Yes 

109e§5 
Member States start process towards 

Yes 
independence of central banks 

109f Establishment of EMI Yes 

105, 
106,107,1 
08,108a,1 

Articles relating to the third stage of EMU No 
09,109a/b/ 
cl g/hli/j/k 

/I 

(Article 2 
of 

Agreement Social policy directives (excluding UK) I 
on social 
policy) 

126 Education 2 ( + 3 minor acts) 

127 Vocational training 2 ( + 2 minor acts) 

128 Culture 0 

129 Public Health 0 ( + minor acts) 

129a Consumer Protection 2 

129c (1) Guidelines for the establishment of TENs Not yet approved 

130 Industry 0 

Creation of the Cohesion Fund Yes 
130d .. 

Reform of Structural Funds No 

130i R&D - multi-annual framework 1 

130o 
R&D - supplementary or specific 

22 programmes 

130p R&D: Annual Report by the Commission Yes 

130s (3) 
Adoption of Environmental Action 

No 
Programmes 

130w Development policy measures 3 

2 



First Pillar (EC Treaty} - Provisions relating to institutional and procedural matters 

138§3 EP electoral procedure (EP assent) No 

138b 
Right of EP to request Commission to 2 

submit proposals for legislation 

Setting up of a temporary committee of No 
inquiry 

138c Provisions governing the exercise of 
inquiry by common accord of the Yes 

Commission, Council and EP 

Appointment of an Ombudsman No 

138e Regulations and general conditions 
governing the performance of the Yes 

Ombudsman's duties 

158 Nomination of the Commission Yes 

159 Replacement of a Commissioner No . 

161 Appointment of Commission VPs Yes 

165 
Possibility for ECJ to sit in plenary session Yes 

or in chambers 

168a 
Composition, jurisdiction and rules of Yes 

procedure of the Court of First Instance (not 168§2) 

171 Fines on Member States by ECJ No 

'Recours en annulation' against acts by EP I 
and Council 

173 
Actions brought by the EP to protect its 

3 
prerogatives 

180 
ECJ jurisdiction on obligations of national 

0 
central banks and ECB 

l88b 
Composition and rules of procedure of Yes 

Court of Auditors 

Statement of assurance In process 

l88c Court of Auditors annual and special 1 annual 
reports 14 special 

3 



189b Codecision procedure 

198§1 Right of ECOSOC to submit opinions on 
own initiative 

Committee of the Regions: election of 
198b 

chair & officers 

Committee of the Regions: 

198c 
Obligatory consultation 
Optional consultation 

Own initiative opinions 

228§3 
International agrements requiring EP 

assent 

228a Economic sanctions 

Second Pillar (CFSP) 

J.2 

J.3 

J.4 

Common positions in CFSP 

Joint actions in CFSP 

Request by the EU to the WEU to take 
actions 

Third Pillar (Justice and Home Affairs) 

Joint positions in JHA 

K.3.2 Joint actions in JHA 

Convention in JHA 

K.4.1 Establishment of K.4 Committee 

K.9 'Paserelle Clause' in JHA 

Final Provisions 

N Revision of the Treaty 

0 Accession of new Member States 

4 

35 
(including 2 rejections) 

39 

. 
Yes 

16 
15 
11 

5 

4 

ll 

15 

0 

0 

2 

1 

Yes 

No 

0 

4 
(3 implemented) 
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1.- INTRODUCTION 

The debate on the forthcoming IGC is already fully underway and we are still at least a year 
away from the actual 'conference' itself. Never before in the Union's history has a Treaty 
revision attracted so much, sustained attention. Academics, practitioners and journalists alike 
seem to be bombarding one another with policy documents, reflection papers, articles and 
reports each making a set of proposals for reform of all or part of the Treaty on European 
Union (TEU). Political parties, lobby groups, Union institutions and some national 
parliaments have or are in the process of issning similar documents with their ideas on how 
the Treaty should look after 1996. Even actors outside the Union - including prospective 
Member States - have become involved in this dynamic process of reform proposal and 
counter -reform proposal. It seems as if there will be no shortage of ideas to inspire the I GC' s 
participants when they eventually sit down around the table next year. 

However, whilst there seems to be an abundance of reform proposals for the future, not 
much has been done in terms of assessing the current state of play under the Treaty on 
European Union. It is mostly assumed that the innovations and modifications introduced at 
Maastricht have been successfully implemented and used without encountering any great 
difficulties. This is a dangerous assumption to make given the scale of the changes introduced 
by the TEU. It would seem logical that before any meaningful reform proposals can be made, 
a thorough appraisal of the implementation and use of the TEU should be undertaken. This 
would then allow for a debate to take place on the 'reality' of the post-Maastricht European 
Union rather than on perceptions based on a 'cold' reading of the Treaty text. 

It is the aim of this paper to make just such an appraisal of the implementation and use of the 
Treaty on European Union so that further debate might be based on reality rather than mere 
assumption. By introducing the facts about the implementation and use of the TEU, it is 
hoped that this paper will make a contribution to the preparation of more realistic, better
defined and more effective reform proposals. 

1.1.- STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

This paper has been organised in a way which, it is hoped, will prove to be the most useful 
for the reader. Each Union policy area in turn is adressed, largely mirroring the order in 
which they appear in the Treaty itself. Each policy area section follows the same pattern of 
presentation: a short historical overview, an account of the main changes brought about by 
the TEU, an analysis of the implementation and use of those changes since the entry into 
force of the Treaty and some concluding remarks on the matter. The part of the paper dealing 
with the policy areas is followed by a look at the Union institutions and the way in which 
they were affected by the provisions agreed at Maastricht. Once again each section has the 
same format: some introductory remarks giving an historical overview, a discussion of the 
main innovations of relevance to that institution and a report of their implementation thus far, 
concluding with some fmal remarks. It is inevitable that there is some ovelapping between 
these various sections; this is inherent in such a paper given the structure of the TEU itself. 

1 



However, it is the intention of this report to allow not only for an insight into the 
implementation of the Treaty as a whole, but also to give an account of the implementation of 
the changes in each specific area so that any subsequent reform proposals may concentrate on 
either the totality of the Treaty or one particular part thereof. 

When dealing with a su~ject as broad and as complex as the implementation of the TEU it is 
important that all aspects are covered so that a complete and acurate picture may be obtained. 
This explains the extensive and comprehensive nature of this report. However, in order that 
the reader may gain an initial overview of the progress made in implementing the Treaty on 
European Union, a table has been included at the begininning of this document showing the 
use of each of those Treaty provisions modified or introduced at Maastricht and which could 
lead to some tangible result which could be measured. It should be pointed out, though, this 
table is intended only to give an indicative overview of progress so far and a complete 
account of the implemention of each article may be found in the appropriate section of this 
paper. 

1.2.-0VERALL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY ON EUROPEAN UNION 

The chart below details all those articles which were modified or introduced by the Treaty on 
European Union and which could then be implemented in some measurable way, i.e. an 
article provided for some kind of legislation or the establishment of a new institution. The 
chart includes the article number, a short description of its contents and an indication of 
whether or not the article has been used and, if applicable and available, how many times. 

First Pillar (EC Treaty)- Provisions relating to Policy Sectors 

Anicle 
Subject Used/ No. of times used 

Number 

Sa Free movement of Union citizens No 

Right to vote in municipal elections for EU 
Yes (not yet incorporated 

into national law in all 
Sb citizens 

Member States) 

Right to vote in EP elections for EU citizens Yes 

Se Diplomatic and consular protection No 

Se 
Commission report on citizensship Yes 

Strengthen citizens' rights No 

57§2 Free movement of professionals Yes 

2 



75§1 Measures to improve transport safety 1 

100a Approximation of laws (codecision) 11 

100c Common visa list Proposed 

100d Uniform visa format Yes 

Council adoption of recommendation on 
103§3 guidelines for Member States' economic Yes 

policies 

104a 
Prohibition of privileged access by public 

Yes 
bodies to financial institutions 

104b§2 Definition of Article I 04 prohibitions Yes 

104c Excessive government debt procedure Yes 

109e§5 
Member States start process towards 

Yes independence of central banks 

109f Establishment of EMI Yes 

105, 
106,107,1 

08,108a,10 Articles relating to the third stage of EMU No 
9,109a/b/c 
I g/h/i/j/k/1 

(Article 2 
of 

Agreement Social policy directives (excluding UK) 1 
on social 
policy) 

126 Education 2 ( + 3 minor acts) 

127 Vocational training 2 ( + 2 minor acts) 

128 Culture 0 
--

129 Public Health 0 ( + minor acts) 

129a Consumer Protection 2 

129c (1) Guidelines for the establishment of TENs Not yet approved 

130 Industry 0 
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168a Composition, jurisdiction and rules of Yes 
procedure of the Court of First Instance (not 168§2) 

171 Fines on Member States by ECJ No 

'Recours en annulation' against acts by EP 
I 

and Council 
173 

Actions brought by the EP to protect its 3 
prerogatives 

180 ECJ jurisdiction on obligations· of national 0 
central banks and ECB 

188b Composition and rules of procedure of 
Yes 

Court of Auditors 

Statement of assurance In process 

188c I annual 
Court of Auditors annual and special reports 

14 special 

189b Codecision procedure 35 
(including 2 rejections) 

198§1 Right of ECOSOC to submit opinions on 39 
own initiative 

198b Committee of the Regions: election of chair 
Yes 

& officers 

Committee of the Regions: 

198c Obligatory consultation 16 
Optional consultation 15 

Own initiative opinions 11 

228§3 International agrements requiring EP assent 5 

228a Economic sanctions 4 

5 



Second Pillar (CFSP) 

J.2 Common positions in CFSP 11 

J.3 Joint actions in CFSP 15 

Request by the EU to the WEU to take 
. 

J.4 actions 0 

Third Pillar (Justice and Home Affairs) 

Joint positions in JHA 0 

K.3.2 Joint actions in JHA 2 

Convention in JHA 1 

K.4.1 Establishment of KA Committee Yes 

K.9 'Paserelle Clause' in JHA No 

Final Provisions 

N Revision of the Treaty 0 

0 Accession of new Member States 
4 

(3 implemented) 
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2. ANALYSIS BY POLICY SECTOR 

2.1.- INTERNAL MARKET: THE FOUR FREEDOMS 

2. L L- Introduction 

Thanks in part to the SEA, most of the legal work dealing with the completion of the internal 
market was accomplished by its mandated deadline of 31 December 1992. For this reason, 
provisions related to the internal market were not subject to great discussion during the 
negotiation of the Treaty on European Union (TEU). This is the reason why the content of 
the internal market provisions did not change significantly_ Therefore changes introduced by 
the TEU in the field of the internal market concern mainly the modification of the decision
making process in the relevant articles. 

2. 1.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

2. 1.2. L- Free movement of goods (articles 9-37) 

The TEU changed neither the content nor the decision-making process of those parts of the 
Treaty of Rome dealing with the free movement of goods'_ This statement is also true for the 
provisons on agriculture (Title II) _ 

2. 1.2.2.- Free movements of persons (articles 48-51) 

One of the fundamental principles of the internal market is the freedom of workers, trainees 
and self-employed persons to live and work in another Member State. This right was 
progressively extended to other, non-economically active categories and was formalized in 
three directives in 1990 which extended the right of establishment to pensioners, students and 
other citizens who could prove that they were able to support themselves in the host country-

Between the entry into force of the TEU and the end of 1994, only one Council directive has 
been adopted concerning the right of residence for students'_ This directive replaces the former 

'The free movement of goods covers the provisions concerning the customs union as well as the 
elimination of quantitative restrictions between Member States. 

'Council directive 93/96/EEC of 29 October 1993 on the right of residence for students (OJ L 317, 
18.12.93, p.317). 
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In the context of the free movement of persons it should also be mentioned that the abolition 
of border controls for individuals remains an unsolved problem in the context of the 
completion of the internal market. The main reason is that governments want to ensure that 
the opening of frontiers will not led to an increase of international terrorism, drug smuggling 
and, crime and clandestine immigration. To provide the citizen with full freedom of 
movement and ,on the other hand, ensure security, some measures are necessary. One of 
them is the reinforcing of controls at the external frontiers of the EU if the internal frontiers 
among Member States are removed. Furthermore all EU countries must finally have the same 
standards on immigration, asylum rights and visas. 

On the basis of article IOOc (3) of the TEU the Commission adopted on 13 July 1994 a 
proposal for a Council directive on the introduction of a uniform format for visas to facilitate 
the free movement of persons within the Union'. In terms. of decison-making process 
qualified majority voting is required in the Council. With this proposal the Commission 
complements its proposal for a regulation of December 1993' determining those third 
countries the nationals of which must be in posession of a visa when crossing the external 
borders of the Union (unanimity in the Council is required). The directive on an uniform visa 
format was agreed in March of this year, whilst the visa regulation is still under discussion. 

2.1.2.3.- Free movement of services (articles 52-66) 

In general terms the Maastricht Treaty has not led to any change in the content of articles 59 
to 66 dealing with freedom to provide services. 
After the entry into force of the TEU the Commission focused largely on the area of fmancial 
services. Two directives have been adopted in this field: one (94/19/EC) on deposit-guarantee 
schemes and another (94/18/EC) coordinating the requirement~ for the drawing-up, scrutiny 
and distribution of the listing particulars to be published for the admission of securities to 
official stock-exchange listing. Besides these two directives, the Commission dealt with five 
other proposals for directives concerning the free movement of financial services•. The legal 
basis for all these adopted and proposed Directives was article 57 §2 which follows the eo
decision procedure. 

7COM(94)287. 

'COM (93) 684. 

"These five proposals for a directive concern: a) the reinforcement of prudential supervision (OJ 
C229/25.8.93), b)undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (OJ C59/2.3.93), 
c)investor compensation (OJ C321/27.11.93), d)protection of animals during transport (OJ C142/25.5.94), 
e)cross-border money transfer (OJ C360 /17.12.94). 
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2.1.2.4.- Free movement of capital (articles 67-73H) 

Since May 199410 the movement of capital is entirely free throughout the European Union; 
the fundamental step towards completion of this aspect of the internal market was mainly due 
to both the ECJ's impulsion" and the SEA, which allowed the abolition on restrictions to the 
free movement of capital. 

Nevertheless, Chapter 4 of the Treaty dealing with the free movement of capital was entirely 
modified by the TEU. In fact Articles 67 to 73 have been replaced by Articles 73b to 73g 
since January 1st 1994. The goal of the TEU in this specific sector was to formalise within 
the Treaty legal efforts to attain the free movement of capital. 

There has been no legislative work in this area since the implementation of the the TEU. 

2.1.2.5.- Common rn1es on competition, taxation and the approximation of laws 
(articles 85-102) 

Some Articles of Title V were amended by the TEU, most of them involving only minor 
changes in the decision-making process. 

The main modification in this title are: EP consultation is required for Article 94 on State 
aids; and the ECOSOC consultation is now required for Article 99 on tax provisions. Both 
EP and ECOSOC consultation are needed for Article 100 on approximation of laws; and 
finally, Article 1 OOa henceforht uses the eo-decision procedure (Art. 189b). 

Legal base Comission proposal adoption by the Council 

Art. 99 11 2 

Art. 100a 30 11 
Source: General Re rt on po e activtties ot the EU 1994 

"Greece abolished the last existing restrictions in accordance with directive 92/122/CEE on 16.5.94. 
The other Member States applied free movement of capitals since 1.1.93. 

11see Constantiesco, Kovar, Sirnon: Traite sur !'Union Europeenne, ed. Economica 1995, p;175. 
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2.1.3.- Conclusion 

The TEU did not bring any major modifications to this particular sector. As the single 
Market was virtually completed in 1993 as a result of the provisions included in the SEA, the 
changes introduced by the TEU were mostly concerned with decision-making procedures. The 
fact that the Maastricht Treaty aimed to transform the internal market into a European Union, 
explains why those changes focused on the externalities of the single market such as EMU 
and Justice and Home Affairs. 

2.2.- TRANSPORT POLICY (articles 74-84) 

2.2. 1.- Introduction 

Since the elabolration of the Rome Treaty, transport policy has been considered necessary for 
the accomplishment of the internal market. Thanks to the SEA, the freedom to provide 
services in the transport sector was realised in 1992" _ This explains why the Commission 
presented a White Paper in the same year on future developments in the common transport 
policy". By this the Commission introduced a new global approach giving transport policy a 
new orientation to tackle the problems created by the liberalization of this sector into an 
integrated market. 

In fact the growth of traffic - due to the implementation of the internal market - created the 
necessity to deal with transport safety for goods as well as for persons. Moreover, the 
negative enviromnental effects had to be considered. Therefore, the Council adopted 
conclusions in December 1994 on transport and environment, stressing the need to take 
greater account of environmental protection requirements in transport policy. In particular, it 
advocated transfering some particularly polluting road and air traffic to rail and waterways, 
developing public transport and setting limits for motor vehicle emissions based on best 
available technologies. 

2.2.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

Apart from the inclusion of the chapter on Trans-European Networks, the TEU did not 
introduce any major changes to Transport policy_ The minor changes which were adopted 
strengthened the EP's position by introducing the co-operation procedure (see Art 75 (1) ), 
introduced the consultation of both the E.P and ECOSOC (see Art. 15 (3)) and formalized 
transport safety as a new area of competencies (see Art. 15 (1) (c)). 

12see Constantinesco, Kovar, Simon, op.cit. p.208. 

13COM(92)494 final 2.12.92. 
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Since the entry into force of the TEU, only 2 legal acts have been adopted on the basis of 
article 75: _ . • · · , -:.)_- · 

- Directive 94/55EC on the approximation of laws of the Member States with regard to 
transport of dangerous goods by road. 
- Council RegUlation (EC) no 844/94 amending Regulation no 1101/89 on structural 
improvements in inland waterway transport. ' '' 

' !. 

and seven proposals from the Comission are still working their way through the legal process, 
most of theni dealing with Safety issues: - • "" -

- proposal for a Council directive on the licencing of a railways undertaking (JO no C 
24/28.1.1994) 
- proposal for a Council directive on approximation of the laws of the Member States with 
regard to transport of dangerous goods by rail. (COM (94)- 573 final) 
- proposal for a Council directive on admission to the occupation of roads, haulage ... 
(codified directive) (COM (93) 586 final) 
- proposal for a Council directive on uniform procedures for checks on transport of dangerous 
goods by road. (IO no C 26/29.1.1994) 
- proposal for a Council regulation (EC) amending Council regulation (EEC) n • 3821/85 and 
Council directive 88/599/EEC on recording equipment in road transport. (IO no C 
243/31.8.94) 
- proposal for a Council directive laying down maximum authorized weights and dimensions 
for road vehicles over 3.5 tonnes circulating within the Community (IO no C 38/8.2.1994) 
.. ~ j - ~ • Ll'l.-j ' ,. 

2.2.3.- Conclusion- - •..• J, ... , 

As said before, the TEU did not modify significantly the provisions of transport policy. 
Nevertheless the new title on Trans-European NetWorks intrOduced by the TEU, and the new 
provision on the Cohesion Fund have a direct influence on the scope of transport policy. · 
Furthermore, the main challenge for transport policy in the future will be the integration of 
environmental aspects. 

1.' -o! , • 1. 0
, 

' '-

-· 
' , ... 
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for the. achievement of what it calls the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), with very 
elaborate provisions regarding institutions and procedures. 

The next step is to make a list of the procedures set out in the Treaty for the relevant 
provisions concerning EMU, after which, we will examine the timetable. A distinction can be 
made among the procedures1

', with respect to, on the one hand, those common to other 
policies (see table 1 below), and on the other, those specific to the EMU. 

TABLE i - Procedures common to other policies 

l!l Co-operation Procedure (Article 189c • 4 cases) 
1. Multilateral surveillance (Article 103 (5)) 
2. Application of prohibition of privileged access (Article 104a (2)) 
3. Application of prohibition of assuming commitments and overdraft facilities (Ariicle 

104b (2)) 
4. Issuence of coins (105a (2)) with approval of ECB 

ill Simnle consultation to European Parliament with gualified majority from the 
Council (1 case) 

1 Rules for application of protocol on excessive deficit (104c (14), third subparagraph) 

ill Non-consultation with unanimity in the Council (1 case) 
1- Measures appropriate to the economic situation (Article 103a (1) arid (2)) 

18 The list is taken from the "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de 1'Union Europeene" (presented by the Commission), 10.05.1995 
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TABLE 2 • Procedures specific to EMU19 

(a) Council Qualified Majority, following: 

1. report from Commission, opinion of the Monetary Committee, opinion and recommendation from 
Commis.·o;ion, having considered .observations of member states concerned - Excessive deficits (Article 
104c (6)) 

2. recommendation of ECB after consulting EP and Commission - Implementing measures provided for 
by statute of ESCB (Article 106 (6)), this same procedure: limits and conditions under which ECB can 
impose fines, etc. (Article 108 (3)) 

3. recommendation from European Central Bank (ECB) or Commission after consulting ECB -
Exchange-rate policy (Article 109 (2)) 

4. opinion of Commission and consultation of Monetary Committee - Protective measures - Stage 2 of 
EMU (Article 109i (3)) 

5 (Council elaboration of draft report), recommendation of Commission. report to European Council, 
conclusion European Council, and informing the European Parliament - Co-ordination of Economic 
policy of Member States (Article 103 (2)) 

6. proposal from Commission, consultation of ECB and of_ the Economic and Financial Committee, 
President of the Council shall inform the EP - Composition of Economic and Financial Committee 
(Article 109c (3)) 

7. recommendation of ECB, consultation of Commission, assent of European Parliament - Technical 
modifications of statutes of ESCB (Article 106 (5)) 

(b) Council unanimity, following: 

8. (of those States without derogation). proposal from Commission, consultation of ECB - Introduction 
of ECU as the single c~rrency and related measures (Articles 1091 (4) and 1091 (5)) 

9. recommendation from ECB after consulting European Parliament - Exchange rates of ECU with non
Community currencies (Article 109 (1)) 

(c) Others 

10. Commission and European Monetary Institute Report to the Council, opinion of EP. assessment by 
Council and decision by Council meeting in the composition of Heads of State and Government (QM) 
-Entry into stage 3 in 1997 (Article 109j (3)), entry into stage 3 in 1999 (Article 109j (4)) 

11. Council super qualified majority voting and recommendation of the Commission, having considere4 
obsetvations of the Member States concerned - Excessive deficit (Article 104c (6)) 

19 The following procedures are listed without any clear classification due to the difficulty in defining a proper thematic or 
functional distinction among them. 
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The timetable for the achievement of the EMU is divided into three stages. Stage 1 started on 
1 July 1990 (already before the entry into force of the Treaty) with the complete liberalisation 
of capital movements. Other requirements were: 

1. Belonging to the narrow band of the EMS (it originally referred to as ± 2.5% ( + 6% 
for Spain and Portugal); due to monetary turbulence during the summer of 1993, the band 
is set at + 15% for all Member States); 

2. Submittance of an economic convergence programme to the Commission (up until now, 
11 Member States have presented their convergence programmes, Luxembourg is not 
required to due to its fulfilment of the convergence requirements). 

For the preparation of the second phase, the Council adopted a number of decisions and 
regulation?'. This allowed stage 2 to start at the date set out in the Treaty. This stage was 
initiated on 1 January J 994. It is the so called convergence period. Rules on budgetary 
discipline are by now compulsory 21

• Between the entery into force of the Treaty and the end 
of 1994, a total of 8 legal acts (all Council Decisions and Regulations) have been adopted. 
For the most part, the provisions establishing these measures were very explicit as to the 
procedural and chronological framework of their adoption. In only one case was Article 235 
used as legal base22

• 

20 - Council Regulation (EC) n. 3605/93 of 22 November 1993 on the application of the Protocol on the excessive deficit procedure 
annexed to the Treaty establishing the European Community. 

- Council Regulation (EC) n. 3603/93 of 13 December 1993 specifying definitions for the application of the prohibitions referred to 
in Articles 104- and 104 b of the Treaty . 

- Council Regulation (EC) n. 3604/93 of 13 December 1993 specifying the definitions for the application of the prohibition of 
privileged access referred to in article 104 a of the Treaty. 

- 93n16/EC: Council Decision of 22 November 1993 on the statistical data to be used for the determination of the key financial 
resources of the European monetary Institute. 

- 93n17/EC: Council Decision of 22 November 1993 on the consultation of the European monetary institute by the authorities of 
the Member States on draft legislative provisions. 

-Council Regulation (EC) n. 3607/ 93 On the extension of the application of privileges and immunities to the EML 
94/7/EC Council recommendation on the broad guidelines of the economic policies of the Member States 
and the Community (after a Commission Recommendation) 

21 The Commission adopted a Recommendation on the broad guidelines of the economic policies of the Member States and on the 
multiLJteral surveillance (25 may COM (94) 217) from article 103.2. This gave placed to the adoption of a recommendation 
by the Council 94/480 EC of 11 of July . 

-A first exercise on the evaluation of the excessive deficits based on the procedures fixed in the Council Regulation (EC) n. 3605/93 

- Some rules concerning restrictions to the financing of public deficits having entered into forced, the 
Member States adopted, for the essential, the legislative measures required. They also started doing the 
necessary legislative modifications for the independence of their Central Banks. 

22 Council Regulation (EC) n' 3320/94. On the consolidation of the existing Community legislation on the definition of the ecu 
following the entry into force of the Treaty on the European Union ( OJ n' L 350 of 31.12.94, p. 27). The aim of this Regulation was 
to provide for a greater transparency. 
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TABLE 3 • List of adoptions for Stage 2 

Legal Commission ESC EP Amended Common EP second Council 
Basis proposal · opinions 1st/single Corn position reading adoption 

reading proposal 

235 1 1 1 

102a to 7 4 7 5 2 2 7 
l09m 

ource: Euro ean comrmss10n: u-eneral ~ p e ort on tne p ctJVItJes or tne tu. 1~~4 

Apart of the legal acts, the European Parliament has been quite active in emitting Reports and 
Resolutions. Also the Commission has elaborated several studies." 

As the Council stated, deadlines for the adoption of legal acts have been entirely respected. 24 

Certain procedures, such as the multilateral surveillance and budgetary surveillance to avoid 
excessive public deficits are already being applied. The former was put to use in 1994 
marking the reinforcement of economic policy coordination. Concerning the latter, budgetary 
surveillance, the Council has recently applied for the first time this procedure aiming at 
further convergence from the Member States. " 

The European Monetary Institute was also created within the set deadline (1 January 1994). 
Its main function comprises the preparation of the third stage of EMU and the strengthening 
of the co-ordination of the monetary policies of the Member States. It has been consulted on 
several occasions, on both national and Community legislative proposals."' Further activities 
for the readiness of the third phase are also being pursued. 

The Treaty envisaged two possible starting dates for this phase. In summary, the Treaty sets 
the deadline of before the end of 1996 when the Council will have to decide whether a 
majority of Member States meet the Convergence criteria, and in this case, set a date for the 
beginning of stage 3. Otherwise, this fmal stage will automatically start on 1 January 1999, 

23 Most recently, Green Paper on the Practical Arrangements for the Introduction of the Single Currency, 31 May 1995. 

"La deuxieme phase de l'union economique et monCtaire a commend, comme prCvu, le ler janvier 1994. Toutes les mesures 
necessaires a la mise en ouvre de la deuxif:me phase et concernant, d'une part, le fonctionement de l'lnstitut MonCtaire europc!en 
(IME) et, d'autre part, les definitions pour !'application de certaines dispositions spt!cifiques (!'interdiction de l'acces privilc~gie et du 
financement mont!taire, procedure concernant lmes dCfrcits excessifs) ont ete adoptes des !'entree en,vigueur tu TUE [ ... }". Projet du 
Rapport du Conseil sur le fonctionnemenl du Traite sur /'Union Europeenne, page19. 

25 Projet du Rapport du Corueil sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur /'Union Europhnne, page20. 

26 See Commission General Report 1994, page 27. 
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for those countries meeting the convergence criteria." Countries not meeting these 
criteria, will be granted a derogation until they meet them. 

Concerning the meeting of the convergence criteria by the member States, this is the current 
situation:28 · 

on public finances (budgetary deficit under 3% of GDP and public debt under 60% of 
GDP), 3 countries at the moment meet this criteria: Germany, Ireland and Luxembourg,29 

In 1994, 11 Member States had an inflation of 3% or less (i e. with the exception of 
Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal), 

on long term interest rates, 8 Member States converge towards 6.8% (i.e. with exception 
of Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece ),30 

as of the summer of 1993, all Member States respect + 15% band, which will remain.31 

Nevertheless, during 1994, monetary stability has increased; 

With regard to the current situation, the following is the most probable scenario:" 

it is not likely that the 3rd phase will start on 1 January 1997, 
it is not likely that all Member States will able to pass to the third phase at the same 
time, 
the adoption of the single currency will be a process of three phases: 

1. Decision on the passage to the third phase 
2. Effective start of the third phase (with irrevocable fixed 
parities) 

27 Very briefly, these Convergence criteria regard to: 
- price stability 
-public finances (art 104 c and attached Protocol: debt and deficit) 
- exchange rate stability 
- stability being reflected by long term interest rates. 

28 SeeAgence Europe of 10 and 11 April1995, p. 7 andAgence Europe of 1 June 1995, p. 5. 

29 This percentages are given taking account not only of the current situation but also of the tendency 

30 See Agence Europe of 8 April 1995, p. 1 of Annex, based on the first annual report of the EMI. The new Member States were 
not considered. 

31 See Agence Europe of 7 December 1994, p. 6. 

32 SeeAgence Europe of 10 and 11 April1995, p. 6. 
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3. Entry into circulation of the single currency (around 
2003) 

2.3.3.- Remarks: Possible issues for the 1996 IGC 

Criticism has been made concerning the large number of powers that remain in the hands of the 
Council" (which means, ultimately the Member States). This is especially with respect to the 
relatively small role played by the Parliament. The European Parliament feels that this leads to a 
democratic deficit, that should be the object of revision in the 1996 IGC in order to achieve a 
better balance of power. In concrete terms, the EP has asked 34

: 

1. To be informed as of right in the case of Commission's recommendations (103.4) and 
opinions (104 c) to the Council. 

2. To be systematically consulted where the Treaty provides for adoption of recommendations 
of economic guidelines by the Council (Articles 103, 104c, 35 109 and 109j) · 

3. Right to the President of the European Parliament to appoint two members of the economic 
and financial Committee (Article 109c (2)) 

The Commission has asked that the provisions of the Treaty regarding Economic and Monetary 
Union should not be re-opened in the 1996 IGC, considering that "it is one of the parts of the 
Treaty that functions well"36

• In spite of this and apart from the imbalance of powers, there is a 
certain number of questions that could be addressed. Briefly, these are as follows: 

-In the other policy fields, the institutions asked for a rationalisation of procedures. 
Although the EMU has a lot of different and complicated procedures, no one has 
mentioned a simplification. 

-Is the current political infrastructure adequate to face a durable Monetary Union? The 
Bundesbank has argued that it is inadequate. 

33 See for example Dr R Du nett in "Legal issues of Maatricht Treaty'' Chapter 9: "Legal and Institutional Issues affecting Economic 
and Monetary Union" , p. 135 

34 European Parliament Draft Report on the operation of the Treaty on the European Union with a view to the 1996 intergovermental 
conference. 

35 Concerning this Article 104 C relative to the proccedure on the excessive deficit, the Commision has pronced itself in the 
following terms"[ ... ] L'infonnation au Parlement europf:en est assuree par la Commission et le Conseil. La Commission s'attache a 
donner tres tOt au Parlement europCen les motifs qui lui permettent de recommander au Conseil de juger excess if les deficits des 
Etats membres [ ... ]"Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur /'Union Europknne (prisente par la Commission). Du 10.05.1995. 

36 See declarations of Jacques Santer concerning this respect in Agence Europe of 10 and 11 april 1995, page 7. 
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-Since it seems unavoidable that only a group of countries are able to meet the convergence 
criteria within the deadlines, it would be convenient to make a better clarification of the 
rules concerning relations between Member States that enter the Monetary Union and 
those that are granted a derogation. 

-There is one important danger for the Community in aiming for Monetary Union: following 
to its adoption, a Member State may suffer a specific economic shock that cannot be 
dealt with through national fiscal means37

• This risk is due to the lack of an appropriate 
fiscal instrument within the Community budget. Several Commission Reports38 have 
stressed the need for a common fiscal policy. Furthermpore, the Bundesbank maintains 
the need to go further in a transfer of authority in the fiscal field. Negotiations in this 
respect are however very difficult and the chances of it not being successful are quite 
high. One of the problems is the small size of the Community budget, which constitutes a 
very sensitive issuec 

2.3.4.- Conclusion 

The activities of the Institutions concerning the implementation of EMU can be regarded as 
satisfactory. Procedures and deadlines have been respected. The answer to the question of 
whether the EMU will be some day achieved will depend on economic performance and political 
will. The activities of the institutions give reason to be optimistic. 

2.4.- SOCIAL POLICY(117-l25) 

2.4.1.- Introduction 

The social dimension included in the Treaty of Rome aimed at supporting the implementation of 
the free movement of persons within the common market. At that time, the promotion of that 
poli<.:y was made mainly through Article 121 which permits the Council to adopt measures to 
implement social security of migrants workers, and through Article 118 which allows the 
Commission to promote collaboration on social issues between Member States. 

This new step came about through the implementation of the SEA which enlarged the scope of 
social policy. For the first time it was recognized that the social dimension should be taken into 
account with regard to the implementation of an integrated internal market. Thus, three new 
elements were introduced in the Treaty: Articles 130a to 130e on economic and social cohesion; 
Article 118a which allows the Council to take directives in the field of workers' health and safety; 
and finally Article 118b elaborating provisions on the social dialogue between social partners. 

37 Because the member State will lose the intrurnent of exchange rate adjustment and its right to run a budget deficit will be 
curtailed. 

38 Delors Report para 29, Werner Report 13 and 14 and Report on the role of Public Financing in European Integration 
(Commission pub ref 11/10/77/E) 
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Nevertheless, by the end of the 80's, the United Kingdom strongly questioned the relevance of a 
"European" social policy, stressing that the less the governments intevene, the better labour 
markets work. Thus the British approach collided with the other member states in 1989 for the 
signing of The Charter of Fundamental Social Rights for workers which established a set of rights 
for workers and marginalized people. 

2.4.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

As the British government refused to adopt the Social Charter, it also refused in 1991 to adopt 
the proposals for amendments of the social chapter. As a result of this, a compromise was found 
no major amendments were introduced in the EC Treaty, but the social policy protocol and an 
agreement were signed. As a consequence the following provisions have now determined the 
coverage of social policy: 

-the social chapter (articles 117 to 125) 
-Protocol on social policy (protocol no 14 annexed to the Treaty) 
-Agreement on social policy (included in the protocol) 
-Protocol concerning the implementation of article 119 of the Treaty (Protocol n ° 2) 

Concerning the social chapter of the Treaty, the TEU did not change considerably the decision
making process: as one of the most important provisions Article 118a is still based on the co
operation procedure (Article 189c), eo-decision, which would have enlarged even more the role 
of the European Parliament, was not introduced in this field. Only in the new policy areas of 
education , vocational training and youth (Article. 126 and Article 127), culture (Article 128) and 
public health (Article129), have the powers of the European Parliament been increased, with the 
introduction of the eo-decision procedure. Nevertheless, those news fields cannot be considered 
as "the core" of social policy. 

Protocol no 14 on social policy was signed by the twelve Member States but stressed that only 
eleven of them ''wish to continue along the path laid down by the 1989 Social Charter" and by 
that the United Kingdom could remain outside participation of the Agreement annexed to it. The 
Agreement intended to go further in the implementation of the Social Charter, in conformity 
with the Social Action Programmme. 

Concerning the legal framework, the Social Policy Protocol authorises the 11 Member StateS"' to 
use the "institutions, procedures and mechanisms of the Treaty for the purposes of making 
and applying amongst themselves acts and decisions required to give effect to the Agreement 
annexed to the Protocol". A new form of qualified majority voting in the Council was 
introduced which differs from article 148 (2) of the Treaty. In other words, a legal act 
requiring a majority will be adopted with 44 out of 66 votes leaving the United Kingdom out 
of the decision making procedure in the Council. Decisions requiring unanimity will be 
adopted eleven Member States. 

39 Austria, Finland and Sweeden are, since their accession, also participating in the Agreement. 
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As for the annex of the Social Protocol, the Agreement covers mainly the same fields laid 
down in the provisions of the Treaty. It remains unclear however as to what legal basis shall 
be applied in the future for the approval of social legislation. In this context, it is feared that 
any coherence in the field of social policy will disappear. Therefore, the whole decision
making procedure became even more complicate after the implementation of the TEU. 

Since the implementation of the TEU, the legal work on social policy has been as follows: 8 
legal acts have been proposed by the Commission. Only three of them have been adopted by 
the Council. 

Adopted acts were: 

- Directive 94/33/EC on the protection of "young people at work", based on Article 118a 
(following Article 189c procedure); 

- Regulation n" 2062/94 on "European Agency for Safety and Health at Work" was adopted 
under Article 235; 

- Directive 94/45/EC on the "European Works Council" is based on Article 2 of the 
Agreement on Social Policy annexed to the Treaty (following procedure 189c). 
This directive was the only one adopted under the Agreement since the entry into force of the 
Treaty on European Union. The Commission decided to take recourse to this Agreement 
following the failure to achieve unanimous agreement within the Council, despite the broad 
consensus between most of the Member States on the proposal presented in 199140

• 

The proposals of the Commission which are still undergoing the legal process are as follows: 

- Proposal for a Directive on saveguarding of employees; rights in the event of transfers of 
undertakings"'' based on Article 1 00; 

- Proposal for a regulation on the application of social security schemes to employed persons, 
self employed persons and members of their families42 based on Article 51 combined with 
Article 235; 

40see European Commission "General Report on the activities of the EU-1994", Brussels 1995, 
p.205. 

••oJ C274/l.l0.94 

"OJ C 143 I 26.5.94 
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- Proposal for a Directive amending Directive 89/655/EEC'' based on 118a; 

- Proposal for a Directive on protection of workers from exposure to chemical agents44 based 
on Article 118a 

- Proposal for a Directive on protection of workers from exposure to physical agents" based 
on Article 118a 

2.4.3.- Conclusion 

The conclusion might be that the Agreement on Social Policy has been used rarely within the 
legal work of the Commission (only once), because the Commission considered to use it only 
when it is impossible to reach a decision among the 15 Member States. Therefore the future 
use of the Agreement will show if it causes· a real harm to the coherence of the social policy. 

2.5.- EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND YOUTH (Arts. 126-127) 

2. 5 .1.- Introduction 

Of the new policies introduced by the Treaty on European Union, it is only those aimed at 
EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND YOUTH, set out in Articles 126-127, 
which have been subject to further development and concretisation in the form of major 
Community legislative acts, already adopted and ready for implementation, namely the 
multiannual Community Action Programmes in the field of education (Socrates), vocational 
training (Leonardo da Vinci) and youth (Youth for Europe Ill). These three programmes 
strengthen existing Community measures and, following the wording of the respective articles 
in the Treaty, complement the work of the Member States, while, at the same time, 
respecting their cultural diversity and their responsibility for the content and organisation of 
the areas in question. 

In fact, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, it has been recognised that in the 
general field of "education", economic, social and technological trends require a minimum 
level of joint action, although no reference has at any moment been made to a genuine 
"education policy" as such. Advances have been possible and faster in these fields, in 
comparison with those of culture, public health or consumer protection, due, firstly, to the 
existence of previous Community measures (Erasmus, Lingua, Force, Youth for Europe, 
etc), some of them with very successful results, which were initially enacted as a necessary 

"'OJ C 104/ 12.4.1994 
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complement to the completion of the single market (free movement of students, etc), and, 
secondly, to the close link between these fields and those covered by the White Paper on 
Growth, Competitiveness and Employment, especially in the case of vocational training. 

2.5.2.- Education (Article 126) 

2.5.2.1.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The Treaty on European Union introduces in Article 126 a whole new field of action, 
education, which expands upon the previous succinct reference to a common vocational 
training policy made in the former article 128. Measures taken in this field are in general not 
to go any further than encouraging cooperation between Member States and, only if 
necessary, should they be extended to supporting and supplementing their action. The Council 
may adopt two types of measures, namely incentive measures and recommendations; any 
harmonization of the laws and regulations of the Member States is expressly excluded. The 
former type of measures follows the eo-decision procedure, the latter require qualified 
majority within the Council. 

2. 5. 2. 2.- Implementation 

The recent Parliament and Council Decision of 14 March 1995 establishing the Community 
Action Programme in the field of education (1995-1999) SOCRATES (JO L87 20.04.95) 
constitutes the major action taken on the basis of Article 126 since the entry into force of the 
TEU. It is based to some extent on earlier activities, especially under the Erasmus and Lingua 
programmes, but also introduces new measures designed to encourage transnational 
cooperation in school and higher education, language skills and open and distance learning. 

SOCRATES is conceived as a single umbrella programme, comprising both new and 
previously existing programmes. It seeks to introduce a European dimension into all levels of 
education. Drawing on a common framework of objectives, which underpins and supplements 
the Member States' initiatives, it aims at simplifying and rationalising the organisational and 
budgetary facilities for all Community measures in the field of school and higher education. 

The SOCRATES programme has not been yet implemented to the extent of having introduced 
radical changes in the organisation and internal institutional structure of the Erasmus and 
Lingua programmes, except for the initial organisational split of the latter; in fact, its 
respective Vademecum and Modus Vivendi have not yet been adopted. 

The three main components of the SOCRATES programme are: higher education (Erasmus), 
school education (a new programme known as Comenius, set up along the lines of Erasmus) 
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and horizontal measures, which include language skills in the Community (Lingua, now split 
up into a non-unitary structure), open and distance learning and exchange of information and 
experience (Euridice, Arion ... ). The major changes involve the extension of the Community's 
activities to the field of school education and the horizontal nature given to the teaching of 
language skills. 

Other measures in the field of education include the adoption by the Commission of the 
"Communication on education and training in the face of technological, industrial and social 
challenges", as a follow-up to the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment 
(23.11.94), and the "Communication on synergies between the recognition of diplomas for 
academic and vocational purposes" (13.12.94); as well as the Council conclusions on the 
cultural and artistic aspects of education (21.06.94), the Council resolution on the promotion 
of statistics on education and training (5.12.94) and the more significant Council Decision 
declaring 1996 as European Year of Lifelong Learning. 

2.5.3.- Vocational training (article 127) 

2.5.3.1.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The new Article 127 of the TEU replaces former Article 128 which already enabled the 
Council to lay down the general principles for implementing a common vocational training 
policy. The new wording refers to a vocational training policy which shall support and 
supplement the action of the Member States. The aims of this policy are closely linked to 
those of the industrial and social policies of the Union. Article 127§4 indicates the 
cooperation procedure for the adoption of measures in the field, which under no 
circumstances may include the harmonization of the laws and regulations of the Member 
States. 

2.5.3.2.- Implementation 

The adoption of the Council Decision of 6 December 1994 establishing a Community Action 
programme for the implementation of a vocational training policy (1995-1999) LEONARDO 
DA VINCI signifies the first step in the development of a genuine Community vocational 
training policy, the latter being a characteristic which differentiates it from education and 
culture. The use of qualified majority for the adoption of legislative texts in the areas of both 
education and vocational training has proven satisfactory, although incentive measures and 
recommendations are the only measures available. 

The LEONARDO programme has the same pattern of a single umbrella programme as 
SOCRATES, as well as its organisational and budgetary aims and implications. Its 
Vademecum and Modus Vivendi have already been adopted. LEONARDO also builds on the 
experience of previous programmes (including COMETT, PETRA, IRIS, EUROTECNET, 
FORCE), but is new in a number of important ways, namely the coverage of all fields and 
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aspects of vocational training (even comprising the development of language skills), a more 
strategic approach in working towards the achievement of specific objectives and a more 
integrated approach in so far as it seeks to break down the barriers between initial and 
continuing training and university-enterprise cooperation. 

LEONARDO, on the one hand, supports and supplements the actions of the Member States 
through a common framework of objectives and, on the other, establishes a set of Community 
measures, some already existing, to stimulate the development of vocational training systems, 
provisions and actions in the Member States. 

Complementary measures concerning vocational training include, among others, Council 
Regulation 1131/94 transfering CEDEFOP's (European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training, founded in December 1975) headquarters from Berlin to Thessaloniki, 
in accordance with the Declaration adopted at the European Council of Brussels taking effect 
on 1 September 1994. 

2.5.4.- Youth (Article 127) 

2.5.4.1.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The inclusion of provisions on youth policy within the TEU can be explained by the need to 
educate and inform European youth of the process of European integration, as well as to 
create a genuine European civil identity, especially among the younger generations and even 
more so amongst those of them who are disadvantaged and have a weak sense of citizenship. 
The Treaty on European Union does not establish any specific article devoted to youth, but 
the aims covered in the definition of the Community's education and vocational training 
policies necessarily refer to and include measures concerning youth. 

2.5.4.2.- Implementation 

The Third Phase of the YOUTH FOR EUROPE programme (1995-1999) was adopted on 14 
March 1995, simultaneously with SOCRATES; the second phase of the programme already 
involved the EFTA and EEA countries. In comparison with the second phase of the 
programme, the third diversifies and develops the measures concerning youth exchanges and 
education/training, and includes initiatives to foster a spirit of mutiial tolerance and 
understanding as part of the Union's fight against racism and xenophobia. 

Other measures include the adoption of Council Conclusions on the promotion of voluntary 
service periods for young people (JO C348, 9.12.94). 
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2.6.- CULTURE (Art. 128) 

2.6.1.- Introduction 

The inclusion of culture with its own legal basis in the TEU is explained by some authors as 
being part of the general attempt by the Union's institutions to pursue policies aimed at 
bringing the European Union closer to the people. The new Article 128 sets the tone for the 
Union's cultural activities; subsidiarity and respect for national and regional diversity are 
more than ever the guiding principles. The Union is also encouraged to highlight Europe's 
common cultural heritage and take account of cultural aspects in its other policies (Article 
128§4 -horizontal principle); the latter is one of the main reasons for the difficulty in setting 
clear limits between a "purely cultural policy" and others concerning telecommunications, 
media and the audiovisual industry, and even the information and communication policy of 
the Union itself. 

2.6.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

Both the objectives and the instruments (incentive measures, excluding any harmonization of 
the laws and regulations of the Member States, and recommendations) set out for the Union's 
cultural policy in Article 128§5 and, above all the decision-making procedure chosen, which 
requires unanimity voting at the Council throughout the whole of the codecision procedure, 
transform the area of culture in practice into a rather purely declarative than an operational 
one. 

The European Parliament.'" qualifies this double requirement of codecision and unanimity, in 
its preliminary documents leading to the adoption of a Report on the Functioning of the TEU, 
as "aberrante". It also considers that the principle of subsidiarity is clearly misused here as a 
legal instrument to impose an ambiguous framework which in practice blocks any serious, 
major measure in the field. 

2.6.3.- Implementation 

Following the entry into force of the TEU; the Commission presented a "Communication on 
the EU's action in support of culture" on 27 July 1994, which was favourably received by 
the Council on lO November 1994. The Council also adopted some Conclusions stating its 
intention to fuse the various strands of cultural heritage policy into a single project ( 17 June 
1994), as well as addressing cooperation in the field of archives, and children and culture. 
Other attempts to start a global EU cultural policy include the consultations currently being 

46 DOC PE 212.450/fin./Part !I, Opinion of the Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the 
Media 
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undertaken by the Commission in the Member States with a vtew to producing a 
"Communication on cultural heritage" and an Action Programme. 

However, since the adoption of any new programme developed on the basis of Article 128 is 
still pending (the Ariane, Kaleidoscope 2000 and Raphael Programmes), work in the field 
continues on existing pilot projects; hence the campaigns to preserve Europe's architectural 
heritage, the annual Kaleidoscope programmes encouraging cultural exchanges in every 
artistic discipline, the European Community Youth and Baroque Orchestras, the European 
City of Culture, the European Cultural Month in European third countries' major cities and 
the Aristeion Prizes (European literature prize and European translation prize). 

The only major projects widening the scope of the Union's activities, undertaken on the basis 
of Article 128, and currently not yet adopted, are the proposals for a multiannual Ariane 
programme aimed at promoting knowledge and distribution of European literary works and a 
multiannual Kaleidoscope 2000 programme for the promotion of cultural exchanges. 

2.6.4.- Remarks 

The general impression is that the cultural dimension of the Union can only be effective if the 
institutions move away from the idea of "taking cultural aspects into account" and towards 
coordinated measures as the first stage in the introduction of a real policy in the field. 

2.7.- PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONSUMER PROTECTION (Arts. 129- 129a) 

2.7.1.- Public Health (Art. 129) 

2. 7 .l.l.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The European Union's powers in the area of public health have had a specific legal basis 
since the entry into force of the TEU: Article 129 sets out a framework for action and defines 
the respective roles of the Member States and the Union. The Union's task is relatively 
limited, essentially helping to ensure a high level of health protection by encouraging 
cooperation between the Member States and, if necessary, supporting the action they take. 
Therefore the Union's action in this area is mainly concerned with preventing illnesses and 
major health scourges, by promoting research into their causes and transmission and 
providing information and education. 

Harmonization of health systems and health policies throughout the Union is obviously not 
the aim at present; the principle of subsidiarity is clearly expressed in Article 129§2. The 
Commission may, though, take any useful initative to promote coordination among the 
policies and programmes of the Member States. Article 129§4 establishes the eo-decision 
procedure and qualified majority for the adoption of measures in this field. 
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2.7.1.2.- Implementation 

The Commission issued a Communication on the Framework for Community action in the 
field of public health as soon as November 1993, which was followed by a Council resolution 
of 2 June 1994. Essentially, it stresses the need, in the interests of continuity and consistency 
in Community policy, for multiannual programming of existing and future initiatives and the 
identification of priority areas for action such as cancer, drug dependence, AIDS and other 
transmissible diseases, health promotion, education and training, disease surveillance and the 
collection of reliable health data. However, the multiannual programme of Community action 
( 1995-1999) on health promotion, information, education and training is still half-way 
through the legislative process. 

Only certain pluriannual actions have already been adopted, especially in the fields of disease 
prevention, although these are limited to the provisional extension of previously existing 
programmes, such as "Europe against AIDS" or "Europe against cancer" until the end of 
1995. In fact, proposals made by the Commission for the adoption of an Action Plan 1995-
1999 to combat cancer, a Community Action Programme on the prevention of AIDS and 
certain transmissible diseases and a Community Action Programme on the prevention of drug 
dependence are still in the process of being adopted, due to the duration of the eo-decision 
procedure. 

More specific measures have been taken by the Council in health-related issues such as BSE 
(Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy), the extension of the Handynet system up until 1996 for 
disabled people, etc, which to a certain extent prove the ambiguity in the use of legal bases in 
this area. 

In this last respect, since the entry into force of the TEU health protection has become an 
element of other Community policies (horizontal principle). As an example, the Green paper 
on European Social Policy emphasizes the relationship between public health policy and 
social, environmental and economic policies. 

In the preliminary documents leading to the adoption of its Report on the Functioning of the 
TEU, the European Parliament'' expresses the fear that Article 129 is in fact being used by 
the Member States as an excuse to slow down any cooperation on health matters. It even 
insists on the fact that there is no reason to prevent categorically all harmonization in areas 
where it makes sense, such as the establishment of minimum quality provisions and criteria as 
far as health treatment, diagnostics and health care are concerned. 

47 DOC PE 212.450/fin./Part 11, Opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection. 
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2.7.2.- Consumer protection (Art. l29a) 

2.7.2.1.- Introduction 

The new powers established by Article 129a of the TEU give the Community considerable 
freedom of action in the area of consumer protection, with a choice of measures adopted 
pursuant to Article I OOa or specific actions which support and supplement the policies of the 
Member States. Article 129a.2 establishes the codecision procedure for the adoption of 
measures in this field. 

2.7.2.2.- Implementation 

Recent experience casts doubts on the extent to which the Community has intended to make 
use of the possibilities arising from these new powers. In fact, the second Commission three
year Action Plan for consumers (1993-1995) shows a very limited scope for Community 
initiatives. 

Consumer protection so far has fundamentally focused on aspects concerning the protection of 
consumer health and safety and the protection of consumers' economic and legal interests, 
albeit without a global definition of clear policy objectives. 

Apart from the two Green Papers already published on "Consumer access to justice" and on 
"Guarantees for consumer goods and after-sales service", the Action Plan envisages only one 
legislative proposal, the directive on "Claims concerning foodstuffs". Two legislative acts 
have nevertheless been adopted using the new legal basis, namely the Council decision on the 
creation of a Community information system concerning home and leisure accidents 
(EHLASS, Decision 3092/94/EC) and the directive on "protection for purchasers in respect 
of certain aspects of contracts relating to the purchase of the right to use immovable 
properties on a timeshare basis" (Directive 94/47/EC). Another directive on "Consumers' 
protection for long-distance purchasing contracts" ("vente a distance") is currently in the 
process of being adopted. 

Other planned action is mainly concerned with very general and imprecise objectives, such as 
improving information and training, and supporting national consumer organizations; with 
regards to the latter, on 19 May 1994 the Commission inaugurated the Coline European 
Network, which creates a computerized link between five national consumer information 
centres. 

2.7.2.3.- Remarks 

The major conclusion to be drawn is that consumer policy has not yet become a priority, 
despite the current size of the internal market and the close interrelationship with its full 
realisation. One of the major problems regarding action in this field has been that of the use 
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of its specific legal basis and its overlapping with others, such as Art.IOOa or other articles 
within the framework of the Internal Market (E.g. 17th Directive adapting to technical 
progress Directive 76/768/EEC relating to cosmetic products, 29.06.1994). 

Nevertheless, the Commission has also defended the idea that consumer interests should also 
be taken into account when other Community policies are drawn up (horizontal principle), 
more specifically on the question of cross-border payments. 

The European Parliament"' considers in its Report on the Functioning of the TEU that 
consumer rights will only be effectively protected by laying the foundations for a genuine 
consumer policy. It encourages the Commission to step up its legislative efforts and calls 
upon it to use Article 129a, the specific legal basis for consumer protection policy, as the 
legal basis for its proposals. Urgent action is also encouraged in the field of consumer 
protection concerning financial services, closely linked to the free movement of capital. 

2.8.- TRANS-EUROPEAN NETWORKS (l29B-129D) 

2. 8 .1.- Introduction 

The inclusion of a Title in the TEU dealing specifically with TENs stressed the importance of 
designing a coherent strategy for transport, energy and telecommunications networks for the 
accomplishment of a truly integrated internal market - furthermore, the setting-up of these 
networks was the centrepiece of the White Paper on growth, competitiveness and 
employment. 

2.8.2.- Implementation 

Most of the legislative work is still at the proposal stage, following the work of the 
Christopherson Group on transport and energy networks, and on environment; and of the 
Bangemann Group in telecommunications and information structures. These groups allowed 
for a vast consultation with national officials and representatives of the industries concerned 
and provided an institutional framework for the preparation of the Commission· s proposals. 

The TEU lays down three main conditions for the setting-up of TENs (as foreseen in article 
129C, §1): 
1. the defmition of guidelines, objectives and priorities, leading to the identification of 
projects of common interest; 
2. the adoption of measures to assure the interoperability of national networks; 
3. the establishment of a mechanism for financial support at the Community level. 

" DOC PE 212.450 /fin./Part 11, Opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer ProteL'lion. 
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As far as the first condition is concerned, these general guidelines still have to be defined, 
negotiations being politically delicate since they determine the priority projects and therefore 
which projects are eligible for Community funding. The Council has already adopted a map 
on a transeuropean road infrastructure" as well as lists of projects in energy networks and 
high-speed train links; progress in information technology has been slower. There have been 
proposals by the Commission in all of these flelds'0

, but since these guidelines must be 
adopted according to the 189B procedure (Article 129D), its adoption has not yet taken place. 

As for the second condition, the Commission has also presented proposals on a number of 
issues", the legislative process being still in an early stage - the procedure required is co
operation with the EP. 

As regards the fmancing of the TENs, for the transport sector and in the four "cohesion 
countries", the Cohesion Fund may provide financial assistance for projects included in the 
TENs. The general conditions for the financing of the TENs have been detailed in a proposal 
from the Commission, which is still in the process of being adopted by the Council". An 
additional source of funding is the European Investment Fund", since a great proportion of its 
fmancial resources will be allocated to the TENs. 

49 Decisions 93/628 and 93/629, O.J. n°L305, 10 December 1993, pp. 1 and 11 

50 COM (94) 106 for transport networks; COM (93) 685 for energy netwoks; and COM (93) 347 
for telecommunications. 

51 For example on the interoperability of high-speed train network, on action to develop an ISDN 
network; and on promotion of energy technology. 

52 COM (94) 62 

53 Council Decison 94/375/EC, 6.6.94 (based on article 235) 
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2.9.- INDUSTRY AND RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
(Arts. 130 & 130f-l30p) 

2.9.1.- Industry (Art. 130) 

2. 9. L L- Introduction 

The introduction of Title XIII on "Industry" (exclusively integrated by article 130) within 
the Treaty on European Union is to be explained in pure terms of economic and, more 
specifically, political choice and consensus among Member States. All parties and institutions 
agree on the declaratory, and not operational, nature of the text. 

2.9.1.2.- Implementation 

No legislative measure has been so far adopted on the basis of article 130; to the contrary, 
measures directly or indirectly linked to the so-called "industrial policy" of the Union have 
used such diverse legal bases as art.130s (environment), art.92 (state aids) ... or other 
concerning the fields of competition, transport, audiovisual industry and telecommunications, 
common commercial policy, vocational training, research and technology or technical 
harmonization. 

With the entry into force of the TEU, industrial competitiveness has become one of the stated 
objectives of European integration. The Commission's White Paper on Growth, 
Competitiveness and Employment proposed practical solutions for achieving dynamic, job
creating growth based, among other things, on development of the information market and 
action to gear up European businesses for competition on world markets. The Commission 
adopted on 14 September 1994 a "Communication on an industrial competitiveness policy for 
the EU", pinpointing the steps to be taken to achieve these objectives. The Council's 
Resolution of 21 November 1994 stressed the progress made so far, particularly on the basis 
of the White Paper, regarding the improvement of the European industrial competitiveness; 
another previous Council Resolution stressed the relevance of SMEs and handcraft activities 
for the European industry. 

Community· action has continued through the traditional mechanisms m what concerns 
individual industrial sectors (shipbuilding, textiles, steeL..). 

2.9.1.3.- Remarks 

The principle of subsidiarity leaving a broad "marge de manoeuvre" to the Member States in 
the field, the article 130 cannot be envisaged for the future in its current wording as a basis 
for an "ad hoc" industrial policy, but for the adoption of complementary measures to other 
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economic policies of the Union. Article 130 is likely to be very scarcely used due to the 
exigence of unanimity voting and the controversial political context that already surrounded 
its adoption and inclusion in the Treaty. 

2.9.2.- Research and Technological Development (Arts. l30f- l30p) 

2.9.2.1.- Introduction 

The changes introduced by the Treaty on European Union in the field of Research and 
Technological Development mainly consist of punctual and procedural modifications; it was 
the Single European Act the legal text that set the determinant reforms in this area by means 
of the former articles 130f to 130q. 

Article 130f.1 legitimises the promotion of all research activities deemed necessary by virtue 
of other policies of the Union, therefore cases like medical or environmental research , which 
could hardly be justified by the exclusive objective of industrial competitiveness. Article 130h 
also underlines the need to coordinate the research and technological development of both the 
Community and the Member States so as to ensure their mutual consistency. No major and 
structured institutional framework is defmed for this coordination. 

Articles 130i and 130j, dealing with the defmition, objectives, decision-making procedure and 
implementation of the multiannual Framework Programme and its specific programmes, 
redefme the structure of the main measures for action in this field. Basically, they change 
from consultation to codecision procedure for the adoption of the multiannual Framework 
programme, and from cooperation to consultation for the adoption of the specific 
programmes. 

The European Parliament" has expressed in the preliminary documents to the adoption of its 
Report on the Functioning of the TEU its concern about the risk of curbing its rights by this 
replacement of procedures, although it acknowledges the advantages . 

2.9.2.2.- Implementation 

The Fourth Research and Technological Development Framework Programme (1994-1998) 
was adopted by the Parliament and the Council as early as on 26 April 1994, being one of 
the first major initiatives, for its institutional and financial implications, taken after the entry 
into force of the TEU following the codecision procedure. The Framework Programme in the 
field of research and training for the European Atomic Energy Community (1994-1998) 
covering nuclear research activities over the same period was adopted parallely on the same 

54 DOC PE 212.450 /fin./Part JI, Opinion of the Committee on Research, Technological 
Development and Energy. 
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day. The Fourth Framework Programme has been agreed, in spite of the extreme complexity 
of its procedure, this is, codecision and unanimity voting at the Council, in a record time of 
10 months. 

However, most observers share the opinion of the Commission" contained in its Report on 
the Functioning of the TEU that this extremely short delay has been "the product of 
exceptional circumstances"; all institutions were aware of the risk of immediate interruption 
of the existing Community research actions and programmes if a global decision was not 
attained by the end of 1994, together with the urgency imposed on the European Parliament 
by the celebration of elections in the month of June of the same year. 

The Fourth Framework Programme was also put into immediate operation in a record delay. 
All its specific programmes were approved in three successive waves, namely in July (2), 
November (7) and December (11 + 2) 1994", by means of more than twenty legislative acts; 
this has to a certain extent been favoured by the use of the cooperation procedure and simple 
consultation with the Parliament, imposed by article 130o§2. Calls for proposals were issued 
for many of these programmes on 15 December 1994. In fact, in spite of the extreme celerity 
in the adoption of the whole pack of necessary Community measures in the field, both the 
decision-making procedure and the different categories of acts have proved to be too complex 
for an effective and normal implementation of a Community R&D policy. 

First discussions have also been undertaken on the coordination of research policies and 
activities in Europe. The Commission has adopted a relevant Communication on the subject, 
following the recommendations set out in the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and 
Employment and the Conclusions of the Corfu European Council. 

In what concerns institutional matters, the Commission adopted a Decision creating the 
European Science and Technology Assembly, a body set up to facilitate dialogue between 
science and industry at European level, as well as between the Commission and the European 
research community. The future activities of both CREST and COST have been redefined and 
more closely linked with the multiannual Framework Programme. 

ss Commission Europeenne, Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traiti sur l'Union Europeenne, 
SEC (95) 731 fmal, Bruxelles, 10 mai 1995, p.44. 

56 European Commission, General Report on the activities of the European Union 1994, pp.88-89. 
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2.10.- ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COHESION (130A-130E) 

2.10. L- Introduction 

Economic and social cohesion was one of the main issues on the table during the IGC on 
Political Union that opened in Rome in December 1990. The reinforcement of cohesion 
between Member States was understood by many as being a side payment for Southern 
countries for their agreement to the EMU project. Calls for greater cohesion were centred 
around four main topics": include economic and social cohesion as one of the objectives 
of the Union and one of the guiding principles of policy formulation and implementation; 
creation of new fmancial instruments explicitly linked to EMU to help lagging Member 
States to pursue development plans within a framework of stricter budgetary discipline; 
reform of the own resource system, with the introduction of the principle of progressive 
contributions to the budget; and finally a reform of the intervention criteria of the 
Structural Funds with the objective of rendering the funds more operational and effective 
through a revision of co-financing rates and eligibility criteria. The results of the 
negotiations led to the inclusion of substantial changes in the Treaty, which however fell 
short of the demands put forward by the Southern Member States during the IGC. 

2.10.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The Maastricht Treaty introduced several changes on the way cohesion is approached by 
the Union. Firstly, economic and social cohesion is considered as one of the general 
objectives of the Union (Article B: "promote economic and social progress ( ... ) through 
the strengthening of economic and social cohesion and through the establishment of 
economic and monetary union, ultimately including a single currency"). The goal of 
greater economic and social cohesion is also one of the principles mentioned in Articles 2 
and 3. Former Title V was fundamentally changed: new Title XIV contains the 
instruments through which the Union will try to achieve the goals set in the above 
mentioned articles. Hence, in Article 130A, the general aim of cohesion is maintained but 
its scope is enlarged to include rural areas, in anticipation of the effects of a CAP reform 
and an alignment of prices. Article 130B is changed to include cohesion as one of the 
issues to be considered not only at the stage of policy implementation as before but also at 
the stage of policy formulation. 

In this same article, a periodical report on cohesion from the Commission to the EP, the 
Council, the Ecosoc and the Committee of the Regions is introduced. This report is 
intended to assess the results of the policies pursued by the Union every three years and 
may bring about the adoption of necessary actions outside the framework of the Funds, 
albeit that unanimity in the Council is required. Article 130B thus provides a legal basis 
for the adoption of specific actions, which increases the flexibility of EU structural 
intervention and leaves a margin of political manoeuvre for the Member States. 

Article 130D establishes in its first paragraph a reformulation of principles, if not 
practices. Thus, this first paragraph of article 130D reaffirms the need to coordinate the 

57 According to CLOOS J. et a/, "Traite de Maastricht, Genese, Analyse, Commentaires", 
1993, p.152 
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action of the Funds and other financial instruments, defining their tasks and priorities, 
introducing the assent procedure for the EP and the consultation of the Committee of the 
Regions for the adoption of the Regulation. The major change introduced by this article, 
in its second paragraph, was the commitment to create a Cohesion Fund before the end 
of 1993 - the objectives of its interventions would be "to provide a financial contribution 
to projects in the fields of environment and trans-European networks in the area of 
transport infrastructure". The Fund would be set up after the opinion of the new 
Committee of the Regions had been considered and after the assent of the EP. To fully 
understand the functioning of the fund, it is necessary to turn to the Protocol on Economic 
and Social Cohesion annexed to the Treaty, where the conditions of eligibility to the new 
fund are laid down; those conditions result in the eligibility of all Member States whose 
GNP per capita is below 90% of the EC average and have presented a convergence 
programme to fulfill the conditions established in Article 104c. 

The last major change introduced by the TEU in Title XIV concerning Economic and 
Social Cohesion was in article 130E, where the procedure for the all the implementation 
decisions of the ERDF was changed from consultation to cooperation. 

The Protocol on Economic and Social Cohesion also includes some political commitments 
on the reform of the own resouce system. Although not enforceable by jurisdictional 
means, the Protocol is a formal part of the Treaty. It establishes the following: 
- the EIB will devote most of its resources to the promotion of cohesion and the Member 
States are willing to increase its capital if necessary; 
- the Structural Funds will be reformed and their efficiency and amount will then be 
reexamined, taking into account the concentration principle; 
- the decision to create a Cohesion Fund is reaffirmed and the conditions to be eligible to 
the fund are listed; 
- the Member States declare their willingness to allow a greater flexibility in the allocation 
of the Structural Funds so that specific needs not covered under the present Regulation are 
more adequately met; 
- the Member States also declare to be ready to modulate the levels of EC co-fmancing in 
Structural Funds projects to avoid excessive budgetary expenditure in less prosperous 
countries; 
- the recognition of cohesion as a priority goal of the Community and the commitment to 
study all the measures necessary to achieve it; 
- finally, the Member States state their intention of considering the contributive capacity to 
the common budget of each member State; using cautious phrasing, the Member States 
furthermore pledge to study ways to correct the regressive elements of the current system 
on less prosperous Member States (i.e. look into the restructuring of CAP expenditure). 

2.10.3.- Implementation 

These changes resulted in the reform of the structural funds, carried out after the Treaty 
was signed but before its entering into force". This reform incorporated many of the 
principles included in the TEU and the annexed protocol, especially in terms of the 
concentration priciple and the modulation of Community eo-financing rates. After the 
adoption of the Reform, the priority was then its implementation - during the last months 
of 1993 and the first semester of 1994 the Commission negotiated the new Community 

58 Regulation (EEC) n"208l/93, 20 July 1993 OJ L 193 
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Support Frameworks (CSFs) with the Member States as well as the new Single 
Programming Documents. In accordance with the Edinburgh Agreement, there was an 
increase of financial resources allocated to structural action, but in parallel with an 
extension of geographical coverage. In agreement with the new environmental provisions, 
especially Article 130R, implementation of regional policy started to consider 
environmental aspects to a greater extent. 

However, the major immediate consequence of the entry into force of the TEU for 
regional policy was the setting-up of the Cohesion Fund. The procedure for its adoption 
(as foreseen in Article 130D) is the assent procedure - this resulted in a fairly long and 
difficult negotiation process with the EP; the fact that the new Committe of the Regions 
had to give its opinion on the final text only contributed to delaying the procedure. 

The creation of the Cohesion Fund (CF) is especially relevant in institutional terms since 
it was the first time that the assent procedure was used in the legislative process. 
Moreover the process was under a particular constraint - the cohesion fmancial instrument 
(CFI), which had allowed the allocation of the financial resources earmarked for 1993 due 
to the delays in the ratification process, had to be replaced as soon as possible, not only 
because its validity was limited to 1 April 1994, but also because this instrument did not 
have all the characteristics the TEU assigned to the Cohesion Fund (such as conditionality 
of assistance). It can then be concluded that the adoption of the Fund was a first testing 
ground for inter-institutional relations as defined by the TEU - in this context, the analysis 
of this procedure is therefore necessary. 

ADOPTION PROCEDURE OF THE COHESION FUND 

Date Stage of the Procedure Comments 

21 December 1993 Commission's proposal CF proposal took into 
for a CF Regulation and account the experience of 

an implementing theCFI 
Regulation" 

28 February 1994 Agreement m COREPER Position could not be 
submitted to the Council 
due to the delay of the 
report of the Committee 
of the Regions"' 

10 March of 1994 Council extends the CFI It was then stated that the 
until the end of 1994, as adoption of the final 

the Regulation of the regulation has proved to 
interim instrument be impossible due to 

foresaw in its article 11. "procedural reasons" .61 

59 COM (93) 699 final, 21 December 1993. 

60 The faci that this Committee did not convene for its first meeting on 15th January as 
scheduled was the main reason why the setting-up of the Fund missed its 1st April deadline. 

62 Through Council Regulation 566/94, 10.3.94 (extending Regulation 792/93) 
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91 lU March 1994 First meetmg ot tne Committee cnose tne 
Committee of the Regions rapporteurs on the 

proposal 
24 March 1994 EP debated the proposal More than 60 

establishing the CF "recommendations" were 
adopting the interim Ruiz foreseen62

: the EP 
report. formally instructed its 

President to open the 
conciliation procedure. 

)/6 of April Oprmon or tne comlllittee It proposed several 
of the Regions approved amendments on 

unanimously. subsidiarity and 
partnership, along with 
provisions for the 
implementation of the 
CF. 

1':1 Apnl 1994 Council approved dratt Atter an mtormal meetmg 
regulation between the Presidents of 

the Council, the 
Commission and the EP 
(see comments below). 

6 May 1994 EP gives its assent 
16 May 1994 Final regulation was It replaced the interim 

adopted by the General financial instrument as 
Affairs Council from its publication in the 

Official Journal". 

One last comment on the conciliation between the EP and the Council, which was a 
fundamental step in assuring the assent of the Parliament. The purpose of the meeting, 
organised by the Presidency, was to give "all the necessary explanations" to the MEPs so 
that their assent could be given in the last plenary session of the legislature (from 2 to 6 
of May). The conciliation between the Council and the EP led to the inclusion of 35 of 
the 60 amendments proposed by the Parliament. The most important of these amendments 
relate to the institutional aspect: during the conciliation procedure, the Council agreed to 
include the implementation provisions in an annex o( the final regulation (and not in a 
separate regulation), therefore subject to parliamentary assent. 

It can be concluded that although the assent procedure is usually considered as a negative 
eo-decision power, the bargaining leverage of the EP allowed the adoption of a great part 
of the proposed amendments as the result of a constant dialogue with the Council. The EP 
thus responded well to this increased participation in the legislative process and made the 
timely adoption of the regulation possible. 

Other important measures taken to increase economic and social cohesion relate to the 
implementation of the basic principles of the July 1993 reform: transparency, monitoring, 

62 Resolution A- 3 0143/94, Official Journal noc 114, p.38 

63 0. J. ll0 L 130, 25th May 1994. p.l 
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partnership and evaluation. In the framework of the execution of the different CSFs 
several decisions were taken by the Commission, especially regarding partnership with 
national and regional authorities and financial control and/or evaluation of interventions.64 

The accession of Finland, Sweden and Austria brought about the need to adapt the 
implementation of regional policy - this was in fact one of the major issues during the 
negotiations. There were two major changes: the creation of Objective 6 (Arctic regions) 
and the inclusion of Burgenland in Austria as an Objective 1 region. There was also a 
financial adaptation, through the extension of the eligibility period of projects presented 
until April 95 retroactively to December 94 or the date of entering into force of the Acts 
of Accession." 

In terms of Community Initiatives, there was a limited extension of geographical scope 
through a flexibilization of application of eligibility criteria. Some new initiatives were 
created, such as Rechar, Resider, Konver, Retex, Youth start, Adapt. 

2.10.4.- Remarks 

The most visible aspect of the changes introduced by the TEU has been the creation of the 
Cohesion Fund. As for the rest of the provisions of the Treaty relating both to the reform 
of the Structural Funds intervention criteria and of the own resource system, no major 
legal acts have been passed since the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty. In fact 
most of the legislation adopted is related to the normal implementation of the EU · s 
regional policy, falling into the Commission's management competencies. 

This can be explained by the economic recession that hinders any move to an increased 
solidarity between Member States as well as the need for extensive reform brought about 
by the prospective of Eastern enlargement. This issue will certainly be one of the main 
topics at the next IGC along with a reform of the budget which is the appropriate 
framework to approach a matter with such political implications. 

2.11.- ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY (130R-130T) 

2 .11.1.- Introduction 

The Title on environmental policy was introduced by the SEA to bring into the 
Community sphere a field that had been dealt with in an intergovernmental manner. In 
fact, before the SEA, most of the environmental legislation was based on Article 235 of 
the Treaty of Rome. Since the environmental articles were very recent, the 1990 IGC did 
not look into this policy sector in any great detail. The resulting changes introduced by the 

64 One of the most important being Commission Regulation (EC) n°168l/94, 
11.7.94,conceming irregularities and recovery of sums wrongly paid in connection with the 
financing of structural policies (i.e. ERDF, ESF, EAGGF, FIFG and Cohesion Financial 
Instrument) and setting-up of an information system in this field (OJ L 178, 12.7.94). After the 
creation of the Coheison Fund a similar regulation was adopted to assure the financial control 
of the implementation of this fund (Regulation (EC) n°1831/94, 26.7.94). 

65 Council Regulation (EC) 3193/94, 24.12.94, OJ L 337 
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TEU complemented the existing provisions but did not involve a major modification of 
environmental policy-making in the Union. 

2.11.2.-lnnovations introduced by the TEU 

The main changes introduced by the TEU in the field of environmental policy were of two 
kinds: in terms of substance, there was a reinforcement of the principle of horizontal 
application of environmental protection (Article 130R, §266

); in terms of decision making 
procedures, there was an extension of qualified-majority voting and the role of the EP was 
increased through the use of the cooperation and the new 189B procedures. 

The new decision-making procedures are described in Art. 130 S: 
§l Normal Procedure: 

Qualified majority voting in the Council m cooperation with the EP after 
consultation with the Ecosoc 

§ 2 Derogations: 

Unanimity in the Council with consultation of the EP and Ecosoc when adopting 
* provisions of fiscal nature (relate to Art. 99) 
* measures concerning town and country planning, land use and management of 
water resources 
*measures affecting a Member State's choice of energy sources. 

However the Council may decide by unanimity to change to majority voting. 

§ 3 Action Programmes: 
Now formally voted by the Council in accordance with the eo-decision procedure 
(Art. 189B). Implementation measures are adopted either under paragraph 1 or 2, 
depending on the subject 

§ 4 Financing and Implementation 
The Member States finance and implement environmental policy. Derogations are 
foreseen as regards financial support by the Cohesion Fund. 

These procedural changes were aimed at improving efficiency in environmental law
making, since the .previous legal basis requiring unanimity (Article 130R as introduced by 
the SEA) led to a very slow decision-making process. An additional problem concerned 
confusion over the legal basis especially with regard to internal market (article lOOA only 
required qualified majority voting), which has produced a substantial ECJ caselaw. 

66 The principles listed in this article are: a high level of protection, restating art. 
lOOA and reinforcing this objective in the context of environmental policy; taking 
into account the diversity of situations; precautionary principle; preventive action; 
rectification of environmental damage at source; polluter-pay principle; integration 
of environmental protection requirements into the definition and implementation of 
other Community policies; and finally a safeguard clause; 
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The Treaty on European Union tried to resolve these problems through procedural 
diversification. As can be seen above, the new Article 130S foresees four different 
decision making procedures: the standard procedure is co-operation with the EP; however 
there are derogations to this general procedure which foresee consultation with unanimity 
or qualified majority voting in the Council; and finally the eo-decision for the adoption of 
the Environmental Action Programmes. This multiplicity of procedures presents a serious 
risk of institutional conflicts as well as increasing disputes over choice of the legal basis. 

Therefore one of the main issues to be raised when analysing the implementation of the 
new environmental provisions will be an assessment of the efficiency of environmental 
law-making so that the usefulness of the above mentioned changes can be discussed. 

2.11.3.- Implementation 

From the entry into force of the TEU to the end of 1994, ten legal acts (directives and 
regulations) have been adopted. Out of these, three had Article lOOA as legal basis (189B 
procedure) and the remaining seven were adopted under Article 130S §1/2, of which six 
were according to the co-operation procedure. 

These figures however do not allow for a full understanding of the situation in 
environmental policy. Due to the longer delays involved in the new 189B procedure as 
opposed to the co-operation procedure, many of the Commission's proposals under the 
former Article are still in the pipeline. Hence it is necessary to consider previous stages of 
the legislative procedure: 

Legal Basis 

IOOA 
130S,§l/2 

Commissio 
n Proposal 

I 
2 

ECS/COR 
Opinions 

2 
5 

Interaction 
EP/Council 

3 
4 

Formal 
Adoption 

3 
7 

Source: European LommiSston. General Report on the Acttvtttes ot the EU 1'1'14 

Total 

9 
18 

Both legal bases continue to be used for environmental policy making; the relatively low 
rate of adoption of acts according to the 189B procedure might be explained by difficulties 
linked to the setting-up of the procedure in general. As for Article 130S, it is clear that 
the changes as amended by the TEU have allowed for a swift adoption of major legal texts 
- that is to say, the objective behind generalising qualified majority voting seems to have 
been attained. However, this increase in efficiency was achieved at the expense of a 
multiplication of decision-making procedures that has produced two immediate 
consequences: lack of transparency and accessibility to environmental policy-making, and 
increased difficulties in assessing the factors determining the choice of the appropriate 
legal basis. The integrated approach to environment has meant that the accomplishment of 
the internal market must take into account environmental concerns - however, the line 
dividing strict environmental measures and those with internal market implications is 
actually very thin and subject to political influence. 

There is a particularly revealing case study: the amending of Directive 85/337/EEC on 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). This directive has been incorrectly transposed 
and implemented by several Member States and has given rise to a number of 
infringement procedures by the Commission. It is of fundamental importance in several 
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policy-areas (notably regional policy) and its updating and reinforcement has been a 
political priority for the Commission and some Member-States. Therefore, the 
Commission presented a proposal amending this Directive", taking into account the new 
procedural framework and intending to clarify its scope. The legal basis mentioned in the 
proposal is Article 130S, §I, i.e. co-operation procedure. However, in the 1994 General 
Report', this directive is mentioned under both the internal market and the strictly 
environmental legal bases - that is to say, at this early stage of the legislative procedure 
(the Ecosoc and the Committe of Regions having just given their opinion), the 
Commission still envisages a change of legal basis that would lead to the adoption of the 
act according to the eo-decision procedure. This lacks clarity and once again underscores 
the need to coordinate between these two policy-areas which has not been satisfactoraly 
dealt with under the TEU. 

2.11.4. Remarks 

The conclusion might then be that changing decision-making procedures has not simplified 
decision-making in environmental policy and that coordination problems between 
environment and single market have remained"'. One of the main issues as regards this 
policy-area in terms of the IGC 96 will then be to revise the current procedural 
arrangements in view of their simplification along with a clarification of the relationship 
between environment and internal market. 

67 COM (93) 575, 16 March 1994 

68 European Commission, "General Report on the Activities of the EU - 1994", 
Brussels 1995, pp.480 and 508 

69 "Ainsi, tout en apportant des ameliorations de fond a la formulation d 'une. 
politique de I· environnement qui demande encore a etre developpee, le Traite a 
aussi accru les difficultes en matiere de base j uridique et de clarte du processus 
decisionnel." Commission des Communautes Europeennes, "Rapport sur le 
Fonctionnement du Traite sur l ·Union Europeenne", SEC (95) 731 fmal, 
Bruxelles, 10.05.95, p. 45 
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2.12.- EXTERNAL POLICIES OF THE UNION 

During the Intergovernmental Conference of 1991, the Commission had taken the stance 
that in matters of external policies, the situation stemming from the Single European Act 
was inconsistent because it divided policies that were by nature two aspects of one single 
policy: external relations. The Commission's view, which would have led to a real "single 
institutional framework" in the field of external relations, was watered down into a 
structure of two pillars, by which you had the external economic policy dealt with within 
the Community framework and the political foreign and security policy constituting a 
separate pillar. For reasons of clarity, the following chapter will present three distinct 
parts, (1) common commercial policy, (2) development policy, and (3) common foreign 
and security policy, followed by a conclusion in which the implementation of Article C 
and of the existing "passerelles" will be assessed. 

2.12.1.- Common Commercial Policy(ll0-116) 

2.12. L L- Introduction 

Before the modification of the EEC Treaty in 1993, three legal bases were provided for 
the treatment of external policies: Chapter 4 of Title 2 (economic policy) concerned the 
common commercial policy, Article 113 of which related specifically to the conclusion of 
trade agreements. Article 238 of the Final Provisions allowed the conclusion of 
association agreements. Finally, Article 228 added to the existing confusion by awarding 
the Community a more general Treaty-making capacity. A major lacuna existed, related to 
development policy: unilateral or contractual action by the Community had to be taken 
using the existing Articles 113 and 238 and often Article 235 was often used to complete 
such weak legal bases. 

2.12.1.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The changes brought to the common commercial policy in the Treaty on European Union 
were to delete the useless articles ( 111, 114 & 116), to refer the procedure of conclusion 
of international trade agreements (without changing it substantially) to Article 228, and to 
adapt the contents of Article 115 to the achievement of the Single Market. 

In spite of its inherent contradictions with the Internal Market, Article 115 was kept in the 
Treaty but its use by Member States has been made more difficult and is more strictly 
monitored by the Commission. 

Article 228 clarifies the procedures to conclude international agreements. ln the field of 
common commercial policy it does not change the previous modalities, since Article 228.3 
specifies that agreements based on Article 113 shall be concluded by the Council acting on 
qualified majority and excludes any participation of the European Parliament. Article 228 
further provides that agreements referred to in Article 238, as well as agreements 
establishing a specific institutional framework, having important budgetary implications or 
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amending an act adopted under eo-decision, requrre the assent of the European 
Parliament'0 • 

2.12.1.3.- Implementation 

legal basis (CCP) procedure provided for use of the revised provision 

Article 115 administration by the 0 
Commission of safeguard 
clauses 

Article 113 I 228.3.§2" assent of the EP 1 

The combination of the achievement of the Internal Market and of the limitations 
introduced by the Treaty on European Union on Article 115 has led to the non-use of this 
legal basis to allow the Member States to impose restrictions on trade. To balance this, 
and to substitute the nationally-based safeguard clauses included in the different import 
regulations, new import regulations (518/94, 519/94) were adopted in March 1994. In 
addition, a regulation (520/94) was adopted establishing a Community procedure ror the 
administration of quantitative quotas. This means that import licenses awarded to 
importers from third countries are valid all over the Community territory. 

This was supposed to be the only major change in trade policy, the other two being only 
of a technical nature. The European Commission has, however, expressed its regret" with 
regard to the deletion of Article 116, which provided for a procedure to harmonize 
Member States' positions in international economic organisations. Following this deletion, 
the 1994 version of the International Cocoa Agreement was revised to base it solely on 
Article 113 and no longer on 113/116. 

It was finally the referral of the procedure of conclusion of international agreements to 
Article 228 that had the furthest reaching consequence. Indeed, had the Uruguay 
agreement been concluded under the former Treaty, whatever the outcome of the 
discussion on the role of the Member States in the ratification process, the EC legal basis 
would have most likely been Article 113, probably in conjunction with Article 235, or 
even with some of the articles related to services, or to the achievement of the internal 
market. In any case, the role of the European Parliament would have been, at the most, 
consultation. With the new version of Article 228, the EP has had to give its assent, 
because the Uruguay Round Final Act created "a specific institutional framework" , the 
WTO. The consequence of such a modification was, therefore, more substantial than 
initially expected. Although not a direct consequence of the implementation of the Treaty 
on European Union, it is worthwhile mentioning the new restrictive interpretation given 

70th is assent of the Parliament has to be given by the majority of the vote cast in the 
Parliament and no longer the majority of the members of the EP. 

71this table only contemplates the use of the assent procedure in the field of common 
commercial policy, and not the overall implementation of article 228.3.§2. 

72Commission's report, page 59. 
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by the ECJ on trade policy. Opinion 1194 thus restricts it to trade in goods, provision of 
transborder services, as well as, in the framework of intellectual property, to the 
implementation of protective measures to fight the imports of counterfeit goods. This 
restrictive interpretation, results in the fact that within the multilateral trade negotiations, 
certain decisions will have to be implemented in the Community with the use of a wider 
range of legal bases. 

2.12.2.- Development Cooperation {130U-130Y) 

2 .12. 2. 1.- Introduction 

The impact of the introduction of a new title on development cooperation has to be 
assessed while keeping in mind two elements. The first is that, contrary to EP claims, the 
competence of the EC in the field of development cooperation does not affect cooperation 
with the ACP countries. Basically it means that in the field in which development 
cooperation instruments are most developed, the cooperation procedure introduced by the 
Treaty in the field of development policy is not applicable. The impact of Title XVII on 
the ACP-EC relations carmot therefore be assessed as part of the implementation of the 
Treaty on European Union. The second, and most important, element that has to be 
underlined is that Title XVII simply formalises a policy which already existed and which 
was implemented through other legal bases of the Treaty (mainly 113 and 235), following 
guidelines by the Council of Ministers, which have the same objectives today listed in 
Title XVII. Furthermore, development policy is, per se, a policy founded on international 
agreements, the most important of which were and still are concluded on the basis of 
article 238. Finally, it should be mentioned that because of the pre-existence of the policy 
prior to its inclusion in the Treaty, certain measures to adapt it to its new legal form were 
taken between the period when the Treaty was signed and when its was finally ratified. 
For the purpose of this analysis, these will be treated as aspects of the implementation of 
the TEU. 

2.12.2.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

Title XVII of the Treaty on European Union starts by stating the objectives of the EC 
development policy, in Article 130 U. In May 1992, the Commission adopted a landmark 
communication on "development policy to the run-up 2000: the consequences of the 
Maastricht Treaty". This communication gave way to a resolution from the Council and 
the Member States on development policy in the run-up to 2000, of 18 November 1992. 
Both documents specify the objectives stated in Article 130 U. In addition, Article 130U 
§2 insists on the need to promote democracy and human rights. This objective was already 
stated in a declaration by the Council and the Member States" in November 1991: the 
Commission, since, presents an armual report on the different measures taken to 
implement this requirement. 

"declaration of the Council of Ministers and of the representatives of the MemberStates on 
Human Rights, Democracy and Development, of 28 November 1991. 
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In order to achieve these objectives, Article 130 W provides for the procedure to be used 
to adopt acts in this field: the EP has gained in this battle of competences since it is 
involved in the decision-making through the cooperation procedure. This "victory" must 
however be nuanced by Article 130 W-3, which excludes cooperation with the ACP from 
this procedure. The other means to achieve the o~jectives of development policy is 
through cooperation with third countries and international organisations, including the 
enactment of international agreements. 

Finally, Title XVII sets the two underlying principles of EU development cooperation: the 
horizontal principle and the principle of complementarity. The horizontal is mentioned in 
Article BOV which compells the EC to take into account the objectives referred to in 
Article 130U in the other policies it implements. As for the principle of complementarity, 
according to Article 130U, there is a direct corollary: coordination is referred to in 
Article 130X which allows the Commission to take initiatives in that direction. 

2.12.2.3.- Implementation 

legal basis nature of legislative output role of thr E.P. times used 

BOW Regulations co-operation 3 

BO Y/228§3 Trade & cooperation agreements consultation 2 

Implementation has taken place in accordance with the objectives set by Article BOU and 
taking into account the procedure set by Article BOW, i.e. cooperation procedure. Three 
Council regulations have been adopted on this basis: the 1995-2000 European Investment 
Partners Scheme, a Council regulation in the field of employment creation and support to 
small and micro entreprises in the Maghreb, and one on financial and technical 
cooperation with the Occupied Territories. Article BOW has also been a source of dispute 
between the Council and the Commission and the Parliament. Indeed the Commission 
made a proposal on the basis of Article 235 for a Council decision providing further 
macro-financial assistance for Algeria. When rendering its opinion, the EP opposed the 
legal basis and viewed Article BOW as the correct one. The Council finally adopted the 
piece of legislation (in December 1994) as proposed by the Commission, i.e. on the basis 
of Article 235. 

Not much secondary legislation has been adopted in the field of development cooperation. 
This is understandible in light of the fact that EC development policy is only 
complementary to that of the Member States, and that it is partly based on contractual 
committments of the Community, enacted under Article 238 or Article 130Y. In the field 
of cooperation with international organisations, the Community, as such, has been 
involved in the Conference on Population and development held in Cairo in September 
1994, in the World summit on social development of Copenhagen, March 1995, and is 
currently involved in the preparation of the Beijing UN Fourth World Conference on 
Women (September 95). In all cases, the Commission has done the necessary preparatory 
work to present a Community position at these conferences. In addition, two agreements 
have been concluded on the basis of Article BOY combined with Article 228§3, one with 
Sri Lanka, and one with India, whilst the agreement with Nepal is awaiting conclusion. 
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Following the provtswns of Article 228 § 3, the European Parliament was merely 
consulted in these occasions. 

Concerning the two underlying principles of the EC development cooperation policy, their 
implementation cannot be assessed in terms of legislative output. However some thought 
has been given by the institutions on the best ways to respect them. 

The principle of complementarity was considered before the entry into force of the Treaty 
on European Union. The Commission, hence, presented as early as March 1993, a 
communication to the EP and the Council on "procedures for coordination between the 
Community and its Member States at policy and operational levels". In December 1993, 
the Council presented conclusions calling for coordination at the policy and operational 
levels as well as in international fora. As a result, the Commission was given the task of 
coordinating policies in the areas of family planning, food security, health, combating 
AIDS, education, aid instruments and the campaign against poverty. It has already 
presented communications specifying how this coordination will be done in the following 
areas: campaign against AIDS, health cooperation, coordination of food security policies 
and practices, coordination of education projects. 

The horizontal principle is more of a figleaf, due to the far-reaching implications that a 
thorough implementation would have. The requirement of Article l30V can easily remain 
a "lettre morte" and would require a pro-active policy to enhance the powers of the 
commissioners and directorates in charge of development policy so as to enable them to 
have a say in the policy making of other sectors, which are highly influential, such as 
agriculture. Conscious of the unconsistencies that can arise from the implementation of 
other policies regardless of development cooperation objectives, some officials of the 
Commission produced a working paper providing institutional guidelines and submitted it 
to the Council which decided in November 1994 to study the matter further. 

2.12.3.- Common Foreign and Security Policy (article J) 

2.12.3.1.- Introduction 

The creation of a Common Foreign and Security Policy was one of the highest profile 
items of the Treaty on European Union, and it gave rise to a lot of expectations. The TEU 
created a new policy basing it on an acquis of 20 years of European Political Cooperation. 
After a first serious attempt of codification in the SEA14

, the 2nd pillar constitutes a 
qualitative leap from its predecessor in 3 ways: 

-The single institutional framework: 
This is supposed to ensure the consistency called for in Anicle C between the 
Community and the Intergovernmental pillar. 

74many reports mark the evolution of EPC leading to its progessive codification. The most 
mportant ones: Davignon (1970), Copenhagen (1973), Tindemans (1975), London (1981) and finally 
the committments included in the Stuttgart Solemn Declaration of 1983. 
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- the instrumentalisation of foreign policy: 
Indeed, one of the major weaknesses of EPC was its informal and unbinding 

character. It gave foreign policies of the Member States the possibility to be 
coordinated, and, in some limited cases, the globality of the Member States could 
"speak with one voice". However, the Community as such did not dispose of 
instruments of policy-making. The TEU attempted to give the Union such 
instruments. 
-the security and defence dimension: 
It was impossible during the Maastricht negotiations to include defence as one of 
the components of cjsp. The Treaty is most unclear as to what constitutes the 
defence identity of the Union, and this issue will become a major point of 
discussion at the /GC 96. 

2.12.3.2.- The innovations introduced by the TEU 

The innovations introduced by the second pillar on the precedent system can be summed 
up by using the three abovementioned directions. 

The creation of the single institutional framework has important consequences on the 
administrative, procedural and financial dimensions of CFSP. Indeed, albeit their weight 
is different from from that provided for in the Community sphere, the three institutions 
involved in the decision-making intervene in the second pillar: the Commission, thus, 
gained a shared right of initiative (Article J.8.3) and the Parliament, according to Article 
J. 7, is kept informed and consulted by the Presidency. It can also (Article J. 7§2) ask 
questions and put forward recommendations to the Council. In terms of administration, 
having a single institutional framework means that the Council structure in this field is 
identical to the one in the Community realm: the secretariat of EPC, hence, has 
disappeared, and the Political Committee's role has had to be redefined. Procedurally, 
Title V describes a decision-making mechanism in which, for the first time, the European 
Council's role is clearly stated. Finally, the financial provisions of Article Jll allowed 
for a dual financial system: the administrative costs run through the EC budget, and the 
operational expenditure is covered by contributions by Member States and/or by the 
Community budget, a provision that has had major interinstitutional consequences. 

The instrumentalisation of foreign policy is meant to transform a "communaute de vues", 
which was the purpose of EPC, into a "communaute d'action". Accordingly, two new 
instruments have been designed: systematic cooperation (Article J2), including the 
definition of constraining common positions and joint actions (Article 13) in areas of 
common interest. The Treaty on European Union did not defme what the areas of 
common interest were, but the European Council of Maastricht in December 1991 listed 4 
areas of common interest in which joint actions would be needed: CSCE process, 
disarmement and arms control, nuclear non-proliferation, control of transfers of military 
technology and arms exports towards Third Countries. Furthermore, the Lisbon European 
Council in June 1992 determined the geographical zones that constituted areas of common 
interest for reasons of proximity: Maghreb and Middle East, Eastern Europe, ex-Soviet 
Union. 

Concerning the security dimension, CFSP has extended the scope of European foreign 
policy to all aspects of security, and not just economic and political aspects, and has 
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established an organic link between the EU and the WEU as a first step which would pave 
the way towards the eventual framing of a common defence policy which might in time 
lead to a common defence (Article J4). 

2.12.3.3.- Implementation 

2.12.3.3.1.- Overview of the implementation of CFSP 

Legal basis Times used Decision 

Art. J2 11 adoption of a common position 

Art. J3 16" adoption of a joint action 

art. 13.1 2 guidelines by the European Council · 

art. 13.2 (}'6 definition of decisions to be adopted by qualified majority 

Art. J4 0 passerelle between the EU and the WEU 

Art. J7.§2 4 recommendations by the EP to the Council 

Article J8-3 0" Commission shared right of initiative 

Article 111 2 -decision of the Council on a scale for distributing the 
expenditure among MS. 
-decision to fmance some operational expenditure (Mostar) 

. 
. 

through the EC budget. 

2.12.3.3.2. From a "Communaute de vues" to a "Communaute d'action": the 
implementation of Articles J2 and J3 

The implementation of Article J2 

· 11 Common Positions were adopted between the entry into force of the Treaty on 
European Union and the lst of April 1995. They concerned 7 subjects of common 
interest". 8 out of 11 common positions, concerning 4 of these subjects were actually 
initiating an Article 228A procedure. Only in the case of Ukraine and Rwanda were these 

''we must add to this figure the joint action adopted in the beginning of May 1995 on anti
personnel mines. 

"This provision has been implemented once in may 1995 in the joint action on anti-personnel 
mines. 

"During its meeting on 31 May 1995, the Commission put fmward proposals for common 
positions on relations with the Transcaucasian republics and with Russia. 

78Fonner Yugoslavia, Ukraine, Haiti, Rwanda, Sudan, Lihya, Burundi. 
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common positions defining objectives and priorities. The balance sheet that can be drawn 
on this instrument of CFSP is therefore mitigated: on the one hand, it does insure 
consistency with the Community realm. On the other, it hasn't really served its purpose to 
the extent that this instrument is designed to lead to a greater political convergence 
between the Member States. 75% of the common positions adopted led to greater 
consistency between the 2 pillars, only two were real policy formulations. Indeed one 
would have expected a common position to present the overall strategy of the Union in 
matters of interest. 

The implementation of Article J3 

The balance sheet one can make about joint actions is also mitigated. This innovation of 
the TEU created expectations that it did not meet. 16 Joint actions were adopted, 
concerning 7 different subjects of common interest. 

As provided for in Article J3, European Council guidelines were given in Brussels, in 
October 1993 and in Corfu in June 1994. All Joint Actions adopted for the moment were 
on the basis of these European Council guidelines. 

Technically, there were 15 Joint Actions adopted. However, they only concern seven 
different topics. The profile of the Joint Actions differs a lot. They strech from 
monitoring the elections in Russia, to organising a far-reaching but time limiting 
preventive diplomacy exercise, the Stability pact, to supporting the transition towards a 
multiracial democracy in South Africa. Here is a list of the Joint Actions adopted: 

!)Former 6 decisions have been taken concerning the support for the 
Y ougoslavia conveying of aid to Bosnia Herzegovina and 2 concerning the 

administration of Mostar. This Joint Action is still in process. 

2)South Africa support for the transition towards multi-racial democracy in 
South Africa. This included the support for elections, which 
were already held, as well as the elaboration of a framework 
which would foster the economic and social conditions for 
transition. This joint action is still in process. 

3)Russia dispatch of a team of observers to the Parliamentary elections in 
the Russian Federation. As provided in the Joint Action itself, 
it was concluded on 31 December 1993. 

4)promotion of This was the object of 3 decisions. Following an initiative of 
stability & peace in French Prime Minister E. Balladur, this exercise of preventive 
Europe diplomacy was launched in Paris in May 1994. Two sets of 

regional round table meetings (one concerning the PECO and 
one on the Baltic states) took place in which the parties 
concerned discussed confidence-building and minority-related 
issues. The aggregate of the result forms the "Stability Pact" 
concluded in Paris in May 1995 and then transfered to the 
OSCE who will be in charge of ensuring its respect. 
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5)Middle East Peace This three-fold action contains, the support of the palestinian 
Process police, monitoring of elections, and the setting of a temporary 

international force. It is still in progress. 

6) Non-Proliferation this Joint Action concerns the preparation of the 1995 
conference on Non Proliferation and consists of a diplomatic 
exercise to encourage the signature of the NPT by as many 
countries as possible. 

7) Dual-Use goods Joint Action adopted, parallel to a Council regulation in the 
field of Common Commercial Policy, on the control of exports 
of dual-use goods 

2.12.3.3.3.- The implementation of the security and defence aspects 

Since the Rome Declaration in 1984, the Western European Union has been considered as 
the European pillar of the North Atlantic Alliance and as the defence arm of the European 
Community/European Union. This linkage with the EU became "organic" with the entry 
into force of the Treaty on European Union. Indeed Article J4-2 specifies that the WEU is 
"an integral part of the development of the European Union", and forsees a procedure by 
which the Union could request the WEU to elaborate and implement decisions and actions 
of the Union which have defence implications. This provision has never been used since 
there is no consensus on the form that "the eventual ( ... ) common defence policy" should 
take. However, the EU and the WEU cooperate in the framework of the administration 
of Mostar, where the WEU is in charge of the policing of the city. 

On the practical side, some decisions were taken to allow this institutional link to be 
established. The seat of the WEU has been transferred to Brussels, i.e. nearby both the 
EU and NATO. As provided for by the Declaration of the WEU annexed to the TEU, 
synchronisation of meetings and working methods, close cooperation between the Councils 
and General Secretariats as well as between the EP and the WEU Assembly, have been 
undertaken. The length of Presidencies have been equalised although the order of 
succession of Presidencies has not been harmonised, as a result of the differenciation in 
membership. 

2.12.3.3.4.- The procedural implementation of and the institutional adaptation to 
the second pillar 

One important aspect of CFSP that has to be examined when assessing the implementation 
of the Treaty is the impact of the single institutional framework on CFSP and the use of 
procedures in it. Indeed, during the IGC, the role of the Commission and of the 
Parliament was heavily discussed as well as the question of voting modalities in the 
CounciL 

The Commission has been very cautious in using its right of initiative. Until June 1995, it 
hadn't tabled any EC-like proposaL Instead the Commission has used its right of initiative 
in conjunction with its duty to ensure consistency between the pillars, by drafting mixed 
communications on general matters. 
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The EP has tried to exploit the possibilities offered by Article J7 by using its right to 
make recommendations to the Council. It has done so in four occasions, all related to 
Joint Actions: on South Africa, Bosnia-Herzegovina (2) and elections in Russia. 
The relation between the Council and the European Parliament seemed to be, from the 
wording of Title V, one in which the European Parliament would be the "demandeur", by 
asking for its views to be taken into account. However the implementation of Article Jll, 
on financing, did accord the EP with a greater say and has created a series of yet 
unresolved inter-institutional tensions. In June 1994, the Council gave its guidelines 
concerning the financing of CFSP: this was to be made on a GNP scale for the 
operational costs covered by the Member States. The problem arose when the Member 
States were unable, or unwilling, to pay their contributions to the administration of the 
City of Mostar. The Council then decided to draw from the EC budget. "Single 
Institutional Framework" oblige the EC rules to be respected for that. The Parliament 
finds suddenly itself in the position of having a final say on part of the financing of the 
CFSP. The EP has asked for an lnterinstitutional Agreement to resolve the discord. The 
Council rejects such a request. 

Having a single framework has also led to an internal adaptation of the working methods 
of the institutions. The EP has indeed transformed the name of its political committee into 
the CFSP committee. As for the Commission, after opting, during the last Delors 
commission, for the creation of a specific DG concerned with External Political Relations 
(DGIA), it has favoured a more integrated approach, joining economic and political 
considerations and dividing up the foreign affairs "portfolio" on a geographic basis: thus 4 
Commissionners are in charge, and the President keeps a global say on CFSP in general". 

The adaptation of the Council, as the central institution of CFSP has been more 
substantial. Having a single institutional framework has led to the disapperance of the 
EPC secretariat and to the redefinition of the role of the Political Committee in relation to 
the COREPER. The secretarial backup of the Council in this field is now given by a 
directorate on CFSP included in the Secretariat General of the Council. As for the 
repartition of tasks between the Political Committee and the COREPER, this was a 
delicate issue because, although the composition of the Political Committee is higher 
ranking than that of the COREPER, the latter is still the one filtering the work of the 
Council. The modus vivendi that has been found is that the Political Committee formally 
puts matters for discussion to the COREPER, but the COREPER only acts as a mailbox, 
those matters being simply forwarded on the Council agenda. 

The major challenge that the three-pillar construction puts on the institutions is the 
coherence that has to be ensured. In the case of external policies, the single institutional 
framework can have a double effect: on the one hand, it ensures better consistency 
between two areas of policy that used to be apart. But, adversly, the proximity of the two 
areas can create frictions, since the predominant institutions in each of them (mainly the 

79After a period of transition, from January to June 1995, in which the DGfA was in charge of 
political relations + relations with Europe, the Commission has reshuffled its external relations 
structure, following the Commissionners portfolios: DGIA L~ in charge of "Europe" as well as the 
conduct of CFSP in general; DGIB is responsible for relations with the Mediterranean, Latin America 
and certain countries of Asia (developing countries): DGIC deals with relations with OECD countries 
as well as with global trade issues (World Trade Organisation). Finally, DGVIII maintains the same 
field of competence, the A.C.P. countries, with the addition of South Africa. 
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Council and the Commission) fear an erosion of their respective competences. This kind 
of suspicion has led to an unconfortable use of the possibilities opened up by the 
Maastricht treaty. 

2.12.4.- Conclusion: the assurance of coherence between the two pillars 

The essential difference between the pillar -structure of the TEU and that of the Single 
European Act lies in the fact that closer links, in some cases procedural, were instituted 
between the two pillars, and that Article C of the Common Provisions of the Treaty on 
European Union entrusted the Council and the Commission with the responsibility of 
ensuring consistency of the Union's external activities as a whole in the context of its 
external relations, security, economic and development policies 

Economic sanctions have long been the area in which the instrumental and the political 
competences conflicted. Indeed, as a measure, trade and economic sanctions fall within 
the realm of the Community whilst the decision to adopt them is clearly political and 
belongs to governments. The Treaty on European Union sets out a procedure resolving 
this question: Article 228A provides for the adoption of sanctions, on Commission's 
proposal, by qualified majority in the Council, following a Common Position or a Joint 
Action taken in the second pillar. Article 228A was. used in 4 occasions. The 
implementation of this passerelle clause can be seen through a case study: in the case of 
Haiti, the process started in the form of a decision from the Council of Ministers adopting 
a Common Position based on Article J280 

_ Subsequently, the Commission made a proposal 
on the basis of Article 228A and the Council adopted a Regulation on the discontinuation 
of certain economic and fmancial relations with Haiti'1 

_ On the basis of Article 228A and 
730, consistency was ensured with the United Nations' positions by adopting a Regulation 
prohibiting the satisfying of claims by the Haitian authorities with regard to contracts and 
transactions the performance of which was affected by the measures imposed by or 
pursuant to U.N. Security Council resolutions 917(94), 841(93), 873(93) and 875(93)". 
At the same time the Member States' representatives jointly decided, within the 
framework of the ECSC, to stop coal and steel trade with Haiti". Finally, the fourth 
dimension of coordination, this time with Member States policies, was ensured through 
the adoption by the Council of a recommendation to the Member States concerning the 
discontinuation of certain economic and fmancial relations with Haiti84

• The reverse 
operation took place in October 1994 when the sanctions were lifted. 

The other area in which an increased consitency has been achieved is the control of export 
of Dual Use goods. They fall, by nature, into the two areas of military security and of 

80Council decision 94/315/CFSP on the reduction of economic relations with Haiti, of 30 May 
1994. 

81Council Regulation no 1263/94 of 30 May 1994. 

"Council Regulation n°1264/94 of 30 May. 

"Decision of the representatives of the Memher States within the Council of 30 May 1994, no 
94/314/ECSC 

"Council Recommendation 94/313/EC of 30 May 1994. 
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trade in goods and, have therefore been the object of a Joint Action and of an Article 113 
Council regulation, both documents referring to each other. · 

In terms of global external policy, the institutions are inevitably fighting a battle of 
influence over their competences. Both Council and Commission are in charge of 
implementing Article C. The Council is in the privileged position to do so through its 
Common Positions. The Commission has presented mixed communications covering both 
economic and political aspects of the EU relations with the Count:iies of Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, the former Soviet Union and Japan. 
The European Council, although not mentioned in Article C, has taken a leading role in 
providing "consitency" by adopting, at the Essen European Council (december 1994) a 
new type of sui generis document: "strategy", a document which provides a global view, 
of the Union as a whole, since both pillars and both levels .(supranational, and 
MemberStates) share it, which increases the intergovernmental aspect of external policies. 
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2.13.- JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (Title VI) 

2.13. L- Introduction 

Justice and home affairs is new territory for European integration and as such, its 
incorporation into the framework of the European Union was significant in itself. It is 
significant when one considers the subject matter concerned. Justice and home affairs has 
traditionally been seen as a sensitive national issue, and quite clearly the domain of the 
nation-state. The mere thought of even discussing issues relevant to this area at the EU 
level would have been dismissed as out of hand. 

Various factors have emerged, which, according to some, quite clearly highlighted the 
absolute need for greater co-operation and co-ordination in these areas. Some of the 
factors are namely: the completion of the internal market and the need to ensure free 
movement of persons (i.e. the breaking down of internal borders and their replacement 
with adequate compensatory measures), the rising problem of immigration, dmg 
trafficking, terrorism and fraud. These latter issues are now global problems. International 
organised crime transcends national boundaries. As such a more global (or one could refer 
to it as regional) co-operation was clearly needed. All the more if one was to meet the 
requirements of Art. 8a on Free movement of persons, it is of utmost importance that 
there is close co-operation to ensure that adequate "compensatory measures" are properly 
installed. 

The need to co-operate more closely at the European level was accepted and as a result it 
was incorporated into the framework of the European Union. It was not however 
incorporated into the more solid legal framework of the EC Treaty, rather a hybrid so
called Third Pillar was created. The Third Pillar, or more correctly Title VI TEU refers 
to Co-operation in the fields of Justice and Home Affairs. 

At the time of the drafting of the TEU, considering the sensitivity surrounding the issue, 
one could not have reasonably expected to see a complete communitarisation of an area 
that has for so long has been dealt with in such a secretive fashion by Member State 
Governments, with little or no participation of national parliaments. As such, even though 
justice and home affairs are now part of the Union Treaty, in essence, decisions are still 
taken at more or less an intergovernmental level". One could nearly refer to it as 
institutionalised intergovemmentalism. Normal Community legal instruments, provided for 
under Art 189 EC Treaty (namely regulations, directives and decisions) do not apply to 
areas covered by the Third Pillar'". Rather, instruments of a inherently intergovernmental 
character are to be used e.g. international conventions and the widespread use of soft law 
(see below). Nor do Community institutions such as the European Parliament and the 

85 At hest Title VI TEU Cooperation in the filds of Justice and Home Affairs could a 
hybrid mix between Community instruments and classical intergovernmentalism. 

86However !here are possibilities for a change in this set-up in the future. See Art. K.9 
TEU. 
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Commission have as active a role in the legislative process as they do in the First Pillar". 
The Council, the Community Institution which most represents the interests of the 
Member States is quite clearly the power broker in the Third Pillar. 

It would be wrong to presume that there was no co-operation even at the intergovernmental level 
before the TEU among all Member States. There were in fact various frameworks for co-operation 
among Member States . These included: 

- TREVI (Terrorisme, Radicalisme et Vwlence International). TREVI was formally set up on 29 June 
1976 by Justice and Home Affairs Ministers of the then nine Member States. It had several working 
groups dealing with for instance the combating of terrorism and drug related crime. Recently it set up 
an ad hoc Working Group to develop Europol. 

- Group on Judicial Co-operation. This Group was established in the seventies in the framework of 
European Political Co-operation (EPC) to ensure greater co-operation in civil and criminal law. 

-Ad Hoc Immigration Group. Ministers responsible for immigration and combating drugs and terrorism 
along with the Commission vice-president decided on 20 October 1986 to set up a high level ad hoc 
group to deal with areas such as immigration, asylum, control at borders, visa policy and so forth. This 
Group was responsible for the drawing up of the Dublin Convention (still to be ratified by two 
Member-States ) and the Convention on the Crossing of External Borders (to be signed) which was re
drafted with the entry into force of the TEU. 

- CEIAD (Comite Europeen pour la Lutte Anti-Drogues). CELAD was set up on the instigation of the 
December 1989 European Council to fight against the production and use of drugs. 

- GAM '92 (Groupe d:4ssistance Mutuelle), consisting of representatives of customs authorities of the 
Member States was set up in 1989 in response to the completion of the internal market and the 
removal of internal borders. Its main aim was to draw up a Convention on the Customs Information 
System and "to establish a customs external frontier strategy, with the goal of introducing compensatory 
measures at the external frontier of the Community"". 

- The Co-ordinators' Group on Free Movement of Persons. The Co-ordinators' Group, 
established by the Rhodes European Council in 1988, had as its aim to co-ordinate the 
confusing range of groups dealing with all aspects of free movement of persons. 

This is a list of groups that involved all Member States of the European Community. The 
Treaty on European Union institutionalised all those groups that existed before in the 
framework of the K.4 Committee in order to ensure greater co-ordination and greater 
responsibility for the actions of the various groups. It was also hoped that this would 
ensure on the whole greater efficiency whole decision making process. This will be 
assessed at a later stage. 

There were, and still are of course groups whose membership goes beyond simply the 
European Union. These include: the Groupe Pompidou (to combat drugs), Club de Vienne 
(anti-terrorism), Quantico Group (World Terrorism), Club de Berne (terrorism), Groupe 

"Nonetheless, the role of hoth Institutions is more than what they had hefore the TEU . 

"Patrick Ravilh1rd, "Customs Cooperation in the Context of Title VI of the Treaty on 
European Union" in Monar and Morgan (eds), The Third Pillar of the European Union, 1994. 
p. 220. 
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de Dublin (Combat Drugs), PWGOT (Police Working Group on Terrorism), and a 
European-wide network of permanent correspondents to tackle football hooliganism. 

Apart from all aforementioned groups, one should also mention the Schengen Convention 
applying the Schengen Agreement of 1985 which was signed in 1990. The peculiar aspect 
about Schengen is that its membership is only open to Member States of the EU. The 
reason for this is that action at the Schengen level (the abolition of internal borders 
complemented by the introduction of compensatory measures) is seen as a precursor for 
what will eventually agreed upon at the level of the EU. However at the moment, only ten 
(including Austria) Member States have signed the Convention, and it has only entered 
into force (26 March 1995) in seven of these (Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Spain and Portugal). This has in practice introduced what is commonly 
referred to as variable geometry. 

2.13.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

The situation before the Treaty on European Union was indeed highly secretive and non
transparent. Much of what was discussed at this level was not made public until it was too 
late to be of any use. It was hoped that provisions under the Treaty on European Union 
would provide greater transparency, coherence and efficiency . 

2.13.2.1.- Aims and Objectives of Title VI 

Title VI contains few articles. Their importance in the future could be significant. Article 
K.1 specifies the areas that are covered by this Title and rather peculiarly coins them as 
"matters of common interest". These are: 

"(1) asylum policy; 
(2) rules governing the crossing by persons of the external borders of the Member 

States and the exercise of controls thereon; 
(3) immigration policy and policy regarding nationals of third countries: 
(4) combating drug addiction in so far as this is not covered by (7) to (9); 
(5) combating fraud on an international scale in so far as this is not covered by (7) to 

(9); 
(6) judicial co-operation in civil matters; 
(7) judicial co-operation in criminal matters; 
(8) customs co-operation; 
(9) police co-operation for the purposes of preventing and combating terrorism, 

unlawful drug-trafficking and other serious forms of international crime, including if 
necessary certain aspects of customs co-operation, in connection with the 
organisation of a Union-wide system for exchanging information within a European 
Police Office (Europol)." 

As one can see, this is a motley collection of "matters of common interest" which cover 
wide-ranging areas and some of which are already partly dealt with in the EC Treaty (e.g. 
asylum, immigration, drug addiction and fraud). Action taken in these will be according 
to Article K.l: "For the purposes of achieving the objectives of the Union, in particular 
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the free movement of persons, and without prejudice to the powers of the European Community". 

2.13.2.2.- Legal Instruments and Procedures 

The legal instruments provided for in Article K.3 are: 

- Joint positions. No joint position as yet has been adopted by the Council. It is as of yet 
very unclear exactly what a joint position should entail. There is also confusion as to 
whether a joint position in Art K.3 is the same as common positions which according to 
Art K.5 should be defended by Member States within international organisations and 
international conferences; 

- Joint actions. The same confusion surrounds that of joint actions. Once again there is no 
strict interpretation as to the meaning and scope of a joint action. Nevertheless, two joint 
actions have been adopted by the Council. However this may confuse the matter even 
further as both are of an inherently different nature. The first concerned travel facilities 
for school pupils from third countries resident in a Member State". The second joint 
action•• concerning Europol essentially an elaboration of the 1993 Ministerial Agreement. 

- Conventions. Conventions are classic instruments in public international law. 
Conventions provided for under Article K.3(2)(c) may allow the Court of Justice to be 
involved, in cases of interpretation. However this provision is not compulsory. Otherwise 
the Court is completely excluded. The non-involvement in general of the Court of Justice 
in Title VI is of great concern as there appears to be almost no judicial control over 
activities in this Title. With regard to democratic control, ironically, the EP may have a 
greater role in conventions in Title VI as it must be consulted (Article K.6) than in Article 
220 EC Treaty where no role is envisaged. (See section on the main actors). To date only 
one Convention has been adopted under this legal basis". Control of the Court of Justice 
in terms of interpretation was not provided for in the Convention. In the future, when 
Member States are confronted with disputes and realise that jurisdiction of the Court of 
Justice in this regard may be needed, a Protocol may be annexed to the Convention. 

There are presently nine conventions under discussion. These are: 

Draft Convention on the crossing of the external borders 
Draft Convention setting up a European Information System (EIS) 
Draft Convention on the establishment of Europol 

"Decision 94-795/JAJ on a joint action adopted by the Council on the basis of Art. 
K.3(2)(b) of the Treaty on European Union concerning travel facilities for school pupils from 
third countries resident in a Member State. OJ No L 327, 19.12.1994. 

"'Joint action concerning the Europol Drugs Unit on the basis of Art. K.3(2)(b) of the 
Trety on European Union. OJ No L 62, 20.3.1995. 

"Convention on the sirnlified extradition procedure between the Member States of the 
European Union. OJ No L 78, 30.3.1995. 
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Draft Convention on the uses of information technology for customs purposes 
(CIS) 

Draft Convention on the protection of the Communities' financial interests 
Draft Convention on extradition between the Member States of the European 

Union 
Draft Agreement between the Member States of the European Union on the 

enforcement of driving disqualifications 
Draft Convention on scope, jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in 

matrimonial matters ( Brussels Convention 11) 

and finally 

Draft Convention on the service in the States of the European Union of judicial 
and Extra judicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters. 

Apart from these instruments provided for in Article K.3, the Council has also made 
widespread use of the more traditional instruments of soft law such as conclusions, 
recommendations, statements and resolutions, the legal effect of which is extremely 
unclear". 

2.13.2.3.- Voting rules 

Failure to reach an agreement on the above draft conventions (some of which have been 
on the table for some years now) is indicative of the difficulties related to the unanimity 
rule which have slowed down and almost blocked completely the decision making process. 
Unanimity is more so the rule Title VI. Article K.4 (3) specifies the following: "The 
Council shall act unanimously, except on matters of procedure and in the cases where 
Article K.3 expressly provides for other voting rules". Therefore, unanimity is required 
for the adoption of joint actions and joint positions and the drawing up of conventions, in 
the case where the Council decides to apply Article lOOc EC Treaty to action in the areas 
referred to in Article K.l(l) to (6), and in the budgetary provisions of Article K.8. on the 
charging of operational expenditure to the Budget of the European Communities. 

Unanimity means that in nearly all the cases so far, a compromise, entailing a less than 
optimal result, has had to be sought. As such, quite often, decisions are taken on the basis 
of tpe "lowest common denominator" between the Member States. This clearly hinders the 
effectiveness and the quality of decisions taken in the fields of justice and home affairs. 
This can be quite clearly seen from the first Convention adopted under Title VI which is 
far from complete. The risk of adopting less than perfect Conventions thwarted by the 
unanimity rule, regardless of their substance, is very high. 

Possibilities for voting rules other than unanimity are not that usual in Title VI. According 
to Article K.3 (2)(c) §2, measures implementing conventions shall be adopted, unless 

92For a list of all Council conclusions, recommendations, statements and resolutions 
relating to Justice and Home Affairs, see the Council Report on the Functioning of the Treaty 
on European Union, April 10 1995, in European Report, No 2032, 12 April 1995, Annex XI( a) 
pp.45-47. 
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otherwise provided, by a ma,]onty of two thirds of the High Contracting Parties. This 
provision has not yet been used. More importantly, when using the "paserelle" of Article 
K.9, the Council may determine the relevant voting conditions relating to an application 
of Article IOOc EC Treaty. 

2.13.2.4.- Working Structures 

The five-level working structure is larger and more complicated than the working structure 
that exists in the EC Treaty. It has also shown to be slow cumbersome and ultimately 
ineffective. Why then was such a structure created. Such difficulties must have been 
foreseen. At present the structure consists of the Working Parties followed by the Steering 
Groups, the K.4 Committee, Coreper and the CounciL The overriding reason for the 
creation of such a lengthy negotiation procedure was a result of the need to incorporate 
working structures that previously existed within the Union framework of Justice and 
Home Affairs without unduly undermining the traditional role of the Coreper. 
Consequently, Article K.4 provided for the creation of a Co-ordinating Committee 
consisting of senior officials. The K.4 Committee essentially took over the work of the 
Group Co-ordinators - Free Movement of Persons and incorporated the first set of groups 
mentioned above (e.g. TREVI, CELAD, Ad Hoc Group Immigration). 

In practice these groups have not changed radically since the entry into force of the TEU. 
The name has changed. They have been incorporated into the Union framework, and 
working conditions have changed slightly (e.g. the use of more working languages), but 
the members have more or less stayed the same. The relationship and the division of 
labour between the K.4 Committee and the Coreper has not yet been clarified. In the 
hierarchy of working structures, the K.4 Committee comes after the Coreper in 
importance, yet clearly, the national experts in the field pertain to the K.4 Committee. 

At the time of the drafting of the TEU, a compromise had to be sought to incorporate 
these "semi-intergovernmental groups" to overcome this politically sensitive problem. 
Nevertheless, at this stage and in view of the forthcoming IGC, a rationalisation of the 
working structures should be envisaged. 

2.13.2.5.- The Main Actors in Title VI 

The Council and the Member States 

The Council is the most important actor in Title VI. Its role is clearly enhanced in 
comparison to the diminished role of the Commission and the European Parliament. In 
terms of actual acts adopted, it must be said that the Council has been quite active. 
However such Council activities vary in importance as has already been mentioned, the 
legal instruments used tend to be those of classic intergovernmental co-operation, of no 
legally binding nature. Consequently, whereas the Council has adopted 40 to 50 
statements, conclusions, resolutions etc., these are not binding and are clearly not of the 
same significance as a regulation or directive for instance. It is often argued that this is 
the best that one can expect form such politically sensitive issues. If this is the case, one 
clearly has to lose out in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. 
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Further to the strong position of the Council, the Member States themselves have a role in 
initiation of proposals. From areas referred to in Article K.l (I) to (6) Member States 
have a shared right of initiative with the Commission. From areas K.l (7) to (9), Member 
States have the sole right of initiative. From the information available, it would appear 
that only once has a Member State not holding the Presidency, used this right of initiative 
(UK proposal for a joint action concerning the protection of the financial interests of the 
Communities). 

Commission 

The Commission sees its role reduced in comparison to the EC Treaty. It has the shared 
right of initiative in the areas referred to in Article K.l (7) to (9). With regard to 
submitting proposals, the Commission has not been terribly active with only two 
proposals". It has more tended to concentrate on providing discussion papers and 
Communications (e.g. Asylum and Immigration and Proposed Action Plan to Combat 
Drugs). The reason for limited use of the right of initiative may be due to the fact that the 
Commission, taking a more pragmatic stance, feels that it is not yet the time to deal with 
the more sensitive areas dealt with in Title VI. 

European Parliament 

The European Parliament in several reports has expressed its utter disillusionment at the 
role it has been accorded in Title VI. Art. K.6 states that: 

"The Presidency and the Commission shall regularly inform the European Parliament of 
discussions in the areas covered by this Title. 
The Presidency shall consult the European Parliament on the principal aspects of activities 
in the areas referred to in this Title and shall ensure that the views are duly taken into 
consideration. 
The European Parliament may ask questions of the Council or make recommendations to 
it. Each year, it shall hold a debate on the progress made in the implementation of the 
areas referred to in this Title." 

Its role has been enhanced from that of no involvement at all before the Treaty on 
European Union. In an area however that directly touches the citizens, proper democratic 
control would be the least that would be expected, according to the European Parliament. 

The provisions of Article K. 6 are vague to say the least and quite open to interpretation. 
What does one mean by consultation. Is it the same as consultation provided for in the EC 
Treaty. What does one mean by "principal aspects of activities". Will the Parliament be 
informed on an ex ante of a posteriori basis. This is wholly at the discretion of the actors 
involved. 

"Commission, Proposal for an External Frontiers Convention and a Regulation on Visa 
Reequirements for Third Country Nationals, COM Documents 1993/684 Final. Commission; 
Proposal for a Convention on the Protection of the Financial Interests of the Communities, OJ 
No L 216, 6 August 1994. 
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With regard to the annual debate that should be held on progress made in the 
implementation of the areas referred to in Title VI. The European Parliament, in this 
regard, was quite critical of the annual debate for 1994, in a sense that the debate failed to 
produce manifest results in view attempting to ensure greater progress in the following 
year. 

Apart from the provisions of Article K.6, there are essentially two other ways by which 
the European Parliament can become more intensively involved in the fields of justice and 
home affairs: 

1) use of the K.9 passerelle whereby Article lOOc EC Treaty will be applied to areas of 
common interest in Articles K.1(1) to K.1(6). In this case the Parliament would have a 
more formalised role as provided for in the First Pillar; 

2) The Budget. if under Article K.8.2, operational expenditure was charged to the budget 
of the European Communities, this would fall under non-compulsory expenditure whereby 
the Parliament would have the last say. 

The European Parliament is clearly unhappy with its present level of involvement and has 
already asked for a more formalised relationship between itself, the Council and the 
Commission through the adoption of an Inter Institutional Agreement. In the December 
1993, the European Parliament forwarded to the Council and the Commission a draft IIA 
providing a better information and ex ante consultation procedure for the Parliament. As 
of yet on inter institutional text has been agreed. 

The Court of Justice of the European Communities 

The role of the Court of Justice of the European Communities is extremely limited. 
Judicial control of Title VI is non existent. The only area whereby the Court of Justice 
can play a role is in Conventions adopted in accordance with the provisions of Article K.3 
(as mentioned above). These Conventions may (therefore it is not compulsory) stipulate 
that the Court of Justice "shall have jurisdiction to interpret their provisions and to rule on 
any disputes regarding their application"; This provision has not been used. 

As with the Parliament, if Article lOOc EC Treaty is applied to areas referred to in Article 
K.1(1) to (6), provisions in the EC Treaty concerning the Court of Justice will apply. 

2.13.2.6.- The Relationship between Justice and Home Affairs in Title VI TEU and 
the EC Treaty 

The relationship between the First and the Third Pillar rather confusing. Even though both 
are under one single institutional framework, the procedures, instruments and working 
methods, as mentioned above, are quite different. 

Furthermore, the reasons for some areas being dealt with in the First Pillar and others in 
the Third Pillar is not at all apparent. Aspects of immigration and control at external 
borders should have links with Article 7a and free movement of persons. Parts of asylum 
policy are dealt with in the EC Treaty under Article lOOc (determination of third countries 
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whose nationals should be in possession of a visa when crossing the external borders of 
the Member States) yet the major aspects have been placed in the Third Pillar. Article 129 
EC Treaty on public health seems to overlap with Article K.1(4) on the question drug 
addiction/dependence. No-one is quite sure as to what is the exact difference between the 
two provisions. Finally there is confusion as to the division between Article K.1(5) -
combating fraud on an international scale and Article 209a EC on "measures to counter 
fraud affecting the fmancial interests of the Community"94

• 

In theory, there should be no problem as Article K.l quite clearly states that action in the 
areas that are considered matters of common interest, should be "without prejudice to the 
powers of the European Community". However, in practice, the artificial division 
becomes rather confusing. 

2.13.2.7.- "Passerelle" 

Article K. 9 also provides a bridge form the Third Pillar to the First, through which areas 
in Articles K; 1(1) to K.l(6) may be communatarised. This provision has not yet been 
used. In fact, in a Commission SEC Doe on the possibility of applying K.9 to Asylum 
policy, the Commission took a rather moderate approach by stating that the time was not 
yet right for the use of the paserelle95 

_ There is of course also the argument that sporadic 
use of the paserelle will simply complicate the situation even further and what is needed is 
an overall change or reform of Title VL 

2.13.3.- Remarks 

The plan of action and programme of work approved by the European Council in 
December 199396 are far from being completed. Many issues are under discussion and 
some of these are near completion (see list of Conventions). Once again the unanimity 
issue is thwarting the process. Furthermore. the legal instruments used are of a limited 
legally binding nature. For the forthcoming 1996 IGC, a review of the present decision 
making procedures, working methods and legal instruments would be advisable. 

94ln this regard it may be rather surprising that the proposal (UK) for a joint action 
concerning the protection of the financial interests of the Communities on the basis of Art. 
K.3 TEU falls under Tile VI and that the Art. 209a EC Treaty does not apply. 

95Commission, Report to the Council on the possibility of applying Article K.9 of the 
Treaty on European Union to asylum policy, SEC Documents 1993/1687 Final (in response to 
Declaration No 31 annexed to the Treaty on European Union. 

96Rapport du Conseil an Conseil europeen, Plan d'action dans le domaine Justice et 
Affaires interieures, Bruxelles le 2 decembre 1993, 10655/93 JAI 11 and Programme de travail 
priorataire pout 1994 et structures a instaurer dans le domaine "Justice et Affaires interieures", 
Bruxelles, le 2 decembre 1993, 10684/93 JAI 12. 
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2.13 .4.- Citizenship 

2.13.4.1.- Introduction 

Although Articles 8-8e represent the first time that citizenship has been included in the 
Treaty, the ideas behind them can be traced back at least as far as the 'Adonino' Report" 
on a 'People's Europe' prepared .for the IGC in 1985 which led to the Single European 
Act. The concept of "Union citizenship" is not perhaps on a par with that of a Member 
State, but it has nonetheless received a great deal of attention, especially when it became a 
key issue in the run-up to the second Danish referendum on the TUE. It should also be 
born in mind that treaty articles other than 8-8e are of relevance to 'citizenship', for 
example the EP ombudsman (Article 138e), the right to petition the EP (Article 138d) and 
social policy provisions. 

2.13.4.2.- Innovations introduced by Maastricht 

As suggested above, the whole of this section was an innovation in treaty terms. Article 8 
establishes the principle of such a thing as Union citizenship, which is conferred upon all 
those holding. the citizenship of one of the Member States. Interestingly, it says that 
citizens enjoy certain rights and shall be subject to certain duties but the following articles 
seem only to deal with the rights and not with the duties. 

Article Subject Procedure Comments 

8a 
Free movement of Council unanimity 

Not yet been used Union citizens EP assent 

Right to vote and Agreed 19.12.94" 
stand in municipal Must be 
elections for Union 

Council unanimity 
incorporated into 

citizens living in a national law by end 
Member State of 

EP consultation 
of 1995. 

which they are not Local derogations in 
nationals Band Lux 

8b 
Right to vote and 

Agreed 6.12.9399 

stand in EP 
elections for Union 

First used in 1994 

citizens living in a 
Council unanimity when 2-35% of 

Member State of 
EP consultation those eligible in 

which they are not 
each Member State 
registered to vote100

• 
nationals 

97 nun. EC 3-1995 
98 OJ No L 239, 30.12.1993, p.34 
99 OJ No L 36R, 31.12.1994, p.3R 
100 See "Raport sur le fonctionnement du 'Traite sue I'Union Europeenne" presented hy 

the Commission, SEC(95) 731 final. p.9 and annex 1 
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. .. 

Guidelines agreed 

Diplomatic and in EPC before Nov 
'93 

consular protection International No subsequent 
8c for all EU citizens 

by authorities of 
negotiations progress except on 

any Member State 
ad hoc basis e.g. 

Rwanda June 
1994101 

Report submitted to Interim report 
EP, Council and issued by 

Commission to ECOSOC Commission late 
submit a report 1993 
every 3 years Council unanimity, 

8e EP consultation, 
Strengthen or add Member State 

to rights of EU adoption in Not yet used 
citizens accordance with 

their respective 
constitutional 
requirements 

As can be seen froin the table, the only real advances in terms of citizenship have been 
made in the area of voting rights for EU citizens living in a Member State of which they 
are not nationals, and in the case of municipal elections these must still be incorporated 
into national law. It seems, therefore, that the idea of Union citizenship remains 
something very much of a symbolic nature rather than actually entailing tangible benefits 
for the majority of EU citizens who ·reside in the Member States of which they are 
nationals. 

\01 ihid. 
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3. INSTITUTIONS 

3.1.- THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

3 .I. I.- Introduction 

The traditional role of the European Parliament has been that of ensuring a certain amount 
of democratic control over the activities of the Communities. It has in this regard tended 
to take a maximalist view of the responsibilities assigned to it in the Treaties. Through a 
wide interpretation of Treaty provisions and constant revision of its rules of procedure, it 
has managed to accumulate a considerable amount of influence. The SEA brought it more 
into the legislative process through the co-operation procedure. Nevertheless, many felt 
that this fell far short of a comprehensive power of control. The Treaty on European has 
gone some way to rectify this. Powers of the European Parliament have been considerably 
increased through provisions of the TEU which sees the European Parliament increase its 
role in both the legislative process and furthermore in terms of political control.'" 

3.1.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

3.1.2.I.c Increased role in the legislative process 

An 189b 

The most important change in the legislative process has been the introduction of the 
procedure of eo-decision with the Council by Art 189b. eo-decision with the Council has 
been extended to fourteen areas in the Treaty .103 So far 124 proposed acts have been 
subject to the eo-decision procedure, 33 of which have been adopted by the Council. In 15 
of these cases, conciliation was used. 2 cases were not accepted by the Parliament. One of · 
these (voice telephony) was rejected after the intention to reject. Finally a new proposal 
was adopted. In the other (biotechnology), an agreement was reached in the Conciliation 
Committee, however this was rejected in the Plenary Session of the European Parliament. 
As such, 34 procedures in all have been concluded. 

The procedure in general has worked relatively well in its first few years of operation. 
This was due to a great extent to an Inter institutional text concerning "Arrangements for 
the proceedings of the conciliation committee under Article 189b"'04 

One problem that has arisen during the use of the eo-decision procedure concerns the 
question of comitoligy. Comitoligy is a committee procedure whereby technical national 

102Report of The Council of Ministers on the Functioning of the Treaty on European 
Union, 10 April 1995, P. 7. 

103For further information on the eo-decision between the Council and the European 
Parliament, see chapter on the procedures. 

"'OJC No C 329, 6.12.1993, p. 141. 
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experts assist members of the Commission to ·decide on how acts adopted should be 
implemented. The fear of the European Parliament . is that decisions taken on such 
technical matters may in fact alter the substance of what was agreed by common accord 
between the Council and the Parliament, thereby leading the Parliament to ask who is 
accountable for such decisions and what kind of scrutiny and control is there in reality. 
This may be viewed in some corners as the Parliament seeking influence in the 
Commission's executive powers of implementation which would go beyond the provisions 
of the TEU. 

Finally however, a modus viviendi was established by the European Parliament, the 
Commission and the Council on the 20 December with the aim of resolving any 
difficulties in the adoption of acts covered by the 189b procedure as a result of the process 
of comitology. 

Assent Procedure 

. The procedure of assent of the Parliament has been .extended by the TEU beyond simply 
the conclusion of international agreements to: Art .Sa § 2, Art 105 § 6, Art 106 § 5, Art 
130 D, Art 138 § 3, Art 228 § 3, Art OTEU10

' 

The following is a list of assents given by the European Parliament from 1 November to 
28 February 1995106

: 

External Relations: 

Regulation on for certain procedures for applying the Agreement on the European 
Economic Area (EEA) 

Agreement on the European Economic Area- interim "acquis" 

Applications from Austria, Norway, Finland and Sweden for membership of the EU. 

Conclusion of the agreements resulting from the Uruguay Round multilateral trade 
negotiations ( 1986-1994) 

Development: 

Conclusion of the protocol on financial and technical co-operation between the EC and the 
Syrian AR 

Environment: 

105See Commission, Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Traite sur !'Union Europeenne, I 0. 
05. 1995, SEC(95) 731 final, Annexe 6. · 

10.See Council Report Annex V( e) p. 27 
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Substances that deplete the ozone layer - conclusion of an international agreement 
(Montreal Protocol) 

Regional Policy: 

Regulation establishing a Cohesion Fund 

Art 189c 

Co-operation procedure which was established in the SEA has been extended to further 
areas. The scope of application of co-operation now covers Art 6, Art 75. 1, Art 84, Art 
103 § 5, Art 104 A§ 2, Art 104 B § 2, Art 105 A§ 2, Art 125, Art 127, Art 129 D, Art 
130 E, Art 130. 0, Art 130 S 1 and 3, Art 130 W, Art 118 A, Art 2 § 2. 107 

3.1.2.2.- Political control of the Commission 

Art 158 Nomination of the Commission 

Art 158 provided for the terms of office of the Parliament and the Commission to be of 
the same length (five years) thereby providing the framework for better co-ordination and 
coherence between the two bodies. Furthermore, the TEU granted the Parliament 
considerable political control over the Commission. The Parliament is be consulted on the 
choice of President. Furthermore, according to Art 158.2 par 3: 

"The President and the other members of the Commission thus nominated shall be subject 
as a body to a vote of approval by the European Parliament. After approval by the 
European Parliament, the President and the other members of the Commission shall be 
appointed by common accord of the government of the Member States". 

Even though the Commission is to be approved collectively, the Parliament once again 
interpreted the provisions of the Treaty relatively broadly in establishing individual 
hearings of each Commission nominee. This procedure which lasted from 4-10 January 
(see chapter on the Commission) was not without controversy. The Commission as a body 
was approved on the 18 January but this was not before several criticisms of some of the 
20 Commission nominees were openly voiced. Such a procedure, which was not explicitly 
foreseen in the provisions of the Treaties, did have as an effect to alter the relationship 
between the Commission and the Parliament. In this regard the European Parliament has 
used its rules of procedure to extend its scope. It is in rule 33 for instance where the need 
to "request the nominees to appear before the appropriate committees" is specified. 

In Art 158 it is merely stated that the Parliament will be consulted with regard to the 
nominee for Commission President. Rule 32 of the Parliament's rules of procedure 
interprets this as the right of the Parliament to "approve or reject the nomination by a 
majority of the votes cast" after the nominee has made a statement before the Parliament. 
Even if this has no legal founding, in the case of a negative vote, this would quite clearly 

107Commission, Rapport sur le fonctionnement... op. cit. Annexe 5. 
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have considerable consequence. Such was not the case. however with the nomination of 
Jacques Santer. 

3.1.2.3.- Increased role of the EuropeanParliament in other areas 

Art 138c 

This Article provides the possibility of setting up a temporary Committee of Inquiry to 
investigate "alleged contraventions or maladministration in the implementation of 
Community law, except where the alleged facts are being exantined before a court and 
while the case is still subject to legal proceedings". The Parliament can set up such a 
Committee at the request of a quarter of its members. Such powers extend not only to the 
activities of the Institutions but also the Member States. 

On 20 December 1994, an inter institutional text was established between the European 
Parliament, the Council and the Comntission on the provisions governing the exercise of 
the European Parliament's right of inquiry .'"To date the Parliament has not requested the 
setting up of a temporary Committee of Inquiry. 

Art 13&1 

A Committee of Petitions had previously existed within the European Parliament, however 
this had not been provided for or legitimised by any Treaty provision. The EC Treaty 
rectified this through Art 138d which allows any citizen of the Union or equally anyone 
legally residing in a Member State to address "a petition to the European Parliament on a 
matter which comes within the Community's fields of activity and which affects him 
directly". Art 138d has to a great extent simply institutionalised what has already existed 
in practice for a considerable amount of time. 

Art 138e Appointment of the Ombudsman 

Unlike the Committee of Petitions, the Parliament had neither requested nor shown any 
support for the inclusion of provisions for the creation of an Ombudsman. Rather in the 
past some considered that such a body would take from the powers of the Parliament. The 
Ombudsman according to the provisions of Art 138e will receive complaints from citizens 
of the European Union or anyone legally resident in a Member State "concerning 
instances of maladministration in the activities of the Community institutions or bodies, 
with the exception of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance acting in their 
judicial role." 

The main role of the Parliament with regard to the Ombudsman is that of setting up 
general guidelines and conditions governing the performance of the Ombudsman's duties 
after seeking opinion of the Commission and with the approval of the Council acting by a 
qualified majority. 

""'See Council Report, op.cit. Annex V(f). 
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--- --------

A decision of the European Parliament was adopted on the 9 March on the regulations and 
the general conditions governing the performance of the Ombudsman's duties'09 

•• To date 
the Parliament has not yet used the provisions of Art 138e to appoint an Ombudsman. 

Art 138b 

Art 138b provides the European Parliament with right to ask the Commission to submit 
proposals for legislation. The Parliament will act by a majority of its members. According 
to the Commision Report on the functioning of the TEU"0 such a provision has been used 
twice by the European Parliament: Resolution duPE du 20.4.1994 sur la prevention et la 
reparation des atteintes a l'environnement, JO C 128 du 9.5.1994 and Resolution du 
4.5.1994 sur la securite des hOtels contre les risques d'incendie, JO C 205 du 25.7.1994. 
These are at the moment being examined by the Commission'". 

The Commission is not however obliged to proceed with a proposal in these areas. In such 
a situation, however, one runs the risk of creating a strained relationship between the 
Parliament and the Commission, if it appears that the Commission is not taking the 
Parliament's suggestions seriously. A recent Code of Conduct between the European 
Parliament and the Commission (15 March 1995)'12 should ensure that such problems are 
avoided. 

With regard to the legislative process, the Commission and the European Parliament 
agreed that: 

"When, pursuant to Article 138b, Parliament requests the Commission to submit 
legislative proposals, the Commission shall take the utmost account thereof. 

The Commission decisions on such requests shall be duly reasoned on a case-by-case 
basis, in necessary, eve in a sitting of Parliament113

" 

The Code of Conduct goes beyond aspects related only to Art 138b and attempts to create 
an overall better working relationship between the European Parliament and the 
Commission. Its aim is also to increase the democratic legitimacy of the Union's decision
making process through greater consultation and exchange of information between the 
Commission and the Parliament. The Commission will also attempt to forward legislative 
proposals to the Parliament at as early a stage as possible. A periodic assessment of the 
Code of Conduct will be made to ensure that its provisions are being properly applied. 

""See OJC L No 113, 4.5.1994, pp. 15-18. 

nocommission, Rapport sur le ofnctionnement du Traite sur l'Union Europeenne, 
Bruxelles, le 10.05.1995, SEC(95) 731 final, p.l4 

111lhid . 

112European Parliament, Resolution on the Commission•s annual programme of work, 
Annexed Code of Conduct negotiated with the Commission, l(b) 84-0501/95. 

113lhid part 3.1 
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Art 206 

The budgetary powers of the Parliament have been increased to give it greater influence in 
the discharge of the Commission in connection with the Commission's exercise of powers 
of the implementation of the budget. The European Parliament acts on a recommendation 
from the Council by a qualified majority. 

Economic and Monetary Union 

According to Art 109f, the European Parliament is to be consulted on the nomination of 
the President of the European Monetary Instituteu•. Parliament is also to be consulted on 
the appointment of the President, Vice-President and other members of the Executive 
Board (see Art 1091 EC Treaty and Protocol Art 50 of Protocol (No 3) on the Statute of 
the European System of Central Banks and the European Central Bank. 

EP's Role in Justice and Home Affairs 

Much to the dismay of the European Parliament its role in the third pillar has been 
severely curtailed. It is . in these very areas (police co-operation, customs co-operation 
crossing of external borders etc.) that the Union citizens are directly affected, and as such 
the Parlianient feels it should be directly involved at the very least in exerting a certain 
amount of control over the activities in the third pillar. However the provisions of Art K 
provide limited participation. 

Art K.6 for the Parliament to be consulted on the principal activities of the third pillar and 
ensures that the views of the Parliament will be taken into consideration. Such provisions 
are very vague and leave a great deal of scope for interpretation. There is no obligation on 
the Commission or the Presidency to provide relevant information in time for it to be of 
any use to the Parliament. The decision of the Commission for instance to inform the 
Parliament on certain proposals seems wholly discretionary. The Parliament can questions 
of the Council, however this of limited value. According to Art K6 §3 the Council will 
hold an armual debate on the progress made in the implementation of the areas referred to 
in Title VI. The Parliament was very critical of the 1994 armual debate and the failure to 
ensure better progress in the following year .115 

The only other way whereby the Parliament could be more involved in activities of justice 
and home affairs is: 

u'The President of the European Monetary Institute has already been appointed. See 
relevant chapters in this report. 

'"OJ Cl8/39 of 23.1.1995, Resolution on the progress made during 1994 in the 
implementation_of co-operation in the fields of justice and home affairs pursuant to Title VI of 
the Treaty on European Union. 
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a) if the passerelle of Art K9 was used to transfer areas of common interest in Arts K.l 
(1) to K.1 (6) to Art lOOc EC Treaty where the Parliament had a more formal role to 
play; 

or 

b) if under K.8. 2, expenditure under Title VI was charged to the Budget of the European 
Communities. If operational expenditure was charged to the Communities' Budget, this 
would fall under non-compulsory expenditure whereby the Parliament would have the last 
say. 

Neither of the two have yet to be seriously considered. In December of 1993 the 
European Parliament forwarded to the Commission and the Council a draft. IIA providing 
a better information procedure and better ex ante consultation for the Parliament. This was 
not however accepted by the Council. 

EP's role in Common Foreign and security policy 

Once again in the second pillar, there have been problems of interpretation. The 
Presidency shall consult Parliament on the main ai;pects and choices of the CFSP and the 
Parliament shall be regularly informed by the Commission and the Presidency on the 
development of the CFSP. As in the third pillar, an annual debate will be held on the 
progress in implementing the CFSP. Once again the Parliament has broadly interpreted its 
right to be consulted before any important decision is taken. The Presidency thinks 
otherwise. 
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3.2.- ROLE OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS 

3.2:1.- Introduction 

The need to work more closely and involve the national parliaments in EC process was 
foreseen even before the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union. Contacts 
between the national parliaments and the European Parliament included: 

- COSAC (Conference des organes specialises dans les affaires europeennes des 
Assemblees de la Communaute)- meetings between committees specialising in EU affairs 
in national parliaments and the relevant committees in the European Parliament The 
COSAC procedure has shown to be quite successfuL 

- The Conference of Presidents - meetings between the President of the European 
Parliament and the Presidents of the national parliaments which meets biarmually. 

-Assises - The Conference of the Parliaments is not in fact something new. It met for the 
first (and only) time in December 1990 in Rome where it adopted a Joint Declaration. 

Since the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union, the Parliamentary Assises has 
not been usedll6. 

3.2.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

Declaration No 13 on the role of national parliaments in the European Union 

This Declaration requests an increase in exchange of information between the national 
parliaments and the European Parliament A more formal relationship should be 
established ensuring regular meetings between the national parliaments and the European 
Parliament. It also suggests that national parliaments should receive Commission 
legislative proposals with enough time to comment on them m. 

Declaration No 14 on the Conference of the Parliaments 

Declaration No 14 "invites the European Parliament and the national parliaments to meet 
... as a Conference of the Parliaments (or 'Assises')" which would be consulted on the 
main aspects of EU activities. The President of the European Council and the President of 
the Commission would also report to each session of the Assises. 

The increasing scope of the EU activities is quite clearly going to affect (some might fear 
it to be an undermining of) traditional activities of the national parliaments. However, 

11'0n the other hand, meetings in the framework of COSAC have heen quite regular. 

'
17Th is will require some Governments to change their procedure of provision of EU 

information to their respective parliaments. Greater co-operation between government and 
parliament is clearly needed in some Member States. 
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there is also a growing recognition that the national parliaments cannot be ignored as they 
are the democratically elected representatives of each Member State. The two declarations 
foresee, at least the need for greater co-operation and partnership between the national 
parliaments and the European Parliament to ensure that neither side feels that they are 
being undermined. 

It must not be forgotten that the national parliaments have a direct role to play in many 
aspects covered by the TEU: 118 

Traditionally, national parliaments play a direct role in the transposition of Community 
directives. 

Modification of the Treaties may require constitutional revision in Member States thereby 
requiring the active participation of the parliaments. 

Ratification of Conventions under Art 220 but now also under Art. K3 §2c relating to 
matters concerning justice and home affairs. This is important seeing that in Title VI, 
considering that the main legislative instruments are those more in line with instruments of 
public international law such as conventional. If the national parliaments want to influence 
the process, they can do so refusing to ratiry conventions which have already been signed 
by their respective governments. 

The use of the passerelle in Art. K. 9 may also involve the national parliaments as it 
states: "It shall recommend the Member States to adopt that decision in accordance with 
their respective constitutional requirements."• 

Other areas where the national parliaments may be involved or: citizenship (Art. Se), the 
drawing up of a uniform election procedure for the European Parliament elections (Art. 
138 §3), and decisions on own resources (Art. 201). 

Problems relating to involvement of the national parliaments concern to a great extent, the 
differing situations in each Member-State. 

118See Commission, Projet de Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Traite sur l'Union 
Europeenne, le 19 avril 1995, p.15. 

119See chapter on justice and home affairs for further details. 
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3.3.- THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 

3 .3. L- Introduction 

The Council is the highest legislative body in the European Union. It is made up of the 
respective Ministers or representatives of. each Member-State at ministerial level, 
authorised to commit the government of that Member State120

• 

3.3.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

In some areas the TEU has given the European Parliament greater power in the legislative 
process (see chapters on the Parliament and procedures). However this is quite restricted 
and ultimately it is still the Council that adopts legislation. 

The Council's ability to take decisions in quick and effective manner have been reinforced 
. by the extension of qualified majority voting (see chapter on procedures for further 
information). In 1994, the Council took 48 decisions by qualified majority. 121 Out of 95 
meetings in the year of 1994, in all, 148 decisions, 46 directives and 274 regulations were 
adopted by the CounciL 122 

3.3.3.- Role of the Council in the Second and Third Pillars 

The Treaty on European Union institutionalised the areas of Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (Title V TEU) and Justice and Home Affairs (Title VI TEU) in what is 
commonly known as the second and third pillars. These entail subject areas which are 
very sensitive at the national level and directly affect the national sovereignty of a 
country. For this reason, the Community legislative procedure of the EC Treaty (the first 
pillar) does not apply. The decision making process could be best described as 
intergovernmentalism institutionalised under the Union framework. As the Council is the 
Community institution that best represents the interests of the Member States, it .is the 
Council that carries greatest weight in such nationally sensitive areas as CFSP and 
JHN". 

""Art 146 EC Treaty. 

121European CommissiOn, General Report on the activities of the European Union 1994, 
p.409. . 

122lhid. p. 419. 

123For further details, see chapters of CFSP and JHA 
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3.3.4.- The European Council 

3.3.4.1.- Introduction 

The fundamental provisions dealing with the European Council are to be found in the 
section of the TEU dealing with common provisions; it is not defined (though it is 
referred to) within the EC Treaty, a characteristic introduced when the European Council 
was frrst. formalised by the Single European Act in 1987; one consequence of this is that 
the European Council does not fall under the judicial control of the ECJ. The TEU did 
not however merely transfer these provisions from the SEA to the TEU, rather they were' 
added to. These additions are described below. 

3.3.4.2.- Innovations introduced by Maastricht and their Implementation 

Anicle D - A Definition of the European Council 

The European Council is said to "provide the Union with the necessary impetus for its 
development and shall define the general political guidelines thereof" (Article D TEU). 
This formalises what had always been the case before; major changes in the Union's 
structure (e.g. reform of the Treaties, enlargement) have always been formally launched 
and agreed to by the European Council. Political guidelines have been provided by the 
numerous 'conclusions' produced after each European Council meeting. · 

The frequency of meetings remains the same - "at least twice a year" - although there 
were three in the course of 1994: Corfu in June, Brussels in July and Essen in December. 
This additional meeting was necessitated by the lack of agreement within the European 
Council on the candidate for President of the new Commission. 

Two other additions once again serve merely to formalise existing practice: 

- meetings are now to be held under the chairmanship of the head of the 
government-or state of the country holding the Presidency of the Council; 

- declarations annexed to the Treaty (nos.3 & 4) allowing the European 
Council to invite the fmance and economics ministers to meetings dealing 
with EMU. 

These new Treaty provisions have been used when necessary since the entry into force of 
the Treaty. 

A new paragraph was added to Article D instructing the European Council to submit to 
the Parliament a report after each of its meetings and a yearly written report on the 
progress achieved by the Union; the latter was being produced for the first time during 
April 1995. 
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Other New Provisions ofRelevance to the European Council 

Article Policy Area Terminology used Number of times 
used 

Sets broad guidelines for 

103 economic policies of the 
European Council 2 124 

Member States and 
·Community 

Governments of the 
Nomination of Executive Member States at the 

109a Board of European· level of Heads of 0 
Central Bank State or of 

Government 
. 

109b 
Report by ECB to 

European Council 0 
European Council 

Governments of the 
Appointment of President Member States at the 

109f of European Monetary level of the Heads of 1 
Institute State or of· 

Government 

Council meeting in 

109j Decision to move to the the composition of the 
0 

third stage of EMU Heads of State or of 
Government 

Decision to withdraw 
Council meeting in 

derogations from 
109k Member States in order 

the composition of the 
0 

to join the third stage of 
Heads of State or of 

EMU 
Government 

Definition of principles 

J.8 
of and guidelines for the 

European Council 2 
common foreign and 

security policy 

The difference in terminology is of vital importance. When acting as the Council at the 
level of heads of state and government, the European Council de facto becomes an 
institution under the judicial review of the ECJ - something impossible for the European 
Council in its normal guise since it is not officially an institution of the European 
Community (nor is it included in Article 173 EC). The Member States must - or should-

·"' have been fully aware of this factor when deciding on what terminology to employ in 
referring to the European Council in the Treaty. The term "governments of the Member 
States at the lev~l of Heads of State or of Government" would appear to avoid any form 

124 22.12.1993 (OJ L 7, 11.1.1994, p.9) and 11.7.1994 (OJ L 200, 3.8.1994, 
p.38) 
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of possible judicial review and is arguably a yet more intergovernmental formulation than 
the term "European Council". 

3.3.4.3.- Remarks 

The European Council's position as the highest body has been reinforced by the TEU: it 
steps in when appointing 'presidential' figures and setting general guidelines for key areas 
such as EMU and CFSP. Although not actually mentioned in Article K, it is clear from 
Council press releases that the European Council also plays an important role in Justice 
and Home Affairs, such as agreeing to the annual work programme. Thus, the image -
and probably the reality - of the European Council being the superior body in the system 
has been maintained and strengthened. However, one factor contributing to this 'superior' 
position of the European Council has been that it has always agreed matters by consensus 
without proceeding to a formal vote; Articles 109j(3) and 109j(4) introduce for the first 
time qualified majority voting amongst the heads of government or state. Whilst it may be 
true that the term used here is the "Council meeting in the composition of the Heads of 
State or Government", it may fundamentally change the atmosphere within which the 
Member States discuss in the European Council and may render the differentiated image 
of it somewhat less 'serene'. Further, the fact that these two articles refer to qualified
majority voting means that the heads of state or of government are - in these cases - no 
longer equals with. the weighting of the votes differentiating their strength around the 
negotiating table. 

3.4.- THE COMMISSION 

3.4.1.- Introduction 

The role of the Commission was influenced in two ways by the TEU - three articles 
dealing specifically with the Commission were changed (only one of which fundamentally 
though) and the Commission's existing powers were extended to the new policy areas 
(including the Second and Third Pillars) introduced by Maastricht. This reflects the 
tendency shown in previous reforms - the Commission benefits as much , if not more, 
from the introduction of new policy areas as it does from any changes to the articles 
directly governing the Commission. 

3.4.2.- Innovations introduced by Maastricht and their Implementation 

3.4.2.1.- Articles dealing specifically with the Commission (Art.l55-163 EC) 

Anicle 158- The Nomination of the Commission 

This article, allowing for a new procedure for the nomination of the Commission, was 
used for the first time in 1994/95. It introduces co-terminous five year terms of office for 
the Commission (previously four year terms) and the Parliament and gives the Parliament 
the right to give its opinion on the choice of Commission President and to have a vote of 
approval for the Commission as a whole. 
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Date Stage in Process Comment 

15 July 1994 
Member States choose J acques Santer is 
candidate for President compromise candidate 

Parliament opinion on 
52.2% of votes in favour 

21 July 1994 of candidate (only 49.9% 
candidate for President including abstentions) 

Candidate officially 
J acques Santer is the 

26 July 1994 nominated by common 
accord of Member States 

official nominee 

Member States nominate 
31 October 1994 candidates for -

Commissioners 

EP holds individual This stage not strictly 
4-10 January 1995 hearings of each 

Commission nominee 
foreseen by the Treaty 

EP delivers vote of 71.9% of votes cast in 
18 January 1995 approval on the favour 

Commission "as a body" 

Decision by common 20 new Commissioners 
accord of Member States take up their positions 

23 January 1995 appointing the I 
Commissioners and 

including the 3 from the 

Commission President 
new Member States 

This procedure is indirectly criticised by the Council report '": "the procedure took seven 
months ... ; it was felt in some quarters that this was too long". The Commission's paper 126 

however points out that the lengthiness of the procedure was to some extent due to the 
fact that the accession treaties for the three new Member States came into force just when 
the Commission was being renewed. 

Comments: 

- the Treaty does not specify what majority is required for the 'opinion' of the Parliament 
on the Member States' choice of candidate for Commission President. Although this 
'opinion' is of no legally binding value whatsoever, it is of some political relevance, at 
least in the eyes of the Parliament. As is usual, where no majority is specified in the 
Treaty, the Parliament must "act by an absolute majority of the votes cast" (Article 141). 

!25 

!26 

Report of the Council of Ministers on the Functioning of the Treaty 
on European Union (adopted by the EU's Foreign Ministers at their 
meeting in Luxembourg on April 10, 1995), published in "European 
Report - Document", supplement to European Report no.2032 - 12 
April 1995, p.9 

"Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur )'Union Europeenne", 
unpublished Commission document, 19.4.95, p.ll 
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Since abstentions are not understood as being votes cast, the presidential candidate may be 
approved by less than 50% of the total number of votes cast plus abstentions; this was the 
case with Jacques Santer who received only 49.9% of the total number of votes cast plus 
abstentions. Therefore it is only because the Parliament was required to achieve its most 
easily attainable majority that the Member States' candidate was approved in a 
consultative vote. 

- As on past occasions, the EP understood the TEU provisions in an expansive rather than 
restrictive manner. Accordingly, "Parliament has built on these Treaty provisions by 
providing in its Rules of Procedure that candidate Commissioners must appear before the 
competent parliamentary committee for questioning in a public hearing""'. As was seen 
earlier this year, though these hearings cannot lead to the blockage of the nomination of 
individual Commissioners by the Parliament, they can carry some political weight both 
inside and outside the EP. · 

Anicle 159 - Replacement of a Commissioner 

This article deals with the way in which a vacancy resulting from the death, resignation or 
compulsory retirement of a Commissioner should be filled. Although the TEU added to 
this article, the additions were merely "a tidying-up exercise, writing into the Treaty of 
Rome provisions of the Merger Treaty" 128

• The President of the Commission must be 
replaced according to the normal procedure for the nomination of President; any other 
member of the Commission is replaced by a new member appointed by common accord of 
the Member States, thus bypassing any role for the Parliament. Neither of these 
replacement procedures have yet needed to be used. 

Anicle 161 - Commission Vice-Presidents 

Contrary to the previous practice of the Member States appointing six Vice-Presidents by 
common accord, the reformed Article 161 permits the Commission itself to appoint up to 
the reduced number of two Vice-Presidents from amongst its members. This provision 
was first used on February 1st 1995 when two Commissioners were appointed as Vice
Presidents. 

3.4.2.2.- Other Areas of Change for the Commission 

The role of the Commission has been intensified by other changes made in the TEU. Most 
of the aspects listed below are dealt with in more detail in the appropriate section of this 
paper. 

In Articles J and K the Commission is to be fully associated with the work undertaken in 
the areas of common foreign and security policy and justice and home affairs. It enjoys an 
albeit limited, shared right of initiative in each of these areas. 

127 

128 

Part B: Explanatory Statement, Draft Report of the Committee on 
Institutional Affairs on the development of the European Union, 
Rapp<>rteur: D.Martin, PE 211.919//B, 16.3.95, p.15 

D.Macrae in O'Keefe & Twomey 1994, p.l72 
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3.5.- THE COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

3.5. 1.- Introduction: Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

Besides the confirmation and enlargement of the role of the Court of First Instance (art. 
168a) and the possibility for the Council to attribute new competences to this institution, 
with the exception of referrals for preliminary rulings, the major changes introduced by 
the Treaty on European Union concerning the Court of Justice are: the possibility for the 
Court to impose, on the Commission's demand, a lump sum or penalty payment to the 
State that has failed to take the necessary measures to comply with a Court's judgment 
within the time-limit laid down by the Commission (art. 171); and both the extension of 
most of the clauses contained in articles 164 to 188 in order to include the European 
Central Bank (arts. 173, 175, 176, 177), as well as the attribution of powers to the 
EMI/ECB, similar to those conferred upon the Commission in respect of national central 
banks. 

Measures provided by article 171 have not been used yet by the Court, although the 
Commission already informed the Member States in July 1994 that it would be ready to 
apply them, as well as of the fact that it would include a specific clause in its reasoned 
opinions addressed to Member States not having complied with the judgments of the 
Court. 

In what concerns the powers of the Court and its exercise in matters related with the 
Second and Third Pillar (art. L and art.K.3§2.c), it may be only competent, within the 
Third Pillar, in the case of conventions in which it is expressly stipulated that the Court 
shall have jurisdiction to interpret their provisions and to rule on any disputes regarding 
their application. This clause was not used by the Council in the only case so far of its 
kind, the Convention on a simplified procedure for extradition among Member States (10 
March 1995 - JO C78 30.03.95). 

Several cases have already been brought before the Court concerning new articles of the 
TEU, such as the principle of subsidiarity (art.3B), the free movement of capital (articles 
73B to 73H) and other new legal bases of the Treaty. 

Both the Commission 129 and the European Parliament130 express in their respective Reports 
on the Functioning of the TEU, as well as the Court of Justice131 in a more indirect way, 
the convenience of the extension of the competence of the Court to areas relating to the 
common and foreign security policy, justice and internal affairs and those covered by the 
Schengen Agreement, especially in those cases where rights and obligations of the 
individual citizens could be affected. 

129 Commission Enropeenne, Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur !'Union 
Europeenne, SEC(95) 731 final, Bruxelles, 10 mai 1995, p.26. 

130 European Parliament, Resolution on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union with 
a view to the 1996 !GC- Implementation and development of the Union, A4-0102/95, Brussels, 17 
May 1995, pp.3-4. 

131 Rapport de la Cour de Justice sur certains aspects de !'application du Traite sur !'Union 
Europeenne, Luxembourg, 18 mai 1995. 
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3.5.2.- THE COURT OF JUSTICE 

3.5.2. 1.- The implementation of the new provisions of the TEU 

The repercussions of the entry into force of the TEU have only had very limited effects in 
what concerns the everyday activity of the Court, due to the excessively long delay that 
have required both the approval and implementation of some of its new basic procedural 
and institutional dispositions. The procedure for the adoption of the new Statute of the 
Court and Rules of Procedure respectively finished on 22 December 1994 and 21 
February 1995, therefore not having yet been implemented and used to a full extent. 

Both the Commission"' and the European Parliament133 consider in their respective Reports 
that more flexible internal operating arrangements should be introduced to permit the 
Court to keep its efficiency in spite of the increase in workload and the prospect of 
enlargement; in that respect, the Court134 itself has also suggested the convenience of 
changing the exigence of unanimity within the Council, contained in art.188§3, for any 
future modification of its Rules of Procedure. 

The Court has regularly made use of the opportunities offered by article 165§3 and by the 
increase in the number of judges to sit in most of the cases in courtrooms and not in 
plenary session; in that respect, the Member States and the institutions have shown a 
cooperative attitude by substantially reducing the number of cases in which the Court is 
requested by a party to the proceedings to sit in plenary session. This has been one of the 
main reasons for the reduction of the average duration of proceedings before the Court: 

Nature 
of Year 1992 1993 1994 

Proceedings 

Preliminary rulings 18.8 20.4 18 

Direct appeals 25.8 22.9 20.8 

Appeals (Pourvois) 17.5 19.2 21.2 
. Source: Rapport de la Cour de Justice sur certams aspects de l'apphcation du Tra1te 

sur !'Union Europeenne, Luxembourg, 18 mai 1995, p.4. 

The increase in the duration of the appeals (pourvois) can be explained due to the relative 
increase of appeals concerning EC Competition Law, which require longer and more 
complex procedures than the common cases regarding issues brought by EC officials. 

Both the Council and the European Parliament have also used in several occassions the 
new versions of articles 173§1 and 173§3 allowing them to bring respectively before the 
Court acts taken by the Parliament, by the Council and the Parliament according to 

132 V id. supra. 
133 Vid. supra. 
134 Vid. supra. 
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art.189b and by another institution attacking the powers and prerogatives of the Parliament. 

The rest of new articles of the TEU (art.l71, art_ K.3§2.c) and those. articles concerning 
the European Monetary Institute/European Central Bank, as above mentioned, have not 
yet been applied_ 

The accession of the three new Member States to the EU in 1995 had consequences on the 
nomination of the judges of the Court, since the new global number of 15 rended 
unnecessary the designation of a second judge from one of the Member States; the 
problem was solved by temporarily changing the category of this second, at the moment 
Italian, judge to that of an Advocate-General. Proposals have been made to enable the 
Advocate-Generals, and not only the judges, in the election, among the judges, of the 
President of the Court. 

3.5.2.2.- Some final remarks: the change of the nature of the Court of Justice 

The consolidation of the role of the Court of First Instance has caused major changes in 
the nature of the cases brought, disposed of and pending before the Court of Justice and 
tilerefore has redefined its priorities and main objectives as institution: 

Cases registered before the Court: 

Nature 
of Year 1992 1993 1994 

Proceedings 

Preliminary rulings 162 204 203 

Direct appeals 251 265 125 .. 

Appeals (Pourvois) 25 17 13 

Other cases 4 4 13 

TOTAL 442 490 354 
Source: Re p ort of the Council of Ministers on the functiomn g of the TEU lU.U4.95 
p.28. 

Cases disposed of by the Court: 

Nature 
of Year 1992 1993 1994 

Proceedings 

Preliminary rulings 157 196 163 

Direct appeals 171 132 100 

Appeals (Pourvois) 13 11 20 
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Opinions 1 1 1 

Special proceedings 3 2 9 

TOTAL 345 342 293 
Source. Ib1d, p.28. 

Cases pending: 

Nature 
of Year 1992 1993 1994 

Proceedings 

Preliminary rulings 232 (269) 240 (277) 259 (317) 

Direct ·appeals 405 (433) 109 (115) 134 (140) 

Appeals (Pourvois) 31 (31) 36 (37) 29 (30) 

Opinions 2 (2) 1 (1} 3 (3} 

Special proceedings 1 (1) 3 (3} . 
4 (4} 

TOTAL 671 (736) 389 .(433) 429 (494) 

Source: Ibid, p .29. 

It may be noted that 57.3% of the current cases having been registered before the Court 
concern preliminary rulings; the activity of assuring a unitary interpretation of EC Law 
has become the major task of the Court, approximating its role to that of a national 
Supreme Court of Appeal. However, there has been a considerable slowing-doWII in the 
Court's judicial activities in 1994; the number of pending cases has also increased in the 
same period, the Court having settled fewer cases than it receives. Some critical voices 
among the doctrine have denounced the recent decrease in the "coherence" and "quality" 
of the Court judgments, as well as the presence of a certain phenomenon of 
"politicisation". 

3.5.3.- THE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE 

3.5. 3 .I.- The implementation of the new provisions of the TEU 

Most of the conclusions above presented concerning the Court of Justice are also 
applicable to the case of the Court of First Instance. The new version of its Rules of 
Procedure could only be adopted on 17 February 1995, after its approval by both the 
Council and the Court of Justice. The consequences of the new version of article 168A, 
enlarging the jurisdiction of the CFI with the exception of referrals to preliminary rulings, 
will only be fully assessed after a longer period of implementation of the Council 
decisions transfering these competences (mainly Council Decision 07 .03.94, JO L66 
10.03.94, but also Regulations 40/94 and 2100/94); new transfers of competences have 
not therefore been yet implemented. 
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The increase in the workload of the CFI has been considerable after the entry into force of 
the TEU, although the average duration of the proceedings has remained stable or even 
decreased, with the exception of the appeals by officials. In fact, the productivity of the 
CFI has proved to be remarkably high during this period. Its workload is in any case 
bound to increase further with the litigation concerning, among others, intellectual and 
industrial property (more than 400 cases are expected for late 1996-1997). The transfer of 
jurisdiction concerning EC Competition Law, especially State aids and anti-dumping 
procedures, has involved the study of highly complex economic affairs with a particular 
negative effect on the productivity of the CFI. 

The main measures taken by the CFI to tackle this increase in workload are contained in 
its new Rules of Procedure, which both rationalises the internal structure and working 
methods of the courtrooms, the number of their members being now three, and reduces 
the duration of the oral hearings and the extension of the final decisions. 

Court of First Instance - Cases: 

Cases Year 1992 1993 1994 

Cases registered 116 589 (397) 

Cases disposed of 120 99 (436) 

Cases pending 166 653 (618) 

Source: CFI - ProVIsional fi gu res for 1 4 

The Court of First Instance frrmly regrets in its Report on the Functioning of the TEU 
addressed to the President of the Court of Justice on 17 May 1995"' the confusion created 
by the ambiguous denomination attributed to this institution by the Treaty, as well as the 
difficulty arisen for the differentiation, from a purely terminological point of view, 
between the Court of Justice of the European Communities (Court + CFI) and the Court 
ofJustice as a integrating part of it. 

3.5.3.2.- Final remarks 

Both the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance ascertain, in their respective 
reports on the functioning of the TEU, the positive impact that the reinforcement of the 
role of the Court of First Instance, provided by the TEU, has had both for the protection 
of the rights of individuals .and for the quality and efficiency of the jurisdictional system 
of the Community, insofar as it has clearly enabled the Court of Justice to consecrate 
itself to the task of ensuring the uniform interpretation and application of EC law. 

135 Contrihution du Trihuna1 de Premiere Instance en vue de la Conference 
Intergouvernementale 1996 au Rapport de la Cour de Justice sur eertains aspects de !'application du 
Traite sur !'Union Europcenne, Luxembourg, 17 mai 1995. 
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3.6.- THE COURT OF AUDITORS 

3. 6. L- Introduction 

The Treaty on European Union has upgraded the rank of the Court of Auditors from that 
of a simple organ of the European Communities to the category of full Community 
institution. As such, it plays an increasing role within the Union; the Treaty has also 
established the principles of budgetary discipline (art. 20la) and sound fmancial 
management (art. 205) as major landmarks of the European construction, thus reinforcing 
the relevance of the external auditing function carried out by the Court of Auditors. 

3.6.2.- The implementation of the new provisions of the TEU 

The new members of the Court of Auditors were appointed by Council Decision of 7 
February 1994. 

In addition to its Annual Report, the Special Reports and Opinions issued by the Court of 
Auditors have been generally acknowledged for their quality as fundamental instruments 
for budgetary and economic purposes. The number of Reports and Opinions issued since 
the entry into force of the TEU has not drastically changed (in fact it has slightly 
decreased), compared to the previous situation. 

The 1994 Essen Summit of the European Council has made a general appeal to all 
institutions and Member States encouraging them to undertake stricter follow-up measures 
of the Reports of the Court, insofar as they point out areas in which improvements are 
possible and desirable. In fact, recent Reports from the Court, both Annual and Special, 
have continued insisting on the absence of control of budgetary management in many 
fields, the non-achievement of objectives despite significant expenditure and the failure to 
take corrective action following the Court's previous observations. 

In spite of Declaration No 21 armexed to the TEU, which formally calls on the institutions 
to consider, with the Court, all appropriate ways of enhancing the effectiveness of its 
work, the Court of Auditors mentions recent cases where its work has been hindered by 
members of the Commission, Parliament and Member States; however, the major 
problems encountered, which concerned Community measures managed by the EIB, are in 
the process of being defmitely solved. 

The Commission, which, according to Art. 20la, is now compelled not to make any 
legislative proposal or adopt any implementing measure with appreciable budgetary 
implications, without providing assurance of their capability to be financed within the 
limit of the Community's own resources, acknowledges in its Report on the Functioning 
of the TEU136 the improvement and intensification of the cooperation with the Court of 
Auditors. The Resolution on the functioning of the TEU adopted by the European 

136 Commission Europ6enne, Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur )'Union 
Europeenne, SEC(95) 731 final, Bruxelles, 10 mai 1995, pp.26-27. 
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Parliament137 suggests the extension of the role of the Court of Auditors to all areas of 
European Union activity, as well as the extension of the term of office of its members to 
an only, non-renewable period of nine years. 

The Court of Auditors has not yet been able to provide ·the Parliament and the Council 
with the "statement of assurance", established in Article 188c, examining the soundness of 
the budget and the legality and regularity of financial operations concerning the 1994 
budgetary exercise. The Court will henceforth soon exerce this new power for the frrst 
time; the balance sheet of the 1994 budget was rended to the budgetary authority and the 
Court of Auditors by the end of last month (28 April 1995). 

Legal action has been brought before the Court of Justice against the Court of Auditors of 
the European Communities in a relatively increasing number of cases in the last months, 
especially in the case of issues concerning officials from the European institutions . 

137 European Parliament, Resolution on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union with 
a view to the 1996 !GC- Implementation and development of the Union. A4-0l02/95, Brussels, 17 
May !995; p.ll, §26. 
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3.7.- THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE 

3. 7. 1.- Introduction 

Traditionally the role of the Economic and Social Committee has been that of providing a 
. forum for social dialogue. It must be consulted by the Council and the Commission where 

the Treaty so provides. The Council and the Commission may also request of the 
ECOSOC its opinion in accordance with a set time limit (Art. 198). Its members comprise 
of those coming from wide-ranging categories of economic and social activity, such as 
"representatives of producers, farmers, carriers, workers, dealers, craftsmen, professional 
occupations and representatives of the general public". - · 

3.7.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU 

Art. 194 reinforces the independent status of the members of the ECOSOC in the 
performance of their duties. 

Art. 196 reinforces the Committee's right to adopt its own rules of procedure independent 
of other Coll!-munity bodies. 

Finally and most importantly, The Economic and Social Committee may now submit 
opinions at its own initiative where it considers it appropriate (Art 198 §1). 

3.7.3.- Remarks 

The Economic and Social Committee has been accorded greater freedom and flexibility to 
contribute effectively to the economic and social dialogue in the Union. It has used its 
new powers by issuing 39 opinions at its own initiative (up to 31 March 1995). It has 
issued a total of 221 opinions, 2 of which are information reports, 11 additional opinions, 
39 own initiative opinions, 39 opinions on referral by the Commission and 138 opinions 
on referral by the Council'". 

138See Report of the Council of Ministers on the Functioning of the Treaty on European 
Union, adopted 10 April 1995, Annex VII(b). 
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3.8.- COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS 

3. 8. L- Introduction 

In 1988, the Commission established its own Consultative Council of Regional and Local 
Authorities. Members of the Council were appointed by the Commission on the joint 
nomination of the CEMR, IULA and the AER and was administered by DGXVI for 
Regional Policy. 

3.8.2.- Innovations introduced by the TEU and their implementation 

The Consultative Council of Regional and Local Authorities was replaced following the 
entry into force of the TEU by a permanent body called the Committee of the Regions 
(Chapter 4 TEU Arts 198a-198c). Its establishment is seen as a response to the demand to 
bring the policy making process closer to the citizen, through sub-national participation in 
the European integration process. This Committee, with advisory status comprises of 
representatives of both regional and local bodies. There are 189 members who hold office 
for three years. 

From the beginning, it was decided through Protocol 16 of the TEU to accord the 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions with a same 
organisational structure. 

The Committee of the Regions according to Art 198c must be consulted by the Council or 
the Commission where the Treaty so provides. The Council or the Commission may also 
request an opinion of the Committee of the Regions subject to a time limit. Furthermore 
the Committee may issue own initiative opinions. 

The obligatory consultation procedure applies to the areas of: Education, Culture, Public 
Health, Trans-European Networks and Social and Economic Cohesion. 

Initially, the Committee had some difficulties in organising itself internally. After 
overcoming several teething problems, the Committee held its first session on the 9/10 
March 1994. The fust day of the meeting comprised mainly of procedural aspects such as 
the appointment of the President (Jacques Blanc) and Vice-President (Jose Maragall). 
However on the second day already, the Committee had begun preparation for an opinion 
on the proposal for a Council Regulation establishing a Cohesion Fund and proposal for a 
Council Regulation establishing a cohesion financial instrument. 139 

The Committee of the Regions has organised itself into several committees (Regional 
Development, Social and Economic Cohesion etc.) and on paper has been very active. To 
date it has issued 42 opinions"0

: 

139See COM(93). Opinion of the Committee was issued on the 5/6 April 1994. 

'"'See Rapport de la Commission sur la fonctionnement du Traite sur )'Union Europeenne, 
Bruxelles, le 10.05.!995, SEC(95) 731 finaL Annexe 2. 
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A) 

B) 

C) 

Obligatory Consultation " Art 198c §I 

Optional (opinions requested by either the 
Council or Commission " Art 198c §2 

Own initiative opinions" 198c §4 

16 

15 

11 

Such figures on their own may lead one to suggest that the Committee of the Regions has 
been quite active in its first few years of operation. The difficulty is of course in assessing 
whether both the Council and the. Commission took the opinions and views of the 
Committee into account. According to the Commission, in the first two sets of opinions 
(above), points made by the Committee have been duly taken into consideration. This 
would suggest that the Committee has taken a pragmatic approach in submitting moderate 
opinions which have a greater chance of receiving a positive response by the Commission. 
The own initiative proposals however, according to the Commission, seem to have lost a . 
certain amount of focus. '41 

Problems that still exist in the Committee are mainly as a result of its heterogeneous 
rnake"up which will be difficult to resolve. The varying regional structures in the Member 

States of the Union mean that you have representatives of small local authorities, of 
Counties and of Landers, each one with widely differing competences and responsibilities, 
all however sitting at the same table in the Committee of the Regions . 

'"Thid p. 15. 
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4_- NEW PROCEDURES 

4.1.- CO-DECISION- 189 B 

4.LL- Introduction 

The procedure described in Article 189B was considered to be one of the major 
innovations of the Maastricht Treaty as regards the decision-making process. The 
so called "eo-decision" procedure increases the participation of the EP in the 
legislative process for important areas of EC activity, therefore enhancing 
transparency and democracy_ However, the need to preserve the delicate balance of 
power between institutions has resulted in the creation of an extremely complex 
procedure, the efficiency of which efficiency has been questioned. Moreover, the 
Treaty left many questions unanswered, namely with respect to modalities of 
execution (i.e. comitology) and the internal organisation of the conciliation 
committee_ 

The following analysis will try to assess the functioning of the "eo-decision" 
procedure in these frrst months of implementation of the TEU, considering not 
only its scope of application and efficiency, but also its effect on inter-institutional 
relations_ Finally the reform of the procedure will be discussed, in view of the IGC 
96. 

4_ 1.2.- Implementation of the Procedure 

Stage of the Number of 
Procedure Acts 
Commtsswn' s 1L4 

Proposals 
Adopted: 33 
*Conclllation 1) 

*No Conciliation 18 
Rejected 2 
:source: Ka ppo rt sur le roncl!onnement au TUE, Commission des Communautes 
Europeennes, SEC(95) 731 final, 10.05.95, p.19 

From the table above it is quite clear that the procedure has worked well allowing 
for the adoption of 33 legal acts in 18 months_ The two rejections by the EP (both 
after a conciliation procedure) had different origins: the biotechnology directive 
was rejected in the third reading, in plenary session, due to disagreement with the 
position of the conciliation committee regarding the substance of the proposal; in 
the case of the "telephonie vocale" directive, it was impossible to find an 
agreement on the comitology question in the conciliation committee_ 

The comitology question was subsequently solved tlrrough a modus vivendi between 
the EP, Council and Commission but the fact that a procedural question prevented 
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the adoption of a major legal text is highly revealing of the political interests at 
stake. As the Council report put~ it: "The application of the new procedure has 
been complicated by the linkage which was initially established with other matters, 
including committee procedure and amounts deemed necessary."'" 

Whether these initial difficulties in implementing the new procedure can be solved 
within the framework of interinsitutional relations"' or whether they will bring 
about a change of the procedure in the next revision of the Treaty remains to be 
seen. For the moment it is very significant that all institutions agree that, as it 
stands now, eo-decision is an extremly complex procedure - in fact, the Council 
mentions the problems of coordination between the Conciliation Committee and the 
EP meeting in plenary session; as for the EP, it makes several suggestions to the 
IGC 96 on how to simplifY the procedure, namely through the suppression of 
intermediary phases such as the intention to reject after the first reading, the 
introduction of a simplified conciliation procedure at that stage and the 
harmonization of majorities required to reject the final text"4

• 

These matters appear yet more relevant if it is considered that one of the issues on 
the agenda for 96 is the extension of eo-decision to other areas of EU activity. 
This extension cannot be achieved at the expense of the efficiency of thre decision
making process - therefore a reform of the 189B procedure will certainly be a 
priority for the IGC along with a simplification and systematisation of the 
remaining legislative procedures. 

4.2.- ASSENT PROCEDURE 

4.2.1.- Introduction 

The Treaty on European Union introduced both a qualitative and a quantitative 
change to the assent procedure. This decision-making modality, which constitutes 
the only true form of "eo-decision" requires the explicit agreement of the European 
Parliament in order that a decision may be taken. The Single European Act 
introduced this procedure in order to involve the European Parliament in the 
ratification of association agreements (concluded under Article 238) and accession 
of new member states (Article 237). The voting modality for the European 
Parliament was the absolute majority of the members composing the Parliament, 

142 

"Report of the Council of Ministers on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union", 
10.4.95, published in European Report no2032, 12.04.95, p.8 

That is to say through interinstitutional arrangements such as the abovementioned modus 
vivendi or the agreement on the working procedures of the conciliation committee concluded 
even before the entering into force of the TEU (on the 21.10.93) . ... 
The EP suggest other changes designed less to simplify the procedure than to modify the 

existing political balance of power - for example by giving the Commission the power of 
, proposing and putting to the vote a compromise between the position of the two delegations in 

the conciliation committee; and also proposing to suppress the possibility of unilateral action 
by the Council after the conciliation committee failed to reach an agreement. (source: "EU 
Treaty and Intergovernmental Conference", Resolution A4 · 0102/95, pp.ll/12 
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which led on various occasions to the rejection by the Parliament of agreements 
already signed by the Council. The TEU extended the assent procedure to 7 
situations, four of which are of a legislative nature (Article 8a(2) on citizenship, 
Article 105(6) on conferring specific tasks to the European Central Bank, Article 
106(5) on amendments to the Statute of the ESCB/ECB and Article 130d on the 
Structural funds and on the Cohesion Fund) and one of a constitutional character 
(Article 138(3) on a uniform electoral procedure for the European Parliament). The 
modification of the modalities to conclude external agreements has also led to an 
extension of the range of international agreements requiring the Parliament's 
assent'". This scope enlargement was accompanied by a procedural differentiation 
within the assent procedure itself, since it only requires the majority of the votes 
cast in the EP in most of the cases. The "qualified assent" is reserved for the 
crucial matters: accession (Article 0-TEU) and the uniform electoral procedure, 
and was therefore excluded from the conclusion of association agreements. 

4.2.2.- Implementation of the procedure 

Stage of the Procedure Number of Legal Acts 
CommiSSIOn· s Proposals j:l 

(initiated before TEU) (20) 
Adopted: 7 
*International Agreements 5 
*Accession 1 
*Legislative Acts l 

:source: Kapport sur le toncttonnement du TU! , commiSsion des communautes huropeennes, 
SEC(95) 731 Final, 10.05.95, p.20. 

Among the 7 policy areas in which the assent of the European Parliament is 
required, only 3 have so far been subject to the implementation of this procedure. 
In the case of accession, the European Parliament approved as a whole the 
accession of the 3 Nordic applicants and of Austria. In the field of international 
agreements, the European Parliament gave its assent five times. Three were based 
on Article 238'46 , which meant a relaxing of the stipulated threshold in the EP from 
"qualified assent" to "votes-cast" assent. It is worthwhile singling out the case of 
the financial protocol with Syria; indeed, the new procedure allowed for the 
approval of the agreement which the EP had rejected under the former voting 
requirements for assent. Another concerned the conclusion of the Uruguay Round 
negotiations: the EP benefited from the extension of assent to "agreements 
establishing a specific institutional framework''. Further, the Montreal Protocol on 
"substances that deplete the ozone layer" had to be approved by the European 
Parliament because it "entailed amendment of an act concluded under the procedure 

"' Article 228(3) requires the assent of the European Parliament for agreements establishing a 
specific institutional framework, agreements having important budgetary implications, and 
agreements entailing the amendment of an act adopted under article 189B procedure, as well 
as for article 238 agreements. 

"' -

Regulation on certain procedures for applying the Agreement on the EEA and Agreement on 
the EEA-interim "acquis". 
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referred to in Article 189b". Finally, the assent procedure has been used once in 
the framework of regional policy for the establishment of the Cohesion.Fund. 

In the areas of accession and uniform electoral procedure, there is consensus on the 
fact that "qualified assent" is necessary. Indeed, both matters are crucial for the 
future of the Union and of the European Parliament. The downgrading of· the 
voting requirements for Article 238 agreements has also had a positive effect since 
it no longer gives an activist minority147 the possibility to block an international 
agreement. As for· the extension of the assent requirement to other types of 
agreements, it has proven beneficial to the EP and it guarantees (as in the Montreal 
Protocol) that its powers in internal . policies are not affected by the conduct of 
external affairs. However, this extension has also provoked some controversy over 
the interpretation of concepts such as "agreements having important budgetary 
implications" (in the case of the Fisheries agreement with Greenland"). 
All. in all, assent for international a!lfeements and accession is seen as the only way 
for the EP to participate effectively in the decision-making. This is not true for 
legislative acts, and both the Commission and the European Parliament echo their 
skepticism vis-a-vis · a procedure that merely empowers the EP to approve or 
disapprove without allowing it to have some constructive input in the legislation · · 

. ' 

concerned. 

. .~· . .. ' 

147 

In the previous cases where the EP refused to give its assent to Mediterranean Protocols, the 
majority of the vote cast was in favour, but abstentions and absente ism .were. too high to allow for 
an absolute majority in favour. · 
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Note to Readers 
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PREMIERE PARTIE 

HIERARCHIE DES NORMES 

INTRODUCTION 

La Declaration no 16 jointe au traite de Maastricht prevoit que la 
conference intergouvernementale qui sera convoquee en 1996, examinera 
dans queUe mesure il serait possible de revoir la' classification des actes 
communautaires en vue d'etablir une hierarchie appropriee entre les 
differentes categories de normes. 

La question de la hierarchie des actes communautaires figurera des 
lors a l'ordre du jour de la conference et, a ce titre, il nous a paru utile de 
faire le point des propositions ayant ete formulees a ce sujet. 

Pour ce faire, nous procederons, dans un premier temps, a un bref 
expose de la problematique en tentant de mettre en evidence, d'une part, les 
raisons pour lesquelles il parait opportun voire imperatif a certains de 
remettre de l'ordre dans les actes communautaires et d'instaurer une 
hierarchie entre ceux-ci et , d'autre part, les obstacles et difficultes qui 
risquent d'etre rencontres. 

Dans un deuxieme temps, nous nous refererons aux propositions 
prealables au traite de Maastricht relatives a la hierarchie des normes et aux 
raisons pour lesquelles la tentative de reclassification des actes a echoue et 
ete reportee a la conference de 1996. 

Enfin, nous nous pencherons sur les propositions recentes afin de 
rendre compte de l'etat des debats a ce propos et d'en tirer certaines 
conclusions. 
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I. PROBLEMA TIQUE 

Dans l'ordre juridique communautaire, la seule typologie existante est 
celle de !'article 189 du traite qui classe Ies actes en fonction, d'une part, des 
destinataires et, d'autre part, de la force obligatoire propre a chacun d'eux. 
La nature, legislative ou executive des actes, le processus decisionnel et les 
organes intervenant dans !'adoption de ceux-ci ne sont nullement pris en 
compte comme criteres de differenciation entre Ies actes. De plus, on a vu se 
multiplier des actes dits atypiques ou innommes etrangers a cette 
classification. 

Depuis l'entree en vigueur du traite de Maastricht, les procedures de 
decision brillent par leur multiplicite (les specialistes ne parvenant meme 
plus a s'accorder sur leur nombre exact)' et leur complexite. Trouver une 
coherence au sein de ce magma releve de la prouesse et ce notamment en 
raison de !'absence de correspondance entre la solennite plus ou moins 
grande de la procedure et une place plus ou moins elevee dans la hierarchie 
des normes.2 

De nombreuses voix s'elevent en vue d'une reduction du nombre de 
procedures et de leur simplification afin de pouvoir n!pondre aux exigences 
de transparence et d'efficacite accrue du processus decisionnel. L'idee 
d'instaurer une hierarchie entre les actes communautaires releve du ·meme 
souci de rationalisation et de democratisation. Il s'agit d'etablir une 
distinction claire entre les fonctions legislatives et executives et d'y faire 
correspondre un processus decisionnel determine. Cela permettrait, par 
exemple, de reserver !'intervention du Parlement europeen aux actes de 
nature legislative justifiant un veritable debat parlementaire et de soumettre 
les autres actes a caractere plus technique et d'importance politique moindre 
a une procedure simplifiee. 

L'extension de la procedure actuelle de codecision a de nouveaux 
domaines3 - eventuellement a tous ceux oil le Conseil statue a la majorite 
qualifiee - rendrait une telle mesure encore plus necessaire pour desengorger 

1 PIRIS ].C., "Apres Maastricht, les institutions communautaire sont-elles 
plus efficaces, plus democratiques et plus transparentes?", RTD eur., janv
mars 1994, pp. 1-37 

2 J.P. JACQUE, "le labyrinthe decisionnel", Pouvoirs, n" 69, 1994, pp. 23-34 
3 Cette possibilite est ell:pressement prevue a !'article 189 B point 8 qui 

precise que le champ d'application de la procedure vise au present article 
peut etre elargi, confonnement a la procedure prevue a l'article N, 
paragraphe 2, du traite sur l'union europeenne, sur base d'un rapport que 
la Commission soumettra au Conseil au plus tard en 1996 
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le Parlement europeen et lui permettre de se consacrer aux debats politiques 
d'importance majeure. 

Mais ceci renvoie automatiquement a une autre question qui est celle 
de !'identification du (ou des) detenteur(s) du pouvoif executif dans la 
Communaute. A cet egard, il est important de relever la superposition de 
deux problematiques : 

La premiere se situe au niveau communautaire et consiste a 
determiner la repartition des attributions entre le Conseil et la Commission 
en matiere d'execution des normes, en appliquant des criteres plus ou mains 
proches du schema classique de separation des pouvoirs. 

En effet, dans l'etat actuel du traite, les competences d'execution de 
la Commission dependent encore en grande partie de !'habilitation d u 
Conseil qui reste ma1tre dans des "cas specifiques" de se reserver la mise en 
oeuvre des normes qu'il adopte. De surcrolt, tres souvent, !'intervention de 
divers comites vient entourer !'action de la Commission4 (pratique connue 
sous le nom de "comitologie"). Sans entrer dans le detail des problemes 
intrinseques a la comitologie, il faut neanmoins rappeler que la situation 
actuelle entrame une confusion entre les rOles respectifs du Conseil et de la 
Commission dans !'execution des normes, brouillant les cartes quant a la 
responsabilite de chacun d'eux et compromettant, par consequent, l'efficacite 
du controle parlementaire. 

En outre, selon le Parlement, cette pratique pourrait se reveler un 
moyen pour le Conseil de l'ecarter de la procedure d'adoption de certaines 
decisions par une delegation systematique a la Commission. Le role du 
Conseil est en effet preserve en demier ressort par !'intervention de comites. 

A cet egard, le Parlement a defendu le point de vue que, dans les 
domaines soumis a la procedure de codecision, il n'est plus acceptable que le 
Conseil puisse seul deleguer ou participer aux mesures d'execution de textes 
adoptes en codecision. Et meme si, le 20 decembre 1994, un modus vivendi 
(prevoyant une information reguliere et precoce des commissions 
parlementaires sur les actes soumis aux comites, et un engagement du 
Parlement a se prononcer rapidement lorsqu'il y a urgence) a pu etre trouve, 

4 L'article 145, 3eme tiret, du traite, tel que modifie par l'Acte unique 
europeen, prevoit que le Conseil confere a la Commission, dans les actes 
qu'il adopte, les competences d'execution des regles qu'il etablit. Le Conseil 
peut soumettre l'exercice de ces competences a certaines modalites; ll peut 
egalement se reserver, dans des cas specifiques, d'exercer directement des 
competences d'execution ... " 
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c'est dans l'attente du reexamen de cette question par la Conference 
intergouvernementale de 1996. 11 est des lors aussi important d'examiner les 
solutions proposees a ce probleme particulier dans les differentes 
propositions. 

La seconde problematique est liee a la subsidiarite et a la repartition 
de la mise en oeuvre de la "legislation" de !'Union entre le niveau 
communautaire et le niveau etatique. La question posee est celle du degre de 
decentralisation necessaire ainsi que de l'opportunite de reconnaitre dans le 
traite le principe du federalisme d'execution.s 

Par ce biais, les problematiques de subsidiarite et de separation, des . 
pouvoirs communautaires se rejoignent et meme se superposent. A la 
clarification au niveau communautaire de c~ qui releve de la fonction 
legislative et de la fonction executive ainsi que des organes responsables de 
l'exercice de chacune de ces fonctions, il faut ajouter la repartition de ces 
fonctions entre le niveau communautaire et celui des Etats membres. Un lien 
etroit appara1t ici entre la hierarchie des normes et le probleme aborde dans 
la seconde partie de ce rapport de la repartition des competences au sein de 
!'Union. En effet, il devra imperativement etre tenu compte, dans 
!'elaboration d'eventuelles listes de competences, des questions de l'intensite 
de !'intervention legislative communautaire et de la gestion et du controle de 
!'execution des lois, sans quoi il ne peut etre pretendu a une application 
complete du principe de subsidiarite. · 

On peut relier cette problematique a celle plus specifique de la 
directive qui est souvent citee comme !'instrument subsidiaire par excellence. 
Aux termes de !'article 189 "la directive lie tout Etat membre destinataire 
quant au resultat a atteindre, tout en laissant aux instances nationales la 
competence quanta la forme et aux moyens" . On considere generalement 
que c'est !'instrument le moins interventionniste. L'influence de la base 
juridique sur la repartition verticale des competences et sur le plus ou moins 
grand respect du principe de subsidiarite semble ici directe. 6 

5 Sur cette notion, voir K. LENAERTS, "A new institutional equilibrium? In 
search of the 'Trias Politica' in the European Comunity", in From 
Luxembourg to Maastricht : Institutional change in the EC after the Single 
European Act, Ch. ENGEL, W. Wessels (Eels), Institut fur Europa'ische Politik, 
Bonn, 1992,pp. 139-159 

6 Neanmoins nous nous refererons aux remarques de M. Ehlermann qui fait 
fort judicieusement remarquer qu'il y a "une forte tension, voire une 
contradiction entre les exigences de la subsidiarite au niveau legislatif et 
celles prevues au niveau administratif." La directive est conforme a la 
subsidiarite au niveau legislatif mais pose des problemes en matiere de 
transparence et surtout de contr6le, necessitant pour son application 
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La directive pose neanmoins des probh~mes non negligeables et 
souvent denonces. On reproche la tendance des institutions qui adoptent des 
directives a entrer de plus en plus dans le detail au point de ne laisser plus 
aucune marge d'appreciation aux Etats membres lors de la transposition. Par 
ailleurs, en cas de carence des Etats membres, l'efficacite limitee des 
directives est problematique. 

En reprenant les termes de J.V. LOUIS, "les infractions aux 
directives posent a l'Union des problemes preoccupants, qui obligent a 
s'interroger sur l'opportunite de maintenir un acte d'efficacite limitee et a 
rechercher d'autres formules en vue de realiser l'objectif originairement 
assigne a la directive : preserver une certaine marge d'intervention aux Etats 
afin de tenir compte de leur diversite. "7 

11. PROPOSITIONS ANTERIEURES AU TRAITJ~ DE 
MAASTRICffi 

La Declaration sur la hierarchie des actes communautaires, jointe au 
traite de Maastricht, resulte de l'incapacite de s'accorder lors des 
negociations du Traite sur l'Union europeenne sur diverses questions 
decoulant de l'instauration d'une nouvelle typologie des actes dans l'ordre 
communautaire. 

Sans retracer le deroulement chronologique des negociations a ce 
sujet,s il est important de rappeler dans quel contexte s'est deroulee la 
reflexion sur la typologie et la hierarchie des actes communautaires, les 
grandes lignes des propositions presentees ainsi que les points d'achoppement 
auxquelles elles se sont heurtees. 

La discussion sur la hierarchie des actes communautaires s'est 
deroulee en liaison directe avec celle ayant trait a !'introduction d'une 

7 

8 

!'intervention d'une autorite centrale, la Commission. "Au niveau du 
controle, c'est done le reglement qui permet de respecter plus de 
subsidiarite que la directive. 
j.V. LOUIS, "Les institutions dans le projet de Constitution de !'Union 
europeenne", Rapport presente au Centre Robert Schuman, Florence, mai 
1994 
Nous nous permettons de renvoyer a cet egard a l'ouvrage de MM.]. CLOOS, 
G. REINESCH, D. VIGNES et J. WEYIAND, Le traite de Maastricht, Bxl, 
Bruylant, 1993 qui retrace de maniere claire et detaillee !'evolution de la 
reflexion sur la hierarchie des normes dans le cadre des negociations 
prealables au traite de Maastricht (pp. 368-373). 
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procedure de codecision. En effet, si le principe d'une procedure de 
codecision permettant une participation accrue du Pariement au processus 
decisionnel avait la faveur de plusieurs delegations, certaines d'entre elles 
mettaient !'accent sur le risque d'asphyxie legislative en cas d'application 
d'une procedure aussi lourde a taus ies actes sans distinguer selon leur plus 
ou mains grande importance politique . C'est ainsi que naquit dans les esprits 
le lien etroit entre la typologie des actes et le debat sur la coctecision. 9 

L'examen des differentes propositions permet de constater la 
"temerite" decroissante des propositions en la matiere au fil des negociations. 
Plus on a evolue vers des propositions concretes et susceptibles d'etre mises 
en oeuvre, plus le poids du compromis necessaire s'est fait sentir de sorte 
qu'on a abouti a des suggestions peu novatrices pour terminer par un 
abandon ou plutot un report de la problematique. 

a) Premieres propositions 

Concretement, sans omettre les nuances et les degres d'elaboration 
divers, on relevera que la note de reflexion de la delegation italienne, 10 
comrne le document soumis par la Commission a la Conference 
intergouvernementale sur l'Union politiquell ou la resolution Colombo du 
12 decembre 1990,12 expriment une volonte de remettre en cause 
fondamentalement la typologie existante et d'instaurer une hierarchie 
nouvelle basee sur les fonctions (constitutionnelle, legislative, reglementaire, 
administrative ou de gestion) auxquelles on fait correspondre des actes de 
nature differente et des procedures appropriees au degre occupe dans cette 
hierarchie. 

La directive est supprimee mais l'idee qui la sous-tend reapparalt sous 
diverses modalites. Dans une premiere proposition, c'est la definition donnee 
de la loi, 13 associee a la possibilite prevue de confier sa mise en oeuvi:e en 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

]. CLOOS, G. REINffiCH ... ,Le Traite de Maastricht, op. cit., pp. 369-370 
Note de la delegation italienne sur la typologie des actes communautaires, 
20 septembre 1990, SN 3936/90 
document de la Commission relatif a "lkgitimite democratique : hierarchie 
des normes, competences d'execution et procedure legislative" in 
"Conferences intergouvernementales : contributions de la Commission", 
Bull. CE, Supt 2/91, p. 115-123 
Resolution portant sur "les bases d'un projet de Constitution" adoptee par le 
Parlement europeen le 12 decembre 1990, Europe Documents, n• 16 7 4, 19 
decembre 1990 
11 est prevu que la loi determine les principes fondamentaux, les 
orientations generales et les elements essentiels des mesures a prendre 
pour sa mise en oeuvre 
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tout ou partie aux Etats membres qui permet, tout comme la directive, de 
preserver la diversite des Etats membres tout en evitant Ies problemes lies a 
l'efficacite limitee de la directive. 14 Dans une autre, l'instauration de la 
notion de loi-ca<!re dont ['application concrete peut etre expressement regie 
par les lois des Etats membres ou des entites mineures)S remplit les memes 
objectifs. 

Parmi les propositions emises lors des negociations du Traite sur 
!'Union europeenne, la resolution Bourlanges du 18 avril 1991 16 se 
distingue quelque peu par la combinaison effectuee entre deux distinctions : 
celle entre les actes legislatifs et les actes reglementaires et celle entre les 
actes apparentes aux actuelles directives (lois-cadres et actes reglementaires
cadres) et ceux apparentes aux actuels reglements (lois et actes 
reglementaires). Le maintien de cette derniere distinction est justifie par son 
adaptation aux besoins de la construction communautaire et sa conformite au 
principe de subsidiarite. 11 est precise que les dispositions de la loi-cadre 
dont decoule une obligation inconditionnelle et precise produisent un effet 
direct. Avec J.V. LOUIS, on peut regretter qu'il ne soit pas indique s'il 
s'agit d'effet horizontal - entre particuliers - ou seulement vertical - a 
l'egard de l'Etat.17 En effet, la Cour de justice s'est depuis longtemps 
prononcee en faveur de l'effet direct "vertical" des directives18 mais elle 
s'est aussi prononcee jusqu'ici sans equivoque contre l'effet direct 
"horizontal" de celles-ci, 19 malgre l'insistance croissante des A vocats 
generaux pour une remise en cause de cette jurisprudence. Seule une 
reconnaissance de l'effet direct "horizontal" des lois-cadres permettrait de 
pallier les inconvenients lies a l'efficacite limitee de la directive. 

En matiere de pouvoirs d'execution, ces premieres propositions 
tendent, d'une part, a concentrer ces pouvoirs, au niveau communautaire, 
dans le chef de la Commission, moyennant l'instauration d'un mecanisme 
d'evocation au profit du Parlement et du Conseil 2o et, d'autre part, a 
14 

15 
16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

Document Commission, op . cit. 
Resolution Colombo, op. cit. 
Resolution adoptee par le Parlement europeen sur la nature des actes 
communautaires le 18 avril1991 
J.V. LOUIS, Les institutions dans le projet de Constitution de l'Union 
europeenne, op. cit. 
Voy. j.V. LOUIS, L'ordre juridique communautaire, Collection "Perspectives 
europeennes", Commission des Communautes europeennes, Bruxelles, 1993, 
pp. 143-152 
]. RIDEAU, Droit institutionnel de l'Union et des Communautes europeennes, 
LG.D.]., 1994, pp. 685-691 
ibidem 
Document de la Commission, op. cit. et resolution Bourlanges, op; cit. 
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prevoir une certaine decentralisation, conformement au pnnc1pe de 
subsidiari te. 21 

b) Deuxieme etape le repli 

Le non-paper de la Presidence luxembourgeoise de mars 1991 et son 
projet de traite sur !'Union de juin 1991 temoignent tous deux de !'abandon 
de !'idee d'une refonte totale de la typologie des normes comrnunautaires au 
profit de propositions plus modestes. Dans le premier document, cela 
consiste a n'introduire que la notion nouvelle de loi dans la typologie 
existante en la definissant par sa procedure d'adoption (codecision) et par 
son contenu (principes generaux et regles essentielles dans un domaine 
donne). Dans le second, le concept de loi est maintenu mais sa definition 
n'est plus que fonctionnelle : il s'agit d'un acte (directive ou reglement) 
adopte par la procedure de codecision. 

Comrne on peut le constater, au depart d'une tentative de delimiter le 
domaine d'application de la codecision par la definition de l'acte legislatif, 
on en vient a definir la loi par sa procedure d'adoption, ce qui reduit 
beaucoup l'utilite du concept et rend comprehensible son abandon par les 
projets subsequents.22 

c) Troisieme etape !'abandon 

Le texte de la Presidence neerlandaise ne comprend plus aucune 
allusion a une nouvelle typologie des actes et la reference a la loi est 
supprimee a !'article 189 du traite. Le champ d'application de la procedure 
de codecision est delimite en fonction des matieres et plus en fonction du 
caractere legislatif des normes a adopter comrne cela avait ete envisage a 
l'origine. 23 Le probleme de la hierarchie des normes est renvoye a la 
Conference intergouvemementale de 1996 par une declaration annexee a la 
version definitive du traite de Maastricht. 

21 

22 
23 

Dans les notes explicatives du document de la Commission une reference 
expresse est faite au principe de subsidiarite qui "serait pleinement 
respecte puisque c'est dans chaque loi, au cas par cas, qu'il serait decide de 
la repartition des taches entre les autorites nationales et !'execution 
communautaire". 

Dans les resolutions Colombo et Bourlanges, c'est la notion de "loi-cadre" 
qui permettra de remplir ce but de decentralisation. 
]. CLOOS, G. REINESCH ... , Le Traite de Maastricht, op. cit., pp. 372-373 
Ibidem, pp. 373-376 
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Ill. NOUVELLES PROPOSITIONS DANS LA , 
PERSPECTIVE DE LA CONFERENCE 
INTERGOUVERNEMENT ALE DE 1996 

A. PROPOSITIONS PRONANT UNE REFONTE TOT ALE DE LA 
HIERARCHIE DES NORMES 

a) Rapport Herman sur la Constitution de !'Union europeenne 

11 faut commencer par preciser que ce rapport s'inscrit dans une 
perspective globale, celle de !'elaboration d'une Constitution de !'Union 
europeenne. 

Typologie 

La typologie des actes proposee dans le rapport resulte d'une refonte 
complete de la typologie actuelle. L'article 31 consacre aux "actes de 
!'Union" distingue trois types de lois : 

les lois constitutionnelles qui modifient ou completent la 
Constitution. 
les lois organiques, regissant notamment la composition, les 
missions ou les activites des institutions et organes de !'Union. 
les lois ordinaires dans les autres cas. 

11 faut ajouter a cela, les reglements d'execution et les decisions 
individuelles qui sont adoptes conformement a la Constitution et aux lois. 

A chacun de ces types de lois, correspond une procedure impliquant 
le Parlement europeen et le Conseil, les majorites requises au sein des deux 
institutions variant en fonction du niveau occupe dans la hierarchie. 

Loi-cadre 

La directive dispara1t de la typologie des actes communautaire, mais 
la notion de loi-cadre est introduite. Selon les termes de la Constitution, les 
lois-cadres se limitent a definir les P!incipes generaux de la matiere, fixent 
une obligation de resultat pour les Etats membres et les autres autorites et 
chargent les autorites nationales et les autorites de !'Union de leur mise en 
oeuvre. Cette formule a l'avantage de permettre flexibilite, souplesse et 
decentralisation comme pour les directives tout en supprimant les 
inconvenients lies a leur efficacite relative. En effet, les dispositions 
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suffisamment compU~tes et prec1ses des lois-cadres peuvent conferer 
directement des droits et obligations aux particuliers, independamment de 
leur mise en oeuvre par les differents Etats.24 Cette faculte est prevue 
expressement par !'article 31 en vertu duquel/es lois et les reglements sont 
obligatoires en tous leurs elements sur le territoire de /'Union. L'hypothese 
des lois-cadres qui necessitent des mesures d'execution pour sortir leur plein 
effet est aussi rencontree car la loi peut prevoir les dispositions qui 
s'appliquent en cas de carence des Etats membres dans la mise en oeuvre des 
lois-cadres.25 

Pouvoir d'execution 

En ce qui concerne !'execution des lois, on soulignera la volonte 
manifeste de mettre !'accent sur la decentralisation, conformement au 
principe de subsidiarite, car !'obligation d'executer les lois de l'Union est 
imposee aux Etats membres au premier paragraphe de !'article 34. Ceci 
constitue la premiere consecration du "federalisme d'execution" en droit 
communautaire.26 

Au niveau communautaire, la Commission se voit reconna!tre 
directement par la Constitution le pouvoir reglementaire en vue de 
!'execution des lois ainsi que le pouvoir de prendre des mesures 
individuelles en vue de !'application du droit de !'Union (dans les cas prevus 
par le traite ou par la loi organique). La possibilite de charger le Conseil du 
pouvoir reglementaire dans des cas specifiques est prevue moyennant 
!'intervention d'une loi, ce qui a pour effet non negligeable, par rapport a la 
situation actuelle, d'imposer !'intervention du Parlement dans le cas oil le 
Conseil veut se reserver des pouvoirs d'execution determines.27 

La situation actuelle en rnatiere d'execution se voit done modifiee 
dans le sens d'un reequilibrage en faveur de la Commission, ce qui a le 
merite de rendre la situation plus transparente et plus conforme au principe 
de la separation des pouvoirs. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

]. V. LOUIS, "Funciones de la Union", in La Constitucion europea, Aetas de 8 
Escorial, Madrid, 1994, pp. 145-155 
Cette idee d'un pouvoir de substitution de !'Union en cas de carence des 
Etats membres figurait deja dans la resolution Colombo du 12 decembre 1990 
qui prevoyait que "si un Etat membre ne prend pas les dispositions qui 
repondent aux prescriptions prevues par les lois cadres, !'Union peut par 
une loi remedier a ce manquement;" 
J.V. LOUIS, Les institutions dans le projet de Constitution de !'Union 
europeenne, op. cit., p. 12 
J.V. LOUIS, "Funciones de la Union", op. cit. 
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Toutefois, le projet est nettement moins clair en ce qui concerne la 
repartition du pouvoir executif entre le niveau communautaire (la 
Commission) et le niveau des Etats membres. La formulation de )'article 34 
permet de conclure a un partage du pouvoir reglementaire entre Ies Etats 
membres et la Commission mais aucun critere precis de delimitation ne 
semble pouvoir etre deduit du texte.28 Soit, il faut en conclure qu'il 
appartiendra au legislateur de se prononcer au cas par cas. Soit, il faut 
interpreter )'obligation imposee aux Etats membres d'appliquer le droit de 
l'Union comme l'imposition d'une tache d'ordre administratif ou de gestion, 
le pouvoir reglementaire proprement dit residant en premier lieu dans le 
chef de la Commission, sauf mention expresse en faveur des Etats 
membres.29 

b) Rapport du Mouvement europeen international sur Ies questions 
institutionnelles 30 

Typologie 

Ce rapport doit etre rapproche du rapport Herman sur la question de 
la hierarchie des normes. En effet, le systeme propose reprend en grande 
partie celui prevu a l'article 31 du projet Herman. 11 propose identiquement 
de distinguer entre la loi constitutionnelle, la loi organique, la loi ordinaire, 
les reglements d'execution et les decisions individuelles. toutefois, certaines 
differences apparaissent quant aux procedures et au champ d'application des 
lois constitutionnelles et organiques. 

28 

29 

30 

J.V. LOUIS dans le commentaire qu'il consacre au rapport Herman (op. cit.) 
effectue un rapprochement avec le projet Spinelli (source d'inspiration 
partielle du rapport Herman en matiere de pouvoir d'execution) et souligne 
!'inversion dans la formulation; Selon le projet Spinelli "sans prejudice des 
competences attribuees a la Commission, !'application de ce droit est 
assuree par les Etats membres." alors qu'au te~e de l'alinea 2 de !'article 
34, "sans prejudice du premier alinea, la Commission dispose du pouvoir 
reglementaire en vue de !'execution des lois." En !'absence de precisions 
supplementaires, on peut se demander si la difference de formulation est 
constitutive d'une difference reelle quant a la repartition du pouvoir 
d'execution entre la Commission et les Etats membres et si !'on peut 
reellement en deduire que, dans le rapport Herman, !'accent est mis sur la 
necessaire decentralisation. 
A. MANGAS MARTIN, "Las funciones de la Union : analisis del sistema de 
fuentes y de la elaboracion y control del cumplimiento de !as normas en el 
Proyecto de Constitucion de la Union europea", in Aetas de B Escorial, 
Madrid, 1994, pp. 157-173 
Comite de reflexion sur les questions institutionnelles, Mouvement 
europeen international, mars 1995 
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Loi-cadre 

La definition de la loi ordinaire est reprise integralement de la 
resolution Bourlanges de 1991 31. Elle est proche de la notion de Ioi-cadre 
car elle determine les principes fondamentaux, les orientations gem?rales, et 
les elements essentiels des mesures a prendre pour sa mise en oeuvre. La loi 
fixe notamment les droits et les obligations des particuliers et des entrepr~ses 
ainsi que la nature des garanties dont ils doivent beneficier dans tout Etat 
membre. Une proposition supplementaire est interessante car elle consiste a 
octroyer a la Cour de justice la possibilite d'exercer un controle marginal 
sur le respect par le Iegislateur des caracteristiques de la Ioi.32 

Pouvoir d'execution 

En matiere d'execution des lois, Ies principes suivants sont proposes : 

Sans prejudice du pouvoir reconnu a la Commission pour /'execution 
des lois, les Etats membres assureraient leur mise en oeuvre. Toutefois, la 
loi pourrait reserver au Conseil et au Parlement le soin de prendre des 
reglements dans des cas specifiques. 

La premiere phrase correspond a peu de chose pres a la formule 
retenue par le projet Spinelli, (si ce n'est que, dans ce projet, il etait question 
"d'application du droit de l'Union" alors qu'ici on traite de !'execution des 
lois). 33 Si on la compare a l'article 34 du rapport Herman, on constate une 
inversion dans la formulation mais, comme nous y avons deja fait allusion 
precedemment, nous ne pensons pas pouvoir en deduire une volonte 
d'instauration d'une plus ou moins grande decentralisation en matiere 
d'execution, en l'absence de precisions supplementaires. 

31 Cette meme definitjon figurait aussi dans le document de la Commission sur 
la hierarchie des normes (op; cit.) 

32 La redefinition du role de la Cour de justice liee a l'instauration d'une 
nouvelle hierarchic des normes est un aspect important de la question qui 
est rarement developpe dans les propositions mais la Cour de justice, dans 
son "Rapport sur certains aspects de !'application du traite sur !'Union 
europeenne" de mai 1995 a rappele que si la Conference 
intergouvernementale etait amenee a etablir une nouvelle hierarchie des 
normes, "il serait indispensable de prevoir les consequences que ces 
modifications devraient emporter pour le systeme des recours et 
notamment pour le droit des particuliers d'agir en annulation contre ces 
actes ... 

33 Projet de Traite d'Union europeenne, adopte par le Parlement europeen le 
14 fevrier 1984 
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La seconde phrase presente quant a elle une certaine originalite car 
elle ne prevoit pas la possibilite de reserver un pouvoir reglementaire au 
Conseil seul, mais bien de le reserver au Conseil et au Parlement dans des 
cas specifiques. 34 On se doit neanmoins de souligner le paradoxe d'une telle 
proposition. En effet, au depart d'une demarche qui vise a instaurer une 
hierarchie afin de desencombrer le Parlement et de lui permettre de se 
consacrer aux actes necessitant un veritable debat parlementaire, on aboutit a 
le recharger de l'examen d'actes reglementaires qu'on voulait precisement 
l ui soustraire. 

c) Rapport Weidenfeld-Bertelsmann 35 

Ce rapport s'inscrit dans la meme lignee, il propose d'adopter une 
nouvelle hierarchie des normes basee sur les propositions existantes de la 
Commission et du Parlement europeen et qui distinguerait entre lois 
constitutionnelles, lois organiques, lois de reglementation et reglements 
d'application. Ceci permettrait une separation entre les actes selon leur 
fonction reelle, proche de la distinction pratiquee dans la plupart des :Etats 
membres. 

B. PROPOSITIONS PRONANT DES MODIFICATIONS 
PONCTUELLES DE LA TYPOLOGIE DES ACTES 

En ce qui concerne les autres propositions actuellement elaborees 
dans le cadre de la preparation de la Conference intergouvernementale, on 
ne peut que constater la pauvrete des developpements consacres a la 
hierarchie des normes. 

Si nombreuses sont les propositions qui font allusion a la necessite de 
revoir la typologie des actes communautaires dans la perspective de 
l'instauration d'une hierarchie des normes, rares sont celles qui 
accompagnent ces declarations d'intention par des propositions concretes et 
des developpements consistants. 

- La Commission, dans son "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du traite 
de l'Union europeenne" du 10 mai 1995, procecte a une evaluation 

34 
35 

C'est nous qui soulignons; 
Europe 1996 - Programme de reforme de !'Union europeenne, Werner 
Weidenfeld (ed.), Strategies et options pour }'Europe, Editions Bertelsmann 
Stiftung, Giitersloh, 1994 
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d'ensemble des nouvelles regles du processus decisionnel et met en evidence 
differentes faiblesses : 

la complexite du systeme decisionnel 
le manque de logique de la ventilation des differentes 
procedures entre les domaines d'action respectifs 
le trop grand nombre et le manque de transparence des types 
de procedures d'execution 

Elle conclut ensuite a la necessite d'une simplification radicale des 
processus legislatifs, en relation avec la notion de hierarchie des actes que le 
Traite a inscrite a l'ordre du jour de la nouvelle conference 
intergouvernementale. Si la prise de position en faveur d'une nouvelle 
hierarchie des actes est claire, elle ne conduit a aucune proposition concrete. 

- La Resolution du Parlement europeen sur le fonctionnement du 
Traite sur !'Union europeenne dans la perspective de la Conference 
intergouvernementale 1996 du 17 mai 1995 apporte certaines precisions 
supplementaires. Le point de depart est la reference tres generale a 
/'introduction d'une certaine hierarchie des normes afin de limiter le volume 
des actes soumis au Parlement et au Conseil. 

Neanmoins, un pas supplementaire est effectue par !'introduction 
d'une nouvelle categorie d'actes d'application, dont la responsabilite 
appartiendrait a la Commission sur habilitation de l'autorite legislative. En 
outre, une simplification de la "comitologie" entralnerait !'attribution de la 
responsabilite generale des mesures d'execution a la Commission. Seuls les 
comites consultatifs pourraient encore entourer !'elaboration de ces mesures. 
Cependant, cette concentration des pouvoirs dans le chef de la Commission a 
pour corollaire la possibilite prevue pour le Conseil et le Parlement de 
rejeter la decision de la Commission et de demander soit /'elaboration de 
nouvelles mesures d'execution, soit la mise en oeuvre d'une procedure 
legislative complete. 

- Le document de reflexion elabore par E. Guigou pour le Groupe 
Parlementaire du Parti des Socialistes Europeens (janvier 1995) emet une 
proposition fort proche en matiere d'execution des decisions : /'execution des 
decisions du Conseil et du Parlement doit etre realisee par la Commission 
seu/e, mais en donnant au Conseil et au Parlement un droit d'annuler a 
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posteriori une mesure prise par la Commission en la rempla9ant par une 
alternative adoptee d'un commun accord.36 

- On citera encore le document du "European Liberal Democrat .and 
Reform Party (EP)" consacre a la Conference intergouvemementale de 1996 
qui propose la simplification des procedures de comitologie et 
l'etablissement d'une distinction claire entre les fonctions legislatives et 
executives du Conseil par !'introduction d'une hierarchie des normes. Ce 
dernier point fait aussi partie des priorites enumerees dans le document du 
CEPS 37 qui souligne !'importance de cette distinction entre fonctions 
legislatives et executives dans un but de transparence. Par ailleurs, ce 
document fait montre d'un grand scepticisme quant aux possibilites 
d'aboutissement d'une nouvelle tentative de rationalisation des procedures et 
d'instauration d'une hierarchie des normes. 

- Un document tranche par son orientation c'est le Document de 
travail sur "la typologie des actes juridiques de !'Union et leurs 
interrelations" de la Commission institutionnelle du Parlement europeen. 38 
Le principe fondamental de l'etablissement d'une hierarchie des normes est 
rappele; il s'agit d'etablir une distinction tranchee entre les mesures 
legislatives authentiques qui doivent jaire l'objet d'un debat parlementaire 
complet, et les autres actes normatifs qui peuvent etre arretes par l'executif 
politique responsable. La typologie des actes communautaires est envisagee 
de la maniere suivante : 

I! n'est plus question d'introduire les notions de "lois" et "lois-cadres" 
en lieu et place des "reglements" et "directives" quand il s'agirait d'actes de 
nature legislative car ce changement de terminologie ne modifie rien sur le 
fond et n'est ni necessaire, ni politiquement faisable. Seule une clarification 
terminologique du caractere executif des actes legislatifs delegues ii l'executif 
est utile. 

La distinction entre reglement et directive devrait etre rnaintenue car 
elle a fait ses preuves. Les derives qui ont pu etre constatees dans la pratique 
quant a la precision trop grande qui caracterisait les directives, peuvent etre 

36 

37 

38 

On peut se demander a cet egard si le commun accord doit exister seulement 
entre le Parlement et le Conseil ou s'il requiert aussi !'accord de la 
Commission. 
Centre for European Policy Studies, Preparing for 1996 and a Larger 
European Union, by P. Ludlow in collaboration with N. Ersboll, R. Barre, 
CEPS Special Report No 6, pp. 44-52 
Document de travail du 15 mars 1995, Rapporteur: W. Rothley, (PE 
211.103/rev) 
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corrigees par une autodiscipline accrue des institutions et par le controle 
judiciaire. On remarquera que les problemes lies a l'efficacite limitee des 
directives ne sont eux nullement resolus par une telle autodiscipline. Une des 
questions les plus problematique posees par la directive reste des lors sans 
reponse. 

La seule reelle reclassification proposee est celle des actes 
d'execution. Cette reclassification qui devrait reposer sur le principe d'une 
limitation a l'essentiel du pouvoir legislatif et d'un renforcement de 
l'executif, responsable politiquement pourrait se faire de la maniere 
suivante: 

Les decisions individuelles releveraient en priorite des 
administrations nationales sauf en cas de devolution expresse a la 
Commission. 

L'adoption de regles concernant des moda/ites techniques sans 
importance politique propre pourrait etre deleguee par le legislateur a la 
Commission sous la forme de "reglements d'execution" ou de "directives 
d'execution". Seule !'assistance d'un comite consultatif pourrait etre prevue 
mais un pouvoir d'annulation des actes arretes par la Commission serait 
attribue au Conseil et au Parlement. 

C. PROPOSITIONS OPPOSEES A L'ELABORA TION D'UNE 
NOUVELLE HIERARCHIE DES NORMES 

- D. Martin, dans !'expose des motifs de son projet de resolution sur 
le developpement de !'Union europeenne, justifie son absence de proposition 
en matiere de hierarchie des norrnes par une comparaison des cofits et 
benefices d'un tel exercice. En effet, illui paralt difficile voire impossible de 
concilier les differentes manieres nationales d'apprehender cette 
problematique. Il suggere neanmoins de tenter d'etablir des criteres pour 
!'utilisation par preference de la directive, du reglement ou d'un autre 
instrument communautaire. 

- Le document rooige par F. Vibert du European Policy Forum 39 se 
distingue par son approche tres critique a l'egard de la hierarchie des 
normes. Le point de depart est la question de savoir si l'instauration d'une 
hierarchie des actes est le meilleur moyen pour aboutir a une simplification 
et a une rationalisation des procedures. 

39 F. VIBERT, A Core Agenda for the 1996 Inter-Govemmental Conference, 
European Policy Forum, mai 1995, pp. 27-30 
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Deux objections sont ensuite forrnulees quant a I'etablissement d'une 
hierarchie des normes. Premierement, cela dissimule une distribution 
hierarchique des pouvoirs dans )'Union en vertu de Iaquelle la plupart des 
pouvoirs importants sont exerces au niveau de )'Union, Ies Etats membres 
agissant uniquement dans des matieres residuelles. Deuxiemement, cela 
institue une meme hierarchie entre Ies institutions, les institutions nationales 
etant subordonnees a celles de l'Union. 

Selon lui, le modele hierarchique est celui qui est le moins compatible 
avec un systeme decentralise de gouvemement. Il faut done etre conscient 
que derriere la defense de !'introduction d'une hierarchie des normes, se 
cache une volonte de centralisation de la distribution des pouvoirs en Europe 
et pas seulement de rationaliser la typologie des actes et les procedures. 

Enfin, il propose quelques pistes alternatives pour ameliorer les 
procedures qui vont de !'amelioration de !'utilisation concrete de la 
directive, a un renforcement du test de subsidiarite avant !'adoption de 
mesures au niveau europeen ou a une procedure qui aurait pour effet qu'une 
directive n'entre en vigueur qu'a condition d'avoir ete transposee dans un 
nombre suffisant d'Etats membres avant une certaine date. 

On constate que toute cette demonstration se base sur le fait que 
l'instauration d'une hierarchie des norrnes aurait immanquablement un effet 
centralisateur en reduisant les competences des Etats a la part congrue et en 
subordonnant leurs institutions a celle de l'Union. Or, il y a la, nous semble
t-il une confusion entre deux problematiques, celle de la separation des 
pouvoirs et celle de la subsidiarite. En effet, dans les projets pronant 
l'instauration d'une hierarchie des normes, un premier but poursuivi est 
celui de redefinir les roles de chaque institution au niveau communautaire 
dans le processus d'adoption des normes (logique de la separation des 
pouvoirs) et, generalement, s'ajoute un second but qui est justement celui de 
favoriser une certaine decentralisation au profit des Etats membres (logique 
de la subsidiarite). On cherche des lors en vain les consequences qu'on 
pourrait en deduire quant a une limitation massive du champ d'action des 
Etats membres ou encore quant a une subordination des institutions 
nationales a celles de l'Union. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Au terme de ces developpement, nous nous bornerons a relever 
certaines tendances decelables dans l'etat actuel des propositions relatives a la 
typologie des actes communautaires. 

On constate que la majorite des propositions s'accorde quant au 
caractere opportun voire necessaire d'une revision de la typologie actuelle 
des actes. Neanmoins, la plupart des propositions qui marquent leur accord 
sur le principe d'une telle revision, ne s'appesantissent nullement sur les 
raisons qui la justifient ou sur les modalites concretes qui permettraient sa 
mise en oeuvre. 

Une des seules constantes qui semble se degager est la volonte 
d'instaurer une distinction claire entre fonctions legislatives et executives et 
de rationaliser l'exercice de celles-ci. Mais ici encore, rares sont les 
propositions qui s'aventurent plus avant et ebauchent des formules 
envisageables. 

Or, on sait que l'echec des negociations prealables au traite de 
Maastricht en matiere de hierarchie des normes doit etre impute non pas a 
un desaccord quant au principe mais plutot a l'impossibilite de s'accorder sur 
les modalites de mise en oeuvre de celui-ci. On peut se demander si, lors des 
negociations a venir, un consensus pourra etre maintenu au moment du 
passage a !'elaboration de propositions plus concretes ou si, au contraire, a 
!'image de ce qui s'est passe avant Maastricht, on devra se contenter de 
modifications de detail et d'un report de la problematique sine die. 
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DEUXIEME PARTIE 

LISTE DE COMPETENCES 

I. PROBLEMATIQUE 

Dans le cadre de ce rapport, nous ne pretendons nullement rendre 
compte de !'ensemble des questions que souleve la repartition des 
competences au sein de !'Union europeenne. Nous nous contenterons des lors. 
de brosser un rapide tableau de la situation actuelle et de mettre en evidence 
les raisons pour lesquelles le theme de !'elaboration de listes de competences 
revient a l'ordre du jour dans le cadre de la preparation de la Conference 
intergouvernementale de 1996. 

La lecture des traites permet immediatement de se rendre compte de 
!'absence de sections ou d'articles consacres a une enumeration precise des 
competences communautaires, de celles des Etats membres et de celles qui 
permettraient encore !'intervention, moyennant des modalites particulieres, 
des deux niveaux de pouvoir.(competences partagees, concurrentes ou 
paralleles selon les appellations). · 

En effet, "le traite CEE ne procede pas, comme certaines 
constitutions federales classiques, a des attributions de competences a la 
Communaute dans des domaines entiers. Les attributions se font plutot en 
fonction de la realisation d'objectifs : le marche commun puis le marche 
interieur, ou de la mise en oeuvre de certaines politiques communes, comme 
en ce qui concerne !'agriculture, les transports ou les relations commerciales 
exterieures et , bientot, la monnaie." 40 Les responsabilites attribuees a 
!'Union le sont done en fonction d'objectifs a atteindre et non pas de matieres 
nettement delirnitees. 41 

Le principe a la base des traites est celui des, competences 
d'attribution, 42 il a pour corollaire la competence des Etats dans les 

40 

41 

42 

Commentaire Megret, Le droit de la GEE, 2e ed. 1993, vol. 10, Edition de 
l'Universite de Bruxelles, p. 581 
C.D. EHLERMANN, "Quelques reflexions sur la Communication de la 
Commission relative au principe de subsidiarite", Revue du Marche Unique 
Europeen, 4/1992,pp. 215-230 
On citera particulierement, depuis ['entree en vigueur du traite sur !'Union 
europeenne, le premier alinea de !'article 3B qui precise que "La 
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domaines n'ayant pas fait l'objet d'une telle attribution a !'Union. 43 Mais la 
Cour de justice n'a pas retenu une interpretation stricte des competences 
conferees a la Communaute; elle a au contraire rendu possible une extension 
de celles-ci, en particulier dans le domaine des relations exterieures grace a 
la theorie des competences implicites. 44 De plus, !'article 235 a permis a la 
Communaute d'intervenir dans de nombreux domaines ou le traite n'avait 
pas prevu a l'origine son intervention. 

Lorsque dans un domaine donne, la Communaute est competente, 
encore faut-il determiner ce que cela implique quant a la possibilite 
d'intervenir des Etats membres. En effet, on constate, en regie generale, que 
le dessaisissement des Etats membres resulte, non de !'attribution de 
competences elle-meme mais bien de leur exercice. 45 

Progressivement,la Cour de Justice des Communautes europeennes a 
reconnu certaines competences attribuees par le traite CE comme exclusives 
(politique commerciale commune, politique commune de conservation des 
ressources de peche). Dans ce cas, il est generalement reconnu que les 
institutions comrnunautaires ont !'obligation d'agir et que les Etats ne sont 
plus autorises a intervenir dans ces domaines a partir de !'entree en vigueur 
des traites ou d'autres delais eventuellement fixes (expiration de la periode 
de transition ... ). L'intervention des Etats membres est alors subordonnee a 
une habilitation des institutions communautaires. 46 

On oppose generalement aux competences exclusives, les competences 
concurrentes. Ce type de competences implique pour les autorites etatiques 
le pouvoir d'intervenir tant que, et, dans la mesure oii, les institutions n'ont 
pas exerce leurs competences pour remplir les objectifs qui leur sont 
assignes par les traites. 47 Les mesures nationales ne peuvent cependant 
jamais, en application de !'article 5 du traite, avoir pour effet de rendre plus 
difficile l'exercice futur par la Comrnunaute de ses competences propres. 48 

43 

44 

45 

46 
47 
48 

Communaute agit dans Jes limites des competences qui Jui sont conferees et 
des objectifs qui Jui sont assignes par le present traite." 
]. RIDEAU, Droit institutionnel de !'Union et des Communautes europeennes, 
LG.D.J., Paris, 1994, pp. 373-425 (particulierement pp. 374-376) 
"La competence pour prendre des engagements intemationaux peut non 
seulement resulter d'une attribution explicite par le traite, mais egalement 
decouler de maniere implicite de ses dispositions.", Arret du 31 mars 1971, 
Commission I Conseil, Rec, p. 263. 
j.V. LOUIS, L'ordre juridique communautaire, 6e ed. revue et mise a jour, 
Commission des Communautes europeennes, Bruxelles, 1993, 
]. RIDEAU, Droit institutionnel..., op. cit., p. 377 
ibidem 
j.V. LOUIS, L'ordre juridique communautaire, op. cit., p. 26 
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Le caractere tres large des objectifs assignes par le traite a la 
Communaute combine a !'interpretation de la Cour de justice et notamment a 
la reconnaissance de la primaute du droit communautaire taut originaire que 
derive sur le droit national, a entraine un retrecissement constant des 
competences des Etats membres, parfois au-dela de ce qui avait pu etre 
imagine par eux. 49 

Taut que les Etats membres avaient !'impression de maitriser le 
systeme de devolution de competences a la Communaute, ce qui etait possible 
en raison de l'approche sectorielle et fonctionnelle sui vie pendant longtemps 
et de la pratique de l'unanimite pour les decisions au Conseil, le probleme du 
partage des competences ne s'etait pas pose. so 

Une conjonction de phenomenes, particulierement lies a !'adoption de 
l'Acte unique europeen(AUE) et du traite sur !'Union europeenne(TUE), a 
fait emerger le probleme dans toute son acuite. 

En effet, l'AUE et le TUE out, en l'espace de quelques annees, etendu 
a deux reprises les competences de la Communaute, notamment dans des 
domaines relevant dans certains Etats membres des competences d'entites 

· federees. En meme temps, ils out consacre un accroissement · du champ 
d'application du vote a la majorite qualifiee surtout pour les nouvelles 
competences mais aussi en ce qui conceme certaines anciennes competences. 

Le developpement des competences communautaires, a 
progressivement eu pour effet de susciter des craintes de certains Etats 
redoutant une centralisation croissante et une reduction proportionnelle de 
leur souverainete. Le malaise etait ressenti par les Parlements nationaux qui 
se voyaient depouilles de leurs prerogatives legislatives au profit d'un 
systeme emprunt d'un deficit democratique certain .. De meme, les 
composantes de certains Etats (Liinder ... ) consideraient le transfert de 
certaines de leurs competences au niveau communautaire comme une perte 
d'autonomie, vu la maniere insatisfaisante dont elles participent au processus 
de decision communautaire. S'ajoutaient a cela les "apprehensions 
manifestees par les opinions publiques qui avaient le sentiment de plus en 

49 K. LENAERTS et P. van YPERSELE, "Le principe de subsidiarite et son 
contexte: Etude de !'article 3B du traite CE'', Cahiers de Droit Europeen, 1994, 
pp. 3-83 (Voy. surtout pp. 3-7) 

50 j. CLOOS, G. REINESH ... ,Le Traite de Maastricht, op. cit., pp. 141-142 
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plus vif de subir des decisions adoptees par des centres de pouvoir ressentis 
comme lointains et mysterieux". 51 

La reponse qui fut apportee a ces diverses craintes d'expansion 
communautaire incontrolee fut !'introduction du principe de subsidiarite 
dans le traite (article 38). Ce principe etait considere comme pouvant jouer 
le role d'un garde-fou general et presentait, en outre, l'avantage non 
negligeable de reunir partisans (Allemands) et adversaires (Anglais) d'une 
Europe federale. 52 

Nous n'aborderons pas, dans le contexte de ce rapport, les nombreux 
problemes lies a la definition, la nature, la mise en oeuvre ou la justiciabilite 
de ce principe. 53 

Neanmoins, il faut en tenir compte en raison de la definition de son 
champ d'application (les domaines qui ne re/event pas de la competence 
exclusive de la Communaute) qui a eu pour effet de reposer la question de la 
delimitation entre competences exclusives et competences "concurrentes".54 

Par ailleurs, !'evaluation de son efficacite en tant que "garde-fou" 
face au risque de centralisation croissante peut jouer un role important dans 
la necessite ressentie par certains de renforcer ce principe par !'elaboration 
de listes de competences. 

D'autre part, le principe de subsidiarite eclaire d'un jour nouveau les 
propositions qui pronent, apres le TUE, l'instauration de listes de 
competences lors de la future revision des traites. I! n'est plus possible de se 
retrancher derriere la crainte d'une centralisation croissante sans au 
prealable demontrer que le principe de subsidiarite ne joue pas son r6le 
attendu de regulateur et que sa seule insertion dans le traite n'a pas suffit a 
mettre fin a la derive centralisatrice inherente au systeme communautaire. 

51 ]. RIDEAU, Droit institutionnel de l'Union et des Communautes europeennes, 
op. cit., p 405 

52 ]. CLOOS, G. REINESCH, ... ,Le Traite de Maastricht, op. cit., p. 142 
53 Voy. notamment panni les articles les plus recents : K. LENAERTS et P. van 

YPERSELE, "Le principe de subsidiarite et son contexte", op. cit.; G. STROZZI, 
"Le principe de subsidiarite dans la perspective de !'integration 
europeenne: une enigme et beaucoup d'attentes", RTD eur, 30 (3), 1994, pp. 
373-390; CONSTANTINESCO V., KOVAR R. et SIMON D., Traite sur ]'Union 
europeenne, Commentaire article par article, Paris, Economica, pp. 107-118 
et particulierement la bibliographie commentee p; 115 et s. 

54 Voy. infra Communication de la Commission sur le principe de subsidiarite 
ou une tentative de definition et de delimitation des competences exclusives 
de la Communaute est realisee. 
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Le systeme de lis~es de competences determinees est presente comme 
une exigence propre a I'Etat de Droit. Il est fait reference aux Organisations 
internationales qui ne disposent que des cornpetences qui leur ont ete 
attribuees par les traites constitutifs ou aux Gouvemernents qui ne disposent 
que des pouvoirs que les lois leur ont expressernent attribues. ss 

La transparence est un autre mobile pouvant justifier la necessite de 
formuler de m~niere claire la repartition des competences entre 
Communaute et Etats membres afin d'ameliorer la lisibilite du systeme et de 
le rendre plus facilement accessible. 

Pour que le debat a ce sujet puisse se derouler dans des conditions 
optirnales, il est done important non seulement d'analyser les propositions 
effectuees quant a leur substance et a leur praticabilite rnais encore 
d'identifier les mobiles qui les sous-tendent. 

II. APER<;;U DES PROPOSITIONS 

Au sein des documents que nous avons examines, dans le cadre de 
cette etude, nous avons pu distinguer deux grandes tendances par rapport a 
l'etablissernent de listes de competences lors de la future revision du Traite 
de !'Union europeenne. 

La premiere reunit les projets ou prises de position qui s'opposent a 
!'elaboration de listes de competences revenant a !'Union europeenne, aux 
Etats mernbres ou partagees entre les deux niveaux de pouvoir et ce, soit 
pour des raisons de principe soit pour des raisons pragmatiques, de pure 
opportunite politique. 

La seconde tendance rassemble, en revanche, les propositions en 
faveur de la realisation de telles listes; certaines poussant' rneme l'exercice 
jusqu'a une tentative concrete d'elaboration de listes. 

A. PROJETS OPPOSES A L'ELABORA TION DE LISTES DE 
COMPETENCES 

Differentes justifications sont invoquees pour rejeter les propositions 
ou revendications en vue de !'elaboration de listes de cornpetences. 

SS E. GARCiA de ENTERRiA, "La regulaci6n de !as competencias de la Union en 
el proyecto de Constituci6n", La Constituci6n europea, Aetas de El Escorial, 
Madrid, 1994, pp. 197-211 
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Plusieurs des documents examines mettent !'accent sur les difficultes 
pratiques et les risques pour l'acquis communautaire que pourrait 
comporter une telle entreprise. En effet, le danger de se voir embarquer 
dans des discussions sans fin sur le bien fonde du maintien de telle 
competence au niveau communautaire ou, au contraire, sur la necessite de 
son retransfert aux Etats membres risque fort de mener a des negociations 
impossibles, etant donne les conceptions divergentes de Etats membres. 

-Le Parlement europeen 

La Resolution sur le fonctionnement de !'Union europeenne du 17 
mai 1995 precise que !'etablissement d'une liste fixe de competences de 
!'Union europeenne et des Etats membres constitue une option trap rigide et 
trap difficile a realiser. 

Le Rapport "Martin" prealable a !'adoption de cette resolution, rejette 
!'idee d'elaborer une liste de competences compte tenu du rapport cofit I 
benefice d'une telle operation et de !'existence du principe de subsidiarite 
comme garde-fou face a un risque de centralisation croissante au niveau 
europeen. · 

Le projet Herman de Constitution de !'Union europeenne fait aussi 
l'econornie de telles listes de competences. Le cours donne a !'Escorial en 
juillet 1993 par le professeur Garcia de Enterria, membre du groupe 
d'experts qui a assiste le rapporteur de la Commission institutionnelle de 
l'epoque, Marcelino Oreja.s6 donne un eclairage interessant. 

Le premier argument avance pour justifier !'absence d'elaboration de 
listes de competences dans le projet de Constitution, contrairement a la 
solution qui avait ete retenue par le projet Spinelli, 57 est celui du caractere 
difficile voire delicat d'un .tel. exercice. En effet, pour refleter de la maniere 
la plus exacte possible la repartition actuelle des competences entre !'Union 
et les Etats membres, une simple consultation des traites n'est pas suffisante, 
il faut tenir compte de tout l'acquis communautaire et done aussi du droit 
derive et de la jurisprudence de la Cour de justice. Or, ceci peut se revel er 
etre une tache particulierement ardue et comporte le risque qu'une atteinte 
soit portee a l'acquis communautaire. 

56 E. GARCiA de ENTERRiA, "La regulaci6n de !as competencias de la Union en 
el proyecto de Constituci6n", op. cit. 

57 Voy. infra 
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Mais le deuxieme argument semble avoir ete encore plus determinant. 
L'auteur part du constat du bon fonctionnement et de !'absence de problemes 
poses par le systeme actuel. I! deduit cela de !'absence d'arret de la Cour de 
justice qui aurait annule un acte legislatif de !'Union pour exces de 
competence.ss Le principe de la primaute du droit communautaire sur les 
droits nationaux, reconnu depuis 1964 comme un des piliers de l'ordre 
juridique communautaire, suffirait a regler les eventuels conflits, a !'image 
du systeme federal americain fonde sur quelques principes-cles dont 
!'interpretation jurisprudentielle a permis !'evolution. 

Le systeme federal europeen base, au contraire, sur une technique de 
listes de competences (cf. modeles allemand et espagnol 59) n'a pas ete 
adopte et ce en raison de la difficulte d'appliquer un tel systeme a la 
construction communautaire, du grand nombre de conflits auxquels 
risquerait de donner lieu !'interpretation de ces listes et de la satisfaction 
relative dont faisait l'objet le systeme existant. 

- Plusieurs Etats membres 

la Belgique, dans le Rapport d'initiative de M. Eyskens, rejette !'idee 
de dresser une liste de competences pour definir precisement le champ 
d'application de la subsidiarite car elle contribue a la decommunautarisation 
des competences de !'Union europeenne et entrave leur evolution dynamique. 

L'Espagne, dans son document elabore en vue de la Conference 
intergouvernementale de 1996 6o, s'est aussi penchee sur la question de la 
realisation d'un catalogue de competences. Le point de depart reside dans 
l'examen des propositions effectuees dans le Rapport Weidenfeld
Bertelsrnann a ce sujet. La these defendue est critiquee en raison de son 
caractere premature. Il serait, en effet, dangereux de figer la construction 
europeenne alors que les circonstances objectives d'une federation n'existent 

58 

59 

60 

Selon ].V. LOUIS, tirer de !'inexistence de telles decisions de la Cour 
!'absence de probleme pose par le systeme en vigueur est un argument a 
double tranchant car on pourrait tout autant "soutenir que la Cour n'a pas 
trouve dans les traites des limites suffisamment precises pour lui permettre 
de sanctionner la violation des regles de competences." (in "Quelques 
reflexions sur la reforme de 1996", Melanges Siotis, a paraitre) 
M. GARCiA de ENTERRiA se refere particulierement dans son commentaire 
(op. cit.) a la presence de listes de competences dans la Constitution 
espagnole qui n'a nullement permis d'eviter les conflits entre les deux 
niveaux de pouvoirs. 
Document espagnol, "La Conferencia intergubernamental de 1996 : Bases 
para une reflexi6n.", mars 1995. 
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pas encore. En outre, les conceptions nationales fort differentes a propos de 
la repartition des competences entre les differents niveaux conjuguees aux 
structures territoriales diverses que presentent les Etats membres risquent de 
mener a des negociations impossibles. 

- Autres documents 

Le Comite de reflexion sur les questions institutionnelles du 
Mouvement europeen international est d'avis qu'a ce stade de !'integration, 
l'etablissement de listes de competences ne s'impose pas et serait d'ailleurs 
tres delicat ... La redaction de listes sera inutile si les domaines sont decrits 
de ja9on trap large, et reductrice voire nuisible, si les negociateurs sont 
guides par un esprit restrictif. 

Dans le document du "European Policy Forum" redige par F. Vibert 
61, la question est posee de savoir si l'etablissement de listes de competences 
constitue reellement le moyen adequat pour clarifier et stabiliser la division 
des pouvoirs et des responsabilites entre !'Union et ses Etats membres et 
ainsi mettre fin aux craintes exprimees face a la centralisation croissante. 
Afin de repondre a cette question, l'auteur brosse d'abord un bref aperyu des 
differents modeles de repartition des responsabilites dans un systeme ou 
cohabitent plusieurs niveaux de pouvoirs (systemes americain, suisse, 
canadien et allemand). 

Ensuite, il distingue entre quatre differents objectifs que devrait viser 
une clarification dans !'enumeration des competences : une definition plus 
claire des politiques communes, une garantie de stabilite par la mise sur pied 
d'une division des pouvoirs durable entre !'Union et les Etats membres, la 
definition d'une structure particuliere des pouvoirs de !'Union et enfin, une 
clarification de l'exercice des pouvoirs. 

Par ailleurs, il evalue de maniere critique la fayon dont ces objectifs 
pourraient etre effectivement atteints par !'elaboration de listes de 
competences. On relevera particulierement le scepticisme exprime quant a la 
possibilite de fixer la division des pouvoirs de maniere permanente. Il 
invoque tout d'abord le caractere mouvant des fonctions gouvemementales et 
de !'appreciation de ce qui peut etre mieux realise collectivement au sein 
d'une Union. Ensuite, il ajoute que l'instauration d'une liste des competences 
reservees aux Etats membres historiquement ne s'est pas revelee comme une 
garantie efficace contre la centralisation croissante. Seule !'exclusion de 

61 F. VIBERT, A Core Agenda for the 1996 Inter-Governmental Conference, op. 
cit. 
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!'Union de certains domaines permettrait d'atteindre un tel objectif. Enfin, 
selon lui, en definissant des aires de competences exclusives et partagees, on 
tend a favoriser un systeme de pouvoirs independants et coordonnes pour 
!'Union et les Etats membres qui a souvent tendance, par le jeu d'autres 
facteurs, a entrainer une centralisation croissante. 

B. PROJETS EN FAVEUR DE L'ELABORATION DE 
LISTES DE COMPETENCES 

a) Propositions anterieures a la preparation de la Conference 
intergouvernementale 

Quelques projets plus anciens doivent etre exposes pour donner un 
panorama plus complet des propositions en vue d'une clarification de la 
repartition des competences au sein de !'Union. 

- Projet Spinelli 62 

Il doit etre cite pour le caractere elabore et novateur de la solution 
qu'il preconise. Au sein des competences de !'Union, qui sont des 
competences d'attribution, est etablie une distinction entre les competences 
exclusives et les competences concurrentes (article 12). 63 

Dans le domaine des competences exclusives de !'Union, les 
institutions de /'Union sont seules competentes pour agir; les autorites 
nationales ne peuvent intervenir que pour autant que la loi de /'Union le 
prevoie. 

Dans le cadre des competences concurrentes, les Etats membres 
peuvent agir dans la mesure ou !'Union n'est pas encore intervenue. Mais, 
celle-ci ne peut agir que moyennant le respect du principe de subsidiarite et 
!'adoption d'une loi organique entrainant le declenchement de !'action 
commune dans un secteur non encore aborde par !'Union. 

La categorie des "competences potentielles" doit encore etre 
mentionnee.(article 11) Il s'agit de certaines matieres relevant de la 
cooperation entre Etats qui peuvent par le biais d'une procedure particuliere 

62 

63 

Voy .. CAPOTORTI F., HILF M., JACOBS F., JACQUE ]. P., Le Traite d'Union 
europeenne, Editions de l'Universite de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, 1985, pp. 57-74 
Une telle distinction avait deja ete effectuee par la Commission dans les 
propositions presentees lors de la preparation du rapport Tindemans, Bull. 
CE, suppl. 5/75, paragraphes 11 a 18. 
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devenir l'objet d'actions conununes soit sous la forme d'une competence 
exclusive soit sous celle de competences concurrentes. Il faut souligner que 
ce mecanisme est le seul qui permette d'etendre le champ d'application de 
!'action conunune, a !'exclusion de toutes competences implicites ou d'un 
mecanisme conune celui de !'article 235 du traite CEE. 

Dans la partie du traite relative aux politiques de !'Union, il est defini 
pour chaque politique, le type de competence dont dispose !'Union. 

Il ne s'agit pas a proprement par! er d'un systeme de listes de 
competences mais le resultat auquel on aboutit est fort proche etant donne 
que chaque matiere est directement rattachee a un des types de competences 
definis dans le traite. 

- Rapport interimaire de V. Giscard d' Estaing 64 

Dans le cadre des discussions relatives a la subsidiarite, ce rapport 
constitue une autre tentative d'elaboration de listes de competences. Il 
commence par presenter !'alternative qui devra etre tranchee entre 
l'explicitation de la repartition des competences, conune dans la plupart des 
Constitutions federales, et !'introduction d'un principe general de 
subsidiarite qui constituerait une garantie suffisante en soi. 

Ensuite, les politiques deja conununautaires au sens du traite CEE 
sont enumerees et il est distingue au sein de celles-ci entre celles transferees 
a la Communaute quant a leur principe et leur contenu et celles transferees 
uniquement en ce qui r;oncerne des objectifs a realiser et dont la realisation 
pese en partie sur les Etats membres. 

Enfin, deux listes sont elaborees : 

- la premiere enumere les. competences dont la Conununaute 
envisage de se doter et precise que! impact aurait le principe de 
subsidiarite sur celles-ci. 

- La seconde est consacree aux competences qui ne devraient pas 
etre enlevees aux :Etats membres et qui rourraient faire l'objet 
d'une liste dans la perspective de la redaction d'une future 
Constitution europeenne. 

64 Rapport interimaire fait au nom de la Commission institutionnelle du 
Parlement europeen sur le principe de subsidiarite, 4 juillet 1990, Doe. A3-
163/90/partie B 
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I! est cependant precise qu'il ne s'agit pas de listes exhaustives de 
competences car dans la realite des chases, la complexite des situations cree 
parfois un certain enchevetrement des competences dont il est difficile de ne 
pas tenir compte. L'optique etait des lors plutot de provoquer des 
interrogations et de constituer une base de ret1exion. 

V. Giscard d'Estaing n'a finalement pas ete suivi par la commission 
institutionnelle qui, devant les difficultes politiques et pratiques de cet 
exercice et le risque qu'il soit porte atteinte a l'acquis communautaire, a 
prefere se contenter de !'affirmation du principe de subsidiarite dans le 
traite. 65 Celui-ci, conjointement avec les principes d'attribution des 
competences et de proportionnalite devrait suffire a lirniter l'exercice des 
competences. 66 

-Communication de la Commission sur le vrincive de subsidiarite 67 
:L -

De longs developpements y sont consacres a la definition et a la 
delimitation des competences exclusives et des competences partagees. 
Rappelant qu'en vertu du principe d'attribution de competences, la regie est 
la competence nationale et !'exception, la competence communautaire, elle en 
deduit l'inutilite, sur le plan constitutionnel, d'une liste des competences 
reservees aux Etats membres. Mais elle n'en omet pas pour autant les 
problemes politiques poses par !'absence d'une telle liste qui entraine les 
collectivites decentralisees de certains Etats membres et !'opinion publique a 
conclure qu'il n'y a pas de limitations precises aux interventions de la 
Communaute accusee de pouvoir se meler de tout. Elle se pose des lors la 
question de l'opportunite d'indiquer les principaux domaines de competences 
reserves aux :Etats membres. 

Ensuite, elle se penche sur une difficulte qui apparait avec plus 
d'acuite depuis le Traite de Maastricht, !'absence de definition ou de contenu 
clairs des deux blocs de competences (exclusives et partagees). 68 

65 V. GISCARD D'ESTAING, "La regie d'or du federalisme europeen", Revue des 
Affaires europeennes, n·1, 1991, pp. 63-66 

66 K. GREI'SCHMANN, "The Subsidiarity Principle : Who is to do What in an 
Integrated Europe", in Subsidiarity: The Challenge of Change, lEAP, 
Maastricht, 1991, p 45 et s. 

67 Communication de la Commission au Conseil et au Parlement europeen sur 
le principe de subsidiarite, 27 octobre 1992, Agence Europe, Europe 
Documents, n· 1804/05, 30 octobre 1992, (Voy. surtout annexe) 

68 En effet, le champ d'application du principe de subsidiarite est defini a 
l'alinea 2 de !'article 3B du traite de !'Union comme ne s'etendant pas aux 
domaines ou la Communaute dispose d'une competence exclusive. 
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A cet egard, la Commission tente une definition theorique de la 
competence exclusive en la caracterisant par un element fonctionnel 
(!'obligation d'agir pour la Communaute qui doit clairement et precisement 
resulter du Traite) et un element materiel (le dessaisissement des Etats 
membres du droit d'intervenir unilateralement). 

Elle presente enfin une !iste des competences qui doivent etre 
considerees comme exclusives,, au sein des competences actuelles. Le bloc de 
competences exclusives propose est organise autour des quatre libertes 
fondamentales et de certaines politiques communes indispensables a 
l'etablissement du marche interieur ou corollaires de celui-ci. La 
delimitation de ce bloc est amenee a evoluer en fonction des progres de 
!'integration europeenne et ne saurait etre petrifiee. 

Cette tentative de delimitation du domaine des competences exclusives 
de la Communaute a fait l'objet de nombreuses reactions et critiques. 69 En 
effet, !'interpretation de la Commission du concept de competence exclusive 
s'eloignait sensiblement de celle de la Cour de justice qui n'avait reconnu, 
jusqu'alors, que deux matieres comme appartenant a cette categorie (la 
politique commerciale commune et la politique commune de conservation 
des ressources de peche). Ces critiques sont revelatrices de la difficulte 
d'appliquer, in concreto, le concept des competences exclusives dans un 
systeme "constitutionnel" qui attribue des responsabilites en fonction 
d'objectifs a atteindre et non pas de matieres nettement delimitees. 70 

- Rapport du Senat fran£ais 71 

Ce rapport considere !'elaboration de listes de competences comme un 
probleme decisif, reflet de l'affrontement entre deux conceptions -
Communaute centralisee ou Communaute subsidiaire. 

En outre,. la reference. faite a !'article 3B du Traite de !'Union a la 
notion de competence exclusive, rend d'autant plus imperatif l'etablissement 

69 Voy. C.D. EHLERMANN, "QJ.telques reflexions sur la communication de la 
Commission relative au principe de subsidiarite, Revue du Marche Unique 
Europeen, 4/1992, pp. 215-230; K. LENAERTSet P. van YPERSELE, "Le 
principe de subsidiarite et son contexte ... ", op. cit., pp. 23_27;]. RIDEAU, 
Droit institutionnel de l'Union et des Communautes europeennes, op. cit., 
pp .. 377-378 

70 C.D. EHLERMANN, "Quelques reflexions sur la communication de la 
Commission ... ", op. cit., p. 218 

71 Rapport de la delegation du Senat fran<;ais pour les Communautes 
europeennes sur le principe de subsidiarite par M. PONIATOWSKI, 12 
novembre 1992 
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d'une delimitation nette entre competences exclusives et concurrentes, qui ne 
peut etre laissee a la seule appreciation des institutions communautaires. 

La solution reside done, selon le rapporteur, dans !'elaboration, dans 
le cadre d'une conference intergouvernementale, de listes de competences 
(exclusives et concurrentes) qui devront etre sournises aux Parlements des 
Etats membres. L'avantage est qu'une fois la repartition des competences 
fixee dans des listes, toute modification de celle-ci doit etre exposee 
clairement. 

b) Documents preparatoires a la Conference intergouvernementale de 
1996 

La plupart de ces documents, contiennent des prises de position 
favorables a l'etablissement de listes de competences dans un but de 
rationalite, de transparence et de democratie. Neanmoins, au dela de cette 
position de principe, il n'est bien souvent fait reference ni aux modalites 
pratiques, ni aux !ignes directrices qui permettraient de realiser un tel 
exercice. 

Les forrnules utilisees sont revelatrices du manque de substance de la 
plupart des propositions dans ce domaine. A titre d'exemple, nous citerons la 
prise de position en faveur de Ntablissement d'une liste claire de 
competences ayant pour but d'etiminer ou de restreindre le champ des 
competences concurrentes.,12 la proposition que la Confere,nce 
intergouvernementale tente d'enumerer les competences reservees aux Etats 
membres. 73 la declaration en faveur de /'elaboration d'une liste de 
competences de /'Union europeenne, des Etats membres et des 
gouvernements regionaux ou locaux. 74 et une position favorable a 
!'elaboration d'un catalogue de competences, a tout le mains. dans un but .de 
clarification etcommepointde reference.pendant les negociations. 75 

72 

73 

74 

75 

Document de travail sur la subsidiarite redige par G. Berthu, Commission 
institutionnelle du Parlement europeen, 16 janvier 1995 
Document de reflexion du groupe parlementaire des socialistes europeens 
elabore par E. Guigou, op. cit. . 
Document du "Group of the European Democrat and Reform Party", op. cit. 
Document du "Centre for European Policy Studies", "Preparing for 1996 and 
a Larger European Union : Principles and Priorities", op. cit. 
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On trouve les developpements les plus complets en ce domaine dans le 
rapport du groupe "Europa 96" de la Fondation Bertelsmann. 76 En effet, 
une grande partie du rapport est consacree a la repartition des competences 
et a l'equilibre federal qui doit etre maintenu entre le Centre et les Etats 
membres. De plus, il contient une tentative concrete d'elaboration d'un 
catalogue de competences (base sur la repartition sous-jacente au traite de 
!'Union.) ce qui en constitue le principal interet. 

I! est important de retracer !'ensemble du raisonnement afin de se 
rendre compte de la portee exacte de la proposition. 

. Le point de depart reside dans la necessite d'assurer l'equilibre 
federal entre le niveau europeen, d'une part, et les Etats membres, d'autre 
part afin de prevenir un glissement excessif vers le niveau europeen car il 
existe des indices incontestables d'une centralisation croissante. Une 
repartition claire des competences permettrait une imputation non ambigue· 
des responsabilites garantissant l'equilibre federal et la transparence requise. 

Ensuite, il est fait reference au principe de subsidiarite qui est 
considere comme insuffisant pour resoudre le probleme des competences et 
de la tendance a la centralisation europeenne rnais constitue neanmoins une 
maxime d'action qui peut etre efficace dans l'espace politique en tant que 
principe regulateur. 

Face a l'impuissance du principe de subsidiarite pour clarifier la 
repartition des competences, le rapport conclut a la necessite d'elaborer un 
catalogue des competences qui decrive l'etat de cette repartition et represente 
de maniere systematique la structure complexe de celle-ci, fournissant du 
meme coup des points de repere a la Cour de justice pour trancher les 
conflits de competence. 

L'originalite du catalogue propose est qu'il ne se base pas sur des 
listes de competences exclusives ou partagees mais qu'il etablit une 
cystinction entre les competences primaires et les competences partielles des 
~tats membres et de !'Union europeenne. Quand un niveau de pouvoir (les 
Etats membres ou !'Union) dispose des competences primaires dans un 
dornaine, cela signifie qu'il dispose de la competence de principe pour regir 
la matiere. Les seules interventions qui peuvent etre effectuee par !'autre 

76 Europa'96 Refonnprogramm fur die Europaische Union. Strategien und 
Optionen fur Europa - Werner Weidenfeld (Hrsg). Verslag Bertelsmann 
Stiftung, Gi.itersloh, 1994 
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niveau resultent a!ors des competences partielles qui lui sont attribuees au 
sein de ce domaine donne. 

Le principe suivant est propose afin de regu !'attribution des 
competences primaires : !'unite, si elle est necessaire, la multiplicite, chaque 
jois qu'el/e est possible. Ce principe doit servir pour !'attribution future de 
competences primaires a la Comrnunaute mais il doit aussi avoir pour 
fonction des maintenant de servir de base a un reexamen des competences 
dont elle dispose actuel!ement et a une revision eventuelle de la repartition 
des competences. Dans la meme optique, les competences ne devraient plus 
etre definies en terme d'attribution fonctionnelle de taches decrite de 
maniere large mais bien en termes d'attribution concrete et precisement 
delimitee de domaines determines. 

Certains principes regulateurs sont neanmoins juges necessaires en cas 
de conflits de competences. Le principe de loyaute a !'Union europeenne, 
selon lequel !'Union et les Etats membres doivent tenir compte des 
responsabilites de !'autre niveau pour toute intervention, est ainsi considere 
comrne primordial. A cet effet, il est propose de modifier !'article 5 du 
traite afin qu'il joue dans les deux sens et entralne une cooperation loyale 
entre les differents niveaux. 

Enfin, le rapport propose une suppression ou une formulation 
nettement plus restrictive de !'article 235. L'ajout de nouvelles competences 
comrnunautaires pourrait encore etre realise rnais moyennant la formule de 
revision des traites, telle que prevue a !'article N du traite de !'Union. 

Que penser a ce sujet? 

11 faut commencer par preciser que ces Iistes ont comrne premier 
merite, celui d'exister. En effet, l'examen des autres documents revele le 
laconisme des propositions quand il s'agit de concretiser le principe de 
!'elaboration de listes de competences. Mais la tentative, toute louable quelle 
soit, demontre aussi toute la difficulte d'une telle entreprise. Le paradoxe est 
que la volonte de tenir compte le plus possible de toutes les nuances de la 
repartition actuelle de competences aboutit a un resultat qui, dans bien des 
cas, n'apporte pas les clarifications requises et bien au contraire risque de 
poser de nombreux problemes d'interpretation. 77 

77 Pour un commentaire critique de ce rapport, voy. j.V. LOUIS, "Quelques 
reflexions sur la reforme de 1996", op. cit. 
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L'objectif poursuivi tel qu'il est presente semble etre double : d'une 
part, permettre un maintien durable de l'equilibre federal et prevenir 
efficacement un glissement excessif de competences vers le niveau europeen 
et, d'autre part, ameliorer la transparence du systeme comrnunautaire. On 
peut neanmoins se demander si la transparence ne constitue pas plutot un 
pretexte, le veritable mobile etant la lutte contre une centralisation 
croissante. Si !'on doit juger cette proposition sous !'angle de la 
transparence, le bilan n'est pas reellement satisfaisant quant a la clarification 
apportee par !'elaboration de ces listes. Par ailleurs, les principes proposes 
pour regir !'organisation des competences seraient applicables non seulement 
pour l'avenir mais aussi pour le passe, avec une possibilite de retransfert aux 
Etats membres de competences conferees a !'Union. Le risque est grand que 
cela ne debouche sur une rediscussion globale de !'ensemble de l'acquis 
comrnunautaire. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A !'issue de ces developpements, on constate, au sein des propositions 
. examinees, un partage pre,sque egal entre les partisans et les opposants au 
principe de l'etablissement de listes de competences a !'occasion de la 
prochaine revision des traites. 

La plupart du temps, les arguments presentes a l'appui des listes de 
competences sont lies a un besoin de transparence et de rationalisation du 
systeme de repartition de competences existant. Au dela de ces justifications, 
le but, avoue ou non; est souvent de fixer des limites claires aux competences 
communautaires afin de proteger les Etats membres et leurs composantes 
centre une centralisation croissante. 

Les arguments centre !'elaboration de telles listes sont le plus souvent 
de type pragmatique. Si les vertus clarificatrices du systeme de listes de 
competences sont parfois contestees, ce sont surtout les difficultes pratiques 
et la peur de negociations interminables risquant de porter atteinte a l'acquis 
communautaire qui poussent a s'opposer a un tel exercice. 

On relevera, enfin, que les deux documents qui affichent le plus 
clairement le but qu'ils poursuivent - mettre fin au risque de derive 
centralisatrice - aboutissent a des conclusions diametralement opposees quant 
aux effets de !'introduction dans les traites de listes de competences. Le 
rapport Weidenfeld estime que la realisation d'un catalogue de competences 
aurait pour effet de garantir l'equilibre federal et, par consequent, 
permettrait d'eviter une centralisation abusive. Au contraire, le document :du 
"European Policy Forum" denonce les effets centralisateurs que ne 
manquerait pas d'avoir l'etablissement de listes de competences dans la 
construction communautaire. 
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• 
In the Monnet-Schuman doctrine on European integration the 
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) can be seen as the last but one 
stage for a political union (PU): Europe should be built in a 
pragmatic way step by steP creating a de facto solidarity between 
nations and peoples.The first step would be a customs union, to 
be followed by an economic community with some common policies 
such as the common agricultural policy, the common transport 
policy, the common commercial policy, the common rules on 
competition, not to forget the internal market with free movement 
of goods, services, persons and capital, and the development 
cooperation.Economic and social cohesion, ;.esearch and 
technological development and environment were introduced 1n a 
later stage for both economic and political reasons. 

From the beginning however it was quite clear that a good 
working customs union and economic community could not be 
sustained without an economic and monetary union; otherwise the 
internal market would break apart.It is not surprising therefore 
that the first attempt to create an EMU was already made in 1970 
with the Werner report.After the rapid realisation in the sixties 
of the customs union and the framing of the essential Community 
policies EMU would be the final stage of economic integration to 
be realised in 1980, which would necessarely lead to a kind of 
political integration, an ever closer union among the peoples of 
Europe:However the international monetary turmoil at the end of 
the 1960's and the oil shocks of the 1970's made this European 
dream impossible at that time. 

The same 1dea emerged after the revision of the Treaties by 
the Single European Act of 1986 once the project "Europe 1992" on 
the achievement of the internal market was agreed upon.But 
after the fall of the Berlin wall on 9 November 1989 and the 
breakdown of communism in Eastdrn Europe and the Soviet Union it 
became clear that the unified Germany (and others) wanted a clear 
parallel development between EMU and PU.That is also the reason 
why there were two intergovernmental conferences which started 
in Rome on 15 December 1990 : one OQ EMU and another one on PU, 
which eventually led to one overall revision of the European 
Treaties. 

The Treaty of M.~~stricht; 

In the Treaty on European Union (TEU), signed in Maastricht on 7 
February 1992, which came into force on the 1st of November 1993, 
Title VI on Economic and Monetary Policy (Articles 102a-109m), 
together with protocols N' 3 on the Statute of the European 
System of Central Banks and of the European Cantral Bank, N' 4 on 
the Statute of the European Monetary Institute, N' 5 on the 
excessive deficit procedure and N' 5 on the convergence criteria 
referred to in Article 109j of t'1e Treaty establishing the 
European Community, is one of the most detailed and consistent of 
all.The EMU was well prepared by the Delors Committee (Report of 
1989), many studies and thorough discussions by central banks and 
finance ministries.It was carefully worded during the 
Intergovernmental Conference.If the articles on EMU can be fully 
implemented as agreed upon, European integration will have made 
substantial progress.As to the articles on PU, which were rather 
the result of diplomatic negociations, it was evident from 
the beginning that they would need revision and adaptation 1n 
1966 before the European Union would be further enlarged. 
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So the Intergovernemental Conference (IGC) of 1996, which, 
according to article N.2 of the TEU, will examine those 
provisions of the treaty for which revision is provided, can and 
should introduce many improvements in the TEU such as the 
introduction of the two intergovernemental pillars on common 
foreign and security policy (CFSP) and on cooperation in the 
fields of justice and home affairs (CJHA) into the core of the 
Treaty, new institutional rules, more efficiency, transparency 
and democracy in the legislative process, a better definition of 
the (exclusive and mixed) competences of the European Union (EU), 
etc.In the IGC 1996 however the articles o~ EMU should not be 
touched upon.They provide for the required objective criteria and 
a precise timetable for the implementation of the EMU. 

As was already the case with the Werner Report two tendencies 
could be perceived in the preparation of the EMU in the TEU: 

- the economic one, which considers the monetary union as the 
final stage in economic integration, but which cannot be 
attained without a deep convergence in economic performance 
and close coordination of economic and fiscal policies based on 
structural adjustment dictated by market forces and 
transparent competition; 

- the monetary one, which believes that through close 
coordination of monetary policies irrevocably fixed 
exchange rates can be obtained, to be followed by a new single 
currency, which should in its turn have positive effects on 
the macro-economic policy to be followed by the Member-States. 

As in the Werner RePort both aspeccs were taken into account in 
the final wording in the TEU: a reasonable compromise between 
''economists'" and "monetarists", which, if it had not been 
reached, would perhaps have postponed the EMU sine die.In order 
to implement this agreement however, it was accepted that a 
minimum of requirements should be fuifilled to be a memoer of 
the EMU and consequently that not all Member-Staces of the Union 
would be part of the EMU from the first day on. 

In this context it should be stressed that from the conceptual 
point of view there is great asymmetry between the highly 
centralised monetary union and the rather de<Oe-l1t.i'"al-:ised economic 
union, which, if the former is to be put in operation, requires a 
very strong mechanism for coordinating national economic policies 
(some have even put forward the idea of a European economic 
government) . 

Convergence of economic performance 

Coordin~tion of economic policy between Member-States was already 
mentioned ~n the Rome Treaty of 25 March 1957 (articles 103-116), 
but it was only with the convergence decision of the Council of 
Ministers of 18 February 1974 that greater attention was given to 
this aspect.This decision however was hardly implemented, 
because the economic situation after the first oil shock was too 
difficult and national interests too divergent, but also because 
the exercice was to cumbersome.The Council had to establish (non 
published) quantified guidelines for the budgets of the Member
States, the monitoring being done by the special Committee on 
short term economic and financial policies. 
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Multilateral surveillance realy started after the Council 
decision of 12 March 1990.The exercice took place every 6 months 
and was highly facilitated by the presentation of medium-term 
convergence plans by the M'ember-States. It is not cl ear if this 
decision is still formally in existence after the TEU, but the 
multilateral surveillance exercice and the definition of general 
guidelines on economic policy is now a common practice in the EU, 
based essentially on the preparatory work of the Monetary 
Committee. 

The question is if those procedures have had any impact on the 
economic policies pursued by the Member-States.The answer is not 
straithforward.On the one hand there is no ~uantified indication 
that Member-States are following the general guidelines or 
detailed recommendations of the European Institutions, but on the 
other hand there is clear evidence that most if not all Member
States are constantly adaptin~ their economic, fi.scal and 
budgetary policies to European standards in view of the EMU, 
because they probably realise that this is the best in their own 
interest and that doing it together makes it easier. 

This will probably continue as long as the national interest 
coincides with the European one.The demonstration effect of well 
performing countries such as Germany in terms of inflation, 
public deficit, interest rates, growth and employment is probably 
also a strong argument in favour of an orthodox budgetary policy, 
given the high degree of economic integration between Member
States.There is general agreement that in a h1ghl~ competitive 
world economic performance is essential and that this objective 
cannot be reached if wages and salaries exceed productivity. 

Th r~§ sta,_g_E;!S in the real L;;.<?.t ion o_f EMU 

The well ~nown technique of the progressive stage-wise 
realization of an object1ve, already used in the EEC-Treaty for 
the customs union, was introduced once again for the EMU. 

Stage I started on the 1st of July•1990 with the complete 
liberalizat1on of capital movementi in 8 Member-States (Ireland, 
Spain, Portugal and Greece could benefit from exceptions until 
the 31st of December 1992; Greece benefited from an additional 
exception until the 30th of June 1994).At the same time 
coordination of. i8Conom i-c --and monetary policy was strenghtened 
through the convergence decision providing for multilateral 
surveillance and the decision on cooperation between Member 
States'central banks.During_ this period all obstacles to the 
private use of the ECU were also to be taken away. 

During this period substantial progress was made in matters of 
price stability (the a~~rage rate of inflation f6r EU-12 dropped 
from 4.7% in 1990 to 2.9 in 1995), but proble~s became greater 
1n relation with public deficits (average increase from 4.0 to 
4.7 %) and, most of all, in exchange rate stability.The EMS was 
severely attacked.The British Pound and the Italian Lira left the 
system, whereas other currencies devalued.On the 2nd of August 
1993 the margins of fluctuation were broadened from 2,25 to 15 %, 
which could not prevent the Spanish Peseta and the Portuguese 
Escudo to devalue again early 1995.Unemployment became the most 
important problem in the EU, since the rate rose from 8.0 % in 
1990 to 10.6 % in 1995 (21.9% in Spain). 
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Stage II started on the 1st of January 1994 with the creation of 
~he European Monetary Institute (EMI) located in Frankfurt and 
whose main task is to strenghten coordination of monetary 
policies and prepare stage III.It also replaces the Committee Of 
the governors of central banks and the European Fund for Monetary 
Cooperation.From that date on also the financing of public 
deficits are regula~ed: monetary financing through central banks 
is not allowed and there is no privlleged access of the publ1c 
sector to financial institutions.During the second stage each 
Member State shall start the process leading to the independence 
of its central bank, which is already the case in many Member
States.Evaluation of the medium term convergence programmes. 
which started in stage I, and their implementation continued. 
General guidelines on economic policy for the Union and the 
Member States were decided and recommendations made.The first 
exercice on the evaluation of excessive deficits according 
to art. 104c & 5 and 6 was made at the end of 1994 (cfr. infra). 

During stage II the EMI and the European Commission have to 
prepare and propose solutions for all technical problems 
involving the passage to stage III, including those concerning 
the replacement of national currencies by one single currency. 
In its 1st Annual Report of April 1995 the Et~ I stresses that 
there is need for a considerable t1me period ( 3 years ?) before 
a new set of paper money (7 bank notes from 5 to 500 ECU) and 
coins ( 9 in total from 0.01 to 5 ECU) cin replace the 12 billion 
banknotes existing it the EU.According to the meeting of the 
Finance Ministers in Versailles on the 10th of April 1995 th1s 
single currency would be in circulation early 2003. 

Stage III will s~art on the 1st of January 1997 or, at the 
latest, on the 1st of Januar~ 1999.At that moment the EMI w1ll be 
replaced by the European Central Bank (ECB) and ~he European 
System of Central Banks (ESCB).The ECB will conduct one monetary 
policy for all the members of the EMU in a system of 1rrevocably 
fixed exchange rates to be followed by the replacement of the 
national currencies concerned by one s1ngle currency, which will 
be issued by or under the authori~y ,of the ECB.Before making this 
essential step EMU-members should fJlfil a certain number of 
requirements. 

The EMU criteria 
. i I·. 

In the field of economic policy the TEU provides for a procedure 
of mutual surveillance in order to ensure sustained convergence 
of economic performances of the Member States and conformity 
with the broad guidelines of the economic policies of the Member
States and of the Community.If the economic policies of a Member
State are not consistent with the broad guidelines or if they 
risk to jeopardize the p~oper functioning of the EMU, the 
Council may, acting by qualified maJority, make the necessary 
recommendat1ons to the Member-State concerned and eventually 
decide to make its recommendations public.In this respect there 
shall be close monitoring also of the development of their 
budgetary situation and of their stock of government debt. 

In the field of monetary policy the primary objective of the 
ESCB shall be to maintain price stability (art. 105), which 
requires the independance of central banks.In order to become a 
member of the EMU the candidates should achieve a high degree of 
sustainable covergence by referenece to the following criteria 
(art. 1 09j 1 and p rotoco 1 s n · 5 and 6) : 
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a high degree of price stability: a rate of inflation not 
exceeding by more than 1 ,5 percentage points that of, 'at 
most, the three best performing Member States in terms of 
price stability; 

- the sustainability of the government financial position: 

a budget deficit of at maximum 3 % of GDP, unless 

either the ratio has declined substantially and 
continuously and reached a level that comes close 
to the reference value, 

or, alternatively, the excess over the reference 
value is only exceptional and temporary and the 
ratio remains close to the reference value; 

a debt ratio of at maximum 60 % of GDP, 

unless the ratio is sufficiently diminishing and 
approaching the reference value at a satisfactory 
pace; 

- the observance of normal fluctuating margins within the 
European Monetary System (EMS) for at least the last 2 
years before the examination; in particular the Member
State shall not have devalued its currency's bilateral 
central rate against any other Member-State's currency on 
its own initiative for the same period; 

- the durability of convergence reflected in the long term 
interest-rate levels: at maximum 2 ~ercentage points above 
the three best performing Member States in terms of price 
stability. 

There is of course a close relationship between these criteria.If 
for instance a country runs an excessive budget deficit, say 5 % 
of GDP year after year, its stock of public debt will increase, 
inflation pressure will be important, the exchange rate of the 
national currency unstable and interest rate high.The key 
ind1catan however seems to be the budget deficit. 

The 3% level can be justified to the extend that public 
infrastructure investment can be financed on loans, but on that 
assumption, a broader range, say 2-4% could do, according to 
the amount of public investment planned.Probably the strict 
figures were chosen in order to Atop any possible bargaining. 

The average inflation- and interest-rate of the 3 best performing 
countries referred to has to be understood as an simple average, 
although a GDP-weighted average would be more appropriate. 

The exchange rate criterion should in my view be understood to 
refer in principle to the 2,25% margin of the.EMS and not to the 
15 %margin as some argue.So the 4 devalutions of the peseta 
since 1992 and the 3 of the escudo seem to exclude Spain and 
Portugal for the time being.The same is true for the for Italy 
and the United Kingdom, who left the EMS. 
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In the present situation (see table in annex) only 2 countries 
(Germany and Luxemburg) seem to be able to fulfil all the . 
criteria in 1996.With special efforts others could follow such as 
Ireland, the Netherlands, Finland and Danemark (but the last one 
does not wish to be part of the EMU), possibly also France, 
Austria and even Belgium.In 1998, where no majority of Member
States fulfilling the criteria is required, there might be more. 

It should be noticed however that those criteria are not applied 
automatically.There will be an overall assessment taking into 
account also the balance of payment situation and the development 
of unit labour costs within each country.The final decision will 
of course be political, but within narrow predetermined limits: 
all criteria require strict observance, with the exception of 
the deficit and, even more, the debt criterion for which, if not 
respected, there must be clear indications that there is 
substantial improvement observed and projected. 

If during the mutual surveillance procedure the public deficit is 
not under control, the Council shall make recommendations to the 
Member State concerned. The first recommendations in this respect 
ware made in December 1994 to all Member States with the 
exception of Ireland and Luxemburg.If there is no effective 
action they can be made public according to art. 103 & 4.If they 
are very specific they will presumably have an effect on the 
creditworth1ness of the Member State concerned- which will have 
to pay a higher interest rate in the capital market - and this as 
such is already a heavy sanction.The capital market can also 
anticipate this evolution and react earlier. 

But there is more: in the 3rd phase of EMU the Council may decide 
to give notice to the Member State to take measures within a 
specific timetable and if the Member State fails to comply, the 
Council may tart.104c 11): 

- require the Member State concerned to publish additional 
information, to be specified by the Council, before 
issuing bonds and securities; 

- invite the European Hl'vestment· Bank to reconsider its 
lending policy toward the Member State concerned; 

- require the Member State concerned to make a non-interest
bearing deposit of an appropriate size with the Community 
until the excessive deficit has, in view of the Council, 
been corrected; 

- impose fines of an appropriate size. 

With these sanctions in mind, one should not - on the assumption 
that they are really applied to a EMU-member- reconsider a 
weakening of the economic (budgetary) and monetary criteria, 
because the entering EMU-member would immediately be in 
difficulty to maintain itself in the club.Since in EMU there is 
no adjustment possible any more through the exchange rate, each 
member has to take the necessary measures through its economic 
and fiscal policy.On the other hand it must be recognized also 
that, being a member of the EMU could facilitate the solution of 
structural problems for certain countries. 

------
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The establishment of the EMU 

The procedure is as follows (art. 109 j and k). The European · 
Council decides not later than 31 December 1996 whether a 
majority of Member States fulfils the necessary conditions for 
adoption of a single currency, whether it is appropriate for 
the Community to enter the third stage of EMU and,if so, the date 
for beginning the .third stage.The Couricil shall then decide on 
which Member States shall have a derogation. 

If in 1996 a majority of Member States (i.e. 8 out of 15, 
although some argue that 7 out of 13 would do) will not have 
fulfilled the requirements, which is highly likely, the EMU can 
start later, but it will at any rate on the 1st of January 1999, 
whatever the number of participants. 

In each case the decision as to which Member States fulfill the 
criteria shall be taken- on the basis of the reports prepared 
by the Commission and the EMI - by a qualified majority according 
to art. 148.2 i.e. with 62 out of 87 votes (or 71 %) • 

The voting system may be changed - unanomously - in the IGC 1996 
according to the Ioannina compromise, which could eventually have 
an effect on the decision process on EMU in 1998 - if the IGC has 
been completed by then - but not in 1996.So the voting system 
would be the only modification in the EMU rules following the 
IGC. 

It should be noted however that, once the list of countries 
fulfilling the criteria is established, no Member-State can 
prevent another one to enter into the third stage of the EMU 
(protocol n" 10). 

Some argue that the criteria which have been defined should be 
reviewed in the IGC, or at least b~ interpreted in a more 
flexible way.This claim mainly comes from countries which are 
likely not to be taken in the first batch.This demand is in my 
view unreasonable, not only vis-a-vis those who do fulfil 
the conditions but also, and even more, for those who do not, 
because. if they were to be taken in, they would probably not be. 
in a position to sustain the obligations resulting from EMU and 
be immediately in difficulty since no member of EMU will take the 
risk of financing public deficits of members that cannot sustain 
the necessary discipline.EMU-members would not agree to finance, 
be it indirectly, unreasonable budget deficts of other countries. 

Others claim that new criteria should be added to the 4 already 
mentioned.Of course it would be easier to create an EMU when 
real and social criteria such as growth, aconomic structure and 
employment would be taken into account.It should be stressed 
however that those criteria are not necessary to start an EMU, 
seen from a purely technical point of view.So an EMU can be put 
in operation between members that show an unemployment rate of 15 
to 25 %, but it will be difficult to do so from a political point 
of view since the EMU might be considered to be an obstacle to 
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an active employment policy (structural adjustment does have 
employment effects in the long run only).Such kind of arguments 
will probably be taken into consideration in the final decision 
of the European Council.But bringing these elements in the TEU as 
explicit criteria could only delay the formation of an EMU 
between those Member States that are in a posit1on to do so. 

It might also be an excuse to claim more assistance - beyond the 
Structural Funds (142 billion ECU for the period 1993-199g) and 
the Cohesion Fund (15 billion ECU) -from the EU for those that 
are not in a position yet to enter the EMU.~t should be born in 
mind however that, with the enlargement of the EU to Central -
and Eastern Europe, it is highly unlikely that new European funds 
will be put in place in order to speed up their development in 
view of the EMU.Member States who are real candidates should take 
proper action themselves, even if such policies imply some 
restrictive measures.Such policies are necessary, at least in 
the short run, in the interest of the people, because otherwise 
the imposed and required structural adjustments may even be more 
painful.Moreover, if some countries are not allowed in the first 
batch, they should not forget that every two years there is be a 
review of their situation; they can even ask for one in the 
meantime. 

Once the EMU is in operation, there is a whole arsenal of means 
to make sure that each member fulfils its obligations (see 
above), but it should be considered if there is no need for an 
automatic equilibrating fund in case of (unforeseen) heavy shocks 
in the economy, because ad hoc decisions of institutions might 
imply some delay, which could cause irreparable damage.The case 
of a natural catastrophy with heavy consequences on the 
production apparatus is straightforward, but there could be also 
purely econom1c events with the same effect e.g. a sudden and 
abnormal increase in the balance of payments deficit or in the 
unemployment ratio.In order to absorb such shocks a special 
stabilization fund could be put in place to provide automatic and 
immediate assistance, limited howe~er 1n time and amount- beyond 
all lending facilities which will be provided- to the countries 
involved, which are members of the EMU.This has nothing to do of 
course with structural assistance, which might be provided before 
and during the EMU.Such a (small) stalization fund could be 
financed by EMU-members through payment of a kind of insurance 
premium. 

The nature of EMU 

One vital point still to be discussed is the nature of the EMU.As 
already stated it is not strictly necessary to introduce a new 
common currency; an irrevocable set of fixed exchange rates 
with unlimited convertibility could suffice.But given the bad 
experiences in the European Monetary System (EMS), with sudden 
speculative attacks on certain currencies, which, given the 
magnitudes involved, can in no way be countered efficiently with 
Central Bank interventions, it seems appropriate to go 
immediately for a new currency, the so-called big bang 
approach.This would not only lower the tranaction costs for 
firms and individuals arrising from conversions from one 
Community currency into another, but also increase the 
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credibility of the EMU and the transparency of prices all over 
the EU.The existence of parallel currencies is too cos~ly.The 
transition period should be as short as possible - e.g. 6 months 
- but this should be carefully prepared, e.g.in asking that one 
year ahead all (national) prices be labeled in the new currency 
as well, so that the public get used to the coming change, 
somewhat in the sa~e way that the British introduced the decimal 
system in 1970. 

Accordins to the TEU the new currency sh~l' be the ECU
accounts, bank notes and coins- but it shall be no basket 
currency any more, on the contratry a currency in its own right 
(art. 109 1 & 4).Its intrinsic value could therefore 
substantially differ from its present value say vis-a-vis the DM. 

Conclusions 

Since the EMU prov1s1ons are carefully worded in a very detailed 
way the Maastricht Treaty articles on that subject should not be 
modified.All possible necessary actions can be taken.The 
institutional framework is in place. 

The only indirect change may be the voting system, which could 
have an effect on the transition into the third stage of EMU in 
1999.May-be also a special EMU stabilization fund for EMU 
members could be put in place. 

The criteria for accession to the EMU should be maintained as 
they are and new - social - criteria should not be introduced, 
because they are not strictly necessary for the establishment of 
an EMU, even if they would make it easier from a political 
point of view.The risk is that they would cause unnecessary 
uncertainty and delay. 

The best solution to create the EMU,seems to be to go as soon as 
possible for a new currency without •following the long road of 
so-called irrevocably fixed exchange rates.This means the great 
leap forward,. which should be prepared well in advance but which 
is not without risks.Therefore it should be prepared with great 
care. 
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KEY FIGURES FOR EMU 
(estimates 1996) 

-----------------------------------------
Inflar.ion Public Public Interest: 

rate deficit debt rate 
(1/1995)! 

-----------------------------------------
2.6 - 4·.0 136.0 8.4 

2.4 - 2.2 78.2 9.0 

2.4 - 2.0 58.9 7.4 

9.0 - 12.9 1 28. 1 

4.4 - 4.7 6 6. 1 1 1 . 1 

2. 1 - 3.9 55.6 8.3 

2.7 - 1.5 79. 1 9.5 

3.8 - 7.9 128.6 12.0 

2.7 + 2.0 9.9 8.4 

2.5 - 2.7 78.0 7.9 

3. 1 - 4.2 7.3 

4.4 - 4.8 72.3 11 . 2 

2.7 - 2.5 9.5 

3'. 1 - 7.3 11 . 2 

3.3 - 3.4 53. 1 8.5 

1 5 3.0 -4.0 73.0 9.0 

Ref ------------------------------------
val ' 3.8 3.0 6d.O 9.5 ' 

' ' ------------------------------------

Growth 
rate 

3. 1 

3.0 

3.4 

1 . 7 

3.2 

3.2 

5.3 

3.2 

3.2 

~ ~ 

.,),,) 

3.3 

3.2 

5 . 1 

2.7 

2.8 

3.2 

Source: Commission, EC EconoiT)ic Data, 1995- N' 1 

Unemployment 
rate 

9.3 

8.0 

6.5 

10.8 

21 . 2 

10.6 

1 5. 7 

10.4 

' 3. 1 

9.4 

3.5 

5.6 

1 3. 9 

6.6 

7.6 

10.0 
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Le document introductif par Van Ginderacilter presente de fac;on excellente 
l'ilistorique du sujet et les stipulations du traite, je n'ai rien a ajouter. 

Il fonnule egalement de fa~on tres claire differentes graves options actuelles, et 
prend des positions sur lesquelles je vais ex primer rapidement mon plein accord (passer 
d'un coup a la monnaie unique, introduire rapidement !'Union monetaire) ou un accord 
nuance (ne pas remettre en cause le traite). 

Par contre, le document se focalise sur !'union monetaire, telle que prevue par le 
traite. Il en resulte deux lacunes : l'etroite liaison entre !'union monetaire et !'union 
economique, avec la necessite d'une coordination des politiques budgetaires mal prevue 
par le trait€, la prise en compte de la diversite de !'Union, avec son inevitable cheminemem 
ii. geometrie variable, qu'il faut soigneusernent organiser. Ces deux points devraient etre 
examines par le CIG 96, je m'y appesantirai done un peu. 

I ACCORD SlJR DElJX POINTS 

Inu·oduire rapidement !'Union monetaire et passer d'un coup a la monnaie unique. 

On a tellement pari€ de la monnaie unique, on a tellement dit que c'etait, non 
seulement un complement, mais egalement une condition necessaire pour le bon 
fonctionnement du marche unique, que les operateurs economiques et plus largement le 
grand public (au moins dans la plupart des pays) comprendrait mal qu'on tergiverse. Il faut 
cettes verifier que les conditions economiques de base sont remplies (d'ou la certitude que 
!'operation ne concernera au debut qu'un nombre limit€ de pays), mais il sera probablemem 
raisonnable de ne pas manifester.une rigidite excessive sur le respect des cri teres nominaux 
de convergence (dont le chiffrement, pour les finances publiques, resulte de raisonnemems 
valables, mais approximatifs). 

Accord egalement sur !'idee de passer d'un coup- ou tres vite- a la monnaie unique. 
Il faut done accelerer la preparation. 
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11 NUANCE SUR UN POINT 

Faut-il elargir les criteres de convergence? 

Y.G. est nettement contre. Il ecrit: "not necessary from a purely technical point of 
view", mais reconna!t !'aspect politique decisif du ch6mage. D'accord avec lui pour ne pas 
demander une modification formelle du traite, mais il faut renforcer, lors de la ClG, 
!'accord sur !'idee, qui figure deja dans le traite, que des aspects d'economie reelle sont a 
prendre en consideration. Il faut absolument rompre !'impression, trop generale dans les 
opinions publiques, que !'Union ne se preoccupe guere du probleme de !'Europe, a sa voir le 
ch6mage et se concentre trop sur d'autres objectifs. 

Est-il dangeretlX d'ouvrir la boite de Pandore? SCu·ement. Mais il arrive qu'il soit 
encore plus dangereux de ne pas l'ouvrir, car la poudre qui est dedans peut exploser. Plus 
trivialement, il n'est jamais bon de voiler la realite. 

Ill DEUX NECESSAIRES COMPLEMENTS AU TRAITE 

a) La mise en oeuvre d'une veritable union economique et monetaire 

Le texte V.G. traite de !'Union monetaire, mais pas de !'Union economique. Or les deux 
sont etroitement liees, mais le traite n'est pas assez explicite sur ce point. 

Les deux volets de la politique macro-economique, monetaire et budgetaire, doivent 
etre mis, de fac,:on etroitement coherente, au service des memes objectifs : il n'y a pas 
un volet au service de certains objectifs et l'auu·e au service d'autres, mais pour eu·e 
efficace, la politique macro-economique doit constituer un tout. 

Avecla mise en place de !'Union monetaire, la politique budgetaire demeurera le seul 
instrument macro-economique important a la disposition des Etats nationaux. 

Or, dans une economie europeenne qui est encore loin d'etre completement integree, 
les chocs (d'origine interne OU externe) demandant des reponses vont COntinuer a etre 
assez differents d'une economie a !'autre. D'autre part, le budget est le reflet de choix 
politiques qui doivent continuer a pouvoir differer entre les Etats. Pour ces deux 
raisons, la diversite des politiques budgetaires va demeurer longtemps une exigence 
d'une Europe diversifiee. 

Mais, en meme temps, l'interdependance accrue des economies nationales rend 
indispensable !'organisation de la compatibilite de ces politiques, et done leur 
coordination au service des grands objectifs ctefinis en commun. 

Ce theme a souvent ete evoque mais n'a pas encore re-;u de reponse satisfaisante dans 
le Traite. 
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Ni la procedure de definition des priorites des grands objectifs, ni la procedure de 
coordination des politiques budgetaires nationales entre elles, ni la procedure destinee i1 
garantir la coherence de Li_politique monetaire et des politiques budgetaires, ne sont 
suffisamment definies dans le traite. Un progres est necessaire et c'est la une tache 
fondamentale pour la CIG 96. (I) 

b) L'organisation monetaire d'un espace europeen differencie. 

Le traite de Maastricht prevoit explicitement un cheminement progress if et differencie 
vers !'Union monetaire (majorite de pays si en 97, nombre eventuellement encore plus 
faible si en 99). Il est done certain qu'on aura, pendant plusieurs annees, coexistence 
dans !'Union entre une "monnaie unique" pour certains pays et des monnaies 
nation ales pour d'autres : cette coexistence do it etre soigneusement organisee. 

A cet egard, plusieurs pistes sont explorables, differant notamment par le degre 
d'integration. Ainsi, a un extreme, on peut envisager a priori une formule de change 
flottant (avec flottement plus ou mains pur) analogue a celui qu'a connu la Livre 
sterling pendant des annees. On peut au conu·aire envisager la poursuite d'une formule 
tvpe SME, ou on mettra !'accent sur le caractere ajustable des parites (et ou on 
s'efforcera de ne pas repeter les erreurs ayant conduit aux perturbations de l'automne 
1992, en procedant en temps voulu aux ajustements necessaires), mais ou on 
maintiendra fortement les engagements de coordination des politiques, pour preparer 
les pays isoles a rejoindre le peloton. 

On peut probablement imaginer aussi des formules intermectiaires. 

La CIG devra examiner les merites respectifs des diverses fonnules alternatives, 
notamment sous !'angle de la preoccupation du bon fonctionnement du grand marche 
interieur dans une vision dynamique (bonne orientation des specialisations, bonne 
utilisation des facteurs de production) et en degager des conclusions de caractere 
institutionnel. C'est un aspect fondamental de !'organisation de !'Europe a geometrie 
variable. m 

(1) Nous pmtagcons pleinement la position ex prime dans la Resolution du Parlcmcnt europcen sur la CIG 96 
(17mai 1995). 
"Lcs dispositions monCtaircs dcvrnicnt ccpcndnnt Ctrc contrebalancCes par une coonlination rcnforcCe des 
politiqucs Cconomiqucs ... et par unc articulation nettc avec l'arliclc 2 du traite uffinnant que toutcs les 
institutions de I'Union doivcnt ocuvrcr en vue de " ... promouvoir un nivcau d'cmploi et de pr01ection 
socialc ClcvC. le rc!Cvement du nivcau et de la qualitC de vie. ill cohCsion Cconumiquc et sociale et la 
solidaritc entre les Etats mcmbrcs ... 

Ocuvrer au plein emploi devrait ctrc un objcctil cxprcs des Etats mcmbrcs et de !'Union" 

Par contre. l'idCc de crCcr Ull ComitC de l'emploi va a l'cncontrc de la preoccupation d'avoir unc veritable 
politi4uc macro-Cconomiquc profondCment cohCrentc en toutcs scs composantcs et vis-fl-vis de tous les 
object ifs. 

(2) Le rcseau Jean Monnet en economic a deja explore ccrtains de ccs sujets dans J'ouvrage collcctif 
"L'Europc a gComCtrie varil.lblc. transition vers l'intCgration". Pierre Maillct et Dario Vclo. cd. 
L'Harmattan. coli. Prospective europccnnc. Paris 1994. 
Plus gCnCralemcnt. le thCmc est aclUcllcmcnt en voic d'cxploration pur lcs trois groupcs de travail (juristcs. 
Cconomistcs. politologucs) m is en place dans le cadre de !'action Jean Monnet. 
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' The Development of the Third Pillar in View of 

the Intergovernmental Conference of 1996 

Referring to the three "pillars" of the Union - as has become common usage - easily creates 

the impression that the only differences between these pillars are those of the different policy 

areas they cover, their different legal bases and different decision-making procedures. 

Yet there is in fact another major difference which is often not rightly appreciated or even 

overlooked because it does not result from an analysis focusing on the Union structure : this 

is the different level of the development of policy-making and of political "acquis" in each 

of the three pillars. 

In this respect the Third Pillar of the Union, i.e. justice and home affairs, is clearly the 

weakest, the least developed of the three pillars. 

As it has been shown in the first part of "The Implementation of the Provisions Related to 

the Fields of Justice and Home Affairs since the Entry into Force of the Treaty on European 

Union" (henceforth referred to as the 'Progress Report')(pp. 4-9), cooperation in the sphere 

of justice and home affairs - when introduced in the Union Treaty - did not have any political 

and legal basis comparable to those of the first and second pillars: There was neither an 

"acquis communautaire" which had grown over almost 40 years nor twenty years of 

continuously developed procedures and experience with intergovernmental cooperation in the 

sphere of EPC. Fragmentation and uncoordinated ad-hoc decisions prevailed in the entire 

area and clear responsibilities were difficult to establish. 

Taking into account the previous situation, the introduction of justice and home affairs into 

the framework of the Treaty has clearly been a pioneer deed, and this in at least,tbree 

respects : 

First, the Treaty has defined - in Article K.l - an ambitious set of areas of common interest 

ranging from asylum and immigration policy, the combating of all major forms of 

international crime to judicial, customs and police cooperation. It seems not exaggerated to 

speak of a real revolution of the formerly limited and fragmentated fields of cooperation. 

Second, the Treaty has established a single institutional framework for all these areas of 

cooperation, putting an end to the multiplication and fragmentation of bodies and procedures 

which had taken place previously. 

1 
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Third, the Treaty has brought intergovernmental cooperation in justice and home affairs 

closer to the integrated community structure than ever before. Although still essentially an 
intergovernmental framework of cooperation the Third Pillar is closely linked to the ftrst by 

the role of the Community institutions (Council, Commission, Parliament) 

the inclusion of certain Community features such as the COREPER and the possibility 

of qualified majority voting on certain measures of implementation. 

the famous "passerelle" of Article K. 9 which allows for the application of Article 

IOOc of the EC Treaty to action in areas referred to in Article K.1(1) to (6). 

Taken together, all this constitutes without any doubt a ftrst major breakthrough, from a 

political, a constitutional and an institutional point of view. 

But if we come to the question of what concrete progress has been made following this initial 

breakthrough the picture is clearly less positive. 

As the analysis of the new legal instruments (pp. 14-15 of "The Progress Report") has shown, 

only two "joint actions" of a rather limited scope and one "convention" have been adopted 

up until now, and the Member States failed to agree on one single "joint position". 

On the other hand there are no less than nine conventions (some of which are of major 

importance) under discussion and since the entry into force of the Union Treaty the Council 

has adopted over ftfty non-binding texts such as resolutions, recommendations or conclusions. 

One also has to note that there has been a considerable quantitive increase in meetings of the 

various bodies involved in justice and home affairs since the entry into force of the Union 
Treaty (p. 50 of "The Progress Report"). 

The huge discrepancy between, on one hand, the few legal acts adopted and, on the other 

hand, many legal acts under discussion, the many non-binding measures adopted and the 

considerable increase in meetings since the TEU has entered into force clearly shows that 

there is a major "blockage" in the Third Pillar. The reasons for this "blockage• stemming 

from "inside" the Third Pillar have been identified in the "Progress Report". 

(1) a particularly cumbersome multi-level structure of decision-making (pp. 18-19 

of the "Progress Report") which slows down the decision-making process and c3III 

cause frictions in the system, 
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(2) the predominance of the unanimity rule (pp. 20-21 of the "Progress Report") which 
tends to block decisions on major issues and to produce less than optimal results due 
to the "lowest common denominator" effect, 

(3) the limited role of initiative played until now by the Commission, partly for 
tactical reasons partly because of its relatively weak position (pp. 22-29 of the 
"Progress Report"), which prevents it from acting as a driving force in the Third 
Pillar, 

(4) uncertainities as regards the nature and the scope of the legal instruments of 
Title VI (pp. 14-17 of the "Progress Report") which make at least some of the 
Member States reluctant to use them, 

(5) difficulties as regards the division of competences between the EC and the 
intergovernmental sphere (pp. 11-12 and 36-37 of the "Progress Report") which 
causes confusion on the legal basis to be chosen and complicates the decision-makllig 
process, 

(6) the lack of specific provisions on cooperation with third countries and 
international organizations which can rduce the effectiveness of measures because 
in most of the areas covered by Article K.l effective action can only be taken in 
cooperation with third countries or international organizations (pp. 37-38 of the 
"Progress Report"). 

To these one has to add the "external" factors which make progress inside the Third Pillar 
difficult : 

(7) the highly different political and legal traditions of the Member States in respect 
to a number of the areas of "common interest" (e.g. asylum and immigration 
policy, police cooperation) which cause serious obstacles to substantial common 
actions and positions, 

(8) the existence of a separate framework of cooperation, the Schengen framework, 
which - although being presented as a "precursor" for the Union - for the time being 
allows those Member States wanting to make progress with respect to the abolition of 
internal border controls and compensatory measures to bypass Title. VI and the 
Community institutions (in a different sense this is also true for the Dubliml 
Convention), 
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(9) the political sensitiveness of certain areas of "common interest" in the national 

context (asylum and immigration is, again, a good example) which makes· it quite 
difficult for some Member States to agree to certain common measures, particularly 

in pre-election times, 

(10) certain difficulties between individual Member States (e.g., the Anglo-Spanish 

controversy over Gibraltar or the failure of Franco-German cooperation in the Third 

Pillar area during the German Presidency) which can effectively block progress on 

central issues. 

With these the list of negative factors affecting justice and home affairs is not yet exhausted. 
One has to add two more which are not responsible for the limited results achieved until now 

under Title VI but affect the political and legal legitimacy of cooperation in the fields of 
justice and home affairs : 

(11) the serious democracy deficit caused by the very limited powers of control and 

scrutiny of the European Parliament (pp. 30-32 of the "Progress Report") and the 

absence of effective scrutiny procedures in at least some of the national parliaments 

as well (pp. 35-36 of the "Progress Report"), 

(12) the deficit of judicial control caused by the exemption of justice and home affairs 

cooperation from the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice1 (pp. 32-33 of the 

"Progress Report") which represents a danger for the coherent application of 
Community law and for the judicial protection of individuals. 

It should obviously be the task of the Intergovernmental Conference of 1996 to introduce 
reforms which can effectively counter or even lift these negative factors. The question is, 

however, what would be a realistic strategy and catalogue for reforming the Third Pillar. As 

regards the strategy two remarks have to be made. 

The first is that it must certainly be avoided to put issues on the 1996 agenda other than 
questions of constitutional character, which means competences, institutions and procedures. 

It could actually appear quite tempting to table a number of major unresolved policy issues 

which are blocking effective progress such as the question of burden-sharing in asylum. policy 

(p. 46 of the "Progress Report") or the unresolved problems of the EUROPOL Convention 

1 With the exception of Article K.3.2 (c) par. 3. 
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(p. 66-67 of the "Progress Report"). However, the conference could be overburdened and 

fragmented if it would also have to address sensitive policy questions on which the 
responsible ministers have repeatedly failed to agree. No doubt, therefore, that the focus 

should be on constitutional issues. 

The second remark concerns the overall strategy. As usual there will be those opting for a 

maximalist strategy. Such a strategy would consist of aiming at the creation of a Community 

competence for most or all areas mentioned in Article K.l, qualified majority decision 

making in the Council, an exclusive right of inititiative for the Commission, a legislative role 

for the European Parliament and full control of the Court over all acts adopted in the sphere 

of justice and home affairs. 

However, it does not need a deep analysis to come to the conclusion that, taking into account 

the still very much divergent positions of the Member States on key issues of justice 

and home affairs, 

the problems of constitutional law and national sovereignty resulting from a full 

communitarization of Title VI (as regards police affairs, for instance), and 

the rather negative "post-Maastricht" climate, 

such a maximalist approach would not only have no chance of success but could even prove 

to be highly counterproductive. 

Therefore it seems to be a rather realistic strategy in view of the Intergovernmental 

Conference to maintain the Third Pillar as a separate decision-making system while trying at 
the same time to arrive at more efficiency and effectiveness and even at a higher degree of 

integration by way of individual changes in the areas of decision-making procedures and 

competences. 

As regards the first group of the above mentioned "internal" negative factors (1 to 6) the 

following changes should be put on the list of necessary reforms : 

(A) . Rationalization of the decision-making structure. Since the K.4 Committee 

regroups the senior officials responsible for justice and home affairs in the national 

administrations, it should be clearly established as the central preparatory body for 

Council decisions under Title VI; the role of the COREPER should be limited to 
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checking measures elaborated by the K.4 Committee in respect to their compatibility 

with measures in the EC framework or in the CFSP. 

(B) Extension of majority voting in the area of implementing measures : All 

measures implementing joint positions, joint actions and conventions adopted pursuant 

to Article K.3 should be adopted by qualified majority voting. This could increase 

efficiency in the decision-making process and help the Member States to get used to 

the "culture" of majority voting in the Third Pillar. 

(C) Extension of the Commission's right of initiative to the areas referred to in 

Article K.l (7) to (9) : The Commission should have a right of initiative in all areas 

covered by Title VI because it could clearly contribute something in the areas from 

which it has been excluded up until now (particularly in the area of customs affairs 

where it already has a competence in the EC framework). It could also help the 

Commission to develop a more active role in general in the Third Pillar. 

(D) Clarification of the scope and legal nature of joint positions and joint actions 

according to Article K.3.2 (a) and (b) : a clear disitinction between the two 

instruments should be established and it should be stipulated that they commit the 

Member States in the positions they adopt and in the conduct of their activity. 

(E) Application of Article lOOc EC Treaty to the areas of Articles K.l (2) (rules 

governing external border crossing), K.l (4) (combat against drugs addiction) 

and K.l (5) (combat against fraud on an international scale) : In all these areas 

Community competences already exist (Article lOOc EC Treaty : visa policy; Article 

129 EC Treaty : public health; Article 209a EC Treaty : measures countering fraud 

against the financial interests of the Community). Communitarization of these areas 

would prevent further difficulties as regards the division of competences and increase 

efficiency. 

(F) Introduction of a specific provision on cooperation with third countries and 

international organizations : This provision should enable the Member States to 

conclude conventions and other types of agreements on behalf of the Union (which 

has no legal personality until now) with third countries and international organizations. 

As regards the "external" negative factors (7-10) most depend on the internal context and 

sensitive political positions of the Member States which cannot be the object of a treaty 
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revision. As regards the problem of the Schengen and Dublin Conventions, however, the 

following reform would make sense : 

(G) Inclusion of the Schengen and Dublin Conventions under the Thrid Pillar on the 
basis of Article K.3 (c) while giving Member States an "opting out" possibility 

from decision-making and implementation : This would improve the coherence of 

policy-making and strengthen the cooperation framework under Title VI. 

In respect to the deficits in terms of democracy and judicial control the following reforms 
should be put on the agenda : 

(H) The European Parliament should be consulted on all joint actions and 
conventions adopted under Article K.3.2 (b) and (c), and on the proposal of any 

Member State or the Commission, the Council should be enabled to decide by 

qualified majority to adopt such an act only after the assent of the European 

Parliament has been obtained : Such a provision would considerably strengthen the 
position of the Parliament but at the same time leave still a large margin of discretion 

to the Member States as regards compliance with the Parliament's views. 

(I) Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice to interpret the provisions of conventions 

and other legally binding acts adopted under Title VI and to rule on any 
disputes regarding their application should be made compulsory : Such a 

provision is necessary to ensure adequate legal guarantees under the Third Pillar and 
to settle disputes of the division of competences between the Thrid Pillar and the other 

two pillars of the Union. 

All these elements of reform would still keep essential parts of the intergovernmental nature 

of the Third Pillar intact but would represent real improvements in respect to efficiency, 

democratic scrutiny and judicial control which could pave the way for even more substantial 
progress at the next In~govemmental Conference. This is, after all, also a strategy and a 
catalogue of reforms which correspond most to the process character of the "ever closer 

Union". 
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVISIONS RELATED TO THE FIELDS OF 
JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS SINCE THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE 

TREATY ON EUROPEAN UNION 
(November 1993- April 1995) 

A Progress Report 

1. Introduction 

On I November 1993, the Treaty on European Union, after some delay, finally entered into 

force. The Treaty itself is far from being one coherent body of legislation, rather it reflects 

one big compromise, attempting in some way or another to overcome vastly differing 

standpoints of the Twelve Member States involved. The Treaty on European Union is an 

imperfect Treaty. It is hard to argue otherwise. It is a package deal. The TEU does not have 

legal personality in terms of public international law. Parts of it, or sub-groups of the TEU 

(namely the EC Treaty), however, do have legal personality. 

One substantial aspect of this compromise or package deal is perfectly reflected in the 

establishment of a hybrid S<Xalled "Third Pillar" or, more correctly, what has been coined 

Title VI Provisions on Co-operation-in the fields of justice and home affairs. The Second 

Pillar comprises Provisions on a Common Foreign and Security Policy (Title V). The First 

Pillar comprises the traditional Communities. Several authors have used the image of a three

columned Roman temple to describe the Union Treaty. The aforementioned three pillars are 

covered by a roof (therefore the temple image). This roof in abstract ensures a single 

institutional framework1 whereby the common provisions (Title I - A-F) must be respected 

by all three pillars. 

The institutionalisation of justice and home affairs within a Treaty context is a significant step 

forward to the informal, discrete, and inherently non-transparent diplomacy-like 

intergovernmentalism that reflected co-operation in these areas before the entry into force of 

the Treaty on European Union (see below). However the final agreement to incorporate such 

I According to Article C TEU -"The Union sball be served by a single institutional framework wbich 
sball ensure the consistency and the continuily of the activities carried out in order to attain its 
objectives while respecting and building upon the acquis communaUlaire ... • 

2 
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areas was not at all an easy one. Apart form CFSp2, these areas were arguably the most 

sensitive points in the process of negotiation that culminated in Maastricht in 1991 of a 

hybrid-like Title which at times appears contradicting, overlapping (with areas in the EC 

Treaty) but which nonetheless is an important addition to European integration. As it was 
drafted in Maastricht, Title VI is not fully communitarised. The legal instruments provided 

for in Article 189b EC Treaty do not (at the moment) apply to any of the areas referred to 

in Title VI. At the other extreme, however, one cannot go so far as to conclude that the Title 

is purely and simply intergovernmental. It is, at best, a mix. One may refer to it as 

institutionalised intergovernmentalism. The redeeming aspect of this Title on co-operation in 

the fields of justice and home affairs is the very fact that it now exists within a single 

institutional framewofkl and thus has to respect the relevant principles and provisions. It is 

no longer purely intergovernmental as activities in these areas now may be (to various 

degrees) subject to some form of democratic, legislative and judicial control. 

A formalised (albeit rather limited) role now exists for the Community institutions and the 

possibility in the future of using a bridge or "passerelle" to bring some areas dealt with in 

Title VI into the remit of the EC Treaty is formally provided for. As will be shown 

throughout this report, there are inherent flaws and difficulties related to this hybrid structure 
which have served (along with other reasons) to slow down4 the process of decision making 

in the fields of justice and home affairs. 

Nevertheless, when attempting to assess the conclusions of this report, the reader should at 

all times bear in mind firstly the sensitivity of the areas involved and more importantly, the 

fact that the TEU has only been in force for less than two years. This is perhaps not enough 

time to properly evaluate progress in these areas. 

2 It may even be reasoned lh8t the incorporation of provisions related to justice and home affairs is more 
significant than the creation of a Common Foreign and Security Policy which had in part had already 
been partly introduced through the Single European Act under the name of European Political 
Cooperation. 

3 See Article C TEU. 

4 Some would even argue that progress has been virtually halted. 
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2. Background: Treatment of areas related to Justice and Home Affairs before the 

entry into force of the Treaty on European Uni~. 

Areas dealt with in the fields of justice and home affairs such as. police and customs co
operation, combating international crime etc. are highly sensitive areas in the national arena 

and are areas which are traditionally perceived to directly Jtrect the sovereignty of a nation 

state. This is one of the main reasons why they remained! out of the domain of European 
integration for so long. However, it would be wrong to presume that the European aspects 

of such pressing issues were simply ignored by the MemtJr States of the EEC. 

The Treary of Rome in 1957 made no specific reference to ltters related to justice and home 
affairs. The reasons for this are quite evident. The Tre\.ty of Rome was primarily an 
economic, sector-based Treaty. Only free movement of wolxers (i.e. for economic reasons) 

within the EEC was mentioned'. In the 1970s, a more corukrtoo effort was made in certain 

aspects related to justice and home affairs. Suggestions bf an EC passport, freedom of 

movement of non-wage workers, and the right of EC citizek to vote in local elections were 

made. However, a considerable amount of time would ~veto pass before any of these 
measures were seriously considered. The EC passport .1as adopted in the mid-1980s. 
Freedom of movement for all persons in the Member sbtes was decided in 1990 (the 
adoption of three directives which covered almost all ~ of freedom of movement and 

not just specifically linked to economic reasonf). Finally, Arucle Sb TEU provides the right 
for Union citizens "to vote and to stand as a candidate at mfuucipal elections in the Member 
State in which he resides "7 

5 

6 

Article 220 EEC Treaty provided for the conclusion of agreeJ..ts. This provisi<in could consequently 
affect areas of justice and home affairs. 

Directives 90/364/EEC, 90/365/EEC and 90/366/EEC granting respectively rights of residence to 
pensioners, students and persons with economic means. 

7 A directive hss already been signed in this reganl - see section on citizenship. 
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In June 1984, the European Council at Fountainbleau requeSted that a report on a Europe of 
the Qtizens be drawn up, the result of which was the Ad~nino Report' which forwarded 

various suggestions including the creation of a people's Et. 

The Palma Report in 1989 assessed the means by which the abolition of external border 

controls could be successfully achieved. This was given a mbre definitive jump start in June 

1985 with the publication of the Commission White Paper o~ the Completion of the Internal 
I 

Market. This Report once again stressed the need to abolish controls on people at internal 

border crossings in accordance with the demands for the co~letion of the internal market 

by the end of 1992. The abolition of internal border controls ivould need to be complemented 

by appropriate compensatory measures such as the establishlnent of stricter external border 

controls and the harmonisation of immigration and asylum t,olicies. Increased C()-()J)eT<ltion 

of police and customs authorities among the Member States would also be needed. 

Concrete measures were taken in the form of the Single European Act. Article 8a of the 

Treaty of Rome, as modified by the SEA, incorporated the bbjective of the abolition of all 

border controls on persons. Other areas related to justice and I home affairs such as police co

operation and immigration were however considered too sensitive to place in the main body 
of the Treaty, thereby reflecting the feeling by many that sJch areas should remain wholly 

within the competence of the national governments. As a relrult, a Declaration (which is in 

general not considered legally binding) was annexed to I the Treaty'~. At the time of 

negotiations leading to the drafting of the TEU, the same difficulties of sensitivity would have 
to be faced. 

8 Bull EC 3-1985. 

9 General Declaration on Articles 13-19 of the Single European Act: "Nothing in these provisions shall 
affect the right of Member States to take such measures as they bonsider necessary for the purpose of 
controlling immigration from third countries, and to combat terrhrism, crime, the traffic in drugs and 
illicit trading in works of arts and antiques. • 
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2.1 Frameworks for Co-operation among Member States (pre TEU) 

TREV/ 

TREVI which stands for "Terrorisme, Radicalisme, Extremisme et Violence International" 

was established on the basis of a decision of the Ministers r~nstl>le for Justice and Home 

Affairs of 29 June 1976. Before this, EC ministers had met in Rome on 1 December 1975 

where it was agreed to organise meetings of Justice and bomt affairs ministers and high civil 
servants with the aim of keeping one another informed of the state of terrorist activities in 

each country. The activities of the TREVI group were pr~ by a committee of high civil 

servants. Working groups and meetings were to take place fice yearly; however, by 1986, 

the group had only met six times. By 1989 however, TREjVI became more active (due to 

increased attempts to complete the internal market) and was subdivided into four working 

groups: 

-TREVII 

- TREVI ll 
- TREVI ill 

- TREVI 1992 

Anti-Terrorism 

Public Order, Equipment and Training 

Drugs and Organised Crime 

Abolition of Borders 

Furthermore, in 1991 an Ad-hoc Working Group on Europo1 was established to begin work 

on establishing a European Police Office. It was this ad-hdc working group that prepared 

much of the groundwork for the establishment Europol Drub Unit. 

Ad Hoc Immigration Group 

Ministers responsible for immigration and combating drugs and terrorism, as well as the 

appwpriate Commission vice-president, decided at a conferbnce in London on 20 October 
1986 to take action towards the realisation of free circulatiod within the EC. Measures were 

to be taken to combat terrorism, drug dealing, illegal immikation and other serious forms 

of crime. SubseQuent areas of activity included: controls at Mrders, visa policy, asylum, and 

exchange of information between immigration authorities. In Ws regard and in order to draw 

up and co-ordinate these measures, a high level ad hoc \group comprising advisors to 

•· immigration ministers and Commission representatives was !established. This ad-hoc group 

was responsible for the drawing up of two important conventions: 
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1) The Convention Determining the State Responsible for Examining Applications for Asylum 

lodged in one of the Member States of the European Comiliunities, signed in Dublin on 15 
June 199010

• This Convention has not yet entered into force as it has not yet been ratified in 

all Member States. 

2) The Convention on Controls of Persons Crossing External Frontiers of the Member States 

has not yet been signed by all Member States due to a dispdte between the United Kingdom 

and Spain over the statns of Gibraltar. Since the entry into fob of the TEU, the Commission 

has reformulated a draft Convention in accordance with thJ provisions of Title VI11
• 

Judici£ll Co-operation 

As early as the mid 1970s a judicial C<HlJler8tion group was meeting in the framework of 

EPC dealing with both criminal and civil aspects. Its aim J,as to achieve a greater form of 

harmonisation of the differing legal aspects of the Member States. 

Groupe d'Assistance Muruelle '92 

GAM'92 consisted of a working group made up of representatives of the customs authorities 

in the Member States, along with a Commission representahve. In response to the removal 
I 

of barriers at internal frontiers, this group's aim was to elaborate measures to hinder the 
I 

smuggling of goods such as drugs, firearms and pornographic material. 

The Group of Free Circulation Co-ordinators 

The Co-ordinators' Group on the Free Movement of Persons was established by the Rhodes 

European Council in 1988. Its aim was to co-ordinate the cdnfusing range of groups dealing 

with all aspects of free movement of persons and justice Jd home affairs in general. The 

Group comprised of a high-ranking official fro~ each Meclber State. 

10 Published in Bull. EC 6/1990. 

11 · COM(93) 684 final. 
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CELAD 

In December 1989 at a European Council meeting it was decided to establish a committee to 

fight against the production and the use of drugs. The Comite Europeeen pour la Lutte Anti

Drogues acted in the following areas: co-operation with drug producing and transit countries, 

combating the associated money exchanges and action in the health sector. Its activities were 

also backed up by a working group in the framework of EPC . 

. This is a list ofgroups that involved all Member States of the European Community. These 

groups did not simply disappear with the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union. 

Rather they were formally institutionalised in the framework of the Co-ordinating Committee, 

provided. for in Article K.4 TEU, in order to ensure greater co-ordination and greater 

responsibility for the actions of the various groups. It was also hoped that this would ensure 

on the whole greater efficiency throughout the decision making process (see section on 

working procedures and structures of Title VI). 

There were, and still are of course other intergovernmental groups whose membership go 

beyond simply the European Union. These include: 

Interpol (The Intematioilal Criminal Police Co-operation) 

Groupe Pompidou (to combat drugs), 

Club de Vienne (anti-terrorism), 

Quantico Group (World Terrorism), 

Club de Berne (terrorism), 

Groupe de Dublin (Combat Drugs), 

PWGOT (Police Working Group on Terrorism), and a 

European-wide networlc of permanent correspondents for the exchange of information on 
football hooliganism. 
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2.2 Schengen 

Apart from all aforementioned groups, one should also mention the Schengen Convention 

applying the Schengen Agreement of 1985 which was signed in 1990. The peculiar aspect 

about Schengen is that its membership is only open to Member States of the EU. The reason 

for this is that action at the Schengen level (the abolition of internal borders complemented 

by the introduction of compensatory measures12
) is seen as a precursor for what will 

eventually be agreed upon at the level of the EU. However at the moment, only ten Member 

States (including Austria) have signed the Convention. 

The Schengen Convention only entered into force or became fully applicable on 26 March 

1995 in seven countries (Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain and 
Portugal). For the first three months, these countries will enjoy a three month transitional 

period in which it is not compulsory to abolish identity checks at borders. 

This entry into force of the Schengen Convention among some EU Member States has in 

practice introduced what is commonly referred to as variable geometry. Some countries have 

decide to embark on a more intensive form of cooperation with the main objective being the 

abolition of all internal border controls. Such a scenario was already envisaged at the time 
of the drafting of the Treaty on European Union and, as such, a certain amount of flexibility 

has been formally institutionalised within the TEU. Article K. 7 for instance reads: 

"The provisions of this Title shall not prevent the establishment or development of closer co
operation between two or more Member States in so far as such co-operation does not conflict 

with, or impede, that provided for in this Title." 

The one major problem that emerges with the functioning of the Schengen Convention is that 

it has been formnlated purely in the intergovernmental mould and, consequently, no role for 

the Community Institutions has been envisaged. 

12 ·e.g. the strengthening of the extemal border of the Schengen Space, increased police and customs co
operation, provisions on visas and extradition and the establisbment of a Schengen Infonmtion System. 
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3. The Treaty on European Union and Justice and Home Affairs 

As already mentioned, the incorporation of areas related to the fields of justice and home 

affairs was significant in itself. Chancellor Kohl provided the important political impulse at 

the Luxembourg European Council in 1991, by insisting upon the need to adopt initiatives 

regarding asylum policy, immigration policy and the creation of a European Police 

Authority13
• Germany, more so than any other country, felt the need and urgency to ensure 

a greater degree of progress in justice and home affairs. The informal, non-transparent, 

intergovernmental-style co-operation that existed prior to the TEU provided important forums 

for consultation and exchange of information. Nevertheless, there were inherent weaknesses. 

Their secretive working methods exacerbated the democratic deficit in the areas. Furthermore, 

and perhaps more importantly, the ad-hoc structure was highly ineffective and precious few 

binding decisions were made. Problems with this style of intergovernmental co-operation can 

be seen with the initiatives that the Schengen countries made. The Schengen Agreement was 

signed in 1985. The Schengen Convention applying the Agreement of 1985 was signed in 

1990. This had to be ratified consequently by the Contracting Parties' national parliaments. 

The Convention finally came into force, after several delays, on 26 March 1995, and even 

then, not throughout all of the signatory states. 

On the level of the Twelve, the draft External Border Convention failed to be signed due to 

a dispute between the UK and Spain over the status of Gibraltar. The process of successful 

conclusion of the Dublin Convention has also reflected the slow and cumbersome nature of 

intergovernmental co-operation. 

In the end, however, not all areas would be incorporated into the EC Treaty. ln fact most 

were to be placed in Title VI which was neither 'communautaire' nor classically 

intergovernmental but rather a strange mix between the two. The resulting compromise, Title 

VI or the Third Pillar, is characterised by the following: 

13 Germany's increased pressure to incorporate justice and home affairs into the Community was in much 
part due to the increased influx of migrants from the East, and the increasingly unstahle climate in 
Central and Eastern Europe. 
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the creation of new legal instruments (joint actions, joint positions), which have 

not yet been clearly defined, alongside more traditional intergovernmental ones 

(conventions, resolutions, conclusions, declarations etc.14
); 

the predominance of the unanimity rule; 

the incorporation of these areas into the single institutional framework of the 

European Union; 

a formalised but restricted role for the Commission, the European Parliament and 

the Court of Justice of the European Communities; 

a strengthened role of the Council; 

and provisions for the linking of some areas in the Third Pillar to the First Pillar. 

Only limited aspects of justice and home affairs were incorporated into the EC Treaty. 

3 .1 Within the EC Treaty 

The EC Treaty already contained provisions for the free movement of persons following the 
SEA (Article Sa EEC, Article 7a EC). Article 7a EC Treaty states that: 

"The internal market will comprise an area without internal frontiers in which the free 

movement of goods, persons, services and capital is ensured in accordance with the 

provisions of this Treaty" 

As a result, the EC Treaty, according to many appeared to be the most logical area to deal 

with immigration and asylum. However, only limited aspects of asylum policy were placed 

in the EC Treaty and the incorporation of immigration in Title VI TEU seems to reinforce 

the argument that Article 7a § 2 only refers to movement of EU nationals and not nationals 

of third countries. Policy regarding nationals of third colintries will now be dealt with in Title 

VI TEU. 

14 · Of these intergovernmental instruments, only conventions are expressly provided for by Article K.3. 
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Article JOOc EC Treaty 

Article lOOc EC Treaty provides two areas of EC competence in visa policy: 

a) The determination of third countries whose nationals must be in possession of a visa when 
crossing the external borders of the Member States. Unanimity is required. From 1 January 
1996, this will change to qualified majority. 

b) Mea'iUTes relating to a uniform format for visas must be adopted by 1 January 1996. 

According to Article 100c.2 EC Treaty, in the case of an emergency situation in a third 
country, which could lead to a sudden inflow of nationals of that country into the EC, the 
Commission may, by qualified majority, and on the recommendation of the Commission, 
decide to introduce a visa requirement for up to six months. 

An increased role is provided for the Member States in that the Commission must examine 
any request made by a Member State that it submit a proposal to the Council. 

A role for the K.4 Co-ordinating has also been foreseen. According to Article lOOd: "The 
Coordinating Committee ... shall contribute, without prejudice to the provisions of Article .151 , 
to the preparation of the proceedings of the Council in the fields referred to in Article 100c". 

Furthermore, the scope of Article lOOc EC Treaty, may be extended in the future by means 
of ArticleK.9 TEU to action in areas referred to in Article K.l(1) to (6). This is commonly 
referred to as the passerel/e clause. 

On 10 December 1993, the Commission forwarded a Communication to the Council and the 
European Parliament on two aspects: 

(1) Proposal for a decision based on Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union 
establishing the Convention on the crossing of the external frontiers of the Member States; 
and: 
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(2) Proposal for a regulation, based on Article. lOOc of the Treaty establishing the European 

Community, determining the third countries whose nationals must be in possession of a visa 
when crossing the external borders of the Member States. 15 

Neither proposal has yet been adopted. It is the first example however of the difficulties to 

be faced in the diviSion of competences between the First and the Third Pillar. Even though 

both proposals are inextricably linked, they have had to be formulated separately due to the 

fact that each has a different legal basis, hence the reason for a Commission Communication. 

This has resulted in a considerable degree of confusion. 

The Commission proposal for a regulation laying down a uniform format for visas on the 

basis of Article lOOc EC Treaty was adopted by the Justice and Home Affairs Council on 9 

and 10 March 199516• 

3.2 Title VI TEU Co-operation in the Fields of Justice and Home Affairs 

Title VI TEU refers to provisions on co-operation in the fields of justice and home affairs. 

. It has not been incorporated into the Treaty as a common policy, which may suggest a lesser 

degree of integration. Title V TEU, on the other hand has been referred to as provisions on 

a common foreign and security llQ!icy. 

Title VI consists of Articles K to K. 9 .·Article K.l lists the areas which should from this point 

onwards be considered as. "matters of common interest". Once again, it is made quite clear 

that these areas are not, in the near future being considered as common poliCies. The matters 

of common interest, as specified in Article K.l (1) to (9) are as follows: 

15 COM(93) 684 final. 

16 See Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69) p.l4. 
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(l) asylum policy; 

(2) !'iles governing the crossing by persons of the external borders of the Member 

States and the exercise of controls thereon; 

(3) immigration policy and policy regarding nationals of third countries; 

( 4) · combating drug addiction in so far as this is not covered by (7) to (9); 

(5) combating fraud on an international scale in so far as this is not covered by (7) 

to (9); 

( 6) judicial co-operation in civil matters; 

(7) judicial co-operation in criminal matters; 

(8) customs co-operation; 

(9) police co-operation for the purposes of preventing and combating terrorism, unlawful 

drug-trafficking and other serious forms of international crime, including if necessary 

certain aspects of customs co-operation, in connection with the organisation of a 

Union-wide system for exchanging information within a European Police Office 

(Europol). 

The areas mentioned above as matters of common interest are to be "without prejudice to the 

powers of the European Community", and activities in these areas should be. in line with 

"achieving the objectives of the Union, in particular the free movement of persons"; It is 

important to note that, in Article K.l, links to the First Pillar are made. 

3.2.1 Legal Instruments Used 

Title VI has provided for new legal instruments which are to be used along more traditional 

instruments of public international law, such as joint positions, joint actions and common 

positions. The nature and scope of such instruments is not at all clear. Some form of 

definition or interpretation is therefore needed so that they can be more effectively put to use. 

The more traditional convention also features strongly in Title VI (Article K.3.2 (c) § 2). 

Finally, whilst not mentioned in Article K.3, the Council has nonetheless made widespread 

use . of soft law instruments such· as resolutions, declarations, conclusions, statements etc. 
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Joint Positions 

According to Article K.3.2 (a), the Council may adopt joint positions and promote "any co
operation contributing to the pursuit of the objectives of the Union • . No joint position as yet 

has been adopted by the Council, and as such it is still very unclear exactly what a joint 

position should entail. There is also confusion as to whether a joint position in Article K.3.2 

(a) is the same as common position· specified in Article K.5. 

Joint Actions 

The same confusion surrounds that of joint actions. Once again there is no strict interpretation 

as to the meaning and scope of a joint action. Nor should one presume that a joint action in 

the framework of justice and home affairs is identical or even similar, for that matter, to joint 

actions provided for in the framework of Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article J .3). 

Two joint actions have nevertheless been adopted by the Council. However this may confuSe 
the matter even further as both are of an inherently different nature. The first concerned 

travel facilities for school pupils from third countries resident in a Member State17
• The 

second joint action18 concerning Europol is essentially an elaboration of the Ministerial 

Agreement of 2 June 1993 (see section on police co-operation). 

Conventions 

Conventions are classic instruments in public international law. Conventions provided for 

under Article K.3(2)(c) may allow the Court of Justice to be involved, in cases of 

interpretation. However this provision is not compulsory. Otherwise the Court is completely 

excluded. The non-involvement in general of the Court of Justice in Title VI is of great 

concern as there appears to be almost no judicial control over activities in this Title. With 

regard to democratic control, ironically, the EP may have a greater role in conventions in 

17 Decision 94-795/JAI on a joint action adopted by the Cotmcil on tbe basis of Art. K.3(2)(b) of the 
Treaty on European Union concerning travel facilities for school pupils from tbird countries resident 
in a Member State. OJ No L 327, 19.12.1994. 

18 Joint action concerning the Europol Drugs Unit on the basis of Art. K.3(2)(b) of the Treaty on 
European Union. OJ No L 62, 20.3.1995; 
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Title VI as it should be consulted19 (Article K.6) than in Article 220 EC Treaty where no role 

for the Parliament is envisaged20 .To date only one Convention has been adopted under this 

legal basis21
• Control of the Court of Justice in terms of interpretation was not provided for 

in the Convention. In the future, when Member States are confronted with disputes and 

realise that jurisdiction of the Court of Justice in this regard may be needed, a Protocol may 

be annexed to the Convention. 

There are presently nine conventions under discussion22
• These are: 

Draft Convention on the crossing of the external borders 

Draft Convention setting up a European Information System (EIS) 

Draft Convention on the establishment of Europol 

Draft Convention on the uses of information technology for customs purposes (CIS) 

Draft Convention on the protection of the· Communities' financial interests 

Draft Convention on extradition between the Member States ofthe European Union 

Draft Agreement between the Member States of the European Union on the 

enforcement of driving disqualifications 

Draft Convention on scope, jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in 

matrimonial matters (Brussels Convention m 
Draft Convention on the service in the States of the European Union of judicial 

and Extra judicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters. 

Common Position 

According to Article K.5, Member States shall take it upon themselves to defend common 

positions adopted under the provisions of Title VI within international organisations and at 

19 This is of cour.;e open to interpretation as to whether consulllition on the drawing up of a convention 
is in line with the provision of consulllition of "principal aspeets of activities" under Article K.6. 

20 See section on the role of the lnstitutions for further information on' their participation in Title VI. 

21 Convention on the simplified extradition procedure between the Member States of the European Union. 
OJ No L 78, 30.3.1995. . 

22 Two of the main stumbling blocks with regard to the conclusion of these conventions concern 
provisions for the role of the Court of Justice and budgetary aspeets. 
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international conferences. Once again, one has to ask, what exactly is a common position? 
Does it refer to a joint position as mentioned above or is it, in nature, more comparable to 
the provisions in Article J .5 TEU relating to Common Foreign and Security Policy? Once 
again, no clear-cut definition has been made in this regard. Nor have the authors of this 

Report found any evidence that such a formal common position has been taken on the legal 
basis of Article K.5 TEU. The Council did make some reference to the expression of 
common positions in international organisations and conferences in its Conclusions of the 
December 1994 Justice and Home Affairs Council meeting. It stated: 

"Le Conseil est convenu de certaines regles applicables ?t I' expression et ?t I' elaboration des 
positions communes ?t prendre par l'UE dans les organisations et conf&ences internationales 
en ce qui concerne le domaine JAI"23 • 

This however does not provide us with the clarification that is needed. 

Resolutions. Recommendations, Declarations, Conclusions etc. 

As one can see from above, the adoption of new legal instruments and the perhaps more 
legally binding conventions have had limited success. In many cases, the more traditional 
instruments such as resolutions have been preferred. Such instruments are often referred to 
as soft law as their legal nature is very unclear. It is generally accepted however, that they 
are not legally binding but rather, they simply provide a political declaration of intent. It is 
often argued that when dealing with issues that directly touch one's perception of national 
sovereignty, the only feasible way of proceeding is through such instruments so as to allow 
flexibility and room for manoeuvre for the Member States. Once a convention, on the other 
hand, is signed by all contracting parties and ratified by all national parliaments, it becomes 
legally binding and should be enforced. Consequently, Member States are far more wary of 
signing conventions. From this point of argumentation, it is not surprising that so many draft 
conventions in the Third Pillar are still under discussion . 

23 1808e session du Conseil, Justice et Affaires lnterieures, Bruxelles, le 30 Novembre et le !er decembre 
1994, Mise en oeuvre de !'article K.5, Communication a la Presse, 11321:94 (Presse 252). 
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According to the Commission Report on the Functioning of the Treaty on European Union2A, 

over fifty resolutions, recommendations or conclusions have been adopted by the Council. 

These are of course, as the Report states, traditional measures of co-operation which were 

already provided for in the Treaty and are in no way dependent on Title VI TEU 

3.2.2 Working Procedures and Structures 

Article K.4 provides for the establislunent of a C(H)rdinating Committee consisting of senior 

officials to provide a c(H)Tdinating role for activities in Title VI. The Committee shall also: 

·-give opinions for the attention of the Council, either at the Council's request or on its own 

initiative; 

- contribute, without prejudice to Article 151 of the Treaty establishing the European 

Community, to the preparation of the Council's discussions in the areas referred to in Article 

K.l and, in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article lOOd of the Treaty 

establishing the European Community, in the areas referred to in Article 1 OOc of that Treaty. • 

The Commission is to be fully associated with the work of the ~rdination committee . 

. The K.4 Committee does not replace the role of the COREPER in Title VI, rather it provides 

extra layers to the already complicated working structure. Why was this extra committee 

created? What is important to note here is that the K.4 Committee, in substance, does not 

change a great deal. The intergovernmental fora for c~tion that existed before the TEU 

needed to be incorporated in soine way, and as such a C(H)fdinating Committee was created 

to . reorganise and incorporate all the groups under one structure. The K.4 Committee 

therefore represents in many respects (under an institutionalised structure) a continuation of 

groups such as the Co-ordinators - Free Movement of Persons, Ad -hoc Immigration, 

TREVI, and the former EPC Group on judicial ~tion, in all but name (see 

organigramme of the K.4 Committee). In most cases, the same national civil servants have 

24 Commission des Comnumanles Europeermes, Rapport sur la Fonctionnement du Traite sur !'Union 
Europo!enne, Bruxelles, le IO.OS.I99S. SEC(9S) 731 final, P.47. 
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been appointed, and the working methods have not changed greatly, except perhaps for the 

use of a greater number of working languages. 

Two positive points are that 

(1) the K.4 Committee structure will now provide greater transparency and even control as 

the Commission is fully associated and the European Parliament should be kept informed of 

its activities insofar as K.6 provides; and 

(2) this one structure should go a considerable way towards avoiding excessive overlapping 

and duplication of work. Apart from three sub-groups under the K.4 Committee (Steering 

Group I - Asylum and Immigration, Steering Group ll - Police and Customs Co-operation, 

and Steering Group m- Judicial Co-operation), a horizontal element is introduced which 

should assist in avoiding duplication within the K.4 structure. 

With regard to the latter point however, there have been problems in that many people 

involved have expressed cOncerns that the present multi-level structure has, if anything, 

complicated the process making it rather slow and cumbersome. At present the five-level 

working structure consists of: 

1) 

2) 
3) 

4) 
5) 

Working Parties 

Steering Groups 

K.4 Committee 

COREPER 

Justice and Home Affairs Council 

There is greater accountability of the activities of working groups· dealing with justice and 

home affairs. The relationship and the division of labour between the K.4 Committee and 

COREPER25 has not yet been fully clarified. In the hierarchy of working structures, the K.4 · 

Committee comes after the COREPER in importance, yet clearly, the national experts in the 

field pertain to the K.4 Committee. At this stage and in view of the forthcoming 

25 One interesting point to note is that the K.4 Committee has the right to give opinions for the attention 
of the Council. The COREPER, on the contrary, cannot provide own initiative opinions. 
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Intergovernmental Conference in 1996, some form of rationalisation of the working structures 

should be envisaged26
• 

3.2.3 Decision Making Modalities 

In all except some minor exceptions, unanimity dominates the voting rules in the Third Pillar. 

For areas that are still considered so sensitive to the national sovereignty of Member States, 

it was decided that it was not the appropriate time to advocate a widespread use of qualified 

majority voting in the fields of justice and home affairs. Even with areas that are dealt with 

in the EC Treaty concerning justice and home affairs, unanimity is often required (see section 

on provisions in the EC Treaty on justice and home affairs). In this regard, the 

. intergovernmental aspect of requiring unanimity in decision making has prevailed. The 

unanimity rule, whilst safeguarding each and every Member State's national interests in such 

sensitive issues has been blamed for limiting the efficiency of decision making in Title VI. ' 

Failure to reach agreement on nine draft conventions is indicative of the difficulties related 
to the unanimity rule which has managed to slow down and almost block completely the 

decision making process. 

According to Article K.4.3: 

"The Council shall act unanimously, except on matters of procedure and in cases were Article 

K.3 expressly provides for other voting rules. 

Where the Council is required to act by a qualified majority, the votes of its members shall 
be weighted as laid down in Article 148(2) of the Treaty establishing the European 

Community, and for the adoption, acts of the Council shall require at least eight members. • 

Unanimity is therefore required for the adoption of joint actions, joint positions and 

conventions. It is also required in the case where the Council decides to apply Article lOOc 
EC Treaty to action in the areas referred to in Article K.l(l) to (6) (the so-calledpasserelle), 

26 For a more complete and comprehensive analysis of the functioning of the K.4 Coonlinating Committee 
both in the First Pillar 5 (Article IOOd EC Treaty) and the Thin! Pillar, see Micbael Niemeier, "The 
K.4 Committee and its Position in the Decision Making Process", forthcoming in Jorg Monar & 
Roland Bieber (eels.) 1995. 
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and in the budgetary provisions of Article K.8 on the charging of operational expenditure to 

the Budget of the European Communities. 

Exceptions to the unanimity rule 

There are some exceptions to the unanimity rule, however these are rather minor: 

-According to Article K.3.2(a), the Council may decide that measures implementing a joint 

action are to be adopted by a qualified majority. 

- Regarding conventions adopted in accordance with the provisions of Title VI, Article 

K.3.2(c)§2 specifies that: "Unless otherwise provide by such conventions, measures 

implementing them shall be adopted within the Council by a majority of two thirds of the 

High Contracting Parties. • 

- Finally, qualified majority may be introduced through the use of the passerelle. According 

to Article K.9: 

"The Council, acting unanimously ... , may decide to apply Article lOOc of the Treaty 

establishing the European Community to actions in areas referred to in Article K.l(l) to (6), 

and at the same time detennine the relevant voting conditions relating to it"21
• 

As such, when using the provisions of Article K. 9, the Council can also decide to use voting 

requirements other than unanimity. 

Unanimity means that in nearly all the cases so far, a compromise, entailing a less than 

optimal result, has had to be sought. As such, quite often, decisions are taken on the basis · 

of the "lowest common denominator" between the Member States. This clearly hinders the 

effectiveness and the quality of decisions taken in the fields of justice and home affairs. This 

can be clearly seen from the first Convention adopted under Title VI on simplified extradition 

procedures which is far from complete. The risk of adopting less than perfect Conventions 

thwarted by the unanimity rule, regardless of their substance, is very high. 

27 Italics have been added. 
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3.2.4 The Role of the Institutions, Member States and the National Parliaments in the 

Third Pillar 

3.2.4.1 The Commission 

The Commission's Right of Initiative 

The birth of the Third Pillar brought with it a right of initiative for the Commission in the 

area of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) - albeit a more limited one than that of the Member 

States; the Commission may not make any proposals on judicial cooperation in criminal 
matters, customs cooperation and police cooperation (Articles K.l.7-9. and K.3.2). The 

wisdom of excluding Commission initiatives from these areas has been questioned in the past 

especially in the area of customs cooperation in which the Commission already had some 

experiencel'. Although this limited right of initiative for the Commission is inferior to the 

complete right of initiative which the Member States enjoy (Articles K.l.l-9. and K.3.2), it 

does represent a major increase in the role the Commission can play in JHA compared to the 

situation before the TEU. That said, the Commission feels a sense of frustration at being 

excluded from these three areas of • common interest •, especially in the area of judicial 

cooperation in criminal matters where it feels it has much to contribute and where the reasons 

for its exclusion seem to be less obviou~9 . 

As suggested by the Commission itself!O, the provisions of the Treaty dealing with the right 

of initiative in the Third Pillar (Article K.3.2) seem to have. had only a minor impact on the 

way in which proposals are made. In the TREVI dominated JHA environment before 

Maastricht it was the presidency which made the proposals; this continues to be the case to 
' 

28 Customs cooperation was already partly regulated by Council regulation (EEC) No.l468/81 as amended 
by Council Regulation (EEC) No.945/87. See chapters by Monar (p. 73) and Ravillard (pp.218·221) 
in Monar &Morgan 1994. 

29 Commission officials, Summer 1994 

30 . "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur !'Union Europeenne", Commission, SEC (95) 731 final, 
10.5.95, p.49 
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a large extent despite the introduction of Article K.3.2. According to Commission statisticsl', 

only once has a Member State not holding the Presidency used the right of initiative32
, with 

the Commission exercising its right only twicel3
• Interestingly none of these initiatives has 

lead to the agreement of a legal instrument in the sense of Article K.3.2 (i.e. a joint position, 

a joint action or a convention). This would imply that so far only those proposals put fOJWard 

by the Presidency have found agreemenf< - a situation identical to that before the TEU. It 

should be pointed out that most of the texts adopted under the Third Pillar have not been of 

the nature foreseen by Article K.3.2, most coming in the form of conclusions, 

recommendations and resolutions" - instruments which have been carried over from the pre
Maastricht arena of purely intergovernmental justice and home affairs cooperation; the Treaty 
is not clear as to whether the Commission - in as much as it is "fully associated" (Article 

K.4.2) - can use its right of initiative for such instruments. It is also noteworthy that the 
Commission is responsible for two of the nine draft conventions listed as being "under 

examination • in the Council's report on the functioning of the Treaty36. This figure is perhaps 

more impressive than it first looks since of those nine conventions, only four seem to fall 
under those areas of common interest upon which the Commission may table proposals. 

31 "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Traite sur !'Union Europeenne", Commission, SEC (95) 7311inal, 
10.5.95, p.49 

32 The UK proposed a common action on the protection of the Community's financial interests in 1994. 

33 Proposal for a Convention on the Crossing of the External Frontiers, 0.1. Cll, 5. L95; and Proposal 
for a Convention on the Protection of the Communities' Financial Interests, O.J. C216, 6.8.94 

34 Such an assertion cannot however be made with total certainty since official documents and press 
releases tend not to indicate from where the original proposal emanated; in fact, on only two occasions 
do such texts cite the origin of the proposal, namely the two joint actions agreed so far: Decision 94-
795nAI on a joint action adq>ted by the Council on the basis of the Art. K.3(2)(b) TEU concerning 
travel facilities for school pupils from third countries resident in a Member State (OJ L327, 19.1294) 
and Joint action concerning the Europol Drugs Unit on the basis of Art. K.3(2)(b) TEU. In hoth cases 
the preamble refers to the "initiative of the Federal Republic of Germany", the country holding the 
Presidency at the time the proposals were first tabled. Mention is also made elsewhere of the UK and 
the Commission as being the initiators of proposals on protection of the EC's financial interests; 
however, as stated these did not result in the agreement of any legal instruments in the sense of 
Art.K.3(2). 

35 Texts have also taken the form of decisions, statements and other kinds of documents. See Annex XI( a) 
of the "Report of the Council of Ministers on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union" 
adopted by the EU's foreign ministers at their meeting in Luxembourg on Apri!IO, 1995. 

36 Annex Xl(b) of Council report, 10.4.95, op.cit. 
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Table l: Total number of agreed legal instruments (Article K. 3. 2) in JHA, the number 

of which fall within the Commission's right of initiative and the number of which were 

actually tabled by the Commission37 

Total111U11ber 
Total number 

Type ofTen which could have 
Total Number actually tabled by 

agreed been tabled by the 
the Commission 

Commission 

Joint Action 2 I 0 

Convention l 0 0 

Joint Position 0 0 0 

Table 2: Draft Conventions and the Potential Role of the Commission 38 

37 

Total number of draft 
Total number which · 

Total number actually 
could have been tabled 

conventions 
by the Commission 

tabled by the Commission 

9 4 2 

The information included in these tables has been produced by comparing the texts in question (as 
listed in Annexes XI a!b of the Report of the Council of Ministers on the functioning of the TEU 
adopted by the EU's foreign ministers in Luxembourg 10.4.95 and in Annex 15 of the Commission's 
Report, SEC (95) 731 final, 10.5.95) and the areas listed as being of common interest on which the 
Commission may use its right of initiative according to Articles K.l and K.3.2. This information 
should therefore be treated with some caution and seen as indicative rather than definitive. 

38 See above note. 
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Table 3: Other Texts Agreed and the Potential Role of the Commission39 

Total number of terts 
Number of terts falling 

Type of Text agreed within 
agreed 

Article K.I.I-6. 

Resolutions 7 6 

RecommendJuions 8 2<40 

Decisions 3 0 

Statements 2 0 

Conclusions 16 13 

A number of comments can be made on the basis of the information presented in the above 

tables. 

- Obviously the information included here concerns only those texts which 

have been adopted or drafted (the nine conventions) since the TEU came into 

force. It does not (and surely cannot) take into account what the Commission 

might theoretically have done in the areas where it has a shared right of 

initiative. So far texts41 concerning areas of common interest on which the 

Commission can table proposals account for 58% of the total number of texts42 

agreed by the Fifteen. This would imply that the Member States' ministers 

have spent a disproportionately large amount of time dealing with the three 

areas of common interest (out of atotal of nine) on which the Commission is 

not allowed to table proposals; such a statement should of course be seen in 

39 See above note. 

40 This is assuming that the Recommendation on the responsibility of organizers of sporting events (Press 
release 10550/93) and the Recommendation for the exchange of information on the occasion of major 
events or meetings (Press release 11321/94) fall under Article K.l.9. It should also be pointed out here 
that the five recommendations on the fight against trade in human beings for the purposes of 
prostitution (agreed 29/30.11.93, Press Release 10550/93) have been treated as one text in order not 
to distort the above figures. 

41 By which is meant joint actions, conventions, resolutions, recommendations, decisions, statements and 
conclusions agreed so far plus the nine draft conventions under examination but excluding • other texts • 
as listed in the Commission Report on the Functioning of the TEU, SEC (95) 731 final (10.5.95), 
Annex 15. 

42 See preceding note. 
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context. Proposals are tabled on the basis of perceived need and political will 

rather than the desire to ensure an equal number of texts for each area of 

common interest. Thus, it can be argued that the three areas from which the 

Commission is excluded may be those in which there is the most political will 

or perceived need and they have therefore been subject to the most attention 

within the Council. However, even with this in mind, the fact of the matter 

is that Commission proposals seem to be excluded from nearly half of the 

work in the Third Pillar. Once again, though, to put this in another light, it 

does show that the Commission could - if it saw fit - play its full role in the 

Third Pillar in over half of JHA business so far, which of course represents 

a quantum leap compared to its position before the TEU came into force. 

- Despite the fact that over half of the texts agreed so far (plus the nine draft 

conventions) fall within areas on which the Commission could make proposals, 

the Commission has chosen not to exploit the possibility of making proposals 

in those areas to its fullest extent. In fact, as mentioned above, the 

Commission has (by March 30 1995) only made two proposals43
; the question 

begs itself therefore why might this be. The Commission offers its own 

explanation: "La Commission a, au moins dans un premier temps, prefere 

contribuer aux travaux par des communications d'ensemble (sur !'immigration 

at l'asile4
", relative au plan de lutte contre la drogue45

), dont la principale 

valeur ajoutee a ete le caractere global, recouvrant a la fois les domaines 

d'action communautaire et de cooperation entre Etats membres. "46 This 

tendency to opt for communications rather than proposals seems to reflect two 

factors: on the one hand that the Commission is continuing to pursue a 

pragmatic, non-confrontational approach to the Third Pillar47
, attelilpting to 

'test the water' in JHA policy-making and creating for itself at least the role 

of provider of information; as one Commission official put it, the Commission 

set itself the initial aim of establishing its credibility in this new area of its 

activity. This was to be achieved not by tabling proposals but by producing 

communications in order to encourage public debate and eradicate the image 

43 Commission Report, 10.5.95, op cit., p.49 

44 COM (94) 23 

45 Doc.8077/94 CORDROGUE 24 et COM (94) 234 

46 Commission Report, 10.5.95, op cit., p.49 

26 

47 For a discussion of the Commission's choice between a pragmatic, 'gradualist' approach and a more 
contlictual doctrinaire one see chapters by Monar in Monar & Morgan, 1994, and Myers in Monar, 
1995 (forthcoming). 
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of policy-making behind 'closed doors'; the goal was to make the Commission 

a "partner" at the table43 • On the other hand, there is the role of the K.4 

Committee which some have suggested provides the . "real impetus and 

initiative"49 in JHA work. Indeed in reading the Council press releases, this 
Co-ordinating Committee seems to play a large role in preparing texts for 

submission to the CounciJ-'0; however, Coreper is also invariably mentioned in 

this context too so perhaps both bodies are responsible for the "real impetus 

and initiative". One of the key differences between Coreper and the K.4 Co

ordinating Committee should be born in mind here: according to Article K.4.1 

the Co-ordinating Committee may give opinions on its "own initiative"'\ 

something Coreper does not have the power to do (Article 151 EC: the 

committee "shall be responsible for preparing the work of the Council and for 

carrying out the tasks assigned to it by the Council"). How many of the 

Presidency proposals or those the source of which is not known have emanated 

from the K.4 Committee remains unclear. 

27 

One final comment should be made on the subject of the Commission's right of initiative; 

despite what has been said about the non-controversial stance of the Commission, it has - with 

a spirit of procedural cheekiness similar to that more often displayed by the EP - found a way 

of putting forward texts - or at least a part thereof - on subjects on which it does not 

officially have the right of initiative. The example of this is to be found in the draft 

convention on the protection of the Community's financial interesW2
: Title m of the 

convention deals with the application of national law. In a footnote to that title the 

Commission points out that it does not have the right of initiative in this area but that it has 

presented the articles under that title as material "for reflection • so as to offer a full 

document". Thus the Commission has found a way of circumventing its handicaps in terms 

of its limited right of initiative at least in documents which deal with 'mixed' subjects. It 

48 Speech by Adrian Fortescue, 'Joint Research Project on the Third Pillar of Maastricht', Second Expert 
Meeting, Bruges, 19.9.94 

49 Jessrun d'Oliveira in O'Keefe &Twomey, 1994, p.263 

50 e.g. the EUROPOL Convention (Press release 7760/94, p.5), Draft Convention on lhe use of 
information technology for customs purposes (p. 7), Draft Convention establishing a European 
Information System (p.7), relations with third countries (p.8), rules governing use of the JHA budget 
(Press Release 11321194, p.8), Convention on simplified extradition procedure between EU Member 
States (p.IO),etc. 

51 Though not stated in lhe Treaty, "own initiative" opinions produced by lhe K.4 Committee first pass 
through Coreper before being presented to lhe Council (Speech by M.Niemeier, 'Joint Research Project 
on lhe Third Pillar of Maastricht', Second Expert Meeting, Bruges, 20.9.94) 

52 op cit. 
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remains to be seen whether or not the Member States allow the Commission to 'get away 

with it'. 

The Commission is "fully associated" 

Article K.4.2 which states that the Commission should be "fully associated with the work" 

of the Third Pillar has apparently never been defined, but observers believe that it goes 

further than • mere observer status "'3• This appears to be the case: it is said that the 

Commission is involved at all levels and in all areas - even those where it has no formal right 

of initiative; it is further asserted that the Commission makes a positive contribution and has 
become an invaluable partner"'. This would suggest therefore that the Commission is able to 

play an important role throughout the Third Pillar - even if that does not include making 

proposals - and that its strategy of fostering credibility and creating the image of being a true 

partner at the table is working. The extent to which the Commission might be influencing the 

debate is unclear, but the fact that it is associated with the work of the K.4 Committee and 

Coreper, as well as with that of the Council itself, renders the issue of the right of initiative 

slightly less crucial; in any case, if First Pillar practice is anything to go by, it is often the 

case that once a proposal has been tabled and the discussions commenced, the proposal is 

regarded as being the 'joint property' of those around the table. As the Commission is fully . 

associated, therefore, it may be able to exercise some influence on the contents or direction 

of that 'joint property'. 

The Commission and the Passerelle Clause (Article K.9) 

The Commission has a shared right of initiative to use this article to transfer areas of common 

interest (Article K.l.l-6 only) to Article lOOc in the First Pillar. It could easily be imagined 

that the Commission would believe the use of this article to be in its own interest since it 

seeks to place certain areas of JHA into the Community arena where the powers of the 

Commission are undeniably stronger than those in the Third Pillar. Whether such a statement 

is true or not, on the first occasion that the Commission had of using this article, it chose not 

to request such a transfer to the First Pillar, leaving asylum policy firmly within the realms 

53 Monar in Monar & Morgan 1994, p.72 

54 M.Niemeier, German Ministry of the Interior, op cit. 
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of the semi-intergovernmentalism of Article Kss. On the one hand this represented an 

interesting 'political' choice in institutional terms by the Commission since it had unilaterally 

decided to put forward the report on the possible use of Article K. 9 mentioned in the relevant 

declaration.l6. The apparent 'political activism' of this gesture was however neutered by the 

fact that the Commission was arguing against any transfer to the communitarian First Pillar. 

The affect of such a move by the Commission was most probably intended to convince the 

Member States that it was a reliable and realistic partner not interested in tabling clearly 

politically unacceptable proposals. 

Final Remarks 

Since the entry into force of the Third Pillar provisions, the Commission appears - at least 

in its behaviour to the outside world - to have continued to pursue its policy of pragmatism 

and 'cooperation' - a policy dating back to at least 1990'7 
- rather than one of political 

activism which tended to be prevalent in the mid Eighti~. The Commission has as a· result 

managed to make itself into an important player in the IHA environment. Whilst in formal 

terms the Commission's powers under the Third Pillar are clearly not as generous as. those 

it enjoys in the Community arena, in practice it has managed to exploit its limited role to a 

large extent. Its influence is not one which can easily be measured in terms of proposals 

tabled - though this is of course of interest, rather the fact that it has become seen as 

"invaluable partner" which makes "a positive contribution • to "all areas" of common interest 

on "all levels"59 is perhaps more telling. This is apparently the goal of the Commission. 

Whether the Commission is 'rewarded' in terms of extension of powers or not - for example 

a shared right of initiative for customs cooperation and judicial cooperation in criminal 

matters- is a question which can only be answered after the IGC. 

55 In accordance with a declaration annexed to the TEU (No.31), the Commission produced a report on 
the possible application of Article K. 9 to asylum policy. The Commission's report, which was 
unsolicited, proposed leaving asylum policy where it was in the Trealy given the late entry into force 
of the TEU (SEC (93) 1687 final). 

56 See Monar in Monar & Morgan, 1994, pp.73-74 

57 As suggested by comments made by Commissioner Martin Bangemann in March 1990 as cited in report 
of the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs on cooperation in the fields of justice and 
home affairs under the TEU (Robles Piquer Report), EP Doc.No. AJ-{)215/93 p.13. 

58 See the Robles Piquer Report (op cit.) for a discussion of this change of policy direction, p.l3. 

59 M.Niemeier, op cit. 
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3.2.4.2 The Council 

The Council, the Institution that most represents the interests of the Member States, is clearly 

the main actor in Title VI. In terms of output, it has been particularly active (see chart on 

Council activity in this report). Furthermore the Council has made extensive use of the K.4 

Co-ordinating Committee. 

However, as already mentioned, the majority of this output consists of resolutions, 

recommendations, declarations, statements and conclusions. So far, the Council has only 

adopted two joint actions and one convention. This, it must be said, is a relatively small 

amount. 

3.2.4.3 The European Parliament 

The European Parliament has on several occasions expressed utter disillusionment with the 

role that it has been accorded in Title VI. In a recent Opinion of the Committee on Civil 

Liberties and Internal Affairs for the Committee on Institutional Affairs on the functioning 

of the Treaty on European Union with a view to the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference, the 
Parliament is particularly critical and requests increased powers of control and scrutiny60 in 

areas of justice and home affairs as treated in Title VI TEU. 

Article K.6 specifies the role of the Parliament in Title VI: 

"The Presidency and the Commission shall regularly inform the European Parliament of 

discussions in the areas covered by this Title. 

The Presidency shall consult the European Parliament on the principal aspects of activities 

in the areas referred to in this Title and shall ensure that the views are duly taken into 

consideration. 

The European Parliament may ask questions of the Council or make recommendations to it. 

Each year, it shall hold a debate on the progress made in the implementation of the areas 

referred to in this Title." 

60 Report on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union with a view to the 1996 Intergovernmental 
Conference -implementation and development of the Union, Part IT, Opinion of the Committee on Civil 
Liberties and Internal Affairs, 4 May 1995, A4-0102/95/PART IT. 
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Its role has been enhanced from that of no involvement at all in the areas of justice and home 

affairs before the Treaty on European Union. In an area however that directly touches the 

citizens, proper democratic control would be the least that would be expected. Article K.6, 

according to many, falls fat short of providing effective democratic control over activities in 

Title VI. 

The provisions of Article K.6 are vague, to say the least, and quite open to interpretation: 

What meant by consultation? 

Is it the same as consultation provided for in the EC Treaty? 

What is meant by "principal aspects of activities"? 

Will the Parliament be informed on an ex ante or a posteriori basis? 

This is wholly at the discretion of the actors involved (but not however the Parliament). The 

Council for instance, may have a widely differing perception of when and how the European 

Parliament's views are "duly taken into consideration". In this regard, one evidently runs the 

risk of straining relations considerably between the Institutions. 

The European Parliament, for its part, is clearly unhappy with its present level of 

involvement and has already requested a more formalised relationship between itself, the 

Council and the Commission through the adoption of an Interinstitutional Agreement (IIA). 

In the December 1993, the European Parliament forwarded to the Council and the 

Commission a draft HA providing a better information and ex ante consultation procedure for 

the Parliament. As of yet no Interinstitutional text has been agreed. 

With regard to the annual debate that should be held on progress made in the implementation 

of the areas referred to in Title VI. Tbe European Parliament, in this regard, was quite 

critical of the annual debate for 1994, in the sense that the debate failed to produce manifest 

results in view of ensuring greater progress in the following year. 

Apart from the provisions in Article K. 6, there are essentially two other ways in which the 

European Parliament can become more intensively involved in the fields of justice and home 

affairs: 

1) Use of the K.9 passerelle whereby Art. 100c EC Treaty will be applied to areas of 

common interest in Articles. K.1(1) to K.1(6). In this case the Parliament would have a more 

formalised role as provided for in the First Pillar; 
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2) There is also a possibility of the European Parliament increasing its role through budgetary 

aspects. Article K.8 allows the Council, acting unanimously, to charge operational 
expenditure in Title VI to the budget of the European Communities. If this was the case, 

operational expenditure would fall under non compulsory expenditure, whereby the European 

Parliament would have greater influence. This appears to be an indirect way by which the 

Parliament can gain greater control over implementation of areas related to Title VI61
• 

3.2.4.4 The Court of Justice of the European Communities 

One of the major concerns over the functioning of the Third Pillar is the lack of effective 

judicial control. The Court of Justice is in fact only mentioned once with regard to the 

adoption of conventions in accordance with the provisions of Title VI. Article K.3.2.(c) § 3 

states that: 

"Such conventions may stipulate that the Court of Justice shall have jurisdiction to interpret 

their provisions and to rule on any disputes regarding their application, in accordance such 

arrangements as they may lay down. • 

This provision is limited in itself to the power of interpretation. Moreover, it is up to the 

Council, at its own discretion, to decide whether or not to give the Court of Justice 

competence in this area. In the one and only convention that has been adopted by the Council 

under the provisions of Title VI, the Convention drawn up on the basis of Article K.3 of the 

Treaty on European Union on simplified extradition procedure between the Member States 

of the European Union, no mention is made of the Court of Justice of the European 

Communities. 

Judicial review is practically non-existent in Title VI. Through the K.9 procedure, the Court 

of justice could gain full jurisdiction if the Council decided to apply Article 1 OOc EC Treaty 

to action in areas referred to in Article K.1 ( 1) to ( 6). This does not however appear likely 

in the short term and furthermore, Article K. 9 does not apply to action in areas referred to 

in K.1 (7) to (9) (namely judicial co-operation in criminal matters, customs co-operation and 
police co-operation). 

61 This may in part may explain the non-use so far of the EC budget for operational expenditure in Title 
VI. 
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The European Parliament Resolution on the functioning of the Treaty on European Union 
with a view to the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference - Implementation and development of 
the Union (Bourlanges/Martin report)62 requests that: 

"The European Court of Justice should have full means to ensure respect for EU laws and 
of the EU institutional balance; its competence should also be extended to areas relating to 
the common foreign and security policy, justice and internal affairs and those covered by the 
Schengen Agreement. • 

Furthermore, the Court of Justice itself, in its Report on certain aspects of the application of 
the Treaty on European Union63 , is surprisingly critical of the role that it has been accorded 
by the TEU in the fields of justice and home affairs covered by Title VI. The Report states 
as follows: 

"D'abord, il est evident que la protection juridictionnelle des particuliers affectes par les 
activites de I 'Union, specialement en vertu de la cooperation dans les domaines de la justice 
et des affaires interieures, devrait ~tre assuree et organisee de fa~_;on a permettre la coherence 
dans !'interpretation et !'application du droit communautaire d'une part et, d'autre part, des 
dispositions adoptees dans le cadre de ladite cooperation. Ensuite, il peut ~tre necessaire de 
determiner les limites des competences de !'Union vis-a-vis des Etats membres, ainsi que celle 
de chaque institution de !'Union. Enfin, des mecanismes appropries devraient ~tre prevus 
pour assurer la mise en oeuvre uniforme des decisions prises. 

De toute evidence, la necessite d'assurer !'interpretation et !'application uniforme du droit 
communautaire, ainsi que des conventions indissociablement liees a la realisation des objectifs 
des traites postule !'existence d'une jurisdiction unique, telle que la Cour, qui dit 
definitivement le droit pour I' ensemble de la Communaute. Cette exigence est essentielle dans 
toute affaire rev~tant un caractere constitutionel ou presentant autrement un probleme 
important pour la developpement du droit". 

The fact that the Court of Justice has itself voiced concern over the functioning of Title VI 
is very significant. 

62 PE 190.441 

63 Cour de Justice des Communautes Europeennes, Rapport de la Cour de Justice sur certains aspects de 
!'application du Traite sur !'Union EuropOOime, Luxembourg, mai 1995. 
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3.2.4.5 The Court of Auditors 

The Court of Auditors is not mentioned in Title VI. Nor is it mentioned alongside the other 

Institutions in Article E TEU. Nonetheless, the Court of Auditors would be required to audit 

expenditure incurred under the Third Pillar which has been charged to the budget of the 

European Communities. This scenario has not yet occurred as the provisions to charge 

operational expenditure to the budget of the European Communities in Article K.8.2 second 

indent has not yet been used. However, the possibility of controlling expenditure that is 

charged to the Member States has been soggestelf'. In a Report by the Court of Auditors in 

view of the forthcoming 1996 IGC (yet to be published), the Court has requested a more 
formal role in the Third Pillar, which would essentially require an amendment of Article E 

of the TEU. 

3.2.4.6 Member States 
' I 

The Member States themselves have an important role, which strong!~ reinforces the 

intergovernmental character of Title VI. In Title VI, it is the Member State that plays an 
active role what is normally considered the exclusive competence of the colrurussion in the 

First Pillar - that being the right of initiative. The Member States (i.e. anyl Member State) 

along with the Commission share the right of initiative in areas referred to ~ Article K.l (I) 
' to (6), but more significantly, the Member States have the sole right of initiative in the areas 

referred to in Article K.l(7) to (9), namely the more politically sensitive issues. 

So far, out of the three legislative acts adopte<f', two (both joint actions) refer to the 

initiative of the Federal Republic of Germany66
• However, it would appear that these 

initiatives were taken whilst Germany was holding the EU Presidency. The right of initiative 

provided for in Article K.3 has only been used once by a Member State other than the 

64 See Ageoce Europe No 6498, Saturday, 10 June 1995. 

65 Council Decision of 30 November 1994, on a joint action adopted by the Council the basis of Article 
K.3 (2)(b) of tbe Treaty on European Union concerning travel facilities for scbool pupils from third 
countries resident in a Member State, OJ L 327, Joint Action of 10 March 1995 adopted by the 
Council on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union concerning the Europol Drugs 
Unit, OJ L 62/1 and the Council Act of I 0 March 1995 drawing up the Convention on simplified 
extradition procedure between the Member States of the European Union, OJ C 78/1. 

66 With regard to the Convention adopted, no reference is made to an initiative of any Member State. 
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Member State holding the Presidency. This was namely a United Kingdom proposal for a 

joint action on the protection of the financial interests of the Communities67
• As stich one 

could conclude that the Member States have not made extensive use of their powers of 

initiative in Title VI. 

3.2.4. 7 National Parliaments 

The national parliaments of the Member StateS do not have a defined role in Title VI. 

Nevertheless, their powers of control may prove even greater than those of both the European 
Parliament and the Court of Justice. This role for national parliaments concerns the adoption 

of conventions under Title VI. According to Article K.3.2 (c), the Council may "draw up 

conventions which it shall recommend to the Member States for adoption in accordance with 

their respective constitutional requirements •. This in most, if not all, cases will require the 

ratification by the respective national parliaments and at times even referenda. This process, 

as has become quite evident in recent years, can extremely cumbersome and time consuming 

as is the case with the Dublin Convention which was signed in 15 June 1990 but has not yet 

been ratified by all Member States. Equally problematic was the process of ratification of the 

Schengen Convention of 1990 applying the Schengen Agreement of 1985 in the national 

parliaments of the Contracting Parties. The Convention cannot enter into force until the 

instruments of ratification have been deposited by all Member States involved. As a result, . 

this may indirectly give the national parliaments greater bargaining power. As a consequence, 

Member State governments will be more inclined to appease their respective parliaments in 

order to ensure a smooth ratification process. On the other band, the difficult ratification 

process may also be used by the Member State governments to block the entry into force of 

an act. 

The role of the national parliaments in the Third Pillar will inevitably differ, depending on 

their respective constitutional status with regard to the subjects dealt with. As a result, at 

present, some national parliaments are consulted on an a ante basis, whereas others will be 

lucky to be informed of a decision that has already been taken. 

Other forums do exist for national parliaments to become involved which are not restricted 

to the Third Pillar. Much of this involves the forging of better relationships with the 

67 See Commission, Rapport sur la fonctionnement du Traite sur )'Union Europeenne, Bruxelles, le 
10.05.1995, SEC(95) 731 final, p. 49. 
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European Parliament. Declaration No 13 on the role of national parliaments in the European 

Union requests an increase in the exchange of information and the establishment of a more 
formal relationship between the national parliaments and the European Par~ent. 
Declaration No 14 calls for a Conference of the parliaments (i.e. national parliaments and the 

I 
European parliament - the Assises) which could be consulted on the main aspects of EU 

affairs. 

The COSAC forum (Conf&ence des organes specialises dans les affaires europeennes des 
Assemblees) predates the Treaty on European Union. It entails meetings between committees 

specialising in EU affairs in national parliaments and the relevant committees in the European 
Parliament. There have been three meetings between the Committee on Civil Liberties and 

Internal Affairs and the chairmen of the relevant committees of the national parliaments, all 
of which have been very successful as a forum for co-operation and exchange of information61 

3.2.5 The Relationship between Justice and Home Affairs in Title VI TEU and the EC 
Treaty 

The relationship between the First and the Third Pillar is still quite unclear. Even though both 

are under one single institutional framework, the procedures, instruments and working 
methods, as mentioned above, are quite different. The logic behind some areas being dealt 
with in the First Pillar and others in the Third Pillar is also quite unclear. 

Aspects of immigration and control at external borders would have liiiks with Article 7a EC 
and free movement of persons. Some small aspects of asylum policy are dealt with in the EC 
Treaty under Article IOOc (determination of third countries whose nationals should be in 

possession of a visa when crossing the external borders of the Member States and measures 

related to a uniform format for visas). Article 129 EC Treaty on public health seems to 
overlap with Article K.l(4) TEU on the question of drug addiction/dependence. No-one is 

' 
quite sure as to what is the exact difference between the two provisions. Finally there is 

confusion as to the division between Article K. 1 ( 5) TEU -combating fraud on an international 
scale and Art. 209a EC on "measures to counter fraud affecting the financial interests of the 

68 18 & 19 June 1992, 18 & 19 March 1993 and 22 & 23 March 1995. 
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Community"69
• In theory, there should be no problem as K.l quite clearly states that action 

in the areas that are considered matters of common interest, should be "without prejudice to 

the powers of the European Community". However, in practice, the artificial division 

becomes rather confusing 70
• 

Passerelle 

Article K. 9 also provides a bridge form the Third Pillar to the first, whereby areas in Article 

K.l(l) to (6) can be communatarised. This provision has not yet been used. In fact in a 

Commission 'SEC' document on the possibility of applying Article K.9 to Asylum policy, 

the Commission took a rather moderate approach by stating that the time was not yet right 

for the use of the passerelle11
• There is of course also the argument that sporadic use of the 

passerelle will simply complicate the situation even further and what is needed is an overall 

change or reform of Title VI. 

3.2.6 Relations with Third Countries 

Activities at the level of the European Union also have considerable consequences for non-EU 

countries. In this regard, it is important both for the EU countries and third countries to 

develop some form of cooperation. Many third countries have already expressed a desire and 

almost urgency to be associated with activities in the Third Pillar. In many respects, it would 

not be logical to consider that cooperation in combating international crime, drug smuggling 

etc should be confined to some European counties. The problems related to justice and home 

affairs are equally important for the non-EU but nevertheless European countries (especially 

in Central and Eastern Europe). The idea of "Fortress European Union" cannot apply for the 

69 In this regard it may be rather surprising that the proposal (UK) for a joint action concerning the 
protection of the financial interests of the Communities on the basis of Art. K.3 TEU falls under Tile 
VI and that the Art. 209a EC Treaty does not apply. 

70 For a more detailed analysis, see section on the assessment of individual policies. 

71 Commission, Report to the Council on the possibility of applying Article K.9 of the Treaty on 
European Union to asylum policy, SEC Documents 1993/1687 Final (in response to Declaration No 
31 annexed to the Treaty on European Union), see section on the Commission. 
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fields of justice and home affairs. Consequently, increased cooperation within the EU should 

not serve as an obstacle to more intensive cooperation with third countries. 

On 8 September 1994 a Ministerial Conference on Drugs and Organised Crime was held in 

Berlin. This was held between EU Ministers for justice and home affairs and their 

counterparts in the six countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEECs)'2 that have 

Association Agreements with the EU. The resulting Berlin Convention deals with several 

areas in which the EU and the CEECs should increase cooperation in the following areas: 

(l) Drugs 

(2) Radioactive and nuclear products 

(3) Traffic in human beings 

(4) illegal immigration networks 

( 5) illegal traffic of motor vehicles 73 

Furthermore, on a global level, the first ministerial conference on international organised 

crime was held in Naples (21-23 November 1994) under the auspices of the United Nations. 

With increased cooperation at the EU level especially in the framework of the Third Pillar, 

the EU must make sure not to ignore the plight of third countries in the relevant areas of 

justice and home affairs. It is also very much in the interest of the European Union not to 

have problems on its "doorstep". For this reason, more institutionalised dialogue should be 
considered between the EU and third countries in general (and not only those that have 

Association Agreements). Greater thought should also be put into creating some form of 

structured relationship with activities of the Third Pillar. Some form of observer or associate · 

status to the activities of the Third Pillar could be considered. 

72 See Agence Europe No 6312, 10 September 1994. 

73 It is interesting to note that these areas are very similar to the areas mentioned in the Joint Action 
concerning the Europo1 Drugs Unit, which are subject to the exchange and analysis of information and 
intelligence. Perbaps closer ties between third countries and EDU/Europol is already being envisaged. 
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4. An Analysis of Progress Made in the Individual Policy Areas of Title VI 
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taken from the Council and Commission reports on the functioning of the TUE (Report of the Council of Ministers, 10.4.95, op cit, Report presented by the Commission, 10.5.95) and 
speculation on the legal basis of those texts on which no definitive information is at hand. This infomtation should therefore be seen as indicative rather than definitive. 

2 Article K.S refers to the ·expression of common approaches in international organisations and conferences. The document indicated in this list is a set of conclusions concerning the 
implementation of this article (Press Release 11321/94 ). 

3 The .5 refers to the Council's Conclusions concerning the Commission communication on immigration and asylum (20.6.94, Press Release 77«J/94). Similarly to the communkation in question, 
these conclusions deal with both immigration and asylum and therefore, for numerical reasons, have been split between the two columns. 

4 The .5 document refers to the Council's Conclusions on the operating procedures and development of the ('.entre for lnfom,ation, Discussion and Exchange on the crossing of frontiers and 
and immigration (Cl REA) (30. 11/1.12.94, Press Release 11321/94 ). Given the fact that these conclusions deal with both immigration and the crossing of external frontiers, for numerical reasons 
the document has been split between the external frontiers and immigration columns. 

5 lbese figure includes the two documents referred to in the preceding footnotes. 

6 Article K.5 refers to the expression of common approaches in international organisations and conferences. The document indicated in this list is a set of conclusions concerning the 
implementation of this article (Press Release 11321/94). 
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4.2 Asylum, External Borders and Immigration 

ReleVant Documents 

Council Resolution on minimum guarantees in asylum application procedures, doc.5354/95 
ASIMM 70, 9.3.95 

Council Conclusions on racism and xenophobia, Press Release I 0550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Text on evidence in the context of the Dublin Convention, Press Release 7760/94 
(Presse 128 - G) 

Form of laisser-passer for the transfer of an asylum applicant from one Member State to 
another, Council Press Release 77fiJ/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

Procedure for drawing up joint reports on the situation in third countries, Council Press 
Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

CIREA - Distribution and confidentiality of joint reports on the situation in certain third 
countries, Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

Standard form for determining the State responsible for examining an application for asylum, 
Council Press Release 77fiJ/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

Conclusions on the Commission Communication on immigration and asylum, Council Press 
Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

Conclusions on conditions for the readmission of persons who are illegally resident in a 
Member State but who hold a resident permit for another Member State (Article 8(2) of the 
draft External Frontiers Convention), Council (General Affairs) Press Release 10314/94 
(Presse 219 - G) 

Council Conclusions on Racism and Xenophobia (Adoption of the contribution of the JHA 
Council), adopted on 10.3.95 (no reference available) 

1994 programme of joint surveillance operations on third countries, Council Press Release 
5044/94 (Presse 24 - G) 

Second Report on CIREA's activities, Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128- G) 

Guidelines for joint reports on third countries, Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 -
G) 

Commission Communication on Immigration and Asylum Policies, COM (94) 23, 23.2.94 
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4. 2 .I Introduction 

The basic immigration and asylum situation since the entry into force of the TEU in 

November 1993 has changed little to that which came before it, so fundamentally changed 

as it was by the fall of the Berlin Wall. Migration pressure is still high, the main sources 

being Eastern Europe and Northern Africa. In addition to efforts by the Union to ease 

migration pressure by giving help to emigration countries, regulations were sought to control 

the migration flows into the Union74
• By this the Member States tend to understand 

preventing immigration into the Union, as none of the EU countries has accepted officially 

the need for immigration in the long term. Still, immigration policy is mainly seen as a way 

to regulate the already existing flows such as the unification of families or the exchange of 

students. Especially given present unemployment rates, the States are very careful about 

allowing immigration except maybe for humanitarian reasons. 

On the other hand, major attention has been given to asylum seekers whose number increased 

constantly until 199275
• It was obvious for the Member States that national legislation alone 

would not be enough with decisions in one country influencing the situation in others 76
• 

Therefore, although the Dublin Convention was still not ratified and the TEU had not come 

into force, resolutions were taken in December 1992 by the Member States in the classical 

intergovernmental way in order to create a common approach for asylum policy77
• 

Additionally, the Union's experience with regard to migration flows from former Yugoslavia 

in. the time between the signing of the TEU in December 1991 and until its coming into force 

had an important impact on some Member States (e.g. Germany) who took care of most of 

the displaced persons created by the conflict. Instruments were repeatedly demanded to 

confront these situations with some kind of increased burden-sharing. 

As a whole, both the need to find common agreements on asylum policy as well as the 

development of concepts for immigration in the short and medium term became necessary for 

74 For statistics on mignltion movements in the European Union see e.g. Eurostat : Schnellberichte. 
Bevolkerung und soziale Bedingungen. No. 12/93, Luxembourg 1993. 

75 See documentation of the UNHCR Regional Office for the European Communities, Brussels, August 
1994, in : DRUKE Luise, The Position of the UNHCR, paper presented at the conference in Bruges 
on 19/20 September 1995. 

76 The Netherlands experienced e. g. an increase of asylum-seeker numbers after the change of the national 
asylum law in Germany. See speech of Herbert SCHNOOR, lnnenminister des Landes Nordmein
Westfalen on "Dimensionen einer europiiischen Einwanderungs- und Asylpolitik" at an expert meeting 
on 14 November 1994 in Brussels, p.3ff. 

77 Resolutions were made on manifestly unfounded asylum application, on host third countries and on safe 
countries of origin. Documentation see footnote No. 74. 
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the Member States. This chapter will investigate the achievements and the failures of the 

Union in the area of immigration and asylum policy before trying to evaluate whether or not 

cooperation has improved in comparison to that before Maastricht. 

4.2.2. State of the Art - the Development Since the TEU 

According to the Treaty on European Union, immigration and asylum policy as well as the 

crossing of external borders are defined by Article K.l as "matters of common interest" with 

the purpose of achieving the objectives of the Union, in particular the free movement of 

persons. The most important result after one and a half years of the Treaty having come into 

force is that in the policy fields dealt with in Article K.l, (1)-(3), not one single common 

action has been agreed upon78• However, four resolutions have been adopted, six 

recommendations have been given and eleven conclusions have been made in the last eighteen 

months apart from some other minor decisions taken by the Council. Given the short time 

period, the record of immigration K.l, (1)-(3) is good compared to other areas of the Third 

Pillar, e.g. cooperation in civil law. In the following, the areas will be addressed in the 

order of the Treaty. 

4.2.2.1. K.l(l) : asylum policy 

The first initiatives in the area of asylum policy had been taken by the Ad Hoc Group on 

Immigration. The cooperation led to the Palma document of 1989, in which the members 

of the group announced the aim of establishing a common refugee policy on the basis of the 

Geneva Convention 79
• The next major step was the signing of the Dublin Convention in June 

1990, which, however, has still not been ratified by all of the Member States. In the 

meantime, however, most Member States are working with the roles laid down by the Dublin 

Convention. With regard to the decisions taken there, the Council published a conclusion in 

June 1994 in a text laying down further rules for the Dublin Convention. The rules about 

the use of evidence agreed then are regarded as being of high practical use for the 

78 See European Commission : Bericht iiber die Funktionsweise des Vertrags iiber die Europiische Union, 
Anhang 15, SEK(95) 731 endg., Brilssel, 10. Mai 1995. 

79 The different States had quite different definitions of the terms 'refugees' (like of many other terms 
in this area, e.g. immigrants) which they have tried to solve by taking the Geneva Convention's 
definition as a minimum standard. The problem has, however, still not been completely solved. 
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implementation of the Dublin Convention80
• Most of the provisions made are a part of the 

Schengen agreement which has come into force in March 1995. These Schengen provisions 

will be superseded, however, as soon as the Dublin Convention has been ratified by the last 

two Member States. 

Before the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, the Ad Hoc Group on Immigration had prepared 

a working programme for the harmonisation of national policies. This programme was 

adopted in Maastricht in December 1991. Consequently, in December 1992, three resolutions 

were adopted81 and the creation of CIREA, a clearing house for the exchange of information, 

was agreed upon. The resolutions, without being legally binding, have de facto become 

important for the Member States82
• Furthermore, the ministers decided to start to harmonise 

material asylum law which led to the first important decision on the Union level since the 

entry into force of the TEU. In March 1995, an agreement was reached on minimum 

guarantees for asylum seekers (resolution of minimum guarantees concerning asylum 

procedures83
). It includes basic requirements in the areas of delivery of evidence, data 

protection and legal guarantees for the rights of asylum seekers. Apart from establishing 

basic procedural harmonization of asylum law, a common European asylum law has, 

however, not been envisaged84
• 

The exchange of information has worked rather well in the area of asylum policy. The above 

mentioned CIREA has taken up work (still without a budget of its own, however). In June 

1994, the Council agreed a series of measures on distribution and confidentiality to be taken 

when dealing with reports received by CIREA about the situation in certain third StatesM. 

Another conclusion agreed at the same Council meeting laid down Rules of Procedure with 

regard to common. reports about the situation in third countries'6. The harmonisation of 

reports is supposed to ensure that the situation in third countries will not be judged differently 

in different Member States and therefore lead to different decisions. 

80 NANZ Klaus-Peter, "Dos Schengener abereinlwmmen: Personenfreiztlgigkeit in integrationspolitischer 
Perspektive •, in : Integration 2/94, p.1 08. 

81 See footnote 78. 

82 HAILBRONNER Kay, "Rechtliche Aspebe einer europllischen Asyl- und Einwanderungspolilik", 
speech at the expert meeting on immigration and asylum policy in the Verbindungsbiiro 
Nordrheinwestfalen in Brussels on 14 November 1994, p.3. 

83 Decision adopted by the Council on 9 March 1995, Doe. No.5354/95, ASIMM 70. 

84 HAILBRONNER Kay, see footnote 82. 

85 Press document No. 7760/94, Press 128-G, 20.06.1994. 

86 ibid. 
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As a result, it must be said that there have been very few decisions of importance in the 

framework of K.l with regard to asylum policy. This can be explained by the fact that 

asylum policy was a matter of great importance already before the entry into force of the 

TEU. Several important decisions, such as the Dublin Convention, had then already been 
taken. On the other hand, a significant number of small technical decisions have been 

taken87, which will maybe not help to harmonise asylum policy, but to foster closer agreement 

in the decision-making in this area. The only question of importance for some Member 

States where they feel they have not yet reached a satisfactory agreement is the above 

mentioned question of burden-sharing. The only agreement reached so far on this matter 

deals with the creation of an instrument to be used in the case of emergency situations. 

However, no criteria have been decided upon which can be used. It must therefore be 

expected that the question will be forced back on to the agenda by those Member States 

unhappy with the situation. 

Relations to third countries have been an important topic in the area of asylum policy. In 

addition to the agreements made on the basis of Schengen with third countries about the 

transfer of asylum seekers through these States, the Council has only been able to agree on 

a recommendation concerning a pattern for bilateral agreements between a single EU Member 

State and third count:ry88. Here, multilateral agreements might be of use but have not been 

decided upon, yet. During the German Presidency, a meeting with the Middle and Eastern 

European Countries (MEECs) took place in Berlin in September 1994 in order to deal with 

migration problems on a broader level. The Berlin declaration suggests closer cooperation 

between the Union and the CEECs in migration matters but will have to be extended in the 

medium term. 

4.2.2.2. K.l (2) : Rules governing the crossing by persons of the external borders 

of the Member States and the exercise of control thereon 

The rules governing the crossing by persons of the external border are of major importance 

as a compensation for the opening of the frontiers between the EU Member States. Rules for 

87 Examples are the approval of a standard form to determine which State is responsible for examining 
an asylum request; the recommendation on a standard document for extradition of third country 
nationals and the approval of a list of honorary consuls entitled to issue form visas, see Agence 
Europe No.6259, Saturday, 25 June 1994. 

88 Official document for the parliament and press document No.11321194, Press 252-G (decision by the 
Council of 30.11/01.12.1994). 
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the better control of the external borders have both been laid down in the Schengen 

Agreement and in the External Borders Convention which covers all the EU Member States. 
Unfortunately, the External Border Convention has not been ratified (although it has been 

finalised in June 1991) due to the conflict between Spain and Great Britain over Gibraltar. 

No major progress has been made so far in finding a solution. 

In the framework of the Third Pillar, however, modest coordination measures have been 

approved. In June 1994, a programme for common action in the surveillance of air and 

maritime traffic in 1994 was accepted89
• CIREFI, the counterpart of CIREA has been 

approved90
• It will become an information, reflection, and exchange centre for questions 

regarding the crossing of external frontiers and immigration. 

With the entry into force of Schengen, which is not a part of the Third Pillar, first 

experiences are being made with stricter external border controls as a compensation for the 

open internal frontiers. The effect on the Member States not being members of Schengen is 

still to be seen; if the attraction of Schengen increases for non-Schengen countries (as the 

accession of Austria to Schengen might suggest), development towards a future coherent 

policy might be possible. 

The European Parliament has presented several reports on the crossing of the external 

frontiers by persons91
, always emphasising that there should be one Community visa for all 

Member States. Strong controls would be needed to guarantee the free movement of people 

which the Parliament seeks to attain by close cooperation with national l>arliaments. 

Schengen has always been seen only as a first step by the EP. 

4.2.2.3. K.1(3) : Immigration policy and policy regarding nationals of third 

countries 

Article K.l(3) TEU includes conditions of entry and movement as well. as residence by 

nationals of third countries on the Member States' territory (including family reunion and 

89 Press document No.5044/92, Press 24-G, Council decision of 21/22 June 1994. 

90 Press document No.ll321/94, Press 252, Council conclusion of 30.11/01.12,1994. 

91 European Parliament, report Froment-Meurice (Dok. A3-l93/94) and report Beazley (Dok. A3-
l90/94). 
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access to employment). Article K.l(3) TEU also includes the combating of unauthorized 

immigration, residence and work of third country nationals. In the area of immigration and 

asylum policy, the subjects falling under Article K.l (3) TEU have been subject to the most ·· 

decisions since November 1993 

Three resolutions have been taken concerning the conditions of entry to the Union for third 

country nationals. The resolutions taken are : 

Resolution concerning restrictions to the entry of third country nationals wanting to 

exercise a profession92
• 

Resolution concerning restrictions for the admission of third country nationals into the 

territory of the Member States for working on a self-employed basis93
• 

Resolution concerning the admission of third country nationals into the territory of the 

Member States of the European Union for taking up studies94
• 

The three recommendations cover quite a broad group of third country nationals as they lay 

down conditions for both employees and specific groups of people such as the self-employed 

and students. The Member States have stated in these rather 'restrictive9S' resolutions, that 

none of the Member States is performing a policy of active immigration. On the other hand, 

exceptions have been made for frontier workers, or people with higher qualifications, for 

third countries with special relations etc. This leads to the fact that the resolutions do not 

create a common harmonised approach, but add to the different rules existing in different 

countries. Each Member State still allows its special 'clientele' to enter the country, only 

a common framework has been creatfd96. 

Furthermore, five recommendations have been adopted in the area of immigration and 

migration. The recommendations were concerned with the illegal trade in human beings with 

regard to prostitution97
• It has been a major concern by the Commission to stop the trade 

with women which has grown after the fall of the Berlin wall. The major concern in this 

respect has not been the punishment of the women, who must be regarded as victims, but to 

92 

93 

Press document No. 7760/94, decision adopted by the Council on 20 June 1994. 

Press document No.l1321/94, decision adopted by the Council on 30 November 1994. 

94 Press document No.11321194, decision adopted by the Council on 30 November- I December 1994. 

95 See, Agence Europe No.62S5, Monday/Tuesday 20/21 June 1994, p. 7. 

96 See footnote 78, pp.S0/51. 

97 Press document No.l0550/93, recommendations adopted by the Council on 29/30 November 1993 and 
20 June 1994. 
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prevent the groups organising the 'transport' entering the Union illegally. This concern is 

by nature closely linked to external border protection. 

With regard to the better integration of migrants, the European Union has also started 

initiatives to combat xenophobia and racism. Two conclusions by the Council in December 

1993 and March 1995 try to counter the disadvantages which migrants suffer and support the 

integration of the migrants in the different Member States"'. The European Parliament had 

presented an own-initiative report on the same subjecf9 in which it demanded that the Council 

create a legal and institutional framework for the national, ethnic, cultural and religious 

minorities in the Union in order to achieve their better integration. Additionally, it asked for 

a fmancial programme to implement measures decided upon. An 'integration chapter' has 
also been part of the Commission's communication (see below) which was presented in 

February 1994. This chapter has at that time been criticised mostly by Germany and Spain100 

although the initiative on the conclusion on xenophobia and racism had been started by France 

and Germany. A comprehensive approach would be desirable. 

In global terms, the area of K.1 (3) has seen some basic developments since the coming into 

force of the Maastricht Treaty. Article K.l(3) is closely linked to 'positive' actions under 
the Second Pillar and the EC Treaty which try to help reduce migrant flows when and where 

they first start. The better coordination of all three pillars might help lead to a more coherent 

policy; the chances of this actually happening are, however, low. 

Further initiatives by the Commission and the EP 

The EP itself presented an own-initiative report on the basic principles of a European Refugee 
Policyl01 in December 1993 in which it asked the Commission to make suggestions for a 

comprehensive refugee and immigration policy which reflects the situation of refugees with 

regard to the Geneva Convention and which will guarantee a fair treatment of the asylum 

application of refugees and their future integration. The EP also asked for a 

communitarisation of asylum policy under Article IOOc which would include more rights for 

the EP too. 

98 Press document No.I0550/93, Press 209, conclusion of the Council of 29/30 November 1993; and 
Press document No .54 : 3/95, Press 9-G, Council conclusion of I 0 March 1995. 

99 European Parliament, report Tsimas, Dok. A3-0073/94, Brussels, I February 1994. 

100 See Agence Europe No.6197, Thun;day, 24 March 1994, p.5. 

101 European Parliament, report Lambrias, Dok. A3-0402/93, Brussels, 3 December 1993. 
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In February 1991, the Commission presented a communication on immigration and asylum 

policy to the Council and the European Parliament which included some of the demands of 

the Parliament mentioned above102 • The very comprehensive approach suggested ways "in 

which to act jointly with a view to reducing migratory pressure, controlling migratory flows 

and assuring the integration of the legal immigrants103". The communication was completed 

by a thorough collection of statistics and data which made the communication very useful for 

further discussions. Both the Parliament and the Council responded to the Commission's 

communication. COREPER was charged with making a detailed examination of the 

communication which resulted in a conclusion of the Council in June 1994104
, in which the 

Council welcomed the communication with the criticism mentioned above. 

4.2.3. Summary -A Qualitative Analysis of The Developments in .K.l, ( 1 )-(3) 

As in the other policy areas of the Third Pillar, quantitatively, there has been a rather 

impressive increase in meetings since the TEU has come into force105
• On the one hand, 

concrete results in the shape of legally binding output have been very low, the existing 

possibilities of the TEU not being fully used. One might see this as a consequence of the 

short amount of time during which the Treaty has been in force, which is, of course, true. 

On the other hand, decision-taking has shown to be very difficult. Apart from the structural 

weakness of the Third Pillar (see section on the institutions), the lack of political must be 

seen as a major factor, a good example beingthe External Border Convention, which has 

been agreed upon before the TEU but which is still not ratified. 

The use of non-binding legal decisions was possible before the TEU, therefore, there can be 

no talk of a 'saut qualitatif with regard to the legal output of the Third Pillar. It seems like 

the Member States do not feel mature enough to take decisions on the base of K.3. The 

reasons for the hesitance of the Member States have been outlined thoroughly by the report 

of the Commission about the functioning of the TEU106
• Additionally, the new structures 

introduced as a result of the TEU for the justice and home affairs policy making - with the 

five different levels - has complicated the work of the Council. The former Ad Hoc Group 

102 COM(94) 23 endg., Briissel, 23. February 1994. 

103 See Agence Europe No.6197, Thursday, 24 March 1994, p.5 

104 Press document No.7160/94, Press 12-<l, 20 June 1994. 

105 In 1995, over 250 meetings have been counted until mid-May in the frameworlc of the Third Pillar. 
GRADIN Anita, "The Commission's view on developments in the area of home and justice affairs •, 
speech at the Europiisches Forum in Bonn, 11 May 1995, p.l. 

106 See footnote 78, pp.50/51. 
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on "Immigration" (founded 1986) has been transformed to the Steering Group Immigration 

and Asylum, whereby competence problems have arisen with the working groups taking care 

of single topics107
• Furthermore, relations with third countries, who have either been a 

member of some of the former intergovernmental groups (e.g. Switzerland) or who have an 

interest in cooperating, has not been decided upon. A solution is highly desirable for both 

sides as the issue of migration cannot be restricted to the Union. 

The Schengen Agreement, on the other hand, has come into force in March 1995. It showed, 

that the cooperation of fewer Member States willing to cooperate may be more efficient. 

Yet, it is still obvious - as in the case of the Dublin Convention - that between the signing 

of agreements and their ratification some years might pass108
• This leaves a midterm

perspective for immigration and asylum policy, which does not give much hope for quick 

harmonisation leading to a common asylum policy, but it may on the other hand also make 

it easier for some rather reluctant States to join conventions of the Dublin type. Schengen 

has shown that a comprehensive approach can be made if it is desired by the governments109
• 

With regard to Schengen, its relations with the European Union have not been discussed, yet, 

with the exception of the above mentioned asylum rules in Schengen which will be out of 

force as soon as the Dublin Convention has been ratified by all Member States. Here, 

solutions may be found which could give a further impetus for a common immigration and 

asylum policy on the Union level. 

With regard to the involvement of the other Community institutions, the area of K.l, (1)-(3) 

has shown itself to be a subject of great concern for both the Commission and the European 

Parliament. The Commission's right of initiative has been used by presenting the above 

mentioned communication as well as smaller initiatives, which has turned out to be very good 

for the Union given that the Member States themselves are not too eager on delivering 

initiatives. The Commission is furthermore included in the structure of the Third Pillar by 

its participation in the steering groups and ministerial meetings. This gives the cooperation 

in the area of immigration and asylum policy a coherence which is highly needed. 

The European Parliament has been drawing up own-initiative reports, but has otherwise been 

mostly left out of the decision-making (apart from being informed by the Council on some 

107 ibid.' pp.52/53. 

108 NANZ Klaus-Peler, see footnote 80, pp.92-108. 

109 For a detailed analysis of the content of Schengen (like external borders' control and visa policy) see 
article Nanz. 
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topics). As the Commission has the right of initiative in K.l, (1)-(3), information in these 

areas is more available to Parliament; most decisions taken, however, are not based on a 
Commission initiative and have therefore not been discussed by the EP. The further 
involvement of the EP is highly desirable, especially with regard to the lack of transparency 

which exists. As the meeting of the EP committee on internal affairs with its homologous 
committees on the national level in March 1995 showed, the information on the national level 

is in most Member States not an adequate form of compensation for the lack of information 
and transparency110 on the European level. 

The non-involvement of the Court of Justice leaves questions open with regard to the juridical 

strength and interpretation of the legally non-binding but de facto important decisions, 

especially in the area of asylum policy. The legal protection will probably in the mid-term 
remain a matter for the Member State, which leaves the problem that there might be different 
interpretation on different subjects. Here, solutions have to be found. 

On the whole, the results in the area of K.1, (1)-(3) TEU are- on the basis of the short 

period of time during which the TEU has been in force - rather positive. The problems in 

these areas (too many levels involved, legally non-binding decisions) are similar to the 
problems in other areas of the Third Pillar. For the area of K.l(3) a more comprehensive 

approach for immigration policy and less technical discussions are desirable. The Union 
should find a common position with regard to immigration, as the Union will be an 
immigration area in the mid-term. 

For the area of asylum policy, progress has been made which, perversely, has increased 

existing problems such as the separation of asylum and visa policy. Further, the External 
Borders Convention- as the necessary compensation for K.l(l) and K.l(3)- should finally 

be ratified. It will be left to the intergovernmental conference to find a solution for the 
existing contradictions. 

110 Projet de conclusions : reunions de la Commission des libertes publiques et des affaires interieures du 
Parlement europeen avec les commissions homologues des parlements nationaux, Bruxelles, le 22/23 
mars 1995. 
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4.3 Combating Drug Addiction 

Relevant Document 

Commission, "Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European 
Parliament on a European Union action plan to combat drugs (1995-1999)", COM (94) 234 
final, 23.6.94 

This 'matter of common interest', which can be found in Article K.l.4 TEU, has the dubious 

pleasure of being the only area named in Article K.l TEU in which no one document has yet 

been agreed by the Council or been the subject of a draft convention111
• This situation should 

soon be rectified, though, as the Council's conclusions pertaining to the Commission's 

communication on an action plan to combat drugs are due later this month (June '95) in time 

for the European Council in Cannes 1995m (at its meeting in March the Council adopted an 

opinion on the Commission's communication and it also drafted certain proposals for 

inclusion in the European plan to combat drugsm; however, these have not been published 

and are apparently not 'texts' in the normal sense of the word as used in Title VI as they are 

not listed in the tables of texts adopted included in the Council and Commission reports on 

the functioning of the TEU114
). The Commission's preferred strategy, similar to that 

recommended in the immigration and asylum policies communicationu~, favours an all

embracing approach fully-exploiting the new opportunities laid down in the TEU: by using 

provisions in public health, common foreign and security policy and justice and home affairs, 

the Commission advocates a three-pronged policy aimed at demand reduction, combatting 
illicit trafficking and action at international level. 

The Commission's triple-approach and its desire to exploit all the new Treaty provisions 

immediately highlight one of the major problems encountered in the area of EU drug policy, 

namely a plethora of Treaty bases. Public health, CFSP and JHA provisions are each to be 

found in a different pillar of the TUE. This multi-faceted approach is not so unusual in the 

Ill Acconling to the lists of texts adopted in JHA included in Annex Xl(a) of the Council report (10.4.95) 
and Annex 15 of the Commission report on the functioning of the TEU (10.5.95) (op cit.). 

112 Twenty-Eighth General Report on the activities of the European Union (1994), European Commission, 
1995, p.369 

113 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95 

114 Annex Xl(a) of the Council's Report, 10.4.95, and Annex 15 of the Commission's Report on the 
fimctioning of the TEU, 10.5.95 

115 COM (94) 23 final 
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post-Maastricht set-up, but the situation for drugs policy is rendered more complicated by the 

apparent confusion created by the lack of differentiation between the various articles. For 

example, Article K.l.4 TUE refers to combating "drug addiction" whilst Article 129 EC 

(Public Health) talks of "drug dependence". Whilst it may be true that Article 129 EC is 

restricted to "incentive measures" and "recommendations", the voting requirements of the two 

articles are widely divergent, with Title VI requiring unanimity and Article 129 EC either the 

189b EC procedure or qualified majority. Such a difference in procedure makes it likely that 

the Commission, which may use its right of initiative in this area in Title VI, will first 

attempt to use Article 129 EC and then, only by default, put forward proposals under K.1.4 

TEU. Whilst it is perhaps too early to test the validity of such a statement, there is already 
a Community communication on the field of drug dependence launched under Article 129 

EC. Further, the First Pillar-Third Pillar overlapping is made all the more obvious by the 

fact that, in addition to the action pkm to combat drugs proposed in the Commission 

communication referred to above (which mentions the fight against drug addiction laid down 

in Article K.1.4 TEU as an important legal basis), a Community action programme aimed 

at preventing drug dependence is in the process of being adopted in the codecision procedure 

on the basis of Article 129 EC. Semantics seem to play an important role here. 

However, there seems to be some confusion within Title VI itself as to the possible legal 

basis for drug-related measures and it is partly this which has led to the rather disappointing 

performance in Article K.l.4 TEU. "Combating drug addiction in so far as this is not 

covered by (7) to (9)" has resulted in the fact that much has been done in the area of drugs 

under judicial cooperation in criminal matters, customs cooperation and police cooperation 

(e.g. a report by the Drugs and Organised Crime group was prepared in November 1993; this 

report dealt with the fight against crime linked to drugs, the fight against organised crime and 

cooperation with the states of Central and Eastern Europe; as can be seen, none of these three 
aspects fits exactly with Article K.l.4 TEU116

). Ally fight against drugs, as suggested in the 

Commission's communication, must include some kind of strategy to tackle the supply of 

drugs reaching the Member States117
• The drugs-related measures taken on these bases will 

be discussed in the appropriate section of this report, but given the fact that health and 

demand aspects of drug addiction are included in Article 129 EC (and with a less stringent 

voting requirement) and that the supply and criminal aspects are dealt with elsewhere in 

116 Council Press Release 11321194 (Presse 252- G), 30.11-1.12.94, p.l 

117 It should also be pointed out that the fight against the traffic in illicit drugs has also been named as 
a possible specific priority objective for CFSP (COM (94) 234 final, 23.6.94, p.45). There is, 
therefore, room for possible duplication of legal basis between the Second and Third Pillars too. 
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Article K, it seems difficult to know what exactly is left to be dealt with under Article K.l.4 

TEU. 

4.4 Combating Fraud on an International Scale 

Relevant Documents 

Council Resolution on fraud on an international scale - protection of the financial interests 
of the EU, 29/30.11.93, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Resolution on the legal protection of the financial interests of the Communities, 
6.12.94, OJ No C 355, 14.12.94 

Draft Convention on the protection of the Communities' financial interests, COM (94) 214, 
6.8.94 (proposed by the Commission) 

Proposal by the United Kingdom for a joint action on the protection of the Communities' 
financial interests (no reference available)118 

Commission, "Protecting the Community's Financial Interests. The Fight against Fraud", 
Annual Report by the Commission, the latest one concerning 1993, COM (94) 94, 23.3.94 

Commission proposal for a regulation dealing with administrative penalties in the area of 
fraud against the Community, OJ C 216, 6.8.94 

Once again, the reference to international fraud in Article K .1 TEU provides for a diffuse 

legal basis: "combating fraud on an international scale in so far as this is not covered by (7) 

to (9)". In addition to this, the TUE introduced Article 209a EC which also deals with fraud 

affecting the financial interests of the Community, the subject of the two texts adopted so far 

under Title VI. Article 209a EC has a slightly more restricted scope than that of Article 

K.l.5 TEU since the former can only be applied to the financial interests of the Community 

rather than fraud on the international scale in general. However, unlike the case of drug 

policy, the First Pillar provision for fighting fraud against the Community offers no 

, legislative procedure of a more advantageous nature than the unanimity provisions of Title 

VI. In fact, Article 209a EC foresees no form of legislative procedure whatsoever and instead 

provides for what looks to be rather 'intergovernmental' "close and regular cooperation• with 

118 Referred to in the Commission's report on the functioning of the TEU, 10.5.95, p.49 
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"the help of the Commission •. As a result, any legislative measures must be taken either 

under Title VI or under Article 235 EC, the latter being the case for the Commission's 

proposal for a regulation dealing with administrative penalties in the area of fraud against the 

Community budget119
• It is not even clear whether or not Article 209a EC on its own can 

make meaningful use of the traditional features of the First Pillar - the exclusive right of 

initiative for the Commission and the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice - since the 

cooperation in question is organised by the Member States themselves and since it foresees 

no legislative procedure. It should be pointed, though, that the first paragraph of Article 209a 

EC does differ significantly from the relevant Title VI provisions in so much as it obliges 

Member States to take the same measures to counter fraud affecting the financial interests of 
the Community as they take to counter fraud affecting their own financial interests; here the 

jurisdiction of the Court does presumably become a highly relevant factor. 

Whilst the first of the Council's resolutions dealing with the protection of the Communities' 

financial interests is rather modest in both length and content, the second one, agreed in 

1994, seems to show a desire to go further. Short of mentioning the word 'harmonisation' , 

it insists that there are wide "variations ... as to what constitutes an offence" and its legal 

consequences which may affect any cooperation between Member States120
• The Council is 

of the opinion that "the criminal laws of the Member States should be made more 

compatible"121
• In addition to this recognition of the need for some 'alignment' in national 

law, the resolution requests that a series of guiding principles for the development of 

measures in this area be established. However, this document does not actually establish the 

mechanisms by which these measures are to be implemented, rather it requests that a requisite 

legal instrument be elaborated as soon as possible. This legal instrument should be based on 

the UK' s proposal for a joint action in the area as well as on the Commission's proposal for 

a draft convention between the Member States. As yet, no such document has been agreed; 
the JHA Council is under some pressure to move this dossier along since the European 

Council in Essen in December 1994 requested that either a joint action or a convention on 

this issue be adopted during the first semester of 1995122
• At its meeting in March 1995 the 

Council had a wide-ranging discussion on the 'judicial' aspect of combating fraud where it 

decided that a first binding legal instrument should be drawn up and that this should be 

confined to basic matters in the initial stage. Other problems arising in this area will be 

119 submitted 7.7.94, OJ C 216, 6.8.94 

120 OJ No C 355, 14.10.94, p.2 

121 ibid. 

122 see Conclusions of the Presidency of the Essen European Council, Agence Europe, 11.12.1994 
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examined at a later date when a second instrument is being drawn up123
• There is no 

indication of whether or not this first legal instrument will be based on Articles K.l.5 or 
K.l. 7 TEU - another example of lack of clarity within Title VI, the important difference 

being that the Commission would be given a right of initiative if the former were used. It 

could also be that a mixed base is used in which case the role of the Commission in terms 

of initiative is not obvious. One interesting aspect is that the Council has said it will create 

a "binding legal document"124 which would seem to suggest a convention including a role for 

the ECJ; this would be the first time that this particular Treaty provision has actually been 

made use of by the Council. It is clear that this is an issue of importance to both the Member 

States and the Union institutions. Not only was it the subject of discussion at the European 
Council in Essen in 1994, but it is also the only area in which a Member State not holding 

the presidency has used its right of initiative - the UK's proposal for a joint action. The 

Commission has shown its readiness to push forward in this area; apart from this being the 

subject of the only truly original convention that the Commission has proposed, the 

Commission has also taken some non-legislative measures to help in the fight against fraud 

affecting the Community's financial interests. Among these have been the reorganisation of 

the Unite de Coordination pour la Lutte Anti-Fraude ((UCLAF)125
, the establishment of a 

telephone hotline to which alleged cases of fraud could be reported126 and the establishment 

of an advisory committee for the coordination of fraud prevention, the task of which is to 

collect and analyse information from the Member States in order to render subsequent 
Commission action more coordinated and effective127

• 

It should be noted that despite the wider scope of application of Article K.l.5 TEU than that 

of Article 209a EC (fraud on an international scale rather than just that affecting the 
Community'sfinancial interests), only documents dealing with fraud against the Community 

have so far been launched in association with Title VI. This is a reflection of the 

preoccupation of many of the Member States with alleged abuse of the Community budget128 • 

The European Parliament, in its resolution of December 1993, recognises the difference in 

123 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95 

124 ibid. 

125 "Euro-fraud squad turns on the heat", Financial Times, 14.11.94 

126 This hotline has apparently resulted in one useful call per day out of a total of 1700 between November 
1994 and January 1995. Source: "EU steps up war on fraud", The European, 27.1.95 and Agence 
Europe, 9.2.95, p.6 

127 Commission Decision of 23 February 1994 setting up an advisory C<?mmillee for the coordination of 
fraud prevention, OJ L 61, 4.3.94, p.27 

128 This prooccupation is equally evident in the Council's conclusions of 11 July 1994 concerning the fight 
against fraud, OJ C 292, pp.1-2. 
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the scope of application between the two articles and argues that Article 209a EC should be 

used for measures against fraud of the Community129
• This however reveals another of the 

Treaty's inconsistencies: Article 209a EC foresees only administrative cooperation. For this 

to be effective it would also surely require judicial cooperation (in both civil and criminal 

matters), customs cooperation and police cooperation. Clearly these are in the domain of Title 

VI and not Article 209a EC and thus the EP's assertion seems to be slightly misguided given 

the actual Treaty provisions. It does though highlight an area for possible reform in the future 

if only on the grounds of organisational consistency. In fact, the implementation of Article 

209a EC is to be the subject of a report to be issued by the Commission before the end of 

1995130
• The fact that such a review of the success of this article is foreseen could be 

interpreted as implying that there was some doubt in the minds of certain Member States as 

to the possible effectiveness of the provisions set down in Article 209a. The contents of the 

report may well be instrumental in setting the tone of any possible reform of the various 

sections of the Treaty dealing with fraud against the Community, including Article K.1.5. 

4.5 Judicial Cooperation in Civil and Criminal Matters 

Relevant Documents 

Convention on simplified extradition procedure between the Member States of the European 
Union, agreed 10.3.95, OJ No C 78, 30.3.95 

Council Statement on Extradition, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209) 

Draft Convention on Extradition between the Member States of the European Union (no 
reference available)131 

Draft Agreement between the Member States of the European Union on the enforcement of 
driving disqualifications (no reference available) 

Draft Convention on scope, jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in matrimonial 
matters (Brussels Convention II) (no reference available) 

129 EP Resolution of 16.12.93 on combating international fraud, OJ C 201186, 20.1.94 

130 Council Conclusions of 11 July 1994 concerning the fight against fraud, OJ C 292, pp.J-2 

131 Draft conventions under examination by the JHA Council are listed in Annex XI(b) of the Council 
Report on the functioning of the TEU, 10.4.95(op cit.) but there is no indication of dates of proposal 
or of publication. References are however given for the two draft conventions proposed by the 
Commission (see chapter on the Commission). 
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Draft Convention on the service in the States of the European Union of Judicial and 
Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters (no reference available) 

The only convention actually to have been agreed so far under Title VI falls under the area 

of judicial cooperation in criminal law and deals with a simplified procedure for extradition. 

This convention takes its place in a hierarchy of texts dealing with the matter: a statement on 

extradition in November 1993 which requested the appropriate working party to draw up a 

series of measures which might be incorporated into a convention aimed at facilitating 

extradition between the Member States, a first convention on a simplified extradition 

procedure adopted in March 1995 and a second convention on extradition which is still at the 

draft stage. The action plan for 1994 agreed by the European Council in December 1993 sees 

extradition as one of the two areas to be targeted in judicial cooperation in criminal matters 

(the other one being action against international organised crime)132
• The importance attached 

to this subject seems to have been translated into policy output with both a statement and a 

convention already having been agreed (the latter is in the process of ratification and will 

enter into force 90 days after it has been ratified by all Member States; it may, however, be 

applied in advance between those Member States which make a statement to that effect when 

depositing the instrument of ratification). They both deal with the requirements and 

proceedings for extradition, with the convention going on to look at the execution of 

sentences too133
• Thus far the texts agreed are of relevance to criminal cases where the suspect 

concerned gives his/her consent to the extradition. A second convention is being prepared on 

other extradition procedures, probably including cases where suspects do not give their 

consent to the extradition. Exactly why these matters should be dealt with in two separate 

conventions is not stated anywhere in the Council's conclusions, but the inference is that 

those particular aspects of extradition to be dealt with in the second convention may pose 

constitutional problems for certain Member States134
• Thus by proceeding with a convention 

on the less controversial areas allowed for something at least to be agreed between the 

Member States. Once again this reflects the sense of urgency felt with regards to this issue. 

!32 Council, Restricted Note, "Plan d'Action dans le domaine de JAI", 10655/93, 2.12.93, pp.l4-15 

133 Council Press Releases 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93, p. 7, and 5423/95 (Presse 69 - G), 9-
10.3.95, p.8 

134 See Council Press Releases 7760/94 (Presse 128- G), 20.6.94, p.ll, and I 1321194 (Presse 252- G), 
30.11-1.12.94, p.IO 
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Thus far extradition has been the only aspect of judicial cooperation in criminal matters in 

which texts have actually been adopted135
• This is not to say, though, that progress has not 

been made elsewhere. The Council's other priority area for 1994 was action against organised 

crime. A programme of action was agreed by the Council in November 1993 which was 

prepared by the ad hoc Working Group on Organized Crime set up in September 1992136
• 

This programme provided for further reflection on possible measures in the field of judicial 

cooperation (in addition to those falling under police cooperation) such as a means of 

determining the criminal responsibility of moral persons in relation with offences resulting 

from international organised crime and cooperation in the matter of 'letters rogatory' for 

modern investigation techniques including the interception of communications137
• The Brussels 

European Council of December 1993 went on to emphasize the importance of judicial 

cooperation in the fight against international organised crime138
• Little since then seems to 

have been done, although this statement is based on the contents of the Council's press 

releases which are not always the most 'generous' sources of information. The only comment 

made recently by the Council on this matter is that it has approved a report on organised 

crime in the EU in 1993 drawn up by the ad hoc Working Party on International Organised 

Crime with the help of a questionnaire sent to all the Member States139
• No details as to the 

contents of this report have been published. 

Whilst not being the subject of any agreed documents140
, judicial cooperation in civil matters 

has been addressed in two draft conventions proposed by the Council presidency. One deals 

with the extension of the 1968 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of 
Judgements to certain areas of family law141

• Although not listed as being one of the main 

ingredients of the 1994 JHA work programme142
, the idea of extending the Brussels 

Convention of 1968 was mooted at the Brussels European Council in December 1993. It 

135 Texts of the kind are included in the appropriate annexes to the Council (10.4.95) and Commission 
(10.5.95) reports on the functioning of the TEU, op cit. 

136 Council Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93, p.8 

137 Council action plan in the area of JHA 1994, op cit., p.16 

138 Council Press Release 11321194 (Presse 252- G), 30.11-1.12.94, p.9 

139 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, p.II 

140 Texts as included in the lists of adopted texts in Annex XI( a) of the Council Report (10.4.95) and 
Annex 15 of the Commission Report (10.5.95) on the functioning of the TEU, op cit. 

141 Draft Conventioo oo scope, jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in matrimonial matters 
(BIUSSels I1 Coovention), listed in Annex XI(b) of the Council Report on the functioning of the TEU, 
10.4.95, op cit. 

142 Council Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93, p.4 
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appeared, however, that the Member States favoured drawing up a separate convention to this 

purpose but one which still followed the principles and general approach of the Brussels 

Convention. The JHA Council, meeting in June 1994, asked the K.4 Committee to press 

ahead with discussions concentrating first on divorce, legal separation and marriage and 

related matters concerning matrimonial property, and at a later stage looking at other aspects 

of family law, in particular custody of children143
• A first draft - "Convention de Bruxelles 

II" - was presented by the presidency in late November 1994; this dealt with those issues 

which the K.4 Committee had looked at ftrst. Discussions within the Council led to the 

conclusion that the custody of children should also be included in this first text and it was 

agreed that the convention should be adopted in the first quarter of 1995. Since then, 

discussions have centred on defining the scope of the convention (whether or not custody of 

children and related matters should be included) and determining which national body in the 

Member States should be competent. The Council concluded by asking its 'ancillary bodies' 

to submit a draft text to its meeting in June 1995 which would cover those areas referred to 

above including those relating to children1
""'. 

Other areas which have been dealt with under this. title include a draft convention on the 

enforcement of driving disqnaliftcations and one dealing with the transmission of legal acts. 

These subjects are mentioned for the first time in the press release from the last JHA Council 

meeting in early March1
"; however, the text of this press release refers in the case of both 

dossiers to the Council's preparatory bodies being asked to either complete or speed up their 

"proceedings", implying that these matters had been the subject of discussions in the past 

althou~ no mention had been made of them in the press releases. This is indicative of the 

lack of transparency in the JHA Council. 

4.6 Customs Cooperation 

Relevant Documents 

Council, Conclusions concerning a contribution to the development of a strategic plan of the 
Union to combat customs fraud in the internal market, Council Press Release 11321/94 
(Presse 252- G) 

143 Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128- G), 20.6.94, p.IO 

144 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, pp.HH1 

145 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, pp.13-14 
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Customs strategy at external frontiers, Council Press Release 5423/94 (Presse 69 - G) 

Draft Convention on the uses of information technology for customs purposes (Customs 
Information System), known as the 'CIS Convention' (no reference for text available - see 
Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69 - G)) 

Customs cooperation is one the areas in Title VI that has tended to attract less attention in 

either the media or scholarly work; this is perhaps a little unfair since it gives the impression 

that little or nothing has been achieved in this area. Much of the work carried out in relation 

to this subject since the entry into force of the TEU has been a continuation of initiatives 

launched within the Mutual Assistance Group '92 before November 1993: discussion of the 
Customs Information Convention (CIS), the elaboration of a plan for a strategy on customs 

at the external border and helping with the development of a strategic Union plan to combat 

customs fraud in the internal market146
• As can be seen from the list of relevant documents 

above, these happen to be the three areas in which the most progress has been made. 

Agreement of the draft CIS convention - the main priority in the area of customs cooperation 

- has been bugged by (at least) two problems141
• The ftrst has recently been solved at the JHA 

Council meeting in March 1995: the Member States decided that the Convention could in fact 
be provisionally applied at an early stage subject to a specific agreement being drawn up to 

that end. The second problem proved to be more stubborn; it concerns the role ofthe Court 

of Justice in the Convention. Some Member States sought to include far-reaching powers for 

the ECJ (jurisdiction over disputes between Member States and preliminary rulings on 

interpretation), whilst some favoured a partial or total exclusion of the Court from all matters 

related to the Convention; others took positions somewhere between the two extremes. This 

particular discussion has been going on for more than a year and is similar to that frustrating 

the adoption of the draft EUROPOL convention. In the area of customs, however, those 
Member States seeking to exclude the ECJ from the CIS convention could be said to be on 

slightly weaker ground than they are in the area of police cooperation: police cooperation is 

clearly not a partial or complete Community competence. Customs is an area in which both 

the Community and the Member States· have competence for different matters, a fact which 

has enabled the Commission to table a proposal dealing with the use of information 

146 see Ravillard in Monar & Bieber, forthcoming 

147 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, p.12 
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technology within the Community's sphere of competence148 . Even the Council's press release 

has to admit that "in that context [the one of the regulation] the Court's jurisdiction is self
evident"149. As such, arguments on the ground of consistency and legal uniformity tend to 

make the case of those Member States arguing against a role for the ECJ more difficult to 

defend. Another consideration here is that, were the CIS convention to include a role for the 

Court, this might be used as a precedent when deciding on the role of the Court in the 

EUROPOL convention; in these circumstances the position of the Member States seeking to 

exclude the Court might be more understandable. As is typical of the JHA Council when 

facing such problems, the CIS dossier was sent back to COREPER for further consideration 

of the problem. Interestingly, though, it was not sent back to the K.4 Committee; this is 
unusual since the Council press releases normally speak of the problematic dossiers being sent 

back to both of the Council's 'ancillary' or 'preparatory' bodies150. 

The question of customs cooperation at the Union's external border has been on the table 

since before the TEU was signed- as with many of the areas in Title VI, it became a matter 

of importance, if not perhaps action, after the Single European Act set the deadline of 
December 31st 1993 for the creation of the internal market. However, it seems that the 

development of a strategy for such cooperation has been more problematic than first 
imagined; the Council refers to the agreement of a plan on the organisation of joint 
surveillance operations at the Union's external borders "so as to make customs cooperation 

more tangible and operational"151 . This would seem to imply one of two things - either that 

the strategy for the previous year had not been successful in making customs cooperation 

tangible and operational at the external border or that there had been no previous strategy. 
On the basis of the Council press releases it is impossible to throw any light onto the validity 

of either of these two statements since no mention is made of such a strategy prior to March 
1995. 

Some progress has been made with regard to measures against customs fraud in the internal 
market. This area is once again a subject of shared competence with the Community being 

responsible for customs fraud in fields such as agriculture; the Commission proposal referred 

148 Proposal for a Council Regulation on mutual assistance between the administrative authorities of the 
Member States and cooperation between the latter and the Commission to ensure the correct application 
of the law on customs and agricultural matters, OJ C 56, 26.2.93, p.l and OJ C 80, 17.3.94, p.12 

149 Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G), 20.6.94, p.6 

!50 e.g. the admission and residence of displaced persons (Press Release 11321194 (Press 252- G)30.11-
1.12.94, p.5), and the draft EUROPOL Convention (Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128- G), 20.6.94, 
p.5, and Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, pp.4-5) 

151 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, p.II 
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to above, which is aimed at introducing information technology into customs and agricultural 

matters, also deals with certain anti-fraud aspects m. As for work under Title VI, the Customs 

Coordination Group, one of the sub-groups of Steering Group 11 of the K.4 Committee, has 
been active in defining a strategic plan for the European Union to combat fraud within the 

internal market. It has made an evaluation of the increased risks of fraud, especially fraud 

of an international character, which have resulted from the abolition of internal borders. The 

Group's most recent document, discussed by the JHA Council in November/December 1994, 

goes on to deal with a number of areas in which it believes closer cooperation is 

indispensable153
• It is unclear how much progress has been made on this matter in the 

meantime. 

Whilst only some limited advances appear to have been made in customs cooperation, one 

should not be too hasty in criticising the absence of agreed legislative texts adopted on the 

basis of Title VI. This is partly because of the progress made in the Community pillar for 

those areas for which it is competent to act. However, a lack of legislation under Title VI 

might conceal progress made on the administrative level; many more modest measures taken 

for customs cooperation may be agreed and implemented after discussion by those 'on the 

frontline', i.e. the national customs authorities, and not require legislative procedures or the 

constant attention of the JHA Council. It is difficult to say how much might have been 

achieved at this level since no reference is made of it in published Council documents and 

the very nature of such discussions renders them less transparent than those carried out on 

higher JHA levels, with even those on higher levels not being renowned for their opeuness. 

Another explanation for the apparent lack of progress may be due to the fact that work 

undertaken in the area of customs cooperation often incorporates detailed consultation of the 

national customs authorities, for instance by means of a questionnaire'S4, which may slow 

down the preparation of policy documents. If this consultation procedure is a factor in the 

length of the policy process in this area, it may be that such delays are justified in so much 

that the ftnal measures agreed take more account of the situation on the ground and potential 

problems in terms of policy implementation. 

152 OJ C 56, 26.2.93, p.1 and OJ C 80, 17.3.94, p.12 

153 Council Press Release 11321194 (Presse 252- G), 30.11-J.J2.94, p.III 

154 Ravillard, op cit. 
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4. 7 Police Cooperation 

Relevant Documents 

Joint Action concerning the Europol Drugs Unit on the basis of Article K.3(2)(b) of the TEU, 
10.3.95, OJ L 62, 20.3.95, p.l 

Council Resolution on the interception of telecommunications, Press Release I 0550/93 (Presse 
209) 

Council Recommendation on the fight against money laundering, Press Release 10550/93 
(Presse 209) 

Council Recommendation on the responsibility of organizers of sporting events, Press Release 
I 0550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Recommendation on environmental crime, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Recommendation on the organization of a training module on the operational analysis 
of crime, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Recommendation for the exchange of information on the occasion of major events 
or meetings, Press Release ll32l/94 (Presse 252 - G) 

Council Recommendations (5) on the fight against trade in human beings for the purposes of 
prostitution, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209 - G) 

Council Decision to forward to the EP documents on international organized crime -
Recommendations to the Council and report of the ad hoc working party, Press Release 
10550/93 (Presse 209- G) 

Council Decision on EDU/EUROPOL: appointment of Mr Storbeck as coordinator of the 
EDU, extension of the term of office of Mr Bruggeman as caretaker deputy coordinator until 
end of 1994, Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G) 

Council Decision on EDU/EUROPOL staff: Appointment from 1.1. 95 for three years or until 
the entry into force of the Convention of two assistant coordinators and two members of the 
Steering Committee, Referred to in Press Release 1132l/94 (Presse 252- G) 

Council Statement on the financing of terrorism, Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209) 

Council Conclusions on international organized crime, Official communication to the EP 

Assessment of the terrorist threat; document relating to the internal and external threat to 
Member States of the Union, Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G) 
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Interim report to the Council on money laundering, Council Press Release7760/94 (Presse 
125- G) 

Council guidelines for the training of instructors, Press Release 11321194 (Presse 252 - G) 

EDU/EUROPOL activities report (1.1.94-31.12.94), Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 
69- G) 

EDU/EUROPOL work programme (January to June 1995), Council Press Release 5423/95 
(Presse 69 - G) 

Strategy to combat the illicit trafficking of drugs, Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69 -
G) 

Report on organized crime in the European Union in 1993, Council Press Release 5423/95 
(Presse 69 - G) 

Draft Convention setting up a European Information system (EIS) (no reference available) 

Draft Convention on the establishment of EUROPOL (no reference available) 

If the number of agreed documents referred to in the Council's press releases is indicative of 

activity in an area, then police cooperation - with 22 documentsm - appears to have been the 

matter of common interest in Title VI in which the JHA Council has excelled itself in 

adopting conclusions, recommendations and the such like. However, this abundance of policy 

documents should not be allowed to conceal the Council's failure to agree perhaps the one 

single most important document related to police cooperation - the Convention establishing 

a European Police Office (EUROPOL). This particular issue has been the leitmotif of 

virtually all JHA Council discussions since the entry into force of the TEU; preparation of 

the Convention was identified as being one of the "main ingredients" in the Council's action 

plans and work programmes during the very frrst JHA Council meeting in November 1993156
• 

Progress on this dossier has undeniably been made- in March 1995 the Council "expressed 

satisfaction ... at the substantial progress made on all aspects of EUROPOL since its meeting 

in December 1994 "157 
- and thirteen articles1s8 are deemed to have been completed m. Key 

!55 as listed in Annex Xl(a) of the Council report (10.4.95) and Annex 15 in the Commission report 
(10.5.95) on the functioning of the TEU, op cit. 

156 Council Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93, p.4 

!57 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95 

158 ibid. 
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issues upon which agreement has still not been found, despite requests to do so by the two 

Brussels European Councils in 1993160 and a deadline of June 1995 for adoption of the 

Convention being set by the Essen European Council in 1995161
, include citizens' access to 

data pertaining to them and a number of institutional questions such as the role of the EP, the 

Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors. The Council still hopes to be in a position to meet 

the June deadline and has sent the draft text back to the K.4 Committee and Steering Group 

II which deals with police cooperation (as well as with customs cooperation) in order to 

complete discussions on the outstanding issues. It should be pointed out, though, that a 

deadline for the Convention's adoption has been set and not met in the past162 and that even 

once the convention has been agreed, a number of years will still be required before 

ratification by the fifteen Member States has been completed. 

Two other issues related to EUROPOL have also been the object of the JHA Council's 

attention. The first is the draft convention setting up a European Information System (EIS) -

an network similar to the Schengen Information System (SIS) and therefore also closely 

linked to the blocked draft external borders convention. The EIS is designed to "enable the 

authorities designated by Member States of the Union to have access to reports on persons 

and objects for the purpose of border controls and other police and customs checks "163
• The 

draft convention has, however, mostly come up against the same obstacles as those 

encountered by that on the Cnstoms Information System - the role of the Court of Justice and 

the question of consultation of the EP164
• The EIS convention has also encountered the 

specific difficulty of how to ensure compatibility with the SIS. Information regarding the 

progress of discussions on the draft EIS convention is rather limited - only one reference is 

made to it in all the JHA Council press releases since the TEU came into force - and it is 

therefore impossible to account for the fact that it has still not been agreed. 

The second EUROPOL-related issue dealt with by the Council has proved to be more fruitful: 

the creation of the European Drugs Unit (EDU). This body is a precursor to EUROPOL itself 

and its establishment was laid down as one of the priorities of the JHA work programme for 

159 The total number of articles is thought to be somewhere in the order of 27 though neither the definitive 
number of articles nor the text of the draft convention itself have been published officially. 

160 Commission, Twenty-Seventh General Report on the activities of the European Union (1993), 1994, 
point 976 

161 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95 

162 October 1994 was the deadline set by the European Council on 29.10.93 (Council Press Release 
10550/94 (Presse 209), p.8) 

163 Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 -G), 20.6.94 

164 ibid., p.6 
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1994'"'. The history of the EDU dates back to before the entry into force of the TEU: in late 

December 1991 (before the TEU had even been formally signed) a report by the relevant 
national ministers to the European Council unanimously recommended the setting up of 

EUROPOL, beginning with a drugs intelligence unit since drug trafficking and its associated 

problems were considered to be the most urgent issue at the time. The JHA ministers, 

meeting on 18 September 1992, established a deadline for the setting up of the EDU, namely 

1 January 1993, and put together a pilot team in Strasbourg to discuss the practical 

arrangements. However, due to various delays this deadline was not met. On 2 June 1993 the 

ministers responsible for justice and home affairs, meeting in Copenhagen, approved a 

ministerial agreement for the creation of the EDU166
• As a result, the EDU eventually came 

into being in the Hague in January 1994 "pending the setting up of EUROPOL "167
• The non

operational team of national liaison officers and the few staff directly recruited has been 

responsible for exchanging and analysing information and data on unlawful drug trafficking, 

the criminal organisations involved therein and its associated money laundering once two or 

more Member States are concerned. In June 1994 the 1995 budget for the EDU was set at 

ECU 3.7 million168 to be financed by the Member States directly rather than make use of 

Article K.8 TEU to charge it to the Community budget. Since then the Copenhagen 

ministerial agreement upon which the EDU was based has been replaced by a 'joint action', 
taken on the basis of Title VI, which extends the scope of the EDU by introducing three new 

areas into its remit: illicit trafficking of radioactive and nuclear materials, illegal immigration 

networks and the illegal trafficking of motor vehicles169
• Once again, following on from the 

budget decision made in 1994, Article 7 of the joint action implicitly excludes the possibility 

of charging the EDU's operational expenditure to the Community budget and establishes a 

system by which the financial contribution of each Member State may be calculated. Now 

that the rather ad hoc ministerial agreement made in Copenhagen has been replaced with a 

more solid legislative foundation for the EDU, there seems to be little more that needs to be 

agreed for the Unit to function and fulfill its current objectives. It is therefore imaginable that 

the EDU will remain in its current state until EUROPOL is finally born. However, should 

the EUROPOL convention continue to be blocked by institutional questions, one might see 

the EDU being given an increasingly large number of areas in which it may act. Such a 

165 Council Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93 , p.4 

166 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69- G), 9-10.3.95, p.I 

167 ibid. 

168 Council Press Release 7760/94 (Presse 128 - G), 20.6.94 , p.4 

169 Council Press Release 5423/95 (Presse 69 - G), 9-10.3.95, p.I and Joint Action of 10 March 1995 
adopted by the Council on the basis of Article K.3 of the TEU concerning the EDU (OJ L 62, 
20.3.95, pp.l-3) 
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possibility does provide the Member States with an alternative forum in which to see police 

1 cooperation advanced until they manage to finalise the illusive EUROPOL convention. 

' 

As can be seen from the list of relevant documents at the beginning of this section, many 
other aspects of police cooperation have been addressed in the form of recommendations, 

resolutions, statements, decisions and other documents. This seems to be indicative of the ad 

hoc way in which many police cooperation matters have been addressed; some, though, form 

part of a wider strategy, such as those dealing with terrorism and international organised 
crime. Many of the latter resulted from a programme of action contained in a report by the 

ad hoc Working Group on Organised Crime in November 19931m. Terrorism has been a 
recurrent theme in JHA Council meetings, mostly concentrating on studies and assessments 
of the internal and external threat posed by terrorist activities; little information is available 

on this subject but a more substantial policy document is due for submission to the Council 
during their meeting in June 1995. Thus it would seem that the structures relating to police 

cooperation in Title VI decision-making are rather flexible; on the one hand, they allow for 
the development of long term measures and strategies such as those for EDU/EUROPOL or 

international organised crime, but, on the other, they also provide for 'one off' decisions to 

be taken in response to a perceived need or development such as the recommendation for the 
exchange of information before major events or meetings or the guidelines on training 

instructors. However, the question must be asked whether or not these various kinds of 
agreements and texts are of any practical use since they have no legal or binding effect 

whatsoever; it is perhaps still too early to assess accurately the value of these documents. 

Nonetheless, the very limited use of the legislative measures foreseen for Title VI does little 
to alter the impression that the ministers seem happy to agree to traditional, intergovernmental 
forms of text but are less willing to approve conventions, joint actions and joint positions. 

170 Council Press Release 10550/93 (Presse 209), 29-30.11.93, p.8 
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5. An Overview of progress in the fields of justice and home affairs 

Plan of Action and Priority Working Programme for 1994 

On 29 and 30 November 1993 the Justice and Home Affairs Council adopted a plan of action 

in the fields of justice and home affairs and a priority working programme for 1994 which 

were subsequently approved by the European Council on 10 and ll December 1993. These 

two documents were to form the basis for development of justice and home affairs, following 

its incorporation into the Treaty on European Union. 

The working programme and plan of action are both divided into three chapters: 

I. Asylum and Immigration 

IL Police Cooperation, Customs Cooperation and the Fight against Drugs and 

Ill. Judicial Cooperation171
• 

Under each section the priorities are specified for 1994. In hindsight, the working programme 

has been over optimistic in its outlook. Much of what was considered has yet to be achieved, 

and as such the working programme is still valid today in 1995172 as it was when it was 

drafted. 

Whilst some aspects of the work programme and plan of action have been implemented, 

many actions which are considered priority have yet to be achieved. Some of the more . 

important aspects which have still not be agreed to for various reasons include: 

Progress on the entry into force of the Dublin Convention 

Harmonised application of the definition of a refugee in accordance with Article l.a 

of the 1951 Geneva Convention. 

Definition for minimal guarantees for procedures of examination of requests for 

asylum 

171 Note, the structure of the K.4 Committee has been similarly divided in three sections or steering 
groups: Steering Group I (Asylum and Immigration), Steering Group 2 (Police and Customs 
Cooperation) and Steering Group 3 (Judicial Cooperation - Civil & Criminal Law). 

172 It appears that no new working plan was adopted for 1995. 
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The possibility of re-drafting the London Resolutions in accordance with the 

instruments provided for in Title VI TEU (Joint Action or Convention) 

Conclusion of the Convention on the Crossing of External Frontiers (although the 

Commission did re-draft the Convention in accordance with Article K.3, it has yet to 

be signed by all Member States) 

Conclusion of the Convention on Europol by October 1994 

Finalisation of the Customs information System 

Extension of the scope of application of the 1968 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction 

and the Enforcement of Judgements to certain areas of family law 

As already mentioned in other parts of this report, only three acts have been adopted using 

instruments specifically provided for in Title VI TEU (two joint positions and one 

Convention). Nevertheless, it must be said that other issues contained in the working 

programme and plan of action have been dealt with using more traditional instruments of 

public international law (Resolutions, Recommendations, Decisions, Statements and 

Conclusions). Some examples (to name but a few) include173
: 

Resolution on fraud on an international scale 

Resolution on limitations on admission of third-country nationals to the Member States 

for employment 

Resolution on the legal protection of the fmancial interests of the Communities 

Recommendation on money laundering 

Recommendations (5) on the fight against trade in human beings for the purposes of 

prostitution 

Decision on the forwarding to the European Parliament of documents on international 
organised crime 

Statements on the financing of terrorism and on extradition 

Conclusions on racism and xenophobia, on international organised crime 

Once again, however, the problem arises in that it is very difficult to assess the legal effect 

of such decisions mentioned above. Such acts of soft law tend to give the Contracting Parties 

173 For a list of all Council activities, see Report of the Council of Ministers on the functioning of the 
Treaty on European Union, adopted 10 April 1995, Annex Xl(a), 2032, 12 April 1995 published in 
European Report No 2032. See also analysis of the individual policy areas in this and the chart on 
Council activities in this Report. 

j 
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considerable flexibility and room for manoeuvre. It is doubtful whether they are binding other 

than in the psychological sense, in that the Member States involved have made a commitment 

to act in certain areas and consequently may feel obliged to act accordingly. However, this 

obligation is not a formal one. It also leaves wide open the possibility of an il la cane 
scenario, whereby Member States are free to pick and choose the areas in which they would 

like to participate. 

An assessment of progress on the plan of action and the priority working programme is 

difficult for two reasons. The first refers to the point made above. It appears that the Council 

has been very active in its treatment of justice and home affairs as the impressive list of 

resolutions, recommendations, conclusions etc would suggest. However, the question is of 

course, to what extent does this high level of activity represent a high level of effectiveness 

and efficiency? 

The second problem concerns the nature of the working programme. Its scope of activities 

is wide and covers most of the relevant aspects of asylum, immigration, customs and police 

cooperation, the fight against drugs and finally judicial cooperation. Whereas it sets out the 

appropriate structures (namely priority working groups), it does not set any specific deadline 

(other than 1994) for when the areas considered should be agreed upon. It simply states that 

the various working groups should present a report to the Council by the end of 1994. Julien 

Schutte of the Ministry of Justice in the Hague makes the valid point: 

" .. .it has to be acknowledged, that this document does not represent a proper working 

programme, in that it contains no indication as to the time limits within [which] each of the 

programme items have to be completed, the form of the envisaged result, the initiating 

authority, the method of fmancing and the available budgetl74
" 

Many of the priority actions are worded so vaguely that it is unclear as to how one should 

proceed in these areas, whether a convention should be drawn up or does it merely entail 

more intensive informal cooperation. 

In terms of concrete action in accordance with the legal instruments provided for under Title 

VI, it must be stated that progress has been exceedingly slow. 

174 Footnote no. 12 in text of Ju!ian J.E. Schutte, "Judicial Coopertaion in the Union Treaty" in Joerg 
Monar and Roger Morgan (eds.), The Third Pillar of the European Union, European Intenmiversity 
Press, Brussels, Bruges Conferences, N.S. 5, p. 185. 
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Structures of intergovernmental cooperation in the fields of Justice and Home Affairs 
(Titel VI" EU Treaty) 
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I COREPER 11 I 
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Source: M.Niemeier, "The K.4 Committee and its Position in the Decision-Making Process", Contribution to Second Expert Meeting of the Joint Research Project on the Third Pillar of Maastricht, Bruges 
19-20 September 1994 
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